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S ALISHAN LEXICAL SUFFIXES: A STUDY IN THE CONCEFTUAtlZATfON OF SPACE 

This dissertation addresses the semantics of lexical suffmes in Salish, a family of twenty- 

three languages indigenous to British Columbia and the northwestern United States. Lexical 

suffixes denote entities usually referred to by full noun phrases in other languages. There are a 

hundred or more lexical suffixes denoting basic vocabulary such as body parts (FACE HAND. 

BACK). cultural implements (CANOE HOUSE, CLOTHING), and natural elements (FiRE, 

GROUND. WATER). Most lexical suffixes are extremely old and can bc nconstructed for Roto- 

Salish. Though they appear in many frozen expressions, lexical suffixes are still actively used 
today to coin new words. Contml of the lexical suffut system is considered a mark of a fluent 
speaker. 

I undertake a study of the cognitive semantics of lexical suffixes based both on secondary 

source materials and on original field w o k  My research uncovers semantic relationships hat 

appear unmotivated if viewed within a single language, but which can be seen by the 

systematic comparative study of al l  the Salishan languages. I establish that lexical suffixes are 

polysemous entities, and that metlphorical processes, grounded in culture and cognition, 
defiie the conceptual categories of meaning underlying their polysemy. I show how the 

different meanings and functions of a suffii develop from a central concept by means of 

principles of semantic extension. 

After a general survey of lexical suffixes and thei properties, I give a detailed treatment of 
the meaning extensions of three body part suffixes and two material culture suffixes. These 
suffures extend semantica~~ to take on various functions including locational and relational 
concepts. This study, which gives the fiat systematic treatment of he semantic properties of 

lexical suffiies, contributes to Salishan linguistics. It compares the Salishan system to 
semantic studies of body-part terminology in other languages of the world. The Salish facts 
provide verifkation for the mechanisms of semantic extension of body parts into spatial 
concepts that have been proposed as universals of human language. Thus this study 

contributes to our understanding of the interface between language and cognition. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

1.0 Introduction. 

Lexical suffixes are substantival suffixes that have semantic content analogous to free- 

standing nominals of the same meanings. Salish languages have on the average one hundred or 

more lexical suffixes denoting basic vocabulary, such as body parts (HAND, FOOT. M O ~ ) ,  

cultural implements (CANOE. HOUSE, CLOTHING), and natural elements (FIRE. GROUND. WATER) 

(Enkade 1996). Some lexical suffixes and corresponding free nouns are given in example (I). 

( I )  Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b, 5 14 ) 

x a s  cdlax 'hand' 
=xan sji5h3 'foot' 
dw txW lklam 'house' 
a1 we% sq5mai 'paddle' 

This dissertation addresses the question of how to account for the range of meanings that 

obtain for body-part and material-culture lexical suffixes in Salish languages. Three body-part 

suffixes, ABDOMEN. BACK and EAR, and two material-culture suffmes, GAME ANIMAL and HIDE. arc 

the focus of this study. I have systematically addressed the semantics of these five suffixes, 

positing principles that account for their locational, relational, and shape-classificatory meaning 

extensions. The approach I take is synchronic and comparative-semantic relationships hat 

appear unmotivated within a single language tend to become transparent in a pan-Salish context. 

Lexical suffixes extend semantically to cover several domains of human experience. The 

study of their meanings and word-formation patterns allow us a glimpse into the cognitive and 

cultural processes that shape their developmcnr This analysis has two axes. One is synchronic. 

aiming to establish a central meaning for these suffixes through the study of their attested 

semantic extensions. The other is comparative and diachronic, aiming to Rconstruct a proto- 

form, and to establish a proto-meaning by comparing the extensions of each suffix throughout 

the family. 1 argue that all semantic extensions of a suffu derive from a central meaning by 

means of cognitive or culturally motivated principles of extension, and that these meanings are 

related to each other through a lexical network anchored in the cenval meaning. 



1.1 Salish languages. 

There are twenty-three Salish languages, extending on a north-south axis from British 

Columbia to Oregon. and on a northwest-southeast axis from the Pacific Ocean to interior British 

Columbia. Idaho, and Montana. Sixteen of these languages belong in the Northwest Coast 

culture area; the seven remaining languages belong in the Plateau culture area. Table I shows the 

Salish languages by fmily branch. Extinct languages and dialects are marked with an asterisk. 

Central Salishl Comox i 

t Nooksack* I NORTHWEST COAST 
I Northem Straits I Saanich, -~onghees 

f f Southern Lushootseed 
Twana* 

[ UpperChehalis f Satsop, Oakville. Tenino 
Cowlitz 

* -'.. 

Upper Lillooet (Fountain) 

PLATEAU 

- .. . - 

TABLE I : SALISH LANGUAGES AND CULTURE AREAS 



The phonological and morphological cohesiveness of the Salish family is discussed by 

Kuipers (1967a), who observes that sound shifts in Salish are relatively minor, and that many 

grammatical morphemes appear in nearly identical forms over the whole Salish area The 

contrast that emerges is one between phonology and morphology on the one hand, and the 

lexicon on the other. The lexicon of geographically distant Salish languages is as divergent as 

that of the main subdivisions of Indo-European, while phonologically and grammatically the 

relationship between languages is as close as that between Germanic and Slavic languages. 

One hypothesis concerning the spread of Salish languages is that speakers of Roto-Salish 

inhabited an area in northwestern Washington and southwestern Canada in prehistoric times. 

They divided themselves into two groups. coastal and interior, separated by the coastal 

mountains of the area (Swadesh 1950). Suttles (1987:277) argues that the data used by Swadesh 

for the subgrouping of the Sdish family indicates that the family consists of two language 

chains, a coastal chain extending north and south and an interior chain running from northwest to 

southeast; the two chains adjoin in the Fraser drainage. He further states that these facts are 

consistent with a homeland west of the Cascades. extending from the southern end of Puget 

Sound northward to the Fraser. This hypothesis proposes that an early offshoot of the language 

expanded into the interior, and thar somewhat later there was an expansion northward and 

southward along the c o a s ~  Sutties points out that Kinkade and Powell (1976) differ in their view 

of the internal relations between Sahh languages, but accept this location as the probable 

homeland of Sdishm. In addition, he suggests that a clear understanding of the genetic relations 

and the analysis of patterns of diffusion for Salish languages will only come from a growing 

understanding of how the Native social systems worked (Suttles 1987:280). 

The place of Bella Coola is unique among Salish languages in that it is sometimes considered 

r near-isolate. Kuipers (1998:296-306) discusses "the curious history" of Bella Cwla within 

Salish. He states that Swadesh (1950) was the first to abandon the hypothesis that Bella Coolr 

and Tillamook were members of the Salish fmily on a level with Interior Salish and Central 

Salish. Thompson (1973:98 1) puts forth the view that Bella Coola aligns with the cenval 



languages rather than interior languages. Comparative work done by Nater in the eady seventies 

proves that the number of cognate sets between Beila Coola and Cenval Salish. and Bella Coola 

and Interior Salish is roughly the same. The predominant view then becomes that the ancestors of 

the Bella Cooln broke their northern isolation at one point in time and crossed over into the 

interior plateau. 

Kinkade (1990:202) points out that Bella Coola is assumed to have split off the earliest from 

the rest of the family. He calls attention to the fact that Bella Coola shares animal and plant 

names with Interior Salish that are not represented in Central Salish, and concludes that this 

implies contact. This hypothesis would diminish the number of original cognates between Bella 

Coola and [ntcrior Salish and favor a Bella Coola-Centcal Salish relation. Kuipers (1998:296- 

297) does a compmtive study of Salish root cognates. He divides the Salish area into four zones: 

NORTH COAST (Bella Coola + Central Salish (-Twana)) 
SOUTH COAST (Twana, Tillamook, and Tsamosan) 
NORTH INTERIOR (Thompson, Lillooet, and Shuswap) 
SOUTH W M O R  (Okanagan. Columbian, Spokane, Kalispel, and Coeur d' Alene) 

Out of r total number of 545 roots the following number of cognates obtained: 
NC, SC, NI, SI = 235 
NC and IS = 113 

NC and NI = 52 
NC and SC = 290 
NI and SI = 390 

Bella Coola participates in 183 of 545 etymologies and is the only Coast Salish representative in 

29 of these etymologies. Kuipers concludes that gmmaticd, phonological, and lexical evidence 

places Belh Coola with Central Salish Imguages. Lexical evidence suggests that the 

geographical isolation of Bella Coola is comparatively recent.1 

Coast Salish is the name that use to designate! Cenual Salish languages, not including Bella 
Coolr It corresponds to the culture area in which Central Salish languages are spoken. Kuipers' 
use of the term Coast Sdish includes Central Saiish and Bella Coola* 



Family me structures result from particular historical situations. and isolates or near-isolates 

are most common at the edges of spreads (Nichols 1997:371). Bella Coola is now spoken at the 

periphery of the Salish area and is geographically isolated by mountains and the ocean. All the 

body-part lexical suffixes considered in this study are attested in Bella Coola; however. the 

material-culture suffu HIDE occurs in Bella Coola only as a root. and the suffix GAME ANIMAL is 

not anested. 

Cognate retention for Salish lexical suffixes is greater than the retention of cognate sets for 

other lexical items. Body-part lexical suffixes have cognate sets throughout Salish. Moterial- 

culture lexical suffixes are represented in all the languages, but their cognate sets are fewer ban 

the cognate sets for body-pan lexical suffixes (Newman 1968: 19-20). 

Tillamook. now extinct, was also spoken at the periphery of the Sdish continuum. The 

Tillamook forms of the lexical suffixes ABDOMEN. BACK EAR, GAME ANIMAL and m E  are 

included whenever possible for achieving well-rounded phonological and semantic 

rcconstruc tions. 

Lexical suffixes are an areal feature of Pacific Northwest languages. Salishan. Wakashan, 

and Chemakuan are neighboring northwestern language families that have lexical suffixes. 

Geographically, Wakashan and Salishan languages abut on Vancouver Island and the north 

central coast of British Columbia. Wakashan. Chemakuan. and Salishan languages abut on the 

Olympic Peninsula in Washington. Lexicd suffixes in Wakuhan and Chemakuan may have 

nominal or verbal semantics, whereas Salish lexical suffiies soleiy have nominal semantics. 

1.1 .l Review of the literature. 

Lexical suffixes have long been an object of interest in Salish Linguistics. Two important 

cross-Salis h surveys on lexical suffixes are Newman's ( 1968) Compurative Study of Salish 

kxical Suflxes and Haeberlin's (1974) Distribution of The Solish Substuntival [Lexical] 

sumes. 

Newman examines the cognate relations of lexical suffixes among different branches of the 

family describing the common features or the system. His criterion for establishing cognates is 



that fonns and meanings of lexical suffixes should show significant comspondences, or be 

sufficiently close so as to leave no doubt of cognation (Newman 1968:3). 

Haeberlin's compilation of lexical suffixes was carefully edited by M. Terry Thompson and 

published in 1974. The areal distribution of the suffixes is discussed. Some of the salient points 

covered are that lexical suffixes are subject to exactly the same sound shifts as are the roou 

(Haeberlin L974:228). The Yticle also points out that there is more similarity among the lexical 

suffixes of Central Salish than among the roots of these languages. However. Interior Salish 

shows h e  same degree of similarity across languages for lexical suffmes and roots. 

Grammars and dictionaries of Salish languages treat lexical suffixes as a morphological class 

without much discussion of their semantics. The following is a brief summary of what grammars 

say about lexical suf€ies. 

7he Bella Coola Language (Nater 1984:74-88). Nater describes lexical suffixes as suffixes 

that have a *bsemanticdly additive", rather than a grammatically modifying, character. The 

substantival nature of lexical suffixes is affirmed by mentioning that most lexicd suffixes in 

Bella Coola are translated into English by nouns. Lexical suffmes are categorized into quantifier 

suffixes, occurring after numerals and numeral substitutes, classifier suffixes, and metaphorical 

suffixes. Metaphorical suffixes generally occur after transitive and intransitive verbs. "Somatic" 

and "non somatic" lexicd suffixes can combine with transitive and intransitive verbs and nouns. 

Nater's grammar states that lexical suffixes do not alter the morphological status of the base to 

which they attach, i.t. NOUN + LWOCAL SUFW = NOUN, and VERB + L ~ A L  S U F ~  = VERB (Nater 

198474). After this description, the grammar Lists the most common somatic and botanical 

suffixes. 

A Gramrnotical Sketch of Comx (Hams 1963: 1 16-125). This grammar describes lexical 

suffies as elements that have referential meaning and are part of the semantic derivation of the 

stem. Lexical suffixes come before inflectional suffixes on the stem, and the referents of lexical 

suffixes do not always have the same syntactic relationship to the stem. The grammu then lists 

the lexical suffixes, 



The Squanirh Language (Kuipers L967b: 118-135). Kuipers defines lexical suffues in 

Squamish saying they refer to parts of the body and are found in nominal as well as verbal 

complexes. Lexical suffixes are productive in verbal complexes: a combination of VERB + 

sowvnc sumx + ~ m w s m v e ~ ~  refers to an action performed by the grammatical subject on his 

own body; while a combination of VERB + SOMlrTlC sUFFlX + T R A N S M E R  refers to an action 

performed by the subject on the body pan of another. 

The grammar describes another set of suffixes called "non-somatic", to which no clear 

meaning can be ascribed. The syntactic difference between "somatic" and "non-somatic" suffixes 

is that transitive and intransitive constructions do not obtain for b'non-somatic" suffixes. The 

grammar also mentions r third set of lexical suffixes, which ye rare and found only in petrified 

complexes. The status of these elements is doubtfbl, and no clear meanings can be ascribed to 

them. 

A Gramtar of the Cowichan Dialect of Halkomlem Salish (Leslie 1979:68-94). Leslie 

crtegorizes lexical suffixes into suffixes that do not take inflection, i.e. "non-inflective lexical 

suffixes", and suffixes that take inflection, i.e. "inflective lexical suffms". Both types of suffixes 

may attach to bound or free stems, the former, "non-inflective lexical suffixes", do not take 

transitive inflection, while the latter, "inflective lexical suffixes", can take one or more of the 

transitive suffixes. Leslie subcategorizes "inflective lexical suffixes" into three categories based 

on the type of inflection. Category A can only be inflected with the intransitive suffm. Category 

B can take all three transitive suffixes, and Category C can take both the intransitive and 

transitive suffixes. This grammar lists lexical suffixes in Cowichan according to their inflectional 

properties. 

A Refirence Gramrnar of the Musqueam Dialect of Hulbrnelem (Suttles in preparation b). 

This grammar identifies nearly one hundred and fifty elements that may be lexical suffixes or 

connectives plus lexical suffixes. Many of these elements are very productive, others are 

recorded in only one or two words, and some are only peuified relics. Lexical suffixes m;ly have 

stressed and unstressed variants with vowels of different qualities. and are usually suffued to 



bare or nominalized roots. Instances of lexical suffues occurring after grammatical suffixes are 

not unknown, but rare. Instances of a lexical suffix following another lexical suffix are common. 

Suffixes that denote body parts are the largest and most complete set, and can l o  denote 

non-somatic referents. Suttles sees no basis for setting body-part suffixes apart from material- 

culture suffixes or for giving them any kind of primacy. Though the somatic meanings of lexical 

suffixes may be historically and conceptually primary, Suttles considers this a hypothesis that 

cannot be proven and therefore mere conjecture. 

A number of Musquearn lexical suffixes appear with numeral roots as numeral classifiers. 

These suffmes do not form an exclusive set since most of them also occur with other roots or 

stems. Suttles states that the subcategorization of lexical suffixes on the basis of grammatical 

inflection does not seem possible. The fact that some lexical suffixes have not been recorded 

with transitive or intransitive suffutes is due to the nature of the speech event and not to the 

grammar of the language. 

Roots and lexicd suffixes in Musqueam can be combined in different ways to produce words 

that have different grammatical functions. Complex words can be categorized by the type of root. 

the grammatical relations between root and suffix, and grammatical function. 

Sutdes adds that he has not included the lexicd suffixes that appear in personal names. Such 

names are passed down over many generations, across language boundaries. so that similar 

nmes appear throughout the Coast Salish social continuum to which Musqueam and other 

Halkomelem speakers belong. He suggests that the study of the lexical suffixes that appear in 

names should be done comparatively and encompass the whole region. 

A Grammar of Chilliwack Halkontelem (Galloway 1993:202-232). This grammar stam that 

somatic suffixes are present in many words of the anatomical domain. These suffues are also 

productive outside of the anatomical domain, and sometimes have a figurative meaning. Uptiver 

Hiilkomelem lexicd suffixes are usually locative, except in bodypan words. This description is 

followed by a list of lexical suffiies with examples. 



Anatomy of Upper Stalo Halkomelern: A morpho-semernic study. (Galloway 1976). This 

paper presents a thorough inventory of the body-part suffixes found in Upriver Hallcornelem. 

Gailoway addresses the meaning of body part suffiues saying that "As morphemes combine in 

derivation or inflection to form independent words, the shifts and adjustments in meaning and the 

resultant meanings can be described as morphosememic." He adds that morphosememic shifts 

may occur at the word. phrase, sentence, and discourse level. 

Section 2 of the article addresses body-pan (somatic) lexical suffixes showing that about r 

third of them have a suppletive relation to independent body-part words. A quarter of dl the 

independent words for body parts have somatic suffix counterparts. These somatic suffixes have 

locative meanings (on or in the body pat), except when used in body-put words. In the latter 

case, the meaning of the suffixes is partitive (of the body part). 

Lexical Suflxes in Saanich: Dialect of Straits Comt Safish (Pidpon 1970: 18-44). This 

grammatical sketch lists and exemplifies Swich lexical suffixes. Pidgeon stresses the role of 

connective elements in Saanich stating that lexicd suffixes tend to pattern with particular 

connectives. However, it is possible for different connectives to appear with the same lexicd 

suffix. These connectives have very abstract meanings, and glosses fail to demonstrate 

differences in meaning between one or another connective element in general, connectives 

particularize the referent of the lexical suffix, or extend its meaning. Connectives and lexicd 

suffixes often fuse, becoming a single element, though historically they are separate entities. 

Pidgeon ( 1970: 19) says that lexical suffixes "refer to relatively concrete notions and function 

syntactically as referents in t e n s  of recipient of actions (i.e. object) or as referent of 

description". Body-part lexicd suffixes have a wide range of meanings, and some lexical 

suffixes have a range of meanings that is governed by a shape concepr Pidgeon lists and 

discussed forty-three different lexicd suffixes. 

An Outline ofthe Morphology and Phonology of Suamich. North Straits Sufish (Montler 

1986: 64-9 1). Lexical suffixes are derivational morphemes with substantive, root-like meaning- 

Each lexicd suffuc seems to have a basic tangible significance that can be extended 



metaphorically. Lexical suffixes are best viewed as representing a complex network of 

associations rather than a concrete or abstract base from which metaphorical extensions are 

made. Fifty-eight lexical suffixes are exemplified. 

The Lillooet Language (van Eijk 1997~74-101). This grammar categorizes lexical suffixes 

into primary lexical suffies and residual lexical suffixes. Primary lexical s u f ' s  are 

subcategorized into verbalizing, nominalizing, and neutral suffixes. There is only one verbalizing 

suffix. Nominalizing suffixes generally refer to "instrument, implement" or "setting, location". 

i.e. the instrument with which. or the location where, the activity referred to by the mot is 

performed. Neutral lexical suffixes refer to an object or concept that is qualified or commented 

on by the preceding stem (van Eijk 1997:76). Residual lexical suffixes are elements devoid of 

clear meaning. 

The Thompson Language (Thompson & Thompson 1992: 1 12-1 13). This grammar addresses 

lexical suffixes in the context of complex forms. stating that lexical suffixes extend roots and 

intransitive stems. Panllel to constructions involving lexical suffixes, speakers use syntactic 

constructions that add detail by means of complements and adjuncts. In general. syntactic 

constructions provide a more specific identification of the entities involved. whereas 

constructions with lexical suffixes provide o vaguer or more general reference. The tendency to 

favor constructions with adjuncts and complements over constructions with lexical suffutes 

reflects the influence of English and a general decline in the exploitation of the rich synthetic 

resources of the language. 

The Shuswap Lunguage (Kuipen 197459-72). This grammar categorizes lexical suffixes into 

somatic suf~res. concrete lexical suffixes, and abstract lexical suffixes, and lists examples of 

each individual type. Kuipers points out that the combination of VERBAL ROOT +SOMATIC sumx 

expresses the notion that something happens to one's own body p a  while the combination of 

VERBAL ROOT + SOMATIC SUFFIX+ W P R A N S ~ V ~ E ~ ~  expresses the notion that one does something to 

one's own body p;ut Concrete lexical suffixes do not combine as fncly with transitive and 



intransitive suffixes as the somatic suffixes. Abstract lexical suffixes are exemplified but not 

described, and have no clear synchronic meaning. 

Shuswap Grammatical Structure (Gibson 1973:30-3 1). Gibson states that lexical suffixes 

describe concepts of design, form, substance, and location. The grammar identifies more than 

forty different suffixes. The members of the class are not mutually exclusive, and a single stem 

may have up to three lexical suffixes. 

The Kalispel Lunguage (Vogt 1940:s 1-56). This grammar calls lexical suffixes by the term 

"field suffixes". What Vogt calls "lexical suffixes" are grammatical suffues that modify the verb 

by changing iu syntactic function or by adding iterative. reciprocal, and reflexive notions. 

Field suffixes are defined as a vast gmup of suffixes pointing to the field in which the action 

takes placc-usually body pans and a few objects affected by the verbal actions, or the place 

where the action develops. Field sufFies correspond to direct objects and prepositional 

expressions in English. 

Coeur d'Alene Gramnror (Reichard 1938:608-624). This grammar lists and subcategorizes 

lexical suffixes according to meaning into nominal and locative suffixes. Nominal suffixes are 

the elements that include body parts and incorporated nouns. The difference between nominal 

and locative suffuces is that the latter have a locative meaning rather than nominal meaning. The 

grammar lists and exemplifies seventy-five nominal suffures and ten locative suffixes. 

The origin, categorial status, and the syntax and semantics of lexical suffixes have been 

discussed by Carlson (1990). Czaykowski (1982). Czaykowska-Higgins et d. (1996). Egesdal 

( 198 1). Gerdts and Hinkson (1996), Kinkade (1973, 1996, 1998). These articles, arranged 

alphabetically by author, are reviewed below. 

Compounding and Lexical Amation in Spokane (Carlson 1990). This article points out that 

compounding is a productive process in Spokane. Typical compounds are formed by verbal 

elements acting as right members of compounds and nominal(ized) elements as left members, or 

by the combination of a modifier as the left member and a nominal as the right member. 



Lexical affixes in Spokane are used to form constructs with nominal or locative references. 

The majority of these elements are suffixes, but then are some prefixes. Lexical suffixes fonn 

stems by attaching directly to a root or to o root followed by the INCHOATWE suffix. TWO types of 

stems involve lexical affixes. Type one parallels [VERB + NOUN] compounding, where the lexical 

suffixes serve as the direct object or locative argument; type two panllels [MODIFIER +  NOUN^ 

compounding. Type one stems take transitive morphology, but type two stems are unpredictable. 

While [MODEIER + NOUNI compounds inherit the category features of a noun. [MODIFIER + LEXICAL 

s u ~ m l  forms may or may not. Unlike [MODIFIER +  NOUN^ compounds, [MODCFIER + LEXICAL 

s u m ]  forms often blend their components to create a lexicalized item whose meaning cannot be 

predicted from the sum of its parts. Culson claims that lexical affixation is the inevitable end of 

the compounding process in Spokane. Lexical suffixes developed from right members of 

compounds, and lexical prefixes from left members. 

An Investigation ofthe Laical Sum in Columbian Salish (Czaykowski 1982). This is an 

interesting article addressing the semantics of lexical suffixes in Moses Columbian. Czaykowski 

points out that, although hey are derivational, lexical suffixes do not affect the syntactic category 

of the mot or stem to which they attach. They function as semantic elements that augment 

meaning. She further states that the core meaning of lexical suffixes is concrete, and the referents 

denoted by the suffiies are body parts and concrete objects. Inherent in body-part suffixes are 

"notions of shape or space (locative notions)". Finally, she observes that the function of lexical 

suffixes in Columbian Salish is to define descriptive domains. 

Nxu7mxcin Lexical Su#ikes: A Working Paper (Czaykowska-Higgins et id. 1996). This article 

presents a series of referentidicy tests for Columbian lexical suffixes. The point of these tests is 

to assen whether or not lexical suffixes incorporate to the verb. Saclock (1986) and Baker (1996) 

claim that incorporated nouns are nferential, drawing evidence for noun incorporation from 

Mohawk, Southern Tiwa, and Mayl. The results are inconclusive--on the one hand, there is no 

conclusive evidence that lexical suffixes are referential, on the other, there is no conclusive 

evidence that they are not referential. 



Some Ideas on the Origin of Solish Lexical Sumes (Egesdal 198 1). This article claims that 

noun incorporation or noun-verb compounding is the source of lexical suffixes. Egesdal tests 

lexical suffu consuuctions against Mardirussian's (1975) proposed universals for noun 

incorporation. Mardirussian claims that noun incorporation is a morphological process which 

does not involve syntactic considerations. 

Egesdal cites Reichard's comments comparing the similarity between incorporated nouns and 

lcxical suffixes and the possibility that lexical suffixes may derive form incorporated nouns 

(Reichard 1959:239). The article suggests that perhaps this process was never completely lost, 

d that Salish languages keep repeating an old pattern with new material. Egesdal concludes 

that there is reasonable evidence to consider noun incorporation as the probable source of lexical 

suffixes. 

Salish Lexical Suffies: A Care of Decategorialiration (Gerdts and Hinkson 1996) This 

article discusses the grammatical status of lexical suffiies by reviewing the combinatorial 

properties of the suffixes. 

It proposes a the following noun to suffix cline: 

free noun > stripped noun > incorporated noun z bound fonn 

The article concludes that kxical suffixes have the status of grammatical elements since hey 

have lost the crucial property of being able to stand as independent words. However, it argues 

that incorporation and gnmmaticalization are still possible for lexical suffixes, since as shown in 

the article, there is nothing ";absolute'* or "simple" about grammatical elements. The different 

properties associated with a major category, such as nouns, can exist in varying degrees in the 

minor categories that arise from them, i.e. lexical suffixes. 

A Grammur of Luxical Sumes in Columbian Sufish (Kinkade 1973). This paper addresses 

stress assignment in ROOT + LEXICAL SUFFIX constructions, and the relative order of lexical 

suffixes in ROOT + t m c ~ t  SUFFIX + LEXICAL SUFFUC constructions. 

Stress placement in complex words is difficult in most Salish languages. KiWe ca~gorizes 

Columbian roots and suffies into "weak': bbsuong", and "variable", and offers hierarchies of 



stress assignment. In compounds, S ~ O N G  ROO= > unstressed before STRONG sumx~s and before 

two or more lexical suffixes, one of which is variable (or strong). WAK  om > stressed before 

one or more weak suffixes, or when final in a word. STRONG R- dominate any weak or 

variable suffixes, STRONG sumx~s dominate any weak or variable roots. VAR~ABLE ROOTS 

dominate weak suffixes and VARIABLE SUFFIXES dominate weak roots. 

The order in which lexical suffixes occur in a sequence of two or more suffixes is not 

random. In this respect Kinkade points out that the sequences of two or more suffures are 

constructions consisting of C O N N E ~  + LEXICAL s u m .  These connective elements are closely 

fused with the lexical suffixes, and synchronically they must be considered a unit 

Lexical suffixes in personal names are also mentioned in this article. Personal names 

sometimes occur with two lexical suffixes and provide instances of compounding that have not 

been found elsewhere. 

The Relationship Between Lexical Suffires and Lexical Compounding in Upper Chehalis 

(Kinkade 1996). Using data from Upper Chehalis, this article reviews the claim that lexical 

suffixes derive from the second members of compounds. 

Kinkade concludes that compounding remains the best explanation for the origin of lexical 

suffixes. He agrees with Egesdal's suggestion (198 1: 13) that in compounding Salish languages 

repeat an old pattern with new material. He posits a cline whereby the second member of the 

compound becomes incorporated, then looses phonological material and becomes a lexical 

suffix. 

Kinkade insists that a rationale for the 10s t phonological material must be provided. He 

suggest that the loss of phonological material. i.e. attrition, occurred gradually, since 

compounding has gone on throughout the history of Salish. He point out that the oldest 

compounds show the most attrition, the most recent the least In addition, the oldest compounds 

may not show the same processes as newer ones. 



Finally. Kinkade points out that lexical suffixes are a rare lexical category in languages, and 

wonders why Salish languages developed such a category. He suggests that lexicd suffixes in 

Sdish might be an instance of areal diffusion in the Pacific Northwest. 

Origins of Salishan Lexical Sumes (Kinkade 1998). This article reviews the genesis of the 

term "lexical suffix", defines the term. and comments on uses of lexical suffixes, and how they 

an: ideally suited to word-building. Kinkade stresses that lexical suffixes are "used extensively 

for acculturation vocabulary and lexical replacement, and for refming reference to parts of the 

body". 

Addressing the grammar of lexical suffixes. Kinkade says that lexical suffixes are usually 

equivalent to r lexical argument. He comments on their meanings, saying hat lexical suffixes are 

often "generic rather than specific". Because the meaning of lexical suffures is generic, 

constructions with lexical suffutes can be accompanied by an external lexical argument that is 

specific. However, the argument rarely has the same meanings as the suffix. He cites 

Czaykowskr-Higgins et al. (1996), saying that lexical suffues "serve in several grammaticd 

relations and thematic roles within the stem to which they are attached". The article also 

mentions the classiTcatory role of lexicd suffixes. Addressing the combinatorid properties of 

lexical suffixes, Kinkade provides an overview of the different types of possible combinncions 

and refers the reader to Gerdts md Hinkson (1996). 

Nexl the article addresses the issue of the structural similarity between lexical suffix 

constructions and compounds. It mentions that compounding is very free in Interior Salish 

languages, but that this is not the case in other Salish languages. Finally, it mentions that 

"languages with free compounding represent the old pattern", and that the linking morphemes 

that appear between the members of a compound can be reconstructed to Roto-Salish. 

The crux of the article is a systematic review of the CONSONANT + LU[ICAL SUFFIX forms where 

the meaning of the lexical suffa remains the same, but no specific status or meaning can be 

ascribed to the initial consonant. The problem regding the C O N ~ ~ ~ T +  LEXICAL S u m  forms is 

formulated as follows: "Are the lexical suffutes in these cases added to a root (either mno- 



consonantal or unrecoverable), or are these the mots from which the lexical suffies have 

derived"? Kinkade continues to say that are several theoretical possibilities to account for 

CONSONANT + LEXICAL SUFFlX forms. 

C L  is formative or prefix 

C L  or C ~ V  is a root 

CI is h e  remnant of a regular CVC(C) root 

The suffix is the remnant of a CVCfC) root 

He argues for the fourth possibility listed above. and considers the ~ m c l u .  s u m  to be what 

remains of the original root when it combines with another root. The article then lists 

reconstructed CONSONANT + LEXICL S U F ~  forms and compares them with Kuipers' ( 1976) 

reconsuuctions of lexical suffixes. 

The next topic addressed is that of the expansion suffixes *-al-, *-ay-. and *-ul- . Kinkade 

suggests that these are possibly reduced ancient lexical suffixes, occurring as the first of two or 

more lexical suffixes in one word. The article conchdes with a discussion about whether lexical 

suffixes are grammatical elements, or incorporated nominals. 

1.1.2 The grammar of lexical sumxes. 

The grammars and articles reviewed above agree that compounding is a common process in 

Salish and that lexical suffixes are productive elements in this process. We will review here 

several types of constructions involving the suffixation of nominal and verbal stems with lexical 

suffixes. This topic leads us directly to the question of whether lexical suffixation is a type of 

noun incorporation. 

Mithun (1984. 1986) excludes lexical suffixation from her discussion of noun incorpontion 

on the basis of Haghge's (1977) argument that Comox lexical suffues are not cases of 

incorporation because the language has another structure that can more properly be called noun 

incorporation. Hag&@ is referring to nominal forms derived with a verb forming prefix (c-). 

Mithun (1986) and Sadock (1986) consider chat Greenlandic Eskimo denominal verbs are a type 

of noun incorporation. Gedts (1987) argues that these c derived forms in Comox are denominat 



verbs paralleling the construction in Gnenlandic Eskimo that Sadock (1986) calls noun 

incorporation. Gerdts (1987) shows that Greenlandic Eskimo denominal verbs do not function 

syntactically as incorporated nouns. She argues that the Greenlandic denominal verb 

constructions are not noun incorporation and neither is the parallel Comox construction. 

Gerdts and Hinkson (1996) argue that lexical sufries are grammatical elements since they 

have lost the property of standing as independent words. Their claim is that there is nothing 

simple about grammatical elements since the different properties associated with a major 

category. i.e. nouns. can exist in diffennt degrees in a minor category that arises from them. i.e. 

lexical suffixes. They propose that lexical suffixes are the final stage of a process whereby a free 

noun becomes increasingly fused to an element with which it is compounded until it emerges as 

a bound form. Other functionally similar processes-noun stripping (Miner 1986) and noun 

incorporation (Mithun 1984)--can be considered stages in this process: 

The combinatorid properties of lexical suffues (Gerdts and Hinkson 1996), are shown 

below. Suffixed to nominal stems lexical suffixes function as nominal heads, have nominal 

semantics, and form right-headed compounds. 

NOUN + LEXICAL S ~ I X = N O U N  compounds for Cenfral and Interior Salish  language^.^ 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
'Vpalsa4p 
apple=PLANT FORM 

'apple uee' 

Lillooet (vim Eijx 1997:98) 
?iipals=ai 
apple=PLANT FORM 

'apple tree' 

Columbia (Kinkade n.d.) 
7apals=ltp 
apple=PLANT FORM 

'apple tree' 

- -  

By convention. Salishanists separate lexical suffixes using an equal sign (=) . 
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(5 )  Lillooet(vanEijk1997:98) 
xnix=ai 
gooseberry=PLANT FORM 
'gooseberry bush ' 

(6)  Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
i q w 5 r n  =atp 
thimblcberry=PLANT FORM 
'thimbleberry bush' 

The lexical suffix for PLANT FORM is the second member of the compounds above and serves as 

the head of these nominal compounds. 

Suffixed to verbal stems, lexical suffixes can also form right-headed nominal compounds. 

VERB+ LEXICAL SUFRX=NOUN compounds for Central and Interior Salish. 

Hdkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
ii\infd=lw txw 
to pray=HOUSE 
'church' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1997:86) 
lamxal=4txw 
to pray=HOUSE 
'church ' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
qiq=(w txw 
be bound=HOUSE 
'jail' 

Swich  (Montler 1986:362) 
m i l a h = l h w  
to dance=HOUSE 
'dace house' 

Saanich (Pidgeon L970:44) 
fan=i&txw 
to dig r hole=HOUSE 
'cave' 



(1 2) Lillooet (van Eijk 1997:86) 
s&$si=itxw 
to phy=HOUSE 
'gymnasium' 

The lexical suffix for HOUSE is compounded with verbal sterns in examples (7) through (12)' 

and the categorial status of these compounds is nominal. Compounds with lexical suffues and 

full nouns are structurally similar. Both types of compounds consist of nominal or verbal stems 

followed by a lexical suffix or by the full noun, which is the second member of the compound. 

Taking into account this structural similarity. Gerdts and Hinkson (1996) claimed that lexical 

suffixes developed historically from free-standing nouns. and function as nouns in nominal 

compounds. 

Lexical suffixes also form complex predicates. That is, they can be suffued to verb stems. 

The resulting compound functions syntactically as the main predicate of a clause. Lexical 

suffixes in incorporation-like structures have the semantics and argument structure of nouns 

(Gerdts and Hinkson 1996). 

VERB+ LEXICAL SUFFM=VERB constructs with body-part and material-culture lexical suffixes 

are shown below for Central and Interior Salish languages. 

Halkornelem (SuttIes in prep. b. 0 14 #70) 
k w h  =acas- t 
&~=HAND-TR 

'take him by the hand' 

Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. b. 0 14 #72) 
*oww,  t x - x h - a m  
wash=FEET-MID 
'wash one's feet' 

Lillowt (van Eij% 1987:115) 
ndc=al=W-an 
chan p=CON=H[DE-TR 
'change someone's shin'3 

The meaning CLOTHING For the suffix for HIDE is an expected semantic extension (see Chpter 
6, section 6.2.1). 



Liilooet (van Eijk 1987: 180) 
kwuln=ldak-kan tu7 kw s-wba7 
IendSUN- 1 SG SUF DET so and so. 
'I lend my gun to so and so.' 

Columbia (Kinkade 1998:27 1) 
n-~ak=qia-n 
POS-close=HEAD-ISG 
'I closed the sack. I put twine around the top.' 

Columbia (Kidcade 1998:27 1) 
n-sh=6s&i9t-m kn 
POS-ciear=THROAT-MID 1 SG 
'I cleared my throat.' 

Lexical suffixes form complex predicates in examples (13) through (18), and take both transitive 

and intransitive morphology. The process directly parallels noun incorporation as found in other 

languages of the world. Whether it is treated as a syntactic rule of head-movement or as a lexical 

rule, the result of noun incorporation is that a piece of a complex predicate is in a nominal 

relationship to the verb stem (Gerdts and Himon 1996). 

A subset of lexical suffixes in Salish languages functions as numerai classifiers. These 

classifier constructions are used for counting, and the lexical suffixes carry the semantic weight 

of nouns, but do not behave syntactically like nouns. In the case of numerals, the classifier can be 

doubled with an external nominal (Gerdts and Hinkson 1996). 

(19) Island Halkomelern (Gerdts and Hinkson 1996) 
!ixw=aqon lidk 
three=HEAD sack 
'three sacks'4 

(20) Island Hnlkomelem (Gerdts and Hinkson 1996) 
te%s=ila k w h  na mCmana 
eig ht=PEOPLE ~m tPOS children 
'I have eight children.' 

- - - 

The meaning CONTAINER for the lexical suffim for BACK in examples (19) and (21) is an 
expected semantic extension (see Chapter 3, section 3.2). 



In some non-counting classificatory uses, lexical suffixes attach to r lexical verb and cross- 

reference on the predicate the salient shape or main function of the external nominal: 

(2 1) Hiilkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
ies=d=69c- t ta nbwakwa9 
nd=CON=BACK-TR DET coffin 
'nail up the coffin' 

(22) Halkomekm(Sutbsinprep.a) 
wa-niy kw s-ieak=w il- t ct ta lepdt 9i ta l & W ~ n  
only D l 3  NOM-wash=VESSEL-TR IPL FOSS DET pot and DET dish 
'We only wash pots and plates.' 

The type of lexical suffixation shown above does not strictly constitute noun incorporation, since 

the lexical suffixes are not the grammatical objects of these sentences. Their function is to cross- 

reference a salient property of the external noun on the verb complex. 

Like all verbs, numerals may take lexicd suffixes (Vogt 1940:44). Thus. literal translations 

of numeral consuuctions are "be one", "be two", "be three", et. We see in examples (23) 

through (25) that "be five" is conveyed by an unglossed root and the lex icd  suffix * = k ~  HAND in 

Tsmosm and Interior Salish. 

(23) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1:23) 
cil=iSst=&I=iia 
unglossed=HAND=C0N=~1~~ 
'five blankets' 

(24) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 135) 
C-cl =(Sst=&e7 

D1R-unglossed=~AM)=G~ME ANIMAL 

'five animals' 

(25) Shuswap (Kuipers 197467) 
cl=kst=ekh-m 
u~~~oss~~=HAND=BACK-MID 

'five sacks' 

At some level in their development, these lexical suffixes can be considered incorporated 
nous* 



I suspect that the Lushoowed form for five, celdc (Bates et al. 1994:44). is also a compound 

containing the suffix roc < a k  HANDP 

The grammatical constructions associated with lexical suffixes center around the 

compounding of lexical suffixes with different categories of stems. Attached to certain types of 

stems. the range of semantic domains covered by a given lexical suffix expands. 

1.2 The semantics of lexical suf ies  

Lexical suffixes appear with numerous kinds of predicates. Suffixed to numeral predicates. 

lexical suffixes act as classifiers. Suffuted to nominals or verbal stems, they form he equivalent 

of semantic nominal compounds. Suffixed to active or stative predicates they can function as 

objects or adjuncts. The following examples show the combinatorial possibilities of the lexical 

suffixes for HEAD. 

NumeraJ and Lexical SufKx: 

(26) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
~ a l x ~ = i i w = a ~ ~  
three=CON=HEAD 

'three animals' 

Nominal and Lexical S a x :  

(27) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
A d  = iw=a I *  
a kind of ~ ~ S = C O N = H E A D  
'grass hat' 

- - 

(i) BellaCoola(P.DavisandSaunden 198054) 
xwp=ak-m-s-kw- kwu 
unhook=HAMTMID-3SG-QUOT-USITATIVE 
'Then he would let go.' 



Stative Predicate and Lexical SuMx: 

(28) Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
7 a ~ ~ f l i = a ~ ~  
li ttle=H~AD 
'little head' 

Active Predicate and Lexical SuflEx: 

(29) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
kw?n=aiw-t 
grab=HEAPTR. 

'grab someone by the head* 

The meaning of the lexical suffix for HEAD refers to the anatomical head in these examples. or 

forms part of expressions denoting items related to the anatomical head. Examples (30) through 

(42) show some semantic extensions of the lexical suffix for MOUTH in Cenval and Interior 

Salish, 

The sumx denotes the body part "mouth": 

Lillouet (van Eijk 1987: 16 1) 
kah=&iim 
pry apart=MOUTH-MID 
'open one's mouth' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 135) 
laliV=ucid 
different=~~UTH 
'foreign language' 

Musqueam (Suttles in prep. a) 
qwalqwall*y=@an 
speak (redup.)=CON=MOUTH 
'blabbermouth* 

Okanagrn (Mattina 1987:7) 
i a q w s i n  
hoUer=MOUTH 
'call out* 



The sumx denotes a bbdoor": 

(34) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 150) 
n-lfiw=&aii 
LOC-tear apart=MOUTH-TR 
'open a door' 

(35) Lushootseed (Bales et al. 1994:227) 
t(a)q=Qcid 
ciose=MOUT~ 
'Shut the door.' 

The suMx denotes an %dge9': 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s-nav=Q@an 
NOM-be there=MOUTH 
'far side (of stream)' 

Lushootseed (Bates e t al. 1994: 12) 
dxw-7aA=hcid 
PRFX-come=MOUTH 
'to this side of the river' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 165) 
n - k a m d  
LOC-uea=MOUTH 
'edge of a body of water' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:308) 
y a k i n  
shore=MOUTH 

'edge of the water' 

Okmyan (Mattina 1987:7) 
c-n-pavqsin 
ASP-LOC- w hite=MOUTH 
'The lirst light of day comes on.' 

The meaning EDGE is one of the expected semantic extensions of the sd'fiut ~ O ~ M O U T H .  In 

example (a), the lexical suffm denotes an edge. This meaning for the suffix is a shape 



abstraction, since the edge refemxi to by the suffix is the "edge of the day", i.e. a line on the 

horizon glimmering with the light that announces sunrise. 

The suffix denotes the "opening of a container": 

(4 1 ) Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
ik~=a.~=8a(n)- t 

cork=CON=MOUTH-TR 
'cork it (as a bottle) 

(42) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 177) 
qp=lcid 
alight, c o v e r - M O m  
'cover a pot or basket' 

Examples (30) through (42) show that an active metaphorization process is underway. However, 

h e  concept MOUTH is not superimposed indiscriminately onto other entities. Rather, salient 

aspects of the concept ~ o u m  are metaphorically extended to new referents. 

Characteristic shapes are often abstracted from body-part lexical suffixes. The lexical suffix 

for NOSE is a case in point, since it denotes both the anatomical nose and a sharp point. The 

meaning "point" for the lexical suffix NOSE is considered to be a shape- based extension. 

The sumx denotes the body part '%me": 

(43) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 I :20) 
caiqw=qs 
pain t=NOSE 
'paint one's nose' 

The sum denotes a 'point of Id":  

(44) Upper Chehdis (KinkaJe 199 1 :65) 
s - ~ & w = ~ s  
NOM-unglossed=NOSE 
'point of land* 

The semantic shifts of the lexical suffixes for MOUTH and NOSE show that these suffiies are 

polysemous. The different meanings that obtain for each suffix grow from a common central 

meaning. Truth condition semantic analyses regard meaning as an exclusive relation between a 



morpheme and the world. i.e. A entails B if and only if B is true in every situation in which A is 

true (Moff 1987: 168). Morphemes of identical shape but divergent meanings are considered 

cases of homonymy. Under such an analysis, each instantiation of the lexical suffixes for MOUTH 

and NOSE would be considered r separate lexical entry. Thus the relationship between the 

different senses of a single lexical suffix is not captured by a traditional analysis. 

1 5 1  Bodypart lexical suffixes and locational extensions. 

Locotional uses of body-part lexical suffixes abstract the relation r particular body part has to 

the body as r whole and extend it to the world at luge. Locational construals of body-pat lexical 

suffixes depend on the lexical semantics of the predicates to which the suffixes attach. on the 

canonical orientation of the body part. and on the context of the speech event. The examples 

below contrast body-part and locational meanings of several body-part lexical suffixes. The 

Centnl and Interior Salish examples below show the suffix =qin denoting the physical head and 

the locntional space TOP. This is a regular semantic extension of the suffix for BACK (see Chapter 

3, section 3.3.4) and examples (46) ans (48) below. 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b, ) 14 #79) 
jiifaq=qin-am 
scratch (redup.)=HVS-MID 
'be scratching one's head' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b, 5 14 #80) 
kwi7=qa n 
dim b=HEAD 

'climb a mountain. go uphill' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:73) 
bus=qn- m e  
smash bone= HEAD-hdU) - 
'smash skull and remove brain" 

' The brains of deer were removed and used in tanning skins. 
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(48) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:38 1)  
'as- wuxwt=qZn 
ASP-S~OW~~=HEAD 

'snow on top of the mountain' 

The central concept behind the lexical suffix = q h  is he anatomical head. Derived meanings of 

the suffix are metaphorically linked to the central meaning HEAD. In examples (43) and (45). the 

top of r mountain is perceived as having a relative location parallel to the location the human 

head has in h e  body. 

Upper body extremities are perceived as outward radiations from the trunk or torso. The arms 

we projection of the body into adjacent space. Examples (49) and (50) show the contrast between 

anatomical and locative meanings of the lexical suffu for UPPER ARM. SIDE is an expected 

semantic extension of the suffix for UPPER ARM that reflexu the lateral axis of the body (see 

Chapter 4, sections 4.5 and 4.5.1). 

Squarnish (Kuipers 1967bz252) 
pi'=akan-i6 
grab, seize=UPPER ARM-TR 
'grab someone's arm' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967b: 123) 
f -&i t=afan 
P-be near-UPPER ARM 
'the near side' 

The face contains the sense oqans that mediate the external world. Thus it is a likely 

candidate for denoting the visual space contiguous to the front of the body. Examples (5 1)  and 

(52) show the anatomical and locationid meanings of the lexical suffix for FACE. 

(5 1) Lillooet (vm Eijk 1987:29) 
ptikw=us-an 
spi t=FACE-TR 

'to spit in someone's face' 



(52) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 157) 
n-kal =us 
LOC-area, s PO [=FACE 

'front, area in Front of something' 

The meaning shift from body part to location is not a language-specific phenomenon. It is 

universal in the sense that locational extensions are grounded in mammalian anatomy. The 

perception and conceptualization of the body parts that extend to denote locational concepts are 

language-specific and will differ from language to language. Some languages may refer to 

apparently disparate spatial concepts with the same body pan, while other languages denote 

seemingly identical spatial concepts with different body parts. 

The idea conveyed by the preposition 'on" is respectively denoted by the suffix for BACK in 

example (53) and by the suffix for MR in example (54). 

(53) Lushootseed (Bates et d. 1994: 1 14) 

Vu-dzdqal =if 
ASP-~~~S=CON=BACK 

'tree falls on someone' 

(54) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:290) 
zaf q=~na9  
toppk=EAR 
'rocks, wood fall on top of someone' 

The relational extensions of of body part lexical suffiies are an expected semantic develpment. 

The extension ON for the suffix for BACK is addressed in section 3.2.4.1 . The extension U ~ N  for 

the suffix for EAR is address in section 4.6.2. 

We cannot predict which lexical suffix will denote a given location in a specific language 

because the answer lies in the cultural conceptualization of the specific body parts used. First, we 

need to understand the conceptual system whereby the organization of locational space is tied to 



8 body parts. Table II shows locational extensions in Yucatec originating in body-put terms 

(Goldap 1992). 

I "front" I 
I "back" I "back, behind I 
I ich "eye" I "interior" I 
I fit I "buttocks" I "bottom" "underground'l 

nak' "belly" "side" 

I ts'u' "interior" I 
TABLE 11: LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS OF BODY PARTS [N YUCATEC 

Locatianal concepts we derived from body-part lexical material in many languages of the 

world. The locational meanings derived from body parts may differ from language to language. 

1.2.2 Seat of emotion metaphorical extensions. 

Emotions are abstract concepts which are nevertheless viscerally felt, e.g. "She broke his 

heart". In many cultures. the heart is considered to be the seat and source of emotion and lought. 

The region of h e  chest or upper torso contains the heart. In the Lushoouecd examples (55) 

through (56). the lexical suffix =idgwas denotes the thoracic cavity which contains the "hcut" 

and also denotes the seat of emotion. 

(55) Lushootsccd (Bates et al. 1994: 1 15) 
s-?i l =idgwas 
NOM-lean agains [=CHEST 
'chest' 

(56) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 19%: 1 15) 
higw=al=idgwas 
big, large=CON=CHEST 
'brave' 

Lakoff (1987:314) mentions that speakers of Mixtec have a dinerent conceptual organization 

of spatial location from the one speakers of Indo-European languages have. 



(57) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 15) 
qalqal=d=idg~a~ 
bad=Co~=Ckf.E!ST 

The body part that contains the heart, the chest or thoracic cavity, is denoted by the suffii 

=idgwas in examples (55) through (57); this suffix metaphorically extends to denote h e  seat of 

emotion. Other lexical suffixes that denote the seat of emotion are discussed in Chapters 2 and 5. 

1.3 Theory of the semantics of lexical suffixes. 

We will view the semantics of lexical suffixes within a theory of polysemy. Poiysemy, the 

many-to-one mapping of meaning to form, is understood here as a special case of prototype 

categorization9 where the different senses of a word become members in a radial category of 

meaning (Ldcoff 1987:378). Radial analyses represent something alive in the mind of speakers 

and assume that meaning is mediated by cognitive structures, that our perception of the world is 

rooted on these structures and influenced by culture and experience.'' When a category extends, 

there is a cognitive base for the extension. Semantic extensions derive from the core concept of a 

category, and aspects of this concept determine possible extensions. 

!I Rosch (1973, 1974, 1977, L978, 198 1) established the existence of prototype concepts, 
demonstrating that people categorize objects in the world by means of their resemblance to an 
object perceived as the prototypicd representative of a category. Rosch argues for degrees of 
prototypicality. Degrees of protypicality are established by determining how many and which 
traits an entity shares with the "best example" of the category. She demonstrates that subjects 
agreed in their judgments of the typicality of r sample in relationship to a category, and that the 
more an item is judged to be prototypical of a category, the more features it has in common with 
other members of the category and the fewer features in common with members of contrasting 
categories. 
lo Labov (1973) observes that semantic categories frequently have vague boundaries and allow 
degrees of membership. Thus, the applicability of a lexical item to a given concept is a matter of 
"more or less", rather than a matter of "yes or no". He argues that &ere is no single 
"Gesarntbedeutung" for the word cup: a container of concave shape is less likely to be called cup 
beyond a certain relative d e p l  or width, but this effect is counteracted by the presence of other 
cup-like features, such as a handle. 



Linguistically, core concepts are codified as lexemes. These lexemes have much in common 

with "basic vocabulary", and like "basic vocabulary" are less subject to replacement. Core 

concepts include culture-independent words, such as body-part terms, natural phenomena. 

posture verbs, and dynamic verbs, which tend to be conceived of similarly across linguistic and 

ethnic boundaries (Heine et J. 199 l:33). 

Ultimately, the polysemy of lexical suffixes is a diachronic phenomenon, since the same 

meaning extensions occur in language after language throughout the family. Diachronic change 

is essential to our understanding of the current semantics of lexical suffixes; first, because the 

morphological system from which the suffixes arise goes back to Proto-Saiish; second. because 

individual Sdish languages have developed novel uses for lexical suffixes that ye not 

necessarily pan-Salish. However, given the shallow time-depth of written records for Salish 

languages, polysemy, in the context of lexical suffixes, must be approached synchronically, with 

an awareness of the linguistic, cultural, and cognitive processes that trigger semantic change. l 

1.3.1 The protomeaning of the s u l x a .  

The phonological reconstruction of the suffixes ABDOMEN. BACK EAR involves their 

synchronic phonological relatedness, i.e. the forms of these suffixes in different Salish languages, 

viewed within a theory of possible sound change. A proto-form by definition entails a pmto- 

language, and a proto-language has meaning. 

"What is a protolanguage? The answer, quite simply, is that any language is an actual 
or potential protolanguage ... Every protolanguage was in the same way a red 
language, whether or not we are fortunate enough to have written records of it." (Haas 
1967:230-23 1). 

Within the scope of the above definition, I consider reconstructed lexical suffixes to be lexical 

units comprising both form and meaning. Proto-meanings can be arrived at through an analysis 

Written records for Salish languages are approximately 100 years old and consistently show 
that speakers find it possible to use lexical suffues in novel ways that exploit aspects of shape. 
function, and culture encompassed by the suffues. 



of synchronic meanings viewed in the light of cultural and social changes, and cognitive 

processes, 

Proto-meanings for the body-part lexical suffutes AB WMEN. BACK and EAR are based on a 

tabulation of their most frequent synchronic meanings and on the concept of core vocabulary. 

Body-part terms are considered core vocabulary. since they constitute a basic part of the lexicon 

and are less likely to derive semantically or morphologicalIy from other lexical items. Thus. if 

the most frequent meaning of a lexical suffix denotes a body part, I consider this meaning to be 

the proto-meaning. 

The semantic variation exhibited by the suffixes HIDE and GAME ANIMAL correlates with 

specific culture areas. These lexical suffixes occur more f~quently and have a greater number of  

semantic extensions in Interior Salish than in Central Salish, just as the lexical suffix for CANOE 

occurs more frequently and has more attested semantic extensions in Central Salish than in 

Interior ~alish." Traditionally, Interior people have depended on hunting and on horses for food 

and tmspomtion, while Coast people depend on canoes for fishing and transportation. These 

facts argue for a correlation between the meaning extensions of materialculture lexical suffixes 

and culture areas. 

13.2 The central meaning of the sufKxes. 

Polysemy, as viewed here, is a special case of pmtotypcbased categorization where the 

different senses of a word are members of r category (Lakoff 1987:378). Lexical suffixes have 

multiple meanings that are related to one another. These meanings can be seen as forming a 

radial category around a core, or central meaning. 

Figure 1 shows the typical structure of a radial category of meaning for a polysemous lexical 

suffix. 

l 2  The lexical suffix for CANOE is not r part of this study. 
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1 Central Meaning 
2 Primary Extensions 

1 3 Secondary Extensions 
I 

Figure 1 : Radial Category Schema 

The posited central meanings for the suffixes considered here account for all derived 

extensions of the suffixes. I have approached the data synchronically, becausc Salish languages 

lack written records to support the diachronic semantic relatedness of the different senses of a 

lcxicd suffix. The central meaning of a lexical suffix constitutes the core of the category and 

motivates semantic cxtcnsions (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 290). 

Why is pdyserny explanatory in relation to lexical suffixes? Polyscmy, the many-to-one 

mapping of meaning to form, is a conceptually-driven theory that structures into a cohesive 

whole the diffcfcrcnt cognitive, experiential, and cultural domains denoted by a word. It has 

explanatory power in relation to lexical suffixes because their meanings reflect human 

experience against a vast cultural background (Lakoff and Johnson 198057-59). 

What are possible altemalve analyses? Abstraction offers an alamative explanation for 

the many-to-one mapping of meaning to form exemplified by lexical suffiies. An abstract 

analysis would account for the multiple senses of a given lexical suffix by posiling an abstract 



meaning broad enough to encompass different surface realizations the sufri. However, such 

analysis would miss the grounding in culture, cognition, and experience that connecu the 

different senses of a lexical suffix into a semantic whole (Lakoff and Johnson 1980:107- 110)- 

Weak homonymy can also account for lexical suffixes, for it allows that different concepts 

expressed by a single word can be related by similarity. This analysis does not allow general 

metaphorical structuring, i.e. the understanding of one thing in terms of another, and is not 

concerned with how our conceptual system is grounded in culture and experience, and how 

understanding emerges from such grounding. Culture-specific extensions of lexical suffixes 

would not be accounted for by this approach (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 11 1- 1 13). 

What generalization is captured by the polysemy analysis? The semantic analysis 

attempted in this study seeks to understand why lexical suffixes have so many meanings and how 

these meanings relate to human experience and to Salish cultures. The meanings of lexical 

suffixes obtain from cognitive processes that tap into the experiential reality of unique cultural 

settings. A polysemy analysis captures the essence of lexical suffixes by relating their diffcrcnt 

meanings to culture, cognition, and experience. The connections among these meanings would 

othenuisc be lost or not explained at all. In addition, the viewing of the different senses of lexical 

suffixes as members of conceptual categories of meaning imparts regularity to the lexicon. 

Are the meaning extensions of lexical sumxes part of universd semantics? The answer to 

this question is yes and no. Yes, because there are parallel extensions in genetically unrelated 

languages, which would seem to indicate that the polysemy of body-part lexical suffixes springs 

from cognitive mcchanisrns in all likelihood universal. No, because some semantic extensions 

are definitely culturally motivated. A case in point is the Tarascan body-part suffut pal;l BACK 

which generally yields the same type of semantic extensions as the Salishan *ikih/n BACK, 

except for extensions referring to agriculture. Tarascan society practices agriculture, and 

subsistence depends on it; the Salishan people did not practice large-scale agriculturr. This 

explains why the Tarascan p v d  BACK refers to the developmentid stages of corn. and why no 

such meaning occurs for *ikin/n BACK in Salish, 



1.4 Methoddogy 

This study differs from other cross-Salish studies in that it focuses on five lexical suffixes. 

considering only their semantics. It considers the three body-part suffixes, ABWMEN. BACK and 

EAR. and two material-culture suffmes, GAME AN~MAL and HIDE. Approximately 350 to 550 

examples of each suffix were collected. Entries per language for each suffix vary between one 

and one hundred. 

The choice of body-part lexical suffixes was influenced by cross-linguistic evidence pointing 

to certain body parts as defining the "f'rontmack" and "lateral" axes of the body (Friedrich 1969. 

1970. 1972. Brugman 1983, Brugman and Macaulay 1986, MacLaury 1989, Svorou 1988, Heine 

et al. 199 1. Bowden 1992. Goldap 1992. Veerman-Leichse~ng 1992, Brown and Levinson 

1992, Levy 1992, and Haviland 1992). The material-culture suffixes were chosen following the 

suggestion that the suffixes for GAME and m e  convey the concepts "inside" and 

"outside" (Kinkadc 1973). In addition to the locational meanings, these lexical suffixes have a 

number of other meanings, which are addressed in this study. 



The abbreviations used for Salish languages throughout this study appear in Table ID . 

I SALNH LANGUAGES 1 

" 

Ch 
LI.y' I( 

Oakwlle, Tenino -. 
Northern Intenor 

Li . 

Sh, E- , Shuswap l Eastern, Western 
-ior - I 

--k Cv 
-Tii 

pokane, Kalispel , Flathead 

TABLE 111: LANGUAGE ABBREVlATIONS 

The synchronic meanings of each lexical suffur were tabulated across Salish, and a core 

meaning was posited for each suffix. The core meaning represents the concept from which all 

attested semantic extensions of a suffix can derive. The intuitions gained from this process were 

checked with natives speakers of Central and Interior Salish. Subsequently, principles of 

semantic extensions were posited and tested against the data. 



Lexical suffixes were reconstructed to their proto-forms to establish the morphological 

identity of a given suffix throughout the family. Proto-meanings are based on the most frequent 

and salient meaning of each suffix. In most cases, the posited proto-meanings coincide with the 

central or core meanings. 

The data collected is uneven. in the sense that some languages are better documented than 

others. This made it possible to collect a larger number of tokens of each suffix in some 

languages. which translates into more meaning extensions. For this reason. the lack of a given 

extension in a particular language does not mean that the extension is absent from that language. 

1.4.1 The data. 

The study is based on secondary source material and original research. Most of the examples 

in this study come from published and unpublished sources; the translations which appear in 

quotation marks are taken directly from these sources. Some examples come from my own field 

notes. Thc name of the person providing the example appears after these entries. The interlinear 

gloss below each entry contains the meaning of the predicate and glosses the function of the 

grammatical affixes. These were obtained from the corresponding Sdish dictionaries and 

grammars, and verified with the linguists providing the examples if the data is not published. A 

lexical suffix is labeled with a capitalized MEGAGLOSS that cornsponds to its most frequent 

meaning. which in some cases is also its central meaningL3 These megaglosses are my 

responsibility. 

The data used hcrc was collected at different times and dif'ferent orthographies were in use. 

These orthographies are reguldzed as follows:14 

l3 A MEGAGLOSS encompasses the phonological variations of a lexical suffix. For example. 
Sutlles cites the various forms =aV, =iP8, -il.y=@an, =dyaBYn, 4. d o a n  with meanings such 
as "mouth", "edge", "border". "lip", and "margin" (Suttles in prep. b, 8 25,26). I mat  this as a 
single sumr and assign it the MEGAGLOSS MOUTH, which is the source of all the above meanings. 
l4 The orthography was not regularized for Kalispel data collected by Giorda. 



Kalis pel 

Coeur d' Alene 

Halkomelem (Mu 

All languages 

Salish languages are polysynthetic. characterized by a robust use of morphology in word 

building. The term predicate, as used here, refers to morphemes that syntactically or semantically 

describe the behavior or properties of an object. The term root, as used hcrc. refers to the core 

clement of a word. A root carries the heaviest semantic load and places restrictions on the kinds 

of morphemcs, if any, that may be affued to it. 

The analysis of the data involved the following stages: 

Tabulating the synchronic senses of each lexical suffix in all the languages considered. 

Sorting the extensions of each suffix into groups arranged by semantic domain. 

Reconstructing the semantics of each suffix and positing a central meaning that would bind 

its synchronic senses into a semantically connected whole. 

Verifying the semantic extensions of body-pact suffixes against body-pan semantic 

cxtensions in non-related languages. 

Reconstructing the sufhes and establishing their pmto-forms. 

Testing the proposed mechanisms of extension. 



1.4.2 The chapters. 

I argue that the polysemy exhibited by the lexical suffixes ABDOMEN. BACK EAR. GAME ANIMAL 

and r n ~  is based on cognitive structures and cultural practices. The diachrony of the suffixes 

reflects the cultural influences that effect semantic change. Synchronic extensions provide a 

glimpse into the cognitive processes that triggered these semantic changes. The following is an 

overview of the four chapters. 

Chapter 2 addresses the semantic extensions of the suffu *an/nak M ~ M E N .  This suffix 

denotes the abdomen and splits into two prototypical subcategories, one denoting the external 

abdomen , i s .  the belly, the other denoting the internal abdomen, i.e. the gut. The anatomical 

extensions of the suffix are motivated by physical contiguity. They are "belly". "gut", "hip", 

"anus", "rump". and "tail". 

Shape extensions of the suffix * a n h a &  are motivated by h e  shape of the external belly. 

They arc "hillside", "*dome", "wall", and bbceiling". The last two extensions presuppose the 

extension "dome". Locationid extensions derive from the anatomical referents denotcd by the 

suffix *rn/nak, and reflect thc location and orientation of the anatomical source. They are 

"front", "inside", "end point", and "underside". The relational extensions "under", "below", and 

'bdown'T also obtain for the suffix *ah/nak. These meanings obtain when thc suffix attaches to 

specific types of predicates. Thus, relational mcanings of the suffuc arc conditioned by the 

semantics of the predicates. "Seat of emotion" extensions denote the location of thc physiological 

effect of emotion. In addition, the extension "feeling" for the suffix * a t h a &  undergoes 

grammaticalization and denotes desiderative modality. 

Chapter 3 addresses the semantic extensions of the suffut *ikih/n BACK. This suffii denotes 

the anatomical back of humans and animals. The human back defines anthropomorphic 

orientation in the opposition fronr/b& The back of an animal defines zoomorphic orientation in 

the opposition tophottom. The suffuc also denotes the spine. In denoting the backbone of 

humans and animals, the suffut covertly refers to a principle of symmetry and to the canonical 

axes of the spine, vertical in humans, horizontal in animals. 



Metonymic extensions of the suffix derive from the bearerhurden relation. They are "load", 

"bundle", "container", and "saddle". Locational extensions of the suffix derive from anatomical 

meanings. They are "other side", "surface", "top", "outside", and "middklcenter". Relational 

extensions of the suffix an conditioned by context and by the lexical semantics of the predicates 

with which the suffix combines. They are "behind, "onlacross", "above", "over", and 

"between". 

Chapter 4 addresses the semantic extensions of the suffuc * ana7 EAR. This suffix denotes the 

anatomical ear in humans and animals and the auditory function of the ear. The extensions 

"sound", "information", "understand", ''know", and "believe" derive from the sense of hearing or 

the auditory ear. These meanings denote ability to listen, which in an oral culture amounts to 

knowledge and understanding. In addition, the suffix denotes symmetrical body-part pairs that 

are adjacent to the ear, such as "cheeks", "temples", "sideburns" and, "'shoulders". It also denotes 

"braids", b"tassels", and "'wings", "horns", and "flippers". 

Shape extensions of the suffix express a direct visual perception of the position and shape of 

the cars in a human or animal body. They are "protrusion", "sheli", and bbleaf'. Locational 

extensions of the suffix refer to the position of the ears on the sides of the body and to l e  joining 

of two sides. These extensions are "side" and "comer". The relational extensions of the body p u t  

"ear" are "over" and "on". These meanings o blain with predicales of "coverage*' and "spillage". 

In addition, the meaning "on" for the suffix obtains in predications having to do with daylight, 

darkness, and the seasons of the year, as in "dukness covering thc land" or "winter covering the 

land.  The suffix can also acquire deictic meaning. The expression "that side*', in which h e  

suffur for EAR denotes "side", evolves into a deictic, roughly meaning "there". 

Chapter 5 addresses the meaning extensions of the material-culture lexical suffix *;llCi7 

which primarily denotes a number of wild animals that are trapped or hunted for food, or for the 

value of their Cuts. This suffix also functions as a classifier for animals and denotes terms 

germane to butchering and hunting contexts, such as "carcass", "innards", "flesh", and "food". 



Locational extensions of the suffix are modeled on the gutted carcass of an animal, e.g. 

"side" and "inside". The suffix * d & 7  also denotes the "innards". Since the location of the 

"innards" is inside the body, the place where strong emotions are felt, the suffm extends to 

denote the seat or source of emotion. 

Chapter 6 addresses the suffix *;;a? HIDE. This suffim chiefly denotes the hide of an animal 

and its cxtcnsions denote "hide". "human skin", "live animal coal", "scales", and "feathers". The 

suffix *Iia7 also denotes "clothing" and "bladcets", material culture items that were once made 

out of hides. The fact that blankets are denoted by expressions containing the suffix *[;a7 points 

to the original raw material, i.e. the hide of an animal. Downriver Hlllromelem stretches thc 

meaning of the suffix *fia7 even further. Blankets within the culture denote wealth. 

The suffix *ika9 is also used as shape classifier lot flat. flexible. two-dimensional objects. 

With the introduction of woven fabrics made of linen, cotton, and wool, the shape-classificatory 

function of *[;a? extends to encompass these products. The meaning extensions that obtain For 

the suffix are "cloth" and "wrapper". The extensions "package" and "container" derive from 

"wrapper". 

The locational extension of the suffix *i&7 is "outside layer". This extension may rclcr to the 

peel of a fruit, the shell of a nut, the bark of a me, or the siding of a house. There is one 

relational extension of the suffix; it obtains with predicates of encirclement and means "around. 

The ccnval claim of this thesis is that the different senses exhibited by lexical suffixes are 

members of a category of meaning. Meaning extensions are based on perceived or imputed 

similarity to the central core of a category. The links connecting meaning extensions to each 

other and to the center of the category are the standard paths of lexical change, i s .  metaphor, 

metonymy, spatial contiguity, and analogy. Since lexical suffiies have many different meanings, 

structuring these meanings into categories imparts regularity to the lexicon and captures h e  

cogni live and cultural motivations behind lexical change. 



Chapter Two: The Sulk BELLY. 

2.0 Introduction. 

In this chapter, I survey the semantic extensions of the Salish lexical suffix for ABDOMEN. 

Examples for this analysis are drawn fmm a data base consisting of 547 entries representative of 

the entire Salish family. I present approximately 256 examples of the suffix, considering the 

distribution of its synchronic extensions and describing the possible semantic paths that lead to 

its multiple senses. In addition, I reconstruct the proto-form of the suffix and posit a proto- 

meaning. 

Synchronically. the lexical suffur *an/nak dcnotes a human or animal belly, but it can also 

refer lo the gut, to several internal organs, to the hip area, and to the rump or tail. In addition, the 

suffix denotes shape. spatid reference points, and relational concepts. We can say that in its 

referential function the suffix denotes three-dimensional objects in the world, while in its 

relational function it denotes a location or a relation in space. 

The gestalt of the concept "belly" denoted by the suffix has an external aspect. the belly 

mound, and an internal aspect, the vcnval cavity. In some of the languages considered in this 

chapter, the suffix denotes the belly mound, while in others it denotes the contents of the belly, 

i.e. the gut. It is also possible for this suffix to have both meanings within one language. The 

important issue here is that in its semantic path the suffix is associated with the meanings "belly" 

and "gut". Body pans expressed by a single lexical suffix in Salish include HEAD. SHOULDER. EYE. 

FACE. MOUTH. NOSE. EAR. CHEST. BELLY. BACK HAND. and FOOT. These arc perceived as the most 

central and prominent parts of the body. Thus, the meaning changes exhibited by these suffwcs 

represent, on the one hand, different aspects of the central concept embodied by the suffures. and 

on the other, the effect of human perception on the encoding of lexical meaning. 

2 . 0  The data. 

Table I displays the main sources used in this chapter and the number o€examples obtained 

from each source. I have attempted in all instances to provide a meaning for the roots and affixes 

forming each entry. In cases where the meanings or functions of the morpheme were not 



accessible, I have labeled the morphemes "unglossed". In data from my original field notes, I 

give the full name of the speaker providing the example. 

PRINCIPAL SOURCES 

Voo and Adms (1961) 

Voo and Adams (196 1) 

Bates et a1 (1994). Hess ( 1976) 

Kinkade (n.d.) 1 36 
Vogt (1940) 1 9  

P 

Carlson ( 1989) t 35 -- I Coeur d' Alenq 
-- 4 

Reichard ( 1938) 1 4  11 

TOTAL t I f 547 I 

TABLE I: SOURCES FOR THE LEXICAL SUFFtX ABDOMEN 

I was not able to obtain an equal number of examples of the suffix for all languages of the 

family. This does not mean that the suffix is not present in those languages: however, it does 

mean that all languages are not equally well documented. The lack of available documentation 

for certain languages is reflected in this chapter. 



2.0.2 The lexical sumx for ABDOMEN and the Sdish i d l y  tree. 

The family tree shown in Figure 1 represents genetic relations amongst Salish languages. 

Languages from which data was obtained are circled, and the respective forms of the lexical 

suffix for ABDOMEN appear under each circle. 

SALISH FAMILY TREE 
SHOWING THE LEXICAL SUFFU(. FOR ABDOMEN 

Figure 1: Salish Family Treee Showing the Lexical suffix lor ABDOMEN. 

Hacbcrlin (1974:326) reports he existence of the suffix for ABWMEN in the languages 

marked with [7 in Figure I .  The suffix is attested in the word for '*wil"' in the lollowing 

languages (Haebedin 1974:326): 

Lkungen (Suaiu) Aepe*s=nef 

TAIL is one of the meanings that obtains for the suffix through the anatomical adjacency 
principle. (See section 2.1 .U.) 



Sechelt. Pentlatch, a d  Cornox sd*p=snaE. 

Examples of the sufh  are plentiful in Bella Coola and the Interior languages, but somewhat 

scanty in the Cenval and Tsarnosan branches of the family. Tillamook, for which there was little 

available data, is included mainly for achieving a well-rounded reconstruction.' h spite of the 

gaps, h e  examples given in this chapter provide a well-balanced and suitable base for making a 

solid phonological and semantic reconsmction of the suff~x. 

2.0.3 The reconstructed form of the lexicd s u e  for ABDOMEN. 

This section reviews the sound correspondences and alternations affecting the reconstruction 

of h e  lexical suffix for ABDOMEN in Salish and posits a proto-form for the suffix. The principal 

sound comspondenccs an: k - E - c and r -d . The / n /  for N/  retention is internal to 

Downriver Halkomelem. All instances of the suffix in the examples that follow will be glossed 

ABDOMEN. 

Examples ( 1 ) and (2) are cognate sets illustrating the k - i conespondence in Southern 

Interior Salish. 

( 1 ) Kalispel (Vogt l94O: 153) 
m q s n E  
~U~~=ABDOMEN 

'to have a full stomach' 

(2) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #62S) 
rnaqank 
fdl=ABDOMEN 
'be full, satiated' 

The n - d correspondence within this corpus affects Lushootseed, a Central Salish language. 

Examples (3) and (4) show cognate predicates with the corresponding variants of the suffix. 

' The reconstruction of any lexical suffix to Proto-Salish is more convincing if there is a token 
of the suffix from at least one of the languages located at the periphery of the Salish geographical 
continuum, i.e. Bella Coola and Tillamook (Dale Kinkade p.c.). 



(3) Lushootseed (Hess 1976: 128) 
pai=al =dot 
defecate XON=ABDOMEN 
'feces on anus' 

(4) Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: #626) 
s - n - p a n  k-axw 
NOM-POS-~~~~~~~~=MDOMEN-ASP 

'diarrhea' 

The n for 1 retention is internal to Downriver Halkomelem and different from the 1 for n 

substitution of upriver  dialect^.^ Examples ( 5 )  and (6) conrain the N and in/ variants of thc 

lexical suffix for ABDOMEN in Downriver Halkomelem. 

(5 )  Halkomelem (Sutdes in prep. a) 
s-ljl=lac 
NOM- behind=GBDOMEN 
'rump' 

(6) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
p & w = n x -  t 

get W~=ABDOMEN-TR 
'put it (a pot) over the fire' 

As one can see. Bella Coola, Northern Interior Salish. and Columbian and Okanagim from 

the Southern Interior group have k. Tsamosan. Cenual Salish. and Spokane and Kalispel and 

Coeur d' Alenc from the Southern Interior group have E. Halkomelem is an exception in that it 

The n-form dialect of Musqueam is found in a section of the Musqwam speaking 
community. The retention of n did not occur in the vicinity oC the Hakomelem N vs. f l ,  n/ 
isogloss, but in a tiny section of the Halkomelem world, surrounded by dialects which made b e  
N and id distinctions. Pairs such as tanasbfl l iw and tanas'-4nnkw are typical of this alternation. 
The old high class Musqueams spoke with n-forms as opposed to 1-forms. and chis way of 
speaking is called s7;lm=qs-an. I t  appears that one segment within the Musqwam community 
(perhaps a single extended family), and a segment having high status, used a dialect 
characterized by the retention of'/n/ foms. This highly localized speech difference was cultivated 
as a status indicator (Elmendorf and Suttles 1960:7,8). 



I DISTRIBUTION of k and 1S in S A L I S H  

I BELLA COOLA 1 

Quinault 
Clh 

U. Chehalis 

TABLE I1 (a): the k - d! - c CORRESPONDENCES. 

Thc distribution of n - d correspondence is shown below. 

I DISTRIBUTION of  n, 1, and d in SALISH 
______I__ " 

BELLA COOLA 

Bella Coola - 
TILLAMOOK 

Halkomelem 

TSAMOS AN - w e Y r  d' Alene I n 

n f 
n i 

TABLE II (b): DISTRIBUTION OF n , 1, d CORRESPONDENCES 

As one can see, Bella Coola, Tillanook, Interior Salish, and Tsarnosan have D. While in 

Ccnml Salish, Saanich has n, Halkomelem n and I, and Lushootseed d. 



Table I11 shows the different ~honolo~ical sha~es of the suffix for ABDOMEN. 

Comox I a- 
~akorne1em';l~ 

- 
CI - C 

Lushootseed I daC 

TABLE IU: THE DlFFERENT PHONOLOGICAL SHAPES OFTHE SUFFIX FOR ABDOMEN 



The proto-from of the suffix appears on the bottom line oCTable IV. I have reconstructed 

*ah/nak as h e  proto-form of the suffm. because forms of the suffix containing glottalized 

rcsonanu surface in Interior ~alish.4 Resonant glottalization in Salish is a phenomenon not yet 

well understood. Since deglottalization is a more common phonological process than 

glottalimtion, I have used this criterion to include the glottdized resonant in the Proto-Salish 

form. 

This proto-form is based on instantiations of the suffix in a geographical continuum 

extending from h e  Central Coast of British Columbia to the Northern Coast of Oregon on a 

North-to-South axis, and from the Pacific Coast to the Interior Plateau on a Wcst-to-East axis. 

2.0.4 The cenbd meaning of the lexical sumx *a n/na k. 

Internal semantic rcconsvuction (Traugott 1986) consists in outlining the semantic path of a 

lexical item by hypothesizing a central meaning from its synchronic senses. After considering the 

synchronic meanings that obtain for this suffix, I conclude that h e  cenvnl mcaning of * a t h a &  

refers to the abdomen, 

The abdomen is the largest cavity in the body, extending from the thorax to the pelvis. 11 

contains the intestines and some of the accessory organs of digestion. the livcr, the spleen, a d  

the kidneys. In addition, the abdomen can vary in capacity and shape according to the conditions 

of the viscera it contains (Gray 1858: 895). Thesc differences in shapc arc manifested externally 

and arc visually perceptible. 

The cenual meaning of the suffix, i.e. ABDOMEN. is the source of two well-defined prototype 

concepts, BELLY and GUT. The prototype BELLY, denoting the exlcrnd belly, is the source of dl 

shape extensions for the suffix and of several locational and relational extensions. The prototype 

GUT, denoting the internal viscera contained in the abdomen, is the source of some locational 

extcnsions and of feeling extensions. 

Kuipers reconstructs the suffu as *ank (Kinkade 1998:28 I), and Kinkade (1998:28 1) 
reconstructs *unuk. 



The central meaning of the suffix subsumes features of shape and containment inherent to the 

abdomen. The megagloss M WMP~ encompasses dl meaning extensions of the suffix that derive 

from the shape of the belly mound, or from the containment property of the abdominal cavity. 

Figun 2 illustrates the division of the central meaning ABWMEN into two conceptual 

prototypes. 

Figure 2: The Conceptual Prototypes B U Y  and GUT 

I have proposed that the semantics of the suffix *ari/nak AEIWMEN subsumes the prototypes 

BELLY and GU. Thus, in its semantic path, the sufFi *ah/nak is associated both with properties 

of shape and properties of containment This split into distinct conceptual prototypes is the result 

of extralinguistic factors, either perceptual, social, or cultural. 



2.0.5 Processes fleeting the meanings of *ari/na k. 

Four processcs affect the meaning extensions that obtain for the suffix *ad/nak AB WMEN. 

These arise from the way body parts function cognitively and from the effect of predicate 

semantics on the meaning extensions of the suffix. The first process stems from the canonical 

orientation of animate bodies, the second from the mechanics of association via anatomical 

adjacency. Ihc third from the abstraction of the salient shapes of body p a ,  and the fourth stems 

from the semantic subcategorization of predicates. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF CANOMCAL ORIENCATION affects the conceptualization of space in that h e  

orientation of a body comes into play when a spatial concept is denoted through a metaphorical 

relation between a given body part and a spatial point. Spatial reference points may be denoted 

by human body parts or animal body parts. The typical patterns that obtain for the body part 

"belly" are outlined below (Heine et al. 199 1 : 126- 127): 

ANTHROPOMORPHIC MODEL ZWMORPHIC MODEL 
Belly IFRoN"[) Belly [UNDER] 

Example (7) denotes the front part of an entity and exemplifies anthropomorphic orientation. 

(7) Lillooet (Alben Nelson p.c.) 
n-plisahk 
LOC-wet=ABDOMEN 
'wet front' 

Example (8) denotes the underside of an entity and exemplifies zoomorphic orientation. 

(8) Lillooet (Albert Nelson p.c.) 
n-jTaw=ahk=us 
LOC-I W=ABDOMEN=FACE 

'bottom (of something)' 

The PRINCIPLE OF ANATOMICAL ADJACENCY ~ 0 ~ t ~ l a t e S  that body-PUT terms C u l  by 

association denote adjacent parts of human or animal anatomy. Association may occur between 

acijaccnt body parts located on the exterior of the body, between adjacent body p~ located in 

the interior of the body, or from a point on the exterior to an adjacent point in the interior or vice 



versa. Physical contiguity is the only link behind this type of extension (Matisoff 1978: 179). The 

source prototypes BELLY and GUT extend to denote other parts of mammalian anatomy through 

association via anatomical adjacency. 

Examples (9) and (10) illustrate the Principle of Anatomical Adjacency for the sufFi 

*ari/nr k. In example (9) the suffix denotes the body part "belly", while in examplc (10) it 

denotes the body put  "hip". The semantic path of the suffix is ABDOMEN > BELLY > HIP. 

(9) Bclla Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1980: 168) 
7ic-uI=ank-m 
tu b-SUF=AB DOMEN-MID 
'rub one's belly' 

(10) Beila Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 175) 
s- kul=iKw=an k 
NOM-unglossed=HEN=ABDOMEN 
'hip' 

The PronLtNc WCT OF PREDICATE SEMANTICS plays an important role in determining thc 

meaning of lexical suffixes. Cases in point are predicates subcategorized for object shape. 

Attached to these predicates, a lexical suffix refers to the end point of a trajectory, or a final 

location. 

Example ( 1  1) contains the predicate c "lay iong objects". The end point denoted by the 

suffix is a place under the railroad tracks. 

( 1 I ) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 16) 
n-cdiik-ii-s 
LOC-lay long object=AeWMEN-SUF-3SG 

'rcplace ties on railroad (lay pole under)' 

Example (12) contains the predicates caq "set bulk". The end point referred to by the suffur is a 

place in fmnt of the speaker. 

( 12) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson L996:4) 
n-cqdhk-cm-s 
LOC-set ~ U ~ ~ = A B D O ~ - ~ S G  OM-3SG S n  

'someone set something directly in front of me* 



The predicates c "lay long objects" and caq "set bulk" are subcategorized for object shape and 

select an aspect of the lexical suffix suitable for denoting the final location of the implied object. 

The different meanings exhibited by the suffix in examples (9) through (12) are contingent on 

the Canonical Orientation of the body part "belly". An orientation template is chosen for the 

suffix according to the context in which an expression is uttered. Seicction of the zoomorphic 

template yields "under", while selection of the anthropomorphic template yields "front". 

In addition to these three processes, lexical suffies may abstract the salient shape of a body 

part and metaphorically extend it to other entities in the world perceived as having the same 

shapc. THE PRINCIPLE OF SHAPE ABSTRACI~ON expounds that the characteristic shape of r body 

part can be abstracted and applied to entities perceived as having a similar shape. Shape 

extensions ol body-part lexical suffixes are very common in Salish languages. The suffix for 

~s WMW in its prototype e m w  denotes the classificatory shape "prominent curved surface" 

(Allan 1977:301), which refers to hillsides in interior Salish (see section 2.2.1). 

The four conceptualization processes mentioned-the Principle of Canonical Orientation. the 

Principle of Anatomical Adjacency, the Principle of Shape Absuaction, and the Profiling Effcct 

of Prcdicatc Semantics-are h e  chief mechanisms through which the meaning extensions of thc 

Icxicd suffix *a ri/na k o blain. 

2.0.6 Categories of meanings that obtain for the S U ~  * a d h a  k. 

The cxtcnsions of the suffix *ad/nak ~e WMEN are categorized below. 

Anatomical conceptual prdotype 

ABDOMEN> BELLY (2.1.1 and2.1.1.1) 

ABDOMEN > GUT (2.1.2 and 2.12.1 

Anatomical adjacency extensions of the prototype ratty: 
BELLY > HIP (2.1.1.2) 
BELLY > CUB (2.1.1.2) 

Shape extensions of the prototype BELLY: 

BELLY > HILLSIDE > CUFF (2.2.1 1 
BELLY > HILLSIDE (2.2.2) 

BELLY > DOME > SKY (2.23) 



Locationd extemiom of the prototype BELLY: 
BELLY > FRONT (2.3.1) 

BELLY > SIDE (23.2) 

BELLY > UNDERSIDE (2.3.5 ) 

Relational extensions of the prototype BELLY: 

BELLY > UNDER (2.4.1) 

Anatomical adjacency extensions of the prototype GUT: 

GUT > ANUS/RUMP/TAtL (2.1.2.2) (2.1 J . 3 )  

Locationd extensions of the prototype cur: 
GUT > INSIDE (2.33) 

GUT > ANWS/RUMP/TAIL > END POINT(2.3.4) 

Metaphorical projections of the prototype GUT: 

GUT > INSIDE >AFFECT (2.51 

Grammatidized extension of the prototype cur: 
INSIDE >AFFECT > DESIDERATIVE MODALITY (2.5.3) 

The suffix is labeled by its central meaning, ABDOMEN. in examples ( 13) through (27). The 

captions preceding each example, or set of examples, identify the prototype source concepts 

BELLY Om.lT and speak to the nature of the semantic extension. 

ANATOMICAL MEAMNGS AM)  ANATOMICAL ADJACENCY MEAMNGS: Examples ( 13) and ( 14) 

show the division of h e  ccntrd meaning ABDOMEN into h e  prototypes BELLY and GUT. 

ABDOMEN ''Befly (human and animaJ)" 

(13) Lushootsecd (Hess 1976: 128) 
? u - h c w b x  ~ a l  = d ~ f  +a b 
ASP-club (redup.)=CON=ABDOMEN-TR-MID 
'somcone clubbed him repeatedly in the belly' 

ABDOMEN "Gut (intern J viscera)" 

( 14) Squarnish (Kuipea 1967b:369) 
Kimkim=na& tn 
heavy (redup .)=m W~~E~I-INSTR 

'kidney' 

Examples (IS) through (17) exemplify the Anatomical Adjacency extensions aEuu > HIP and GUT 



BELLY "Hip" 

( 1  5 )  Halkomelcrn (Suttles in prep. b: 0 14 #2 1)  
s- ie~m=n3c 
NOM=bone=ABDOMEN 
'hip bones' 

( 16 ) Hdkomclem (Suttles in prep. b: 14 #2 1) 
xw-Vpa lac-am 
LOC-wipe=ABDOMEN-MID 
'wipe one's anus' 5 

( 17) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 143) 
t6*m=n t 
S~IO~=ASDOMEN 

'short-tailed' 

SHAPE EXTENSIONS: Examplcs (18) through (20) are shape extensions that show the semantic 

paths BELLY > HILLSIDE, BELLY > SKY, and BELLY > CONFINE. 

BELLY "Hillside" 

( 18 ) Thompson (Thompson iYr Thompson 1996: 193) 
n-mc%&nk 
Loc-shaded=~BDO~E~ 
'shady on thc hillside' 

BELLY "Sky" 

(19) UpperChehalis(Kink;ldeL991:135) 
s- tdq=nE 
NOM-s haded=ABDOMEN 
'sunset' 

e.g, S-xWJs'kalac-am-teri "toilet paper", i.e. that with which you wipe the anus 
(Hallcornelem, Suttles in prep. a). 
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BELLY "Conilne" 

(20) Spokane (Carlson 1989:23) 
n - & r n = n ~ = k ~ x ~  
LOC-area=AB DOMEN-HOUSE 
'wall or a house' 

LOCATlONAL EXTENSIONS: Example (21) shows the path BELLY > ~11oW. example (24) shows 

the path BELLY z UNDERSIDE, example (22) shows the pa& GWT > uusrw. and example (23) shows 

L ~ C  path G m  > ANUSIRVMPlTAIL w END POINT. 

BELLY 'Front" 

(2 1 ) Lillooct (Albert Nelson p.c.) 
n-pQs=ahk 
LOC- wc t=ABDOMEN 
'wet from' 

CUT 'Inside" 

(12)  Spokane (Carlson 1989- 1 15) 
j i . l = h Z  

poles laid next to each other=ABDOMEN 

'area just inside the tipi' 

GUT 'End Point" 

(23) Saanich (Montler 1986: 16 1 )  
kwae=n6(f- t 
lift=~BDoMEN-Tlt 
'He tilted it (lifted at one end).' 

BELLY 'Underside" 

(24) Shuswap (Kuipen 1989:23) 
x- taPtj iWdbk=xn 
LOC-straight (redup.)=m DoMEN=FOOT 

'tlat Ceet' 

RELAT~ONAL EXTENSIONS: Example (25) shows the semantic path BELLY > UNDER for the 

suffix, 



BELLY 'Under'' 

(25 )  Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 k75) 
iap=ay-nr 
deep=cON=~B WMEN 
'under a seat' 

FEEUNC EXTENSIONS: Example (26) conccptudizes the "seat of emotion" as locakd inside 

body. The semantic path taken is GUT > INSIDE > AFFECT. 

GUT 'Affat" 

(26) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:475) 
n- kasdi ik  
tot- bad=mWMEN 
'cranky, vicious' 

The extension AFFECT is the source for desiderative modaiity extensions. Desiderative modality is 

shown in example (27). The semantic path for this extensions is INSIDE w AFFECT > DESIDERATWE. 

(27) Okvlagan (Mattina 1987:253) 
kt-iim=ink 
AS P-like=AB DOMEN 

'will want' 

Each of the semantic extensions exemplified will be treated in subsequent sections of this 

chapter. Section 2.1 addresses h e  anatomical meanings of the suffii. Section 2.2 addresses ihc 

shape extensions of the suffix. Section 2.3 addresses the locational extensions of the suffix. 

Section 2.4 addrcsscs the relational extension of the suffix, Section 2.5 addresses thosc 

extensions o f  the suffix that denote affect and desire, 

2.1 The anatomical meaning of the sumx * a n h a  k. 

As used here. ABDOMEN may refer to the external visible belly mound. BELLY. and to the 

cavity chat contains the internal viscera, GUT. The semantic progressions BELLY > HIP md GUT > 

ANUSIRUMPR'AIL obtain by the Principle of Anatomical Adjacency. 

Figure 3 schematizes the anatomical meanings of the suffix *ari/nak. External anatomy is 

shown by shaded areas, internal anatomy is left unshaded. In the foilowing sections, the 



semantics of each one of these extensions is treated in detail and examples are provided for every 

language considered in the chapter. 

I CONTAINMENT CAVITY 

ADJACENCY 

Figure 3: Schema of Anatomical Meanings for the Suffix * a h a & .  

The anatomical domain referred to by the suffix * a h a &  is discussed as follows: section 2.1.1 

and 2. I. I. 1 address the meaning BELLY: section 2.1.1.2 addresses the meaning HIP. Section 2.1.2 

addresses the meaning GUT: sec lion 2.1.2.1 addresses the meaning STOMACH. Section 2.1.2.2 

givcs cxamples of the suffix denoting other internal viscera. Section 2.1.2.3 addresses the 

me;ming(s) ANUS /RUMP. Section 2.1.2.4 addresses the meaning TAIL. 

2.1.1 The external anatomical aspect of the meaning ABDOMEN. 

This section addresses the meaning BELLY for the suffix, and those meaning cxrnsions 

derived from BELLY lrough the Principle of Anatomical Adjacency. The suf f i  *ah/nak 

ABDOMW denotcs BELLY in section 2.1- 1 . 1 and HIP in section 2- 1.1.2- 

2.1.1.1 *ahha& denoting b6bcly ". 
First, wc will consider a suaightf'orwd example where the suffix *anha& denotes BELLY. 

Thc semantic path of the suffix is ABDOMEN z BELLY. 

(28) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:370) 
w a x d n k  
show=a.RDOMEN 
'having one's belly showing [open shin]' 



In this example the suffix clearly refers to the external human belly. In fact. the human belly 

seems to be the prototypical referent of the suffix *ad/naL. The following are some 

representative examples: 

Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 175) 
cik=u~=ank 
s ta b-SUF= AB DOMEN 
'to stab someone in the belly' 

Lushootseed (Hess 1976: 128) 
7u- ts=aldaC-d-ub Cad 
ASP- hit=CON=AB DOMEN-TR-MID 1 SG 

'1 got punched in the belly' 

Lillooet (van Eijk: 1987:96) 
n-sup=ahiik-am 
LOC-SCM~C~=ABDOMEN-MID 

'to scntch one's belly' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:277) 
qa);&ne k-e-s 
shoot=AB WMEN-suF-3~~~ 
'shoot someone in the belly' 

Examples (33) through (35) are ambiguous in that the suffix refers 10 the stomach which is 

located on the inside of the body. I have listed these examples as denoting the external belly, 

because it is the belly mound what one rubs or holds when afflicted by a stomach ache. and thc 

location of the pain is associated with the external belly, as seen in example (34). 

(33) Lushootsecd (Hess 1976: 129) 
93s- M 4 d d  
ASP-~~~=ABDOMEN 

'stomach ache' 

The ending in this entry appears in the Thompson Dictionary as being one morpheme. In 
other instances, such as in entries (170) and (17 1). the ending -es is segmented as -e-s. Dale 
Kinkde suggests that the ending in (32) should be segmented as -e-s. 



Shuswap (Bridget Dan p.c.) 
kap=ehk-n-k 
ac he=ABDOMEN-Q-2SG. 
'Do you have a belly ache?' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 179) 
s-n-ia%=in k 
NOM-LOC-achc=ABDOMEN 
'stomach ache' 

The predicates in examples (29) through (35) denote actions or states. Combined with these 

predicates, the suffix *a i /nak  functions as an incorporated object or as the location of the state 

denoted by the predicate. 

Several Interior Salish languages use the suffix *ari/nak to indicate pregnancy. The roots in 

examplcs (36) through (38) arc cognate and glossed as 'piled up". The connotation is r visual 

one and the image evoked is the belly of a pregnant woman (Georgina Nelson p.c.). 

Lillooct (van Eijk 1987:23 1) 
s-qwm-an k 
ASP-piled up=ABWMPI 
'be prcpant' 

Shuswap (Kuipen 1974242) 
c-qwm=en k 
RSLT-piled up=AB WMEN 

'be pregnant' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:298) 
9es-qwm =e n k 
ASP-humped=ABWMEN 
'be pregnant' 

Expression (39) is semantically equivalent to examples (36) through (38). but its predicate is not 

cognate with them. 



(39) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #6 16) 
napdnk  
unglossed=~BDOMEN 
'pregnant girl* 

The gloss of the Upper Chehalis example (40) does not make explicit reference to the body 

part "belly". but a morpheme-by-morpheme analysis of the utterance suggests that the literal 

translation is that a basket is fastened around the front body of a person. 

(40) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :66) 
l5m =n& tn 
trap=AB DOMEN-INSTR 
'tic the strings of a basket amund self' 

Though the human belly is the prototypical referent of the suffix in the data considered in this 

chaptcr, the lexical suffix *an/nak can denote the belly of an animal, as in example (4 1 ). 

(4 1 ) Lushootsecd (Hcss 1976: 128) 
s-qwabiy=al=daf 
NOM-dogXON=ABDOMEN 
'the belly of r dog* 

The reading "belly" also obtains for the suffix in examples (42) through (46). These 

cxprcssions refer to implements used for constraining or harnessing an animal's belly. 

Lillooet (van Eijk: 1987: 107) 
n-sffw=an k-an 
LOC-loosen up=ABWMEN-TR 
'to loosen the cinch of a saddle' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:284) 
$=chk-tn 
cover=AB DOMEN-INSTR 
'cinch for a horse' 

Shuswap (Kuipen 1989:218) 
li-fcdn k- t n 
LOC-tic=ABDOMEN-NSTR 

'strap to tighten cinch* 



(45) Shuswap (Kuipea 1974:234) 
~ - ~ & = n  k- tn 
LOC- hois t=ABDOMEN-CNSTR 
'martingale' 

(46) Columbian(Kinkaden.d.:#617) 
kLliiw=nk-tn 
fOS-tie on=ABDOMEN-INSTR. 

'cinch' 

The predicates in the examples (47) through (50) are glossed "rip" or "tear". The suffix refers 

to the belly in contexts related to the cleaning or butchering of game. 

(47) Lillooet (van Eijk: 1987:76) 
cf=an k-an 
r i p = ~ B  WMPI-TR 

'gut an animal' 7 

(48) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 19%:46) 
d = a n  k-c-s 
rip=BELLY-SUF-3SG 
'butcher fish' 

(49) Colurnbian(Kinkaden.d.:#631.) 
n - t i l d n k - n  
POS-tear=ABDOMEN-1SG 
'clean fish or game' 

(50) Spokanc (Carlson 1989:93) 
s-n- tl=ent-m 
NOM-LOC-tearABDOMEN-MID 
'gutted fish' 

Recapitulating. the anatomical meaning of the suffix *ad/nak may denor the belly of n human 

being or an animal. 

Example (47) can also have the meaning "to operate on someone". 
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2.1.1.2 *an/nr k denoting "hip". 

The prototypical meaning BELLY for the suffix *;lh/nak extends to denote HIP via the 

Principle of Anatomical Adjacency. Hips are defined as the projecting regions on each side of the 

bwer trunk (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1980). In a human being, the portion of the 

front body extending between the two hips is h e  "belly". In an animal, the hip area defines the 

posterior end of the trunk, since the axis of the spine is horizontal to the ground. The suffix 

*ah/nak means HIP in examples (5 1) through (56). The semantic path or the suffix is ABDOMEN 

> BELLY > HIP. 

Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 175) 
s- kul=iiiw=ank 
NOM-area=HEAD=ABDOMEN 
'hip' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 14 #2 1) 
'0 ,  9 

S-t arn=nac 
NOM-bone=ABDOMEN 
'hip bones' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s- k w ~ ~ = n a c  
NOM-incapacitated=~BM)MEN 
'hip disease' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 L:37) 
i5m =hi2 
i n v e r t e d = ~ ~ ~ ~ M E N  
'hip bone' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 102) 
p5n=nE 
near, beside=MDOMEN 
'hip region' 

This extension of the suffix is also found in Sechelt: wait = m a t  "hip" (Voo and Adams 
196 1). 



(56) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 137) 
t 8.w =n t 
~ ~ ~ = A B W M E N  

'big hipped' 

In the Okanagan example (57), the suffix *ah/nak denotes a different anatomical adjacency 

extension, the ribs. This adjacency extension reflects the anatomy of the upper abdomen, which 

is bounded in the front and on the sides by the lower ribs? The semantic path of the suffix in this 

(57) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 175) 
n-skwt=ink 
LOC-one side=ABDOMEN 
'half the ribs' 

Thc root in example (57) is glossed as "one side" and the entire expression is translated as "half 

l e  ribs". This suggests a butchering context. Animals are split open along the belly and 

eviscerated. The exposed abdominal cavity has two sides, each one containing half the lower ribs 

and one hip. 

The most prevalent anatomical adjacency extension for the suffix *adha& is tap. In 

Okanrgan the suffix extends to denote RIB. 

2.1.2 The internal aspect of the meaning ABDOMEN. 

We discussed the external aspect of the ~soo~m-BELLY-and its anatomical adjacency 

cxtcnsions in the previous section. We now address h e  internal aspect of the ABDOMEN-thc 

abdominal cavity and its conmts, i.e. GUT. We will discuss here the prototypical meaning c m  

and the adjacency extensions chat derive From it via he  Principle of Anatomical Adjacency, i-e. 

the anus, the rump, and the tail. 

I have not found this extension of the sdfur in other languages besides Okanagan. 
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2.1.2.1 *a ri/n a k denoting "gut". 

The stomach is  contained within the abdominal cavity and denoted by the suffut *ari/nak in 

its prototype GUT. Example (58) shows the suffix * a h h a &  denoting stomach, i.e. the internal 

counterpart of the belly. In addition, the suffix also denotes ail the internal organs contained in 

the abdominal cavity. The semantic path of the suffix is ABDOMEN > cvr. 

(58) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:234) 
k W o s w 4 n  k 
pi$=ABDOMEN 

'to overeat' 

Similar meanings for the suffix are found in expressions (59) through (63). The predicates in 

lhese expressions are cognate and denote a state of satiation. The lexical suffix *ari/nak refers to 

the stomach: 

Lushootseed (Hess 1976: 128) 
l & i i 1  = d d  
full (container)=CON=ABDOMEN 
'belly filled' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 192) 
rnq=aine?k 
full=ABDOMEN 
'have enough to eat (rude)' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: M25) 
m a q a n  k 
~U~~=ABDOMEN 

'be full, satiated' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 153) 
m q = m t  
hll=ABDOMEN 
'to have a full stomach' 



(63) Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 153) 
f i n  mq=anf f tkw 
L SG ~u~~=ABDOMEN =WATER 
'my stomach is full' lo 

The suffix * a h a  k is also attested with the meaning "stomach" in Lushootseed and 

Okanagan, as seen in examples (64) and (65). 

(6.2) Lushooiseed (Bates et d. 1994:26) 
saK=ada&ad 
scrape=AB DOMEN-TR 
'scraping the inside of the stomach' 

(65) Okanagan (Mattinr 1987: 19) 
Pwq=in k-n t 
bore a small ~o~~=ABDOMEN-TR 
'pull something out of the stomach' 

Example (66) is ambiguous in that it may denote either the stomach or the intestines. 

(66) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 13) 
hc-n- ia ' rdnt- i  
ASP-LOC-~UII=ABDOMEN-ASP 

' indigcs tion' 

The above examples are instances where the suffix * a i / n a k  refers to the stomach. 

Besides denoting the stomach, the lexic J suffix * a h h e  k denotes other internal organs of  

the body, including the intestines. the liver, the kidneys. the spleen, and the vagina 

Examples (67) through (72) denote the intestines or tripe. The semantic path of the suffix is 

ABDOMEN w CUT. 

lo Example (63) implies that a person is stuffed with water as opposed to food. 
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Spokane (Carlson i989:g 1) 
s- tZ&n C 
NOM=bi tter=AB DOMEN 

'intestines' 

Coeur d' Alene (Reichard: 1938:6 15) 
s- tiiZ=e nC 
NOM=bitter=AB DOMEN 

'intestines' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:472) 
%-pdlk 
CO~S~~~C~-ASP=AE~OMEN 
'inrestinal blockage. get appendicitis' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:245) 
n-pt=dhk- t6 

LOC-CoVtX=AB DOMEWINSTR 
'en trails ' 

Shuswap (Kuipen 1974: 177) 
s-2rn =c n k 
NOM-tumi=ABDOMEN 
'tripe. guts' 

The suffix is also found in Quinault in examples (73) and (74). These examples refer to a 

'*tapewormw and thc suffix denotes the habitat of the tapeworm, the intestines.'' The semantic 

path 0C the Suffix is ABDOMEN >GUT. 

(73) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.9 1.12) 
qaibl=nat 
unglosscd-SUF=AB WMEN 
'tapeworn' 

" The Quinault notes vary phonetically. We can fmd a f and & in expressions having the same 
meaning (See examples (73) and (74).) 



(76) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 144 
s- t- prim=n k 
N O M - L O C - S ~ O ~ ~ ~ = A B  DOMEN 

'bear sausage' 

Exmples (77) through (8 1) denote the spleen. the liver, the kidneys, and the vagina. All 

these organs are contained within the rbdominal cavity and denoted by the suffix *an/rtrk. In 

example (79) the meaning ROUND ~ N G  is an extension of FACE. The semantic prlh of thc suf l ' l~  

Shuswap (Kuipen 1983: 19) 
x-p tdhk- tn 
LOC~OV~~~~~=ABDOMEN-NSTR 
'spleen' 

Coeur d* Alene (Reichard: 19385 15) 
peh=enf 
bend=~BDOMm 
'liverT 

Lillooet (Veronica Bikadi PC.) 

maX' q s = a n  k- tan 
inside=R~CfM) THING=AE DOMEN-INSTR 
'kidney* 



Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:369) 
Zim%im=naE- tan 
heavy (R~u~.)=ABDOMEN-INSTR 
'kidney' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 172) 
yaqw=nC 
unglossed=~B DOMEN 

'vagina* 

Internal oqans are denoted by the suffix *ah/nak in examples (77) rhrough (8 1). Since these 

organs arc located within the abdominal cavity, it is understandable that the suffix *ari/nak is 

the generic cover term that denotes them. 

2.1.2.2 *a n / n  a k denoting "anus" and bbrumpv. 

This scction addresses the extensions ANUSIRUMP for the suffix. The suffix *ari/nak denotes 

the heus through h e  Principle of Anatomicai Adjaccncy-an internal to external adjacency 

extension. The anus is the physical end point of the intestines and the external opening for the 

CUT. In denoting ANUS. again lrough adjacency. the suffix also denotes the pncrd m a  that 

surrounds the ANUS, i.e. the RUMP. 

The rump arca is generally defined as the back of the hips, or the fleshy part of the body upon 

which a person sits. The suffix * a h a &  denotes this general area in exampies (82) through (Ha), 

and its scmmtic path is ABDOMEN > ~ w r >  ANUSIIUMP. 
12 

(82) Lushootseed (Hess 1976: 128) 
pa&l=djC 
defecate=C0N=~BDO~EN 
'feces on anus* 

l2 This extension is also attested in Sliammon: M y =  naZ-ten "Mcirt", kw6= ME-em-cn-dye 
"'rump", kwa= naE bW', and qwk$ap=anat "spider" (Voo and Adams 1961). The extension is 
also attested in Sechelt: s-nrw=an&t "pants", s-qal=n~E "skirtp*, Eaqwo= n i t -  tan "chair", and 
sal=nac' "rump" (Voo and Adams 196 1). In Mainland Comox, it is attested in qas= n g -  f "I'm 
tired on the behind" (J. Davis 197042), and in qas= nat "tired of sitting" (I. Davis 1970:80). 



Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 5 14 #2 1) 
x ~ - ? ~ ~ , l x - a r n  l3 

L O C - w i p e = ~ m o ~ p ( - ~ m  
'wipe one's anus' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
15q=~ntc 
end=ABDOMEN 

'rump* 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s-M=lac 
NOhi-behind=~BDoMEN 

'rump' 

Halkomclem (Suttles in prep. b: 0 14 #2 1) 
xW-&F=n3c-arn 
LOC- bc SC t=ABDOMEN-MID 
'sit on r chair, perch' 

Saanich (Montlcr 1986:8 1) 
xw-?amat-am =n& 
LOC-set4 UF=AB DOMEN 
'He is squatting.' 

Upper Chchalis (Kinkade 199 1 :7) 
99wt=ni3 
be hind=~B DoMEN 
'hind part' 

The Quinault examples (89) and (90) have final I!. See examples (73) and (74) and (158) through 

(162) where there is an alternation between i! and f in expressions of identical meanings. 

(89) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 3.57.5) 
x w f  a n i t  
S ~ ~ ~ ~ = A B D O M E N  

'stinking scat' 

l3 The suffix appears as d a c  in the -1- dialects of Downriver Halkomclem. 
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(90) Quinault (Gibson n-d.: 3 S7.4) 
scp=n it 
hit, W~~P=ABDOMEN 

'to whip on buttocks' 

In a closely related meaning extension. the suffix *an/nak denotes "feces". Kinkade 

( 1998:28 1) reconstructs two proto-forms that are pertinent to this panicular semantic extension 

of the suffix *ati/nak. 

PROTO-FORM MEANING PROTO-FORM MEANNNG 

* i a n a k  'intestines, belly' *m=anak 'cxcrcmcnt' 

The reconstructed forms shown above have *i and *m variants and respectively denote 

"belly*' and "feccs". Kinkade proposes that lexical suffixes are the remnants of these original 

Corms. Thus, if these words are not complex forms, we might be dealing with two different 

su!l'ixes. The issue that conerns me here is the fact that the meanings "belly", "intestines" and 

"feces" are attested for the suffix *an/nak in this corpus. These meanings can be phonologicdly 

~ a c c d  to a shape * a h  a k , and semantically derived from a cenval concept ABDOMEN. 

Examples (9 1) through (96) denote the by-product of the digestive system eliminated lhrough 

l c  mus. The semantic path followed is ABDOMEN > cur > AMIYIUMP > FECES. 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :95) 
p i  tqw=n E n 
wrap=ABDOMEW3SG 

'what is wrung out of a diaper' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:277) 
s- wac4ha  k 
NOM-defecak=~BDOMEN 
'manure' 

Shuswap (Antoinnette Archie p.cJ 
n-tsqakaf nak 
LW-horsc=ABDOMEN 
'horse manure' 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:299) 
qwnofw=&nek 
sick=~B DOMEN 

'dyscn tery ' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: 11626) 
s-n-@=dnk-axw 
NOM-POS-de kcate=AB DOMEN-ASP 
*diarrheaT 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 120) 
n-Ew1=6ni! 
LOC-throw away=AB WMPI 
'bowel movement' 

The meaning ANUS~RWMP is attested for the suffix in Tsamosan and Central Salish. and the 

mcaning FECES is attested b r  the suffix in Tsamosan and Interior Salish in the data considered in 

this chapter. 

2.1 J.3 *a h / n  r k denoting *6tailP'. 

This section addresses the meaning TAIL for the suffix *ah/nak. A tail is the prolongation of 

the rump in the body o l  an animal. 

Figure 4: The Adjacency Extension TAL for the Suffix *ad/nak. 

The suffix denotes a generic tail in examples (97) through (102). The semantic path of h e  suffix 

is ABD~MEN > CCIT > ANUS~UMP > TAIL, 



Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
~ -x~-d6ps l= lac  
NOM-LOC-deep=CON=AB WMEN 

'tail of a mammal or bird' l4 

Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. b: 5 14 #2 1) 
xw-bqwdl  =lac- t 
LOC-be S~V~~~~=CON=ABDOMEN-TR 
'cut its tail off 

Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 169) 
kid=l =h=n k 
croo ~~~=CON=NOSE=ABDOMEN 
'to have a crooked tail' 

Saanich (Monder 1986:8 1)  
S - ~ ~ ~ C ~ S = ~ J E  

NOM-unglossed=AB WMEN 
'tail* 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 143) 
t&*m =n E 
short=ABDObEN 
'short-tailed* 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.122.7) 
ii=naf 
un@ossed=AB WMEN 
C ~ 1 9  

The suffix for NOSE regularly extends to denote porn as in example (99). The suffix dcnotcs the 

tails of fish, birds, reptiles, and of land and sea mammals in examples (103) through (1  

-- -- - - 

l4 In Musqwam h e  s- NOM > S- before the -xu LOC. 

l5 l'he extension TML is also attested in Secheit: pa4 = a n d  "goose". It is attested in Sliammon 
as: = dwn& "lizard" and Bo'p = a n 2  "'tail" (Voo and Adams 1961). 



Bella Coola (Saundcrs and Davis 1975: 169) 
smlk=l=Ks=nk 
fis h=CON=NOS E=AB DOMEN 
'fish tail' l6 

Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 169) 
9asxw=l =h=n k 
SC~=CON=NOSE=ABDOMEN 
'sed tail' 

Bella Coola (Saundcrs and Davis 1975: 169) 
wat=l = h = n  k 
~~~~XON=NOSE=ABWMEN 
'dog tail' 

Hdkomclem (Suttles in prep. a) 
xw-isst-onac 
LOC-long=ABWMEN 

'cougar' 

Samich (Montler 1986:81) 
x ~ - h ? ~ t = n a f  
LOC-~O~~=ABWMEN 

'cougar' 

Halkomclcm (Hukari and Peter lWM66) 
&we t j7-~m=nx 
rattle-MID=AB DOMEN 
enttlesnaice* l7 

Hdkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
XW-kwe tf-am-nac 
LoC-~~~~~~-MXD=ABDOMEN 

'rattlesnake' 

Examples (103) through (105) have the lexical suffix =ks NOSE meaning wnT in addition to 
the lexical suffix =n k. 
" Examples (108) through (1  10) refer to a rattlesnake and have a suffix intervening beween the 
root and the lexical suffix, 



( 1 10) Samich (Montler 198638 1) 
xw-q&%-am =nar! 
LOC-shake a rattle-MID=A.BDOMEN 
'rattlesnake' 

In Mainland Comox (J. Davis 1970:41) the suffu is attested in the expression saq=naE 

"towing. e.g. logs". The meaning of the suffix is T A ~  and the visual imap conveyed conforms to 

that of a "tail". as logs are tied and dragged while being towed. This could also be the beginning 

of the spatial meaning "behind for the sufft *adha& under a zoomorphic interpretation. The 

meaning T A ~ .  as illustrated in examples (103) through (1 lo), is an expected extension for the 

lexical suffix *ad/nak following the Principle of Anatomical Adjacency. 

2.1.3 Summary and distribution of the anatomical meanings of *ah/nak. 

Tablc V shows the distribution by branch of the anatomical meaning extensions of the suffix 

*a i /nak  ~s WMEN and sums up the content of section 2. L. The extensions ANWS/~UMP/TAIL are 

tabulated under one heading (See sections 2.1.2.1.2.1.2.2. and 2.1.2.3). 

D[STRfBUTION PATTERN 

ANATOMICAL EXTENSIONS 

ABDOMEN "Belly" 

. 
ABDOMEN "Rib  

I 

ABDOMEN "Gut" 

TABLE V: BRANCH DlSTRIBUTION OF ANATOMICAL EXTENSIONS 

The extension HIP for the suffix is not attested in Interior Salish, and the extension GUT is not 

attested for Bella Coola The attested extensions in the data considered in this chapter arc as 

follows: 

The meaning BEUY is attested in all branches of the family. 



The adjacency extension BELLY > HIP is attested in Bella Coola and in the Ccnml and 

Tsarnosan branches. 

The adjacency extension BELLY > RIB is attested in Okanagan. 

The meaning o m  is attested in all branches of the family except Bella Coola. 

The meanings GUT > ANUSIRUMPI(FECES) TML are attested in all branches of the family. 

Table VI shows the two conceptual prototypes BEUY and GUT and their attested anatomical 

cxtcnsions derived through the Principle of Anatomical Adjacency. 

1 S q u a t r n  gut I 

1 Lillooct 1 bellv i eut I i 
. - 

k m p s o n  belly r E g u t  
- 

Colum bian I belly nut  

be1 ly, ri b 
t g 

belly ~ 
bglly 1 gut 

h . . . . .. . . . . .~.- II 

Coeur d' Alene r 
i nut 

TABLE VI: ATTESTED ANATOMICAL ADJACENCY EXTENSIONS 

The left hand column in Table VI lists the languages considered in this chapter. Thc middle 

column lists the languages in which the prototypical meaning BEUY and its anatomical adjacency 



extensions HIP and RIB are attested. The right hand column lists the languages in which the 

prototypical meaning GUT and its anatomicd adjacency extensions ANU~UMP/~A IL  are attested. 

Languages are apt to construct their systems of body-part nomenclature in different ways. 

Words for body pans may denote, through association, an adjacent part of anatomy. This 

semantic association does not imply a shared function between body parts designated by the 

same tcrm. The common Link is anatomical contiguity (Matisoff 1978: 179). 

2.1.4 The linking of anatomid adjacency extensions. 

This section addresses h e  semantic chaining of anatomical meanings. First. it considers thc 

fact that in some languages within this corpus the adjaccncy derived meanings HIP and 

ANUSIRUMP~ML, we not attested. Secondly, it considers the gaps in the data and the stratcgics 

adopted by languages to denote the prototype concepts BELLY or GUT when hey do not use the 

suffix * a h a &  to denote these concepts. Some Ccnval Salish languages have alternative 

strategies for denoting "belly". 

Tablc VII shows those languages where the prototype meanings BELLY and GUT are not 

attested for thc suffix *rri/nak. It also shows the languages where the anatomical adjaccncy 

rncmings, Hm and ANUSIRUMP~AIL, are not attested for the suffix. 

MEANINGS NOT ATESTED 

I ANATOMICAL AND ADJACENCY MEANWGS NOT ATTESTED t 
ABDOMEN "Belly " 

TABLE VII: ADJACENCY MEANTNGS NOT ATlESTED 



A blank space indicates that the extension is not attested for a particular language; conversely, a 

dot means that the extension is attested. 

The suffix *an/nak denotes the general area of the trunk that comprises the HIP and the r u ~ .  

The semantic path BELLY> HIPIRIB represents an anatomical adjacency link, whereby the hip, the 

belly, and the ribs are denoted by the same morpheme. 

The prototype-meaning BELLY for the suffrx is not attested for the following Central Salish 

languages: Squamish, Hallcornelern, and Saanich. The meaning BULY for the suffix is 

attes tcd in Lushootseed. 

The meaning tw for the suffix is not attested in Squamish, Saanich, and Lushootseed. The 

suffix is attested with the meaning HIP in Halkomelem. 

The meaning top for the suffix is not attested in Northern Interior Salish. nor in the following 

Southern Interior languages: Columbian, Spokane, Kalispel. and Coeur d' Alene. The 

suffix is attestcd with the meaning lue in Okanagan. 

The lack of a given meaning for the suffix * a h a &  within a language or branch of the 

family is important. The morphemes chosen to denote the body part "belly" may shed light on 

the conceptualization processes underlying the change. Even if we are unable to define prcciscly 

the specifics triggering the change, it is worth noting that the change takes place. In the language- 

by-language analysis shown in Table VII, the suffi  *ad/nak is not attested with the meaning 

BELLY in Squamish, Hallcornelem, or Saanich. Nevertheless, the suffix is attested with the 

mcaning BELLY in other Central Salish languages, e.g. Lushooueed. The path is ABDOMEN > 

BELLY. 

(1 1 I )  Lushootsccd (Hess 1976: 128) 
s-qwab8y9=al =daC 
NOMdog=CON=ABWMEN 
'the belly of a dog* 



The fact that the body part "belly" is not always denoted by the suffix *ah/nak in Ccntnl 

Salish prompted an examination of the strategies adopted for denoting this body part in Ccntral 

languages. In Halkomelem (Musqueam), the lexical suffix = a h  denotes the "belly".18 

Halkomclcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
M=d=dce 
~U~~=CON=ABDOMEN 

'have a stomach ache' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
i i w a - k c  
pierccd=M DOMEN 
'get pricked in the belly 'Ig 

Halkomclcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
s - f a l q a 4 c e  
NOM-striped-AB WMEN 
'striped belly' 

Although not attested in Halkomelern with the meaning "belly", the reflex =nac from *ari/nk 
occurs with the meaning "hip", an anatomical adjacency extension ~ C B E L L Y  with the following 
S C ~ ~ I I ~ ~ C  path ABDOMEN > BELLY > HIP. 

(i ) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: § 14 #2 1) 
s-hm=n ac 
NOM- bone =BELLY 

'hip bones' 
l9  The '1' of the connective elements is eliminated in examples (1 13) and (1 14). The vowel of 
the connective element and the vowel of the lexical suffix coalesce into a long vowel. Compare 
example (1 12) that has the connective element with examples (1 13) and (1 14) that have a long 
vowel and no connective element (Wayne Suttles, p.c.). 



Saanich indicates the anatomical belly with the lexical suffix that denotes round objects: 

Saanich (Pidgeon 1970:29) 
t q w i  =iV&- t 

punch=ROUM) OBJECT-TR 
'punch him in the belly' 

Saanich (Pidgeon 1970:29) 
f 3q=i%s 
big=ROUND OBJECT 
'big rounded object' 

Saanich (Pidgeon 1 WO:29) 
~ t= i%s-  t san 
hit with a stick=ROUM) OBJECT-TR 1 SG 

'I got hit on the belly with a stick.' 

Squamish denotes the body part "belly" with the lexical suffix w i l  CANOUCONTNNER as  in 

examples ( 1 181 through ( 120). 

Squamish (Kuipers: 1967: 122) 
c i q = w i h  
SU~=CANOE/CONTA~NER-TR 

'stab someone in the belly' 

Squamish (Kuipers: 1967: 122) 
ia=wi t- n 
punch=CANOWCONTANER-'IR 

'punch someone in the belly' 

Squamish  (Kuipea: 1967:372) 
kwil'=wiL tn 
come out=CANOE/CONTAINEiR-[NSTR 
'laxative (lit. to empty the belly)' 

The use of the helexical suffix i%s ROUND o s r m  to denote BELLY in the Saanich e x m p k s  (1  15)- 

( 1 17) relates to the shape extensions that obtain for the s u f h  *ari/nak in Northern Interior 

Salish. The use  of the lexical suffix wil CANOWCONTAINER to denote "'belly" suggests that the 



conccpturlization of this body part involves containment. These two comparisons seem to 

indicate that the abdomen is associated with features of shape and containment regardless of thc 

suflix that denotes it, 

If the distribution of anatomical meanings is considered by family branch. the picture that 

emerges is somewhat different. The complete semantic path BELLY > HIP is attested in Bclla 

Coola. Tsamosan. and Central Salish, but not in Interior Salish. This is in itself important since it 

sets a boundary between Salish languages spoken in the Interior Plateau and the rest. Thc 

semantic palh CUT> ANUSmUMPrrAlL is attested in Tsamosan, and Central Salish. The link FECES 

is attested in Nonhcm and Southern Interior Salish. The meaning GUT for the suffix is not 

altcstcd in Bella Coda within his corpus. 

PROTO-SALISH MEANLNC 

ADJACENCY CHAIN#NG 
UNKNOTATESTED 

Figure 5: The Linking of Anatomical Extensions 



Fipre 5 displays the linkage of anatomical meanings in the different branches of the family. The 

scmantic paths BELLY > HIP and GUT> ANUS~RUMPKA~UFECES are displayed for every branch of the 

family. If thc semantic link is not attested for a particular branch in the data considered in this 

chapter. the circle corresponding to the missing meaning is shaded. 

The distribution of the semantic paths BELLY > HIP and GW> ANUYRUMP~AIL is much more 

even when viewed at the level of family branch. It is reasonable to assume that the omissions 

found in a language-by-language analysis may be due to the paucity of the data considered hen, 

or to the fact that the specific contexts where these meanings would emerge were never elicited. 

Not all meanings are attested in all branches of the family. In Belln Coola the link GUT is not 

attested. Nevertheless, the meaning TAIL which under this analysis derives from GUT via the 

Principle of Anatomical Adjacency. is attested in data like the following: 

( 1 2 1) Bclla Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 169) 
kii=l=Zs=nk 
crookcd=CO~=NOSE =ABDOMEN 
'to have a crooked tail' 

The semantic path NOSE > mnu'r is standard for the lexical suffix *qs. For other examples scc 

section 2. L .U. 

Thc extension HIP is not attested for the suffix in Interior Salish. Two Interior lanpycs, 

Shuswap and Okanagan, have alternative strategies for denoting the hip area. as shown in h e  

examples (122) and (123). The compound of the suffixes =eqst and =xan denotes the HIP in lhcsc 

languages. The suffix =eqst or q q s t  is not given a gloss separate from the suffix for FOOT in 

Shushwap or Okanagan. (See section 2.1.1.2.) 

( 122) Shuswap (Kuipers 197467) 
s3p=Cqst=xi 
hit=LEXlc~~ SUFFIX=FOOT 
'get hit on the hip' 



(1 23) Okanagan (Mattina 17) 
n-spapdqst=xn 
LOC-hi t (redup.)=LMICAL SUFFD(=FOOT 

'get hit on the hip' 

We see that alternative morphemes are used to denote the prototype concept BELLY in 

Halkomelem, Saanich, and Squamish, and that Shuswap and Okanagan compound two lexical 

suffixes, *aqst and xan, to dcnoce HIP. Thus the suffix * a h h a &  may be rcplaccd by other 

morphemes in expressions denoting thc body parts "belly" and "hip". 

2.2 Shape extensions of the prototype BELLY. 

Thc shape extensions of the suffix *rd/nak presented in the sub-sections that follow arc 

based on the external shape of h e  belly, that is to say, the belly mound. Cross-linguistic;llly, thc 

classiticatory shape "prominent curved surface" refers to hills, humps, heaps, rib cages, and bow- 

like objects (Allan 1977:30 l). 

Shape-based cxtcnsions of the suffix * a h a &  may denote the slope of a hillside, or the dome 

shapc or  traditional dwellings. The later extends to denote walls and ceilings, i.e. CONFINNSI. 

These last two extensions are r transfer of ancient nomenclature to modem technology and 

presuppose the extension DOME. Section 2.2.1 addresses the extension HlLLsrDE for the suffix. 

section 2.2.2 addresses the cxtcnsion DOME and the extension CONFINE. Section 2.2.3 addresses 

the extension SKY for the suffix, 

22.1 *a h/na k demting "hillside". 

The external belly mound lends itsclf to metaphorical extensions based an shapc. The most 

common shape extension that obtains for the suffix **ahha& is HILLSIDE. figure 6, il.lustmtes the 

shape abstraction on which the extension "hillside" originates. 



* a h  k 

BELLY 

Figure 6: The Shape Extension HILLSIDE Cor Ihe SuCTii * a t h a &  

The extension HILLSIDE for the suffi denotes shape and it is attested in the Interior languages 

in the examples l a c  follow. The semantic path of the suffix is ABDOMEN > BELLY > HILLSIDE. 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:219) 
n-&iqp'Wnk 
LOC-s and=AB DOMEN 
'sandhill' 

Shuswap (Kuipcrs 1974: 137) 
x-pcckkcnk 
LOC-leafed=ABDOMEN 
'tree-covered sidehill' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989:2 15) 
n- i im&n k 
LOC-s hde=ABDOMEN 
'mountain consisting of shale rock' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:263) 
x-wis=n k 
LOC- high=AB DOMEN 
'high hillside' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 193) 
n-rne7ndnk 
LOGS hade=~B DOMEN 
'shady on the sidehill' 



( 129) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 19%:332) 
n-soiiWcst&nk 
LOCdcscend=ABDOMEN 
'sloped straight down' 

( 130) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #604) 
n- jiwav=6n k 
POS-hole=ABDOMEN 
'cave in hillside' 

( 13 1) Okanagan (Mattina 198755) 
kwi=ink 
w arm=ABDOMEN 
'sunny sidehill' 

(132) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:255) 
kt- ks=in k 
TRNSLOC-~OO~=ABDOMEN 

'side hill' 

In cxamplcs (124) through (l32), the suffix * a h h a &  denotes W I D E  and functions as an 

adjunct to predicates that describe a salient property or attribute of the hillside. 

The Columbian examples that follow represent a metonymic extension of the meaning 

HILLSIDE for h e  suffix where the suffix *ari/nak denotes a CUFF. Conceivably, a hill may have 

high stcep bluffs on its slope. A bluff is not seen as separate from the hill: rather, it is an intrinsic 

part of the overall contour of the hill and may be denoted by the same term. 

Examples (133) and (134) represent a part-whole metonymy whereby ii hillside and the bluff 

it contains are denoted by the same morpheme. The root in example (133) means to ""uncover". 

The lileral meaning of example (133) is "to uncovered the hillside", implying that a cliff is l o t  

part of a hill where the underlying rock structure is exposed. The semantic path of the suffut is 

ABDOMEN > BELLY > HILLSIDE w CLIFF. 

( 1 33) Columbian (Kinkadc n.d.: M27) 
n-kixkwan k 
POS-uncover=ABDOMEN 
'a rock wall breaks off' 



( 134) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #630) 
n - L a w - l x i n k  
POS-dim b-AUT=ABDOMEN 
'climb a bluff' 

The lexical suffix combines with predicates of motion or position in examples (135) through 

(139). The expressions imply location upon a hillside or movement along a hillside. The 

s U I W l t k  path of the suffix is A B W M E N  > BELLY > HILLSIDE. 

Lillooet (van Eijl 1987: 1 89) 
n-kwalt=ink 
LOC-cross=AB DOMEN 

'to walk up a hill diagonally' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:4 19) 
n-%a);-pt=fnk=xe(n) 
LOC-s teep-cover=AB DOMEN=FOOT 

'go down a mountain gradually' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:4) 
&?ern t d n f  
LOC-s i t=ABDOMEN 
'He sat on the side of the mountain.' 

Spokane (Culson 1989: 1 1 1) 
t i -xwstdnf  
LOC-wdk=ABDOMEN 
'walk on the side of a hill' 

Okanagrn (Mottina 1987:US) 
kl-'aks-wxdnk 
TRNSLOC-~W~~~=ABDOMEN 
'dwelt on a sidehill' 

The suffix *ad/nak denotes HILLSIDE and CUFF. This is originally a shapc-bascd extension 

with a semantic path BELLY > HILLSIDE. At some point, the extension H~LLSIDE is extends by 

metonymy in Colurnbian and originates the semantic path HILLSIDE. CUFF. 



2.2.2 *ah/na k denoting "semi-subterranean dwellings". 

The cl;lssificato-ape "prominent curved surface*' denoted by the suffix may refer to 

dome-shaped structures. A domed walkeiling describes the traditional semi-subterranean 

dwellings of the Interior Plateau people. The Lillooet, Shuswap, and Thompson built dwellings 

and sweat lodges that were domed-shaped (Alexander 1992: 136). 

Examples ( 140) and ( 141) from Thompson and Shuswap denote dome-shaped dwellings. The 

lexical suffix *ah/nak in these examples co-occurs with the lexical suffix for HOUSE. The 

semantic path of thc suffix is ABDOMEN > BELLY > WME. 

( 140) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 19%:309) 
iwiqwy=en k=dlxw 
ripening season (R~U~.)=ABDOMEN=HOU~E 

"double shelters used in full summer heat' 

(141) Shuswrp (Marianne Ignace pc.) 
x - k m a n k i l x w  

Thc limits of an enclosed space an: its confines. If the dwelling is a dome-shaped structure, 

all confines can be designated by the same term since the structure is a continuum. Thercforc. 

independent words for denoting wall or ceiling are not necessary. This is not the case if thc 

dwelling in question is box-like or rectangular in shape. In such buildings. confines are sharply 

defincd by converging surfaces bearing names such as "walls" and "'ceiling". 

- 

20 Comparc examples (141) and (145) with the example below contaning the suffuc lor HEAD. 
The expression wilh the suffix for HEAD denotes r roof. 
(0 Shuswap (Marime Ignace p-c.) 

s-kmqan&fxw 
NOM-SUT~.~C~=HEAD=HOUSE 
'pitched roof (of house)' 



Figure 7 schematizes the structure of the traditional semi-subterranean dwelling that the 

Interior people used to build. 

DROUND LEVEL GROUND LEVEL 

I 1 

Figure 7: The Shape Extension DOME for the Suffix *anha&.  

The suffix *an/nak is used for denoting confines, i t .  walls and ceilings in Interior Salish 

languages. Examples (140) and (141) show the suffix *ad/nak combined with the suffix for 

HOUSE in expressions sferring to walls and ceilings. The semantic path followed is ABDOMEN w 

BELLY > DOME > CONFINE. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:47) 
n-km=nk=ilxw 
LOC-area=ABDOMEN=HOUSE 
'walls, ceiling' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:23) 
n-8rn =nf =dIxw 
DIR-area=ABDOMEN=HOUSE 
"wall of a house' 

My assumption is Bat the term translated as "wall" is a contemporary extcnsion of the suffix 

* a t h a & .  This term, once used to designate a semi-subterranean dwelling and its confines, refers 

now to the structural components of a modern house, e.g. "walr', "ceiling". 

Example (144) shows the suffuc *an/nak combined with the suffix for HOUSE. The 

cxprcssion is translated as "'ceiling". 



( 144) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 142) 
n-P=ank=4ixw 
LOC-put together=ABDOMEN=HOUSE 
'ceiling' 

Example (145) should be contrasted with example (141). We see in this comparison that the 

expression is interchangeable and may be used for denoting a traditional dwelling, as in (14 l), or 

the ceiling of a contemporary house, as in (145). 

( 145) Shuswap (Kuipers l974:2 14) 
x-km=nkdlxw 
LOC-arca=ABDOMEN=HOUSE 
'cciling ' 

Example (146) comes from Lillooet and denotes the Foundation of r house. The predicate in 

this expression translates as "lying down m a T T  and refers to the place where the dome of a house 

is laid. 

(146) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 153) 
n-kic=ank=dlxw 
LOC-~~~=ABDOMEN=HOUSE 

'foundation' 

Example ( 146) suggests that the floor area was denoted by the same tern as the whole semi- 

subterranean structure. The suffix, which once denoted the entire semi-subterranean dwelling, 

has specialized its meaning to denote the structural parts of a dwelling in the context of 

contemporary houses, i.e. floor and ceiling. 

In the following examples, the suffix denotes ''conAnes" without the presence of the suffix 

for HOUSE within the utwrance. The probable context for examples (147)-(15 1) is hat of rnodcm 

buildings; the suffix refers to walls and ceilings. The semantic path is ABDOMEN> BELLY w wME. 

CONFINE* 

( 147) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:226) 
x-xdi=n k- tn 
LOC-~~~~~~O~=ABDOMEN-INSTR 
'wallpaper* 



Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #634) 
na- k6xw=n k 
POS-open(ing)=ABWMP( 
'opening or hole in a wail* 

Okan y a n  (Mattina 1987:89) 
n-la?, =n k 
LOC-closc to=ABDOMEN 

'next to a wall' 

Cocur d' Alene (Reichard 1938: 6 15) 
~ - n - ~ e i x - = e n t  
PP-LOC-hooked=ABDOMEN 
'she was hooked to the wall' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: U632) 
na-xit=nk 
POS-high, up=ABDOMEN 
'high ceiling' 

In sum, this shape extension of the suffix * a h a &  denotes semi-subterranean dwellings and 

their sub-parts. Thc meaning of the suffix has gone from denoting the entirc traditional semi- 

subterranean dwelling to denoting the walls, ceilings, and foundations of buildings. 

2. f3  *a n/na & demting %kyW. 

This section addresses a plausible shape extension of the lexicd suffix *ah/nrk .  One that 

conccplualizcs the sky as r dome or ceiling superimposed on the ground surface (see Figurc 8 ). 

The classical metaphor "'celestial dome" is a productive shape-bascd conceptualization found in 

may European languages. The sky appears to be dome-shaped when viewed from ground lcvel." 

This shape resembles the ceiling of a semi-subterranean dwelling. 

" 'The oak tree he stood beneath seemed to mark the exact center of the empy fields; the blue 
bowl of the sky balanced directly above it; which made the place seem important, ..." (Euley: 
1999: 174). 



Figure 8: The Shape Extension SKY for the Suffix *ad/nak.  

It is tempting to ascribe examples ( 152) through ( 1  55) to the shape-based conceptualization 

ABDOMEN > BELLY > WME > SKY. 'lhe examples come from Shuswap, and the suffix *an/nsk 

seemingly refers to the perceived shape of the sky. 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 170) 
x -coqWd6k  
tOC-rcd=ABDOMEN 
'red clouds at dusk' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 162) 
x-bp=dh k 
LOC-~U~=AB DOMEN 

'black clouds' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1993: 10) 
ic-qwiqwi y (redup.)=&k 
LOC- ~ ~ U ~ = A B D O M E N  
'blue sky' 

The extension SW in Shuswap has been confinned by S a d  Denault (August 1999) in the 

following cxamplc. 

( 1  55) Shuswap (Sarah Denault 1999) 
x - h d h k  
LOC-xea=AB DOMEN 
'sky, firmament' 



The Upper Chehalis example (156) describes the sky at sunset, and the Thompson example (157) 

describes a sweltering summer day. 

( 156) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 135) 
s- tPq=nE 
NOM-s h a d e d = a R m  
'sunset' 

(1 57) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:3 13) 
s-n-iWy=enk 
NOM-LOC-ripening=AB WMEN 

'hot weather, summer' 

The following Quinault examples cast a shadow on the validity of the extension SKY for the 

suffix. suggesting that an entirely different morpheme might be in~olved.~' 

( 1  58) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: ll2.16.3) 
'is41 =snaZa 
come-CON=ABDOMEN (?) 

'sunrise' 

( 159) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: #3.65.5,2.16.3) 
t 5 i s n a l  
sink- AE DOMEN ( ? 1 

'sunset' 

( 160) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: n3.65.7) 
iwu%16=sna& 
~O~-ABDOMEN (?I 

'hot day' 

( 16 1 )  Quinault (Gibson n.d.: W4.14.6) 
j5fwsnaf 
l i g h t = ~ W M E N  (?) 

'moonshine' 

22 Quinault seems to have an alternation between E and 8 in expressions having the same 
meaning. (See examples (158) through (1621.) 



( 162) Quinault (Gibson n-d.: Ml4.7) 
jdiW- Cl s n a E  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = C O N = A B D O M E N  (?I 
'sunshine ' 

Semantically, the Quinault forms correspond to the Northern Interior and Upper Chehalis Forms, 

except for the fact that the morpheme -ma?. has an initial s-. It may be the case that the initial s- 

is the nominalizcr, and that the form - m a t  is not a lexical suffix. Therefore, until further 

cvidence appears, we should consider the extension DOME > SKY an open qucstion subject to 

de bate. 

2.2.4 Summary and distribution of shape meaning extensions of * a h h a  k. 

This section addresses the distribution of the shape extensions that obtain for the suffix 

* a h a & .  As mentioned, shape extensions have their source in the rounded contour of the 

external belly, conceptualized as the classificatory shape "prominent curved surface". The shape 

attributes implicit in the suffix subsume concave and convex features. 

Thc shape extensions of *ari/nak are glossed here as HILLSIDE. a mountain slope being its 

most frequent denotatum: as WME, the descriptive term for the traditional dwellings of Interior 

people: as sm, ihc "'celestial dome" covering the land; and as CONFINE. B derived extension hat  

presupposes the extension DOME. Table VTII illustrates the distribution of shape extensions by 

DISTRIBUTION PATTERN 

SHAPE-BASED EXTENSIONS 

ABDOMEN "H 
L. 

TABLE WU: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF SHAPE-BASED EXTENSIONS 
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Shape extensions of the suffix *adha& ABDOMEN denote topographic Features, the ~ ~ ~ c t u r a l  

shape of material objects, and visual perceptions. 

The extension HILLSIDE is confined to the Interior branches and appears to be an innovation. 

Thc extension DOME is attested in Interior Salish. 

The extension CONFINE denoting "walls" is attested in Interior Salish and presupposcs the 

cxtcnsion DOME, 

The extension SKY is attested in Interior Salish and possibly in Tsamosan. 

Shape extensions are not attested throughout Salish, but are limited to Tsamosan and Interior 

Salish in the data considered in this chapter. 

The spatial reference points denoted by the suffix *a i /nak  reflect the general location oC the 

belly relative to the body as a whole. This section addresses the locational extensions that obtain 

Tor the suffix *ari/nak and the anthropomorphic and zoomorphic templates thu gcnerate them. 

Orientation templates underlie locational meanings. Salish languages use both the 

anthropomorphic and the zoomorphic models to denote spatial reference poinu. 

The opposition BELLY (FRONTVBACK (BEHIND) is thc result of anthropomorphic orientation. Thc 

facc, h e  eyes, and he belly determine the front of the human body, while the nape of the neck 

and the back determine its other side (Vandeloise 199 1 90). The opposition BACK ('IOP)IBEuY 

(UNDERUDEI is the rcsult of zoomorphic orientation. 23 The back of an anirnd determines the 

topside of its body, while the belly determines the underside. 

13 The contrasting anthropomorphic anis is HEAD (TOP)/FEET (BO'ITOM): 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 19%:38 1 ) 

'as-wuxwt=q5n 

ASP-snowed=HEAD 
'snow on top of the mountain' 



The lexical suffix *ari/nak ABDOMEN has two prototypical meanings, BELLY and GUT. 

Located on the front part of the human body, the body part "belly" extends to denote the 

locational point FRONT. In example (163). the prototype BELLY is the source concept for the 

locational reference point FRONT. The semantic path of the suffix is ABDOMEN > BELLY > FROK. 

The suffix is labeled FRONT in the example that follows. 

( 163) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:398) 
9es n-xt4nk 
ASP LOC-nicked=FRONT 
'it is gouged out on the front' 

The intestines, located on the inside of the body, extend by adjacency to mean ANUSIRUMP. 

(See section 2.1.1.2.) This body-pan area is the source for the locational extension END POINT, as 

in example (164). whcrc the suffix *ad/nak denotes the bottom of a pot. The semantic path of 

the suffix is ABDOMEN >CUT > ANUSIRUMP. END POINT. The suffix is labeled END mlNT in thc 

cxmple that follows. 

(1 64) Hkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 8 14 #2 1) 
p&~=nac- t 
get wsum=END POINT-TR 
'put it (a pot) over the fire' 

Locative construals of body-part lexical suffixes are metaphorical in nature and extend thc 

domain of the body part into the region of space immediately adjacent to it. They also denote 

parts of an entity that s m d  in the same relation to h e  whole as the specific body part dcnotcd by 

the suffur stands to the body. 

Figure 9 conflates anthropomorphic and zoomorphic orientation, illustrating the anatomical 

range of meanings denoted by the lexical suffix *ari/nak. Shaded areas represent locations: 

unshadcd areas represent body parts. There is a direct relation between the position the body p a  

has in the body and the locational space the body part denotes. 



SPATIAL REFERENCE POINTS. FRONT. SIDE. AND BOTI'C)M/END POINT 

Figure 9: Schema of Locational Meanings for the Suffix *an/nak. 

Thc locational extensions of *a&r k shown in Figure 9 depend on the orientation tcmphtc 

atuiburd to the body pan, on the semantics of the predicates, and on the location the body pw 

has relative to the body as a whole. Section 2.3.1 addrcsses the extension FRONT. Section 2.3.2 

addresses the cxtcnsion SIDE, Section 2.3.3 addresses the extension INSIDE. Section 2.3.4 

addresses the extension END POINT, and section 2.3.5 the extension UNDERSIDE. 

2.3.1 * a h h a  k denoting 'Vronto. 

The fitst locative extension of the suffi *ai /nak  addressed in this section derives from the 

matomical meaning eeuu. The fronthack asymmetry of the human body is the souse of the 

spatial reference-point FRONT that obtains for the suffix. 

Examples (165)-(171) refer to animate entities; the suffix *ari/nak denotes the frontal planc 

of the human body: The semantic path of the suffix is aswmen > BELLY w FRONT. 



Bella Coola (Saundets and Davis 1975:75) 
? a s a n  k-c a 7inu 
LOC=AB DOMEN- 1 SG PP 2SG 

'I am directly in front of you.' 

Bella Coola (Nater 1990: 17) 
?as=an k=al 
LOC=ABDQMEN=FOOT 
'lo stand in h n r  of someone' 

k 

Lillooet (Albert Nelson p.c.) 
n-pQsahk 
LOC-wet=ABDOMEN 

'wet front (of clothing on a person)' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 1 1 1) 
n - k m d n k  
LOC-body surface=ABDOMEN 
'front of body' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 122) 
n- kWn=cik-e-s 
LOC-grasp=ABDOMEN-SUF-3SG 
'take s.t. from in front ofs.o.* 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:274) 
qamin=enk-c-s 
throw=~B DOMEN-SUF-3SG 

'throw fishnet in front of someone else's' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:92) 
n- kiWnk-e-s 
LOC-precede=ABDOMEN-SUF-3SG 
'precede someone, go ahead of someone' 

Examples (172)-(174) refer to inanimate entities. The template of the human body is 

transferred to the entities denoted in the examples: a village in example (172), and probably il 

house in examples (173) and (174). 



Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders L98O:2 18) 
? a s a n  k-s ta apsul t f  

LOC=ABDOMEN-3POSS DET village 
'to the front or the village' 

Bclla Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1980:263) 
? a s a n  k 
LOC=ABDOMEN 
'front (toward thc water sidc)' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 17) 
n-ca'zdnk 
LOC-disappear=~B WMEN 
'snow disappear from the front side' 

Thc cxtcnsion FRONT in examples (172) through (174) implies an anthropomorphic 

orientation for the body part BELLY. This extension of the suffix refers to the front of the body of 

humans and to that portion of inanimate entities deemed to be the front, i.c. the most functional 

or complex sidc. 

2.3.2 *a h /n  a k denoting "side. 

The second locational extension for the suffix *ari/nak has its source in the adjaccncy 

derived extension HIP (see section 2.1.1 -2). The "hip" within mammalian anatomy defincs the 

flank. The space immediately adjacent to the flank is the side. Examples (175) through (176) 

comc from Bclla Coola and attest the extension SIDE for the suffix *ah/nak. The semantic path 

to be followed is ABDOMEN BELLY > HIP > SIDE 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1980:273) 
sikwl=an k-is 
~~~ow=ABDOMEN-~SG 

'throw something on to the side of something' 

Bclla Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1980:3 1 1) 
9a!-'a~i-t%~=an k-is 
PP- folio w-straig h ~=ABDOMEN-~SG. 
'to follow alongside someone' 



Examples ( 177) and (178) contain two lexical suffiies. The second lexical suffix denotes the 

entity whose side is referred to by the suffix *ah/nak. 

(177) Bella Coola (Nater 1984:76) 
s-kui=ank=us 
NOM-area=ABDOMEN=FACE 
'side of the face' 

( 178) Bclla Coola (P. Davis and Saunders lY8O:N 1 ) 
ci*ji=an k=us- is 
di ~ = A B  WMEN=FACE-3 S G ~ ~  

'dig alongside something' 

The locational reference point SIDE for the suffix *a i /nak  is a metaphorical extension of thc 

body part "hip" attested only in Bclla Coola. 

2.3.3 *a n/nr k denoting  side^'. 

The internal viscera-am-are h e  source concept for the locative extension INSIDE. Thc 

semantic path of h e  suffix is ABDOMEN >GUT > INSIDE. 

SKIN 
SURF 

Figure 10: The Extension GUT > ENSIDE for the Suffix *anha&. 

24 The meaning SURFACE is a regular semantic extension of the suffii for FACE 
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Example (179) exemplifies the extension I N ~ E  for the suffix *a i /nak.  

( 179) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 166) 
n-krndlk 
LOC-arca=ABDOMEN 

'seed of any fruit' 

Example ( 180) denotes the inside part of an entity conceptualized as possessing distinctive 

inside and outside p m .  

( 180) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 1 14) 
n-;as- p=in k-s 
LOC-~o~~-ASP=ABDOMEN-~POSS 

'He clcancd off the inside of i ~ '  

The suffix *a i /nak refers to the inside part of the entities in examples (18 1 )  through ( 183). 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 157) 
n- kkirik-an 
~ O C - t i k  apUt=ABDOMPI-TR 
'take apart inside bark for use in basket' 

Shuswap (Kuipcrs 1974:268) 
~ - ~ 6 i = n  k=xn 
LOC-makc smooth=ABDOMEN=FWT 
'lining of moccasin (made of straw)' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 199354) 
x-i6xw&k- tn 
LOC-wcar=ABDOMEN-INSTR 
'lining (said of clothes)' 

Thc following examples denote containment in an interior space. They refer to a fire pit, or 

oven. and to the kindling placed inside them for lighting up the firc. The semantic path oC the 

~liffm k ABDOMEN > GUT > INSIDE. 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:279) 
n-qatwShk-6-s 
LOC-~~ss=ABDOMEN-SUF-~SG 
'put something in the oven' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:270) 
n-fwc l 4 h k -  tan 
LOC- burn=ABDOMEN-INSTR 
'kindling- 

Shuswrp (Kuipers 1989:220) 
K-fwl=dhk-tn 
LOC-shine. giitter=ABDOMEN-INSTR 
'kindling (in oven or fire pit)' 

Examplcs ( 1 87) and ( 188) respectively denote a battery, the light source insidc a flashlight. 

and a fountain pen. whose ink deposit is  inside the body of the pen. The semantic path oC the 

suffix is ABDOMEN > GUT > INSIDE. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:68) 
%s-im d n  k-s c s-Cdkw 
ASP WC~SAB DOMEN-3 POSS COMP NOM-shine 
'battery ' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:68) 
3cs-irn d n  k t3k h i w - m i n  
AS P-aretr=AB DOMEN COMP write-mSTR 
'fountain pen' 

Exiunples ( 189) through ( 19 1) denote entities having an inside space when: things can bc 

placed, c.g. a bag, a chest OF drawers, and a cupboard. The semantic path of the suffix is 

ABDOMEN > GUT INSIDE* 

( 18% Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:8 1 ) 
n-i~=C6k-h-s 
LW-~~SC~~=ABDOMEN-SUF-~SG 
'put something in a bag' 



Thompson (Thompson Br Thompson 1996:24) 
cakY-pdhk 
pull-ASP=AB WMEN 
'chest of drawers' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #6 1 1) 
n-sa91 d n k -  tn 
POS-set down -48DOMEhf-NSTR 
*cup board5 

Examples (192) through ( 194) contain expressions referring to an insidc area. The semantic 

path of the suffix is ABDOMEN > COT > INSIDE. 

Spokane (Cadson 1989: 1 15) 
jil =m 
poles laid next to each olher=ABDOMEN 
'area just inside the tipi' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 1 1 5 )  
n-El==& 
DIR-poles laid next to each other =ABDOMEN 

'storage pocket created inside a tipi' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:256) 
n-%w=ink 
L O C - ~ ~ ~ = A B  WMEN 
'something dry inside' 

The extension INSIDE for the suffix *ah/nak refers to the interior of entities conccivcd as 

having an insidc and an outside pan. It can dso refer to things that are located on the inside of 

something. The insideness can be two-dimensional, as the inside of tree bark, or three- 

dimensional, as the inside cavity of an oven. 

25 The glottal stop in this predicate is the inchoative aspect (Dale Kinkade p.c.1. 
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2.3.4 *ari/nak kmting "end point9' in Bella Coda Pnd Central Salisb. 

The semantic path of the suffur *an/nak in Bella Coola and Cenual Salish represents one end 

of the zoomorphic opposition HEAD to RUMP. The rump, located on the posterior extremity of the 

mammalian trunk, represents one end of the HEAD to RUMP opposition. Figure 1 1 shows the 

zoomorphic opposition HEAD to RUMP and its locationd counterpw FRONT and END POINT. 

Figure I I : The Zoomorphic Opposition HEAD (FRONT) to RUMP (END POm. 

The locational rekrence point ENDPOIEFT originates in the anatomical adjacency extension GUT> 

ANUSIRUMPITAIL. The semantic path of suffix is ABDOMEN. CUT > ANUSIILUMP~AIL > EM) m1m.26 

Example (195) comes from Hallcornelern: the referent is a root vegetable. 

( 195) Hdkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 8 14 #2 1 ) 
qw5m =n3c- t 
be pulled=AB DOMEN-TR 
'pull it out by the root' 

Though r tree stands in upright position, its base or root is considered an END POINT. and so is 

denoted by the suffix *ad/nak in examples (196) hrough (199). 

26 This extension is also attested in Sliammon: kw9am = n&E bbroot", and in Sechelt: 
s - &p=ana~ "uprooted stump", qwi9=~nt2 '*root", feE=anaE - em "cut stump" (Voo and 
Adam 196 1). In Mainland Cornox (I. Davis L970:4L) the suffix is attested in 66i=naE "digging 
cedar roots". 



Bella Cooia (Saunders and Davis 1975: 169) 
kut=nk t i  stn 
unglossed=AB WMEN DET tree 
'base of a tree' 

Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
xwaie-net-am 
unbdanced=ABDOMEN-MID 
'become uprooted. as by wind'27 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep, a) 
qaqiv- nac- t-am 
water (redup.)=ABDOMEN-TR-PASS 
'become uprooted, as by water' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
k w a q w = n  ac 
hit with a x = ~ B D O r n  
'cut around the base of a tree to kill it' 

In examples (200) through (203) the end point of an entity is denoted by the suffix 

*;li/nak.28 The location of the body part "rump" is transposed into the world at large.Thc 

scmantic path of suffix is ABDOMEN > GUT > ANUSYRUMPCAIL > END POINT. 

(200) Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 169) 
qas=uc=n k 
LOC=MOUTH=ABDOMEN 
'bottom of a doonuay'29 

(20 1) Bella Coola (Saundea and Davis 1975: 169) 
qu.R=n k 
cover=AB DOMEN 
30 cover the bottom of something' 

27 The predicate in this expression also forms more abstract constructions, such as the 
resultalive form 3xwdxwi8 bbcrazy" (Wayne Suttles ps.). 
28 This meaning for the suffix is also attested in Sechelt: h p = a n & ~ a w i l  "board on bottom" 
(Voo and Adarns 196 1)- 
29 The meaning DOOR is an expected semantic extension of the suff'ix for MOUTH. 



(203) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
S- xw-qwb=nac 
NOM-LOC-pas  through=^^ WMEN 

'a hole in the bottom of anything' 

In examples (204) through (206), the suffix denotes the extreme points of entities whose 

orientation seems predominantly horizontal.The semantic path of sufFu is ABDOMEN >CUT > 

ANUS/RUMPRAIL w EM) POINT. 

Saanich (Montler 1986:8 1) 
k wa0=n6(l- t 
lift (?)=ABDOMEN-TR 
'He tilted it (Lifted it at one end).' 

BeUa Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 169) 
kui=nk t i  nucqaq 
area=m DOMEN DET needle 
'non-pointed end of a needle' 

Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. b: 8 14 #2 1) 
qat=n&c 
proceed=~B WMEN 
'go around (as the end of a lake)' 

The suffix *ah/nak denotes the locational reference END WMT in the examples above. This 

meaning for the suffix obtains in Bella Coola and Centnl Salish. 

2.3.5 * a h a &  demting "underside9' in Interior Sdish. 

The semantic path of the suffix *ad/nak in Interior Salish represents the zoomorphic 

opposition BACK (TOPJBELLY (UNDERSIDE). The bbbelly'' in animals (see section 2.1.1) is in 

opposition to the back and denotes the underside portion of an animal's body: conversely, the 

body part denotes the top portion of an animal's body (see section 3.3.4). 

Figure 12 shows the opposition TOP SIDEIUNDERSIDE. In this opposition the body part "belly" 

has zoomorphic orientation, and he lexical suffix Cri/nak denotes the locrtional reference point 

UNDEXSIDE 



Figure 12: The Zoomorphic Opposition BACK (TOP) to BELLY (UNDERSDE) 

Example (207) comes from Lower Lillooet, an Interior Salish language. The semantic path of 

the suffix is ABDOMEN >BELLY > UNDEWIDE. The suffix is labeled UNDERSDE in example (207). 

(207) Lillooet (Albert Nelson p.c.) 
n-iiaw=ahk=us 
LOC-lo W=UNDERSIDE=FACE 

'bottom face (of something)' 

The suffix * a h a &  in example (207) refers to the underside surface of objects. The expression 

was qplicd to several objects placed on top of a table, e.g. a cup, a butter dish, a tea pot. The 

suffix dcnoted the bases of these objects, which were in contact with the surfacc of the tablc. 

Structurally. cxample (207) differs from examples (195) through (206) in section 2.3.4, in that it 

contains two Icxicd suffixes. 

Examplcs (208) and (209) denote a tire: the sufix refers to its general location underneath the 

car. Thc semantic path of the suffix is ABDOMEN > BELLY. UMIEIWDE. 

(208) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 100) 
sax'-p=iiik=xan 
deflated-ASP=ABDOM!=M)OT 
'to have a flat tire' 

(209) Lillwet (van Eijk 1987: 1 74) 
n-k7=ihk=xan 
LoC-stk k something=ABDOMEN=FOoT 
'place r rock to prevent wheel from rolling' 



Examples (2 10) through (2 19) also contain the suffix *ah/nak compounded with a second 

lexical suffix. Fcct are conceptualized as having two distinct sides, the instep and the sole. The 

instcp is the arched middle portion of the human feet in front of the ankle joint (Webster's New 

Collegiate Dictionary 1980). The sole is the undersurface of the foot, or the part of an item of 

footwear where the sole rests (Webstor's New Collegiate Dictionary. 1980). 

Thc top, or instcp, is denoted by the suffix for BACK compounded with the Lxicd s u l k  for 

FOOT (see section 3.3.4.3). The sole or underside is denoted by the lexical suffix * a n h a &  

ABWMEN compounded with the lexical suffix for FOOT. The semantic path of the suffix * a i / n r k  

is ABDOMEN > BELLY > UNDERSIDE. 

In examples (2 10) through (213). the suffix *an/nak appears in expressions referring to the 

solc of thc foot: 

Lillooct (vm Eijk 1987:93) 
n-iiZwahk=xan 
LOC-SOR=AB DOMEN=FOOT 
'to havc tender sore feet' 

Shuswap (Kuipea 1989: 16 1 )  
x- taEwtiw=&hk=xn 
LOC-suaight (~~~U~.)=ABDOMEN=F~T 
'flat feet* 

Thompsun (Thompson & Thompson 199658) 
n&rnii=t5hk=xn 
LOC-wom=ABDOMEN=FOOT 
'hole develops on sole of footgear' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 162) 
n- t+dhk=xn 
LOC-s tab=AB DOMEN=FOOT 
'get a nail in the bottom of one's foot' 



A zoomorphic canonical orientation is imposed on the suffur when it refers to human feet. The 

feet are parallel to the ground, thus the top of the foot is denoed by h e  suffix for BACK, and the 

solc by the suffix for ABDOMEN. 

In examples (214) through (219). the suffuc *ad/nak appears in expressions referring to the 

palm of the hand. The canonical position of the human hand is not parallel to the ground. The use 

of suffix *ah/anak MWMEN to denote the palm of the hand suggests an andog id  formation 

stxuctudly modeled on expressions denoting "feet". The zoomorphic orientation for the suffii is 

preserved. The suffix *an/nak denoting palm is only attested in Interior Salish. Central Salish 

and Tsarnosan languages use r different strategy for denoting "palm" and "sole".30 

Alternatively, we could think of the suffix * a h a k  in examples (214) through (219) as 

simply denoting BELLY. The semantic path of the suffix is ABDOMEN > BELLY > UNDERSIDE in the 

exam ples that follow. 

30 Examples are seen in (i) through (iv). 

Lushootsced (Bates et al. l994:2 15) 
s- tab=us=aW 
NOM-root=FACE=HAM) 
'palm of hand' 

Lushootsccd (Bates et al. LW4:2 15) 
S- ta b=us-Ead 
NOM-thinp=FACE=FOOT 
'solc of foot' 

Upper Chchalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 102) 
bjn=i& 
n e a r = H m  
'palm and fingers' 

Upper Chehdis (Kinkade 199 1 :75) 
b o p a y d n  
deep-CON=FOOT 
'sole of foot' 



Ldlooet (van Eijk 1997:85) 
n-xwas=ank4kst 
LOC-grease=ABDOMEN=HAND 
'give or receive the Last Sacrament'31 

Shuswap (Kuipea 1974:214) 
a-krn=nk=ekst 
LOC-;uca=ABDOMEN=W 
'palm of the hand' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:6 1 )  
n-bqw=enkdks(t)-tn 
LOC-mark=ABDOMEN=HAM)-INSTR 
'lik line in palm of hand' 

Columbia (Kinkade n.d,: #606) 
ni9- k a m a i i k 4 k s t  
unglossed-area=AB WMEN=HAND 
'palm of hand' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: W635) 
ni"-xah=ahk=ilkst 
unglosscd-crus ~~~=ABDOM.EN=HAND 
'callus on the hand' 

Spokane (Carison 1989~233) 
s - n - ~ m = b f d f s t  
NOM-DIR-area=ABDOMEN=HAND 
'palm of hand' 

Examples (214) through (219) denote the palm of the hand. The suffix *ahha& is compounded 

with the lexical sumx for HAND, and their combined meanings describe the palm. The extension 

UNDERSIDE is found in Interior Salish and originates in the prototype BEuY. It contrasts with thc 

extension END POINT, addressed in section 2.3.4, which has its origin in the prototype GUT and is 

found Bella Coola and Central Salish. Both these extensions are zoomorphic but exploit difkrcnt 

axes of the body. 

31 In the Sacrament of Extreme Unction. the palms of the dying person are anointed. 
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The extension END POINT implies zoomorphic orientation on a HEAD to RUMP axis. The 

extension UNDERSIDE implies zoomorphic orientation on a BACK (TOPI to BELLY (UNDERSIDR axis. 

The use o f  the suffix *a i /nak  to express the zoomorphic opposition TOPNNDERSIDE is restricted 

to the Interior languages. 

2.3.6 Summary and distribution of locational extensions. 

Locdond rncanings of thc suffix * a i / n a k  ABDOMEN are e b s ~ u ~ e d  h m  ilnalomical 

meanings and subsume the canonical orientation that the body part bears to the ground. 

T;lblc LX displays the distribution of locational reference point extensions. 

i 

DISTRIBUTION PATTERN 

LOCATIONAL EXTENS IONS 
L 

ABDOMEN "Belly > Front" 
t I 

1 1 

ABDOMEN "Hip > Side" I .. 
ABDOMEN "Gut > Inside" 
ABODMEN "Anus/Rurnp/Tail" > End Point" I I 
I 

ABDOMEN "Belly > Underside" 

TABLE IX BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS 

The location FRONT is h e  result of the anthropomorphic opposition BELLY~BACK and is 

attested in Bella Coola and Northern Interior Salish. 

The location SIDE is attested only in Bella Coola 

Thc location msroE is attested only in Interior Salish. 

Thc location END POINT is the result of h e  zoomocphic opposition HEAD~RUMP 

and is attested in Bella Coola and Central Salish- 

The location UNDERSIDE is the result of the zoomorphic opposition BACI~BELLY 

~ P A J N D E R I  and is attested in Interior Salish. 

Locational extensions that obtain from the prototype BEUY or the adjacency extension HIP 

can have either zoomorphic or anthropomorphic orientation. Locational extensions that obtain 



from the extension ANUVRUMP~AIL have zoomorphic orientation. The locational reference point 

INSIDE that obtains for the prototype GUT is not subject to canonical orientation templates, since it 

conveys concepts of containment and insideness. 

2.4 Relational extensiolrp of the prototype BELLY. 

Evidence points to the semantic path ABDOMEN > BELLY > UNDERSIDE as the source of the 

relational concept ddressed in this section. Whereas locationid extensions establish spatial 

reference points such as front, side. inside, or underside, relational extensions address spatial 

relations between two entities, or refer to a trajectory in space and its direction. The following 

cline describes the progression from body part to relational extension in Salish. 

BODY PART > LOCATIONAL EXTENSION > RELATIONAL EXTENSION 

The suffix *ah/nak appears to code a general relational concept in different languages of the 

family which is translated as "under", "below", or "down". The different glosses given to the 

suffix are a reflection of English. Section 2.4.1 addresses the concept UNDER conveyed by thc 

suffix, section 2.4.2 addresses the concept DOWN, and section 2.4.3 addresses the concept eelow. 

2.4.1 *a i /na& a d  the relational concept "under". 

The suffix * a h a &  g u  vanslated as UNDER in combination with psdicatcs meaning "decp". 

"drag", "lay long objects", and "opening of the ice". The source for this extension is the 

opposition expressed by the body p m  "back" and "belly" in the body of ur animal. The 

scmantic path followed is ABDOMEN > BELLY > UNDUlslDE > UNDER. 

Exmplc (220) and Figure 13 show ihc relational notion cxpresscd by the suffix *ari/nsk. 

(220) Lillooct (Albert Nelson p.c.) 
b p a n  k-s ti latiim-a ti qmut-a 
decp=ABDOMEN-3POSS DET table-DET DET hat-DET 
'The hat is under the table.' 



-- - -- 

1 The hat is under the table. I 

I h p = a n k - s  ti latam t i  qmut-a 1 
Figure 13: The Extension UNDER for the Suffix * a t h a & .  

In examples (221) through (233), the suffix functions as an adjunct to the predicate "ddecp" 

and is translated as "under". 

Lillooet (Albert Nelson p.c.) 
h p 4 n  k-s ti tih-a 
deep=ABDOMEN-3POSS D m  teapo t-DET 
'under the teapot' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:4lZ) 
ip=knk-s  1 e n-priy- in 

deep=~0~0MEN JPOSS DET LOC- bed- INSTR 
'under the bed' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :75) 
i a p d Y q n t  
~~~~=CON=ABDOMEN 
'under a seat' 

In examples (224) and (225) the suffix functions as an adjunct to predicates dcnoting 

concepts such as "lay long objects", "pull", and "drag", and it is vanslated as "under". 

(224) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 16) 
n - d i i k - 6 - s  
LOC-lay long object=ABWMPCSW-3SG 
'replace ties on railroad (lay under rails)' 



(225) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:44#) 
~-yF=ihk-h-s 
LOC-dng. pull=AB WMPISUF-3SG 
'drag. pull it underneath' 

In example (226) the suffix refers to the spatial relation an unspecified entity bears to an icy 

surface. 

(226) Shuswap (Kuipen 1989: 187) 
x-lcTw*=nk 
LOC-opening up of i c e = ~ I 3 W M .  
'get under the ice, fall through the ice* 

The vanslation UNDER for the relational extension of the suffix *ari/na k is attested for 

Northern Interior Salish and Tsarnosan in this corpus. 

2.4.2 * a i / n a  k and the relational concept %elowv. 

The suffix *ah/nrk is translated as BELOW in examples (227) through (229) when atlachcd to 

predicates denoting "hang" and "drop". The semantic path of the sufix is ABDOMEN BELLY r 

UNDERSIDE > UNDER. 

Figure 14 illustrates the concept BELOW where balls (2) and (3) an: decmed to be below ball ( 1 ). 

Figure 14: The Extension B a O w  for the Suffix *ahha&.  

(227) Bclla Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 174) 
tqnk=an k-c a1 'inu 
underneath=ABDOMEN-ISG PREP 2SG 
'I am below you.' 



(228) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:229) 
n-wxw=ink 
~oc-hang=u WMEN 

'hang underneath' 

(229) Okmagan (Mattina 1987:265) 
n-yxw-(u)t=ink 
L O C - d r o p p e d - p l a c e = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
'below' 

The translation "below" for the suffix * a h h a &  reflects the fact that UNDER and BELOW code 

slightly different spatial arrangemenu in English. The glosses given LO the suffix rcflcct thcsc 

diffcrcnccs. This does not mean that the suffix specifies thesc same exact notions in Salish. 

2.4.3 *ah/nak and the relational concept bbdown". 

The suffix *r$/nrk is translated as DOWN when attached to predicates expressing dynamic 

m0li0n. The ~~mibnlic path of the suffix is ABDOMEN > BELLY > UNDERSIDE > UNDER 

Figure 15 illustrates the trajectory and direction described by a falling body. 

Figure 15: The Extension DOWN for the Suffix *ad/nak. 

In examples (230) and (23 I), the suffix denotes a trajectory and lunctions as an adjunct a 

predicates meaning ''jump" and "fall". It denotes the general direction of the trajectory. 



(230) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1: 172) 
s- yiq=naf -n 
ASP- fall OV~X=AB DOMEN-3SG. 
'fall over' 

(23 1 ) Bclla Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 169) 
sqw-c %S=nk 
jump4 SG. unglossed=~B W M E N  
'I am going ~o jump down.' 

Relational extensions of the lexical suffix *an/nak are trvlslatcd as "under", "below", or 

"down", all of them congruent with a zoomorphic conceptudization of h e  body part BELLY, thc 

presumed source of this relational exmsion. 

2.4.4 Summary and distribution of mMiond extensions. 

Table X displays the distribution of the relational conccpt expressed by the lexical suffix 

*ari/nak. In all probability, h e  suffix * a h a &  codes a general relational term denoting a 

concept akin lo UNDER. The conceptualization conveyed by the suffix gets different English 

glosscs which are probably artifacts of the urnslation. 

DISTRlB UTION PATTERN 

RELATION-LIKE EXTENS IONS 

ABDOMEN "Under" 

TABLE X: BRANCH DiSTlUBUTION OF RELATIONAL CONCEPTS EXPRESSED BY *anha&.  

The concept UNDER for the suffur is attested in Bella Cooir, Tsarnosan and Interior Salish. 

Recapitulating, we can say that the relational extension UNDER For the suffii is attested in dl  

branches oC the family except Central Salish. 

2.5 Affect and desire and the lexical suffm *ahha&. 

We will address now the most abstract extension of the suffix yet covered in this chapter. The 

extensim is somatically based and arises from the semantic path GUT> MS~DE that obtains for the 



suffix *ad/n a k. Even lough emotions are abstract concepts, the conceptualization of emotions 

is anchored in bodily experience (Lakolf 1987:377). 

Strong visceral sensations establish a somatic marker in the body (Damasio 1994: 163). The 

concept "seat of cmotion" has its root in the physiological effect that strong emotions have on the 

physical body. In English. the somatization of emotions is evidenced in expressions such as "I 

can't stomach her" or "he is a gutless individual". The body part deemed to be thc scat of 

emotion usually coincides with the internal organ on which the somatic marker imprints. In this 

case, the locus is the inside body, i.e. any of the internal organs denoted by the suffix * a t h a & .  

In denoting h e  internal organs contained in the abdomen, the suf f l  * a h a &  also refers to 

emotional states. 

Section 2.5.1 has examples of the suffix in expressions denoting negative emotions such as 

meanness, viciousness, and sadness. Section 2.5.2 has examples of the suffur in expressions 

denoting positive emotions such as love and affection. Section 2.5.3 discusses the 

grunmaticalization of the suffix * a h h a  k to denote desiderativc modality. 

2.5.1 *a k in  a k denoting negative emotions. 

Examples of the suffix in expressions conveying negative emotions are listed below. The 

lexical suffi  *ari/nak denotes the locus of emotion or feeling, which is conceptualized as 

located inside the body. The semantic path of this extension is A B ~ M E N  >GUT > FEELING. The 

suffix is glossed as ~BDOMEN. 

(232) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 168) 
n-ks4hk 
LOC-bad=ABDOMEN 
'mean (spirited)' 

(233) Shuswap (Dora Billy p.c.) 
x-k~s=ehk 
LOC-bad=ABDOMEN 
'mean' 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:475) 
n - k a s d i  k 
LOC-angry=ABDOMEN 
'cranky, vicious' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:428) 
n-%m=ehk-m 
LOC-unglossed=Ae WMEN-MID 
'memento of a dead person, keepsake'32 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 142) 
pa9pa%=in k 
sad (~C~U~.)=ABDOMPJ 

'feel bad' 

Spokane (Cdson 1989:62) 
hec-pu~pu?s&nf 
ASP-sad (redup.)=ABDOMEN 
'They are sad.' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: 11624) 
pu?pu%=An k 
heart (rcdup.)=AB WMEN 
*mourn' 33 

These examples attest the extension FEELING for the suffix. The extension is attested in Northern 

and Southern Intcrior Salish. J4 

2.5.2 *a h /nr  k denoting positive emotions. 

The suffix *ah/nrk also appears in expressions that denote positive emotions, such as the 

ones conveyed in examples (239) through (242) below. The semantic path of this extension is 

ABDOMEN. CUT > FEELING. The suffix is glossed as ABDOMEN. 

32 Example (235) is a loan from Okvlagan (Thompson 1996: 428). In Nonhem Interior Sdish 
the tern $man k means "heavy". 
33 This predicate has the inchoative aspect -7- and distributive reduplication. 
34 This extension of the suffix is possibly attested in Mainland Comox in l a f  = anE = m "to get 
crPnky" (J. Davis 1970: 6 1). 



Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 175) 
yes-iam=ent-am 
ASP-unglossed=Ae WMEN-MID 
'love, affcc tion' 

Columbian (Kinkade ad.: M36) 
KmAnk 
ung~ossed=~~DOMEN 
'like, love, want' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:253) 
Zm=nk-n-cbt 
~~~c=ABDOMEN-S UF-RFLX 

'like oneself 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 1 17) 
ZZm ' d h 5  
like (?) (redup.)=~~btEN 
'He liked something little.' 

The suffix is attcsted in constructions that denote positive emotions only in Southern Interior 

Salish in he data considered in chis chapter. 

2.5.3 *a d / n  a k as a desiderative. 

A completely different extension for the suffix is addressed in his section. The suffuc 

* a i / n r k  is attested with desiderative force and acquires grammatical mculing in the Southern 

Interior Salish languages Columbian and Okanagan. 

Dcsideratives express agent-oriented modality, reporting on the existence of inner or outer 

conditions on the agent w i h  respect to completion of the action implied by the predicate (Bybec 

et al. 1994: 177). The transition of the suffix *ari/nak from denoting emotion or feeling to 

denoting agent-oriented modality i s  both semantic and grammatical. It is semantic in that the 

lexical meaning of the suffix is bleached and a new and incipient grammatical meaning emerges. 

It is grammatical in that the suffu no lonpr denotes the "seat of emotion", but expresses mode 



in relation to an agent. The extension of the suffur that leads to grammaticalization is the one 

denoting FEEUNG or the "'seat of emotion". 

In the Columbian examples that follow, the suffix combines with predicates like "eat" and 

"go" and denotes the volition of the agent with respect to the completion or carrying out of h e  

action implied by the predicate. 

(243) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #637) 
l i t-kn n - W n 4 n k  
Negative- 1 SG. POS-eat=DESIDERATIVE 
'I don't want to eat.' 

(244) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #638) 
l i t-kn n-n$iw=6n k 
Negative- 1 SG. POS-go=DESIDERATIVE 
'I don't want to go.' 

The Okanagan examples (245) and (246) express desire. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:234) 
waf in-Krn=ink i-kt-ci txw 
PART I WSS-unglossed=DESU)ERATIVE 1 KISS-DIR-house 
'I want my house ...( to be all glass, and round).' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:65/253) 
stih y a- kt- jim =ten k 
WH DET 2POSS-DIR-unglossed=DESIDERATIVE 
'whatever you want' 

Desidentivc meaning extensions evolve from the concept ""scat of crnotion". Emotions arc 

experienced as located somewhere in he body and are lexically expressed by the body-part term 

that denotes the place where emotion is felt. Desire is a type of cmotion cxpcrienccd organically. 

The lexical suffix *ad/nak shifts from denoting emotion felt as desire to expressing 

grammatically the will or intention of the speaker or agent. 



2.5.4 Summary and distribution of fecling externions and desidetatives. 

Table XI illustrates the distribution of feeling extensions for the suffur * a i / n a  k. along with 

the distribution of the grammaticalized extension construed as desiderative. 

DISTRlBUTION PATTERN OF 

FEELING  TENSIONS 

ABDOMEN "Negative fee 
ABDOMEN "Positive feel 
ABDOMEN "Desiderative" 

TABLE XI: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF FEELING EXENSIONS 

We scc that "feeling" and "desiderative modality" extensions are restricted to Interior Salish 

within the data exmined in this chapter. 

The extension FEELING is attested in Northern and Southern Interior Salish and possibly in 

Ccnual Salish. 35 

DESIDERATIVE modality is an innovation attested only in Southern Interior Salish. 

Visceral sensation is an apt term to describe the meaning extensions of thc lexical suffix 

*ahin& considered above. Desiderative modality represents a different kind of development 

wherein the sumx is grammaticalized and conveys l e  disposition of the agent with respect to 

completion of the action implied by thc predicate. 

2.6 Culturally determined extensions. 

Culturally-determined extensions of the sulfur *ah/nak are idiomatic coinages confined to 

only one language or to one branch of the family. Idiomatic coinages are triggered by cultural 

use. conceptual metaphors, and belief systems. Thrce meanings for the suffix *ah/nak fit the 

category of idiomatic coinages; two of them are attested in Interior Salish and one in 

35 See note 34. 



Halkomclem. Unlike the previous categories examined in this chapter, the extensions treated 

below are not transparent. 

Section 2.6.1 addresses Halkomelem examples where the suffix denotes "price", section 2.6.2 

addresses Interior Salish examples where the suffix refers to a "hide", and section 6.2.3 addrcsscs 

Interior Salish examples where the suffix is associated with supernatural powers. 

The mcaning "price" for the reflex =nac of the suffix *ah/nak obtains in Halkomclem. This 

mcaning originates in a metaphor for securing the acquisition or purchase of ;m object. Literally. 

you secure the object by sitting on it. that is, by placing your rump on it. This would makc the 

meaning PRICE a culturally motivated metaphoric extension of the anatomical meaning 

ANUSIRUMP. A parallel metaphor involving a different body part exists in Spanish. where dar un 

pie , lit. "give a foot" means to put a down payment on something with the intention of buying it. 

The term pie "footT* and "moneyt' are metaphoricaally linked in the context of purchasing. In 

similar fashion, =nac comes to denote both money and price in examples (247) and (248) h a t  

lollow. The suffix is glossed as RUMP in these examples. The semantic path is ABDOMEN > GUT > 

(247) Halkomclcm (Suttles in prep. b: ) 14 #21) 
%n =nac- t 
pivc=~B WMEN-TR 

'put money down (as down payment)' 

(248) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 0 14 #2 1) 
k w5x =n ac- t 
name=ABDOMEN-TR 
'nune a pricc' 

The metaphorical extension described in examples (247) and (248) is also found in other Ccnml 

Salish languages>6 

36 This extension is also attested in Sechelt: ns'w=anai; "pay back money" (Voo and Adams 
196 1). 



2.6.2 *a ti /n a k denoting ''hide9'. 

The meaning extension 'hide" for *ad/nak obtains in Columbian and Shuswap, and 

probably has its source in the material culture. The procuring of skins and hides involves 

hunting, the skinning of the animal, and the subsequent processing of the hide. The examples that 

follow refer to the processing of hides. The suffix is glossed by its central meaning ABDOMEN in 

these examples. 

(249) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:202) 
x - l p 6 6 k -  tn 
LOC-stic k into=ABDOMEN-INSTR 
'stick for taking off skin from stretching board* 

(250) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: M29) 
na-xwfkw=nk-n 
POS-t;m=ABDOMEN-1SG SUB 

'tan a rawhide' 

(25 1 ) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: M28) 
na-pak=n k-n 
POS-scrape=ABDOMEN- 1 SG SUB 
'scrape a rawhidc' 

In examples (249) through (25 l), the suffix * a h a &  denotes a hide and combines with three 

different predicates. 

2.63 *an/nak denoting a spell or power. 

The following extensions delve into the belief systems or mythological web that ties and 

defines a culture. They are merely noted here with no explanation as to the specific meaning chc 

suffix might have within he utterancesThe suffix is glossed by its centd meaning ABWMEN in 

these examples. 

(252) Shuswap (Kuipers 1983: 19) 
x-sxw=6iik-m 
LOC-reco$nize=ABDOMEN-MID 
'put a spell on a hunter so he has no success' 



(253) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 168) 
s-Va%t=ihk-am 
NOM-~U~=ABWMEN-MID 
'pull something out of nowhere' 37 

(254) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 168) 
s- qwa% t =i i k 
N O M - ~ W ~ = A B  WMEN 
'Coyote started his power' 

The meanings conveyed by the lexical suffix * a h h a &  in the examples above are culturally 

dependent and not readily accessible to the outsider. In this respect, the conceptual system that 

fomulntes them is not universal but reflects the beliefs and social processes of a social group. 

2.64 Summary and distribution of culturally-derived externions for *an/na km 

Table XI1 displays the distribution of extensions that obtain for h e  lexical suffix *ad/nok 

and sums up the content of section 2.6. 

TABLE XII: BRANCH DlSTRIBUTION OF CULTURAL EXTENSIONS 

Table XI1 shows the culturally dependent and idiomatic meanings of ihc suffix. These 

meanings do not erncrgc all of a sudden, and their use is exclusive to some culture areas. They 

point to semantic developmcnu particular to distinct geographical areas. 

37 Example (253) above refers to Coyote's Power (Mattina 1987: 168). 



2.7 Summary of the semantic extensions that obtain for *ahha&. 

This section illustrates the polysemy of the lexical suffix * a n h a &  by means of a radially 

suucturcd category with prototype effect (Lakoff L987:g 1,378). The central meaning of the 

category, in this case "abdomen", determines the possible semantic extensions of h e  suffix. 

Meaning extensions of the suffix are motivated by real or perceived similarity to the central 

meaning. 

The radially structured category * a h a &  A~WMEN contains two prototypical subcategorics 

BELLY and GW, and several non-central meaning extensions derived from the BELLY and GUT 

prototypes. Figure 16 illustrates the radial category *an/nak ABDOMEN. 

1 7  Central Meanings m 
Belly Pro to type - 
Gut Prototype - 
Anatomical Adjacency Hip - 
Anatomical Adjacency Rump 

Shape: Prominently Curved Surface 

Locationals from Belly 
Locationals from Gut 
Relational Extensions 
Mfect and Desiderative 

Figure 16: Radial Category or the Meanings of the Suffix *ari/nak. 
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Marks the central meaning of the category and refers to the abdomen. The internal md 

cxtcrnai aspects of the abdomen give rise two to distinct subcategories BELLY and GUT. 

Marks the prototype meaning BELLY. The semantic extensions subsumed by this 

prototype refer to the shape of the external abdomen. 

Marks the prototype meaning GUT. The semantic extensions subsumed by this 

prototype refer to the internal abdomen. 

Marks the anatomical adjacency extension BELLY > HIP for the prototype BELLY. 

Marks thc anatomical adjacency extension GUT > ANUYRUMP~~AIL for thc prototype 

GUT. 

Marks h e  classific~tmy shape extension "prominent curved surface" abstnctcd from 

the shape of the external abdomen. The extensions that obtain arc HnLSIDE. whir and WALL and 

CEILING. which obtain from DOME. 

Marks the locational extensions of the sumx derived from the anthropomorphic and 

zoomorphic orientations of the BELLY. 

Marks the locational extensions of the suffix derived from the zoomorphic orientation 

Marks the relational extensions of the suffix derived from the prototype e u w .  

Marks the dfect extension and the desiderative modality extension of thc suffix. 

The semantic extensions above do not constitute n uniquely Salish development. Similar 

semantic cxtensions occur in other languaps of thc world. Table XI11 illustrates thc extensions 

that obtain for the body part "abdomen" in Chontal of Oaxacr (Turner and Turner 197 1). 

Chontal Meaning Attested in Salish 

lagubu 'stomach, abdomen' Yes 

liguhu 'the inside of a house' Yes 

liguhu 'the interior of a box' Yes 

Liguhu gahmis 'the sole of the foot' yes 
* 

TABLE XIII: BODY PART E?ClENSIONS IN CHONTAL 



In Chontal, as in Saiis h, the term "inside" derives from the body part "stomach. Table XIV 

illustrates the extensions that obtain for the body part b'belly" in Mezontla Popoloca (Veerman- 

Lcichsenring 1992) 

Mezontla Popoloca Meaning Attested in Salish 

n a!: 'his stomach, his liver' Yes 
n gg:9-tu 'belly' Yes 
t h i -  n gy : 'to become angry' Yes 

SaSi: ngp: 'to remember' Yes 

hi: n gp: 'he loves' Yes 

hi: n gg: 'he wants' yes 

TABLE XIV :BODY PART EXTENSIONS JN MEZONTLA POPOLOCA 

Mczontla Popoloca, like Interior Salish, conceptualizes the stomach as the "seat of emotion". 

This language also conveys keling states such as "love" and "desire" with the body-part term 

"belly/stomach. The morpheme denoting the body part "stomach also denotes other internal 

organs, such as the liver. If we compare hese examples with the Interior Salish examples shown 

in sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.5, we see that the concept AB W M E N  has parallel semantic extensions in 

languages that ate not genetically related to Salish. 

2.8 Distribution of semantic extensions by language. 

This section addresses the distribution by language of the semantic extensions that obtain for 

the lexical suffix *ari/nak. Tracing a semantic extension through the different languages o f  the 

Salish family can give an idea about the relative time depth of the extension. The assumption 

here is that extensions that are found throughout the entire the family are very old and probably 

date back to proto-Salish. Conversely, specialized extensions, or extensions found only in certain 

branches of the family are probably innovations having a shallower time depth. 

Not every meaning extension is attested in this corpus for all languages of the family. This by 

no means indicates that the extension was not present in those languages at one point in time. It 

may simply indicate that a particular extension is not recorded in the existing grammars and 



dictionaries, or perhaps that the appropriate context for a specific meaning of the suffix was 

never elicited by the researcher working on the language. 

Table XV shows the distribution of the meaning extensions that obtain for the lexical suffix 

* a h h a &  throughout the different languages o f  the family. 

BODY PART MEANINGS 
ABDOMEN "Belly " 
ABDOMEN "Hip" 
ABDOMEN "Gut" 
ABDOMEN b'AnuslRump/Tail" 
SHAPE EXTENSlONS 
ABDOMEN "Hillside" 
ABDOMEN "Dome" 
ABDOMEN "Confine" 

LOCATIONAL EXTENS IONS 

ABDOMEN "Front" 
ABDOMEN "Side" 
A B D Q M ~  
ABDOMEN "End Point" 

"+' 

ABDOMEN "Underside" 
RELATIONAL. EXTEDISIONS 
ABDOMEN "Under, Below, Down" 
AFFECT AND D B U W  EXTENSIONS 
ABDOMEN "FeelingT' 
ABDOMEN "Desidcrative" 
CULTURALLY MOTIVATED EXTENSIONS 
ABDOMEN "Price" 
ABDOMEN bWide'f 
ABDOMEN "Power" 

Central 

... - 

Tsarnosan D S, Interior 

TABLE XV: DISTRIBUTION OF EXTENSIONS BY LANGUAGE 



Some meaning extensions of the suffix shown in Table XV ilrc found throughout the family; 

others are found only in certain languages. Aspects of the central concept denoted by the suffix 

have been lexicalized in the different languages. 

The meaning BELLY for the suffix is attested in all the languages considered here except 

Squamish, Halkomelem, and Saanich. The anatomical adjacency extension HIP is attested in 

Bella Coola, Halkomelem. Upper Chehalis. and Okanagan. 

The meaning GUT denoting the internal organs of the body is attested in all the languages 

considered here except Bella Coola. Halkomelem, and Saanich. The anatomical adjacency 

extension RUMP/ANUSAXL is attested in all the languages considercd here cxcept 

Squamish. Okanagan, Kalispel, and Cwur d' Alene. 

Shape meaning extensions are an exclusive development of lnterior Salish. and are attested in 

Lillooet, Shuswap. Thompson, Okanagan, Columbian, Spokane, and Coeur d* Alene. They 

arc not attcstcd in Bella Coola, Squarnish. Halkomelem, Lushoouecd, or Upper Chehalis. 

Locrtional meaning extensions are attested in Bella Coola, Halkomelem, Saanich, Lillooct, 

Thompson. Shuswap, Okanagan, Columbian, and Spokane. They arc not attested in 

Squamish, Lushooueed, Upper Chehalis, Kalispel. and Coeur d* Alene. 

Relrtional meaning extensions are attested in Bella Coola. Upper Chehalis, Lillooet, 

Thompson. Shuswap, and Okanagan. They are not attested in Squamish. Hallcomelern, 

Samich, Lushoouecd. Columbian. Spokane, Kalispel, and Coeur d9Alenc. 

Feeling cxrnsions arc exclusive to Interior l anpaps ,  and are attested in Lillooet, Shuswap. 

Thompson, Okanagan, Columbian, Spokane, and Kalispel. 

Dcsidcntives, agent-oriented modality expressions, are arstcd only in Okanagan and 

Columbian. 

2.9 Conc~usiom. 

In concluding, a few general remarks about the distribution and synchronic meanings of the 

suffix are in order. It should be pointed out that some of the unaltested extensions within this 

corpus may be due to the unevenness of the material collected from each language. 



The central meaning of the suffuc *ai /nak  is ABWMEN. and in all likelihood this meaning 

goes back to proto-Salish. h the daughter languages, the central concept ABDOMEN splits into 

the prototypes BELLY and cur, which respectively denote the external and internal aspects of the 

abdomen. Daughter languages may develop both pmto types, or just one of them. In some 

languages only the anatomical adjacency extensions of the prototypes are attested. 

Languages which do not denote the body pazt "belly" with the suffix *an/nak enlist a 

different suffix for the purpose. Such is the case with Musquearn, Saanich, and Squamish. These 

are Cenval languages, and each one of them uses a different lexical suffuc to denote the 

anatomical "belly" (see section 2.1.4). Nevertheless, reflexes of the prototype meaning BELLY are 

present in these lmguages as adjacency anatomical extensions. For example, the extension HIP, 

an anatomical adjacency extension of BELLY, is present in Musqueam (see section 2.1.1.2). 

The extensions FRONT and UNDER that obtain for the lexical suffix * a h a &  constitute 

supporting evidence for the existence of a universal tendency whereby anthropomorphic and 

zoomorphic templates mediate the conceptual transfer from body parts to spatid reference 

points. In this respect. a definite cognitive preference comes into play whereby the existence of a 

zoomorphic model in a language presupposes the existence of the anthropomorphic model. No 

known language uses the zoomorphic template to the cxclusion of the anthropomorphic template 

(Heine 1997:40). Both the anthropomorphic and zoomorphic templates are attested in the Salish 

family. 

Locationd interpretations of the surfix do not imply a different treatment of the lexical suffix 

in ROOT + LU~CAL SUFFM constructions. Locative meanings are sanctioned by the lexical 

semantics of the predicate and the other lexical material with which the lexical suffix occurs. In 

the Halkomelem expressions that follow, the suffix denotes a body part and a spatial reference 

point. The semantic path in (255) is ABMMEN > BELLY > m ~ .  The semantic path in (256) is 

ABDOMEN w ANUSntUMP > END POtNT. 



(255) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 6 14 #2 1) 
s- ieam=nac 
NOM-~O~~=ABDOMEN 

'hip bones' 

(256) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
J-xw-qwa=nkc 
NOM-LOC-PUS thmugh=AB WMEN 
'hole in the bottom of anythingT 

Ptedicates provide information about what will be encoded in the utterance by the lexical suffix, 

be it a body part or a spatial reference point. 

The encoding of simple locationd relationships like FRONT or UNDER with the body part 

"belly" is just the first step in a process. The perception of space and orientation in space are 

basic to human interaction. Lexical suffixes are mixed elements in that they convey lexical 

meaning md function as locative elements. The categorization of space relations with body-part 

lexical suffixes provides us with some insight into the conceptual system Salish lulguagcs use 

for anchoring events in space. This rich locational reference system seems to be tied to the 

context of speech events, emphasizing the fact that communicative behavior is anchored in 

space. Body-part lexical suffixes provide coordinates for defiing space. In certain respect, these 

coordinates are univeaal because the shape of the human body is universal. This explains why 

analogous semantic extensions obtain for certain body parts in genetically unrelated languages of 

the world. 



Chapter Three: The Sulllx BACK. 

3.0 Introduction. 

In this chapter, I give an analysis of the lexical suffur for BACK in Salish, presenting 348 

examples out of a total data base of 569 examples. I reconstruct the suffix to its proto-Salish form 

and posit a proto-Salish meaning based on the extant senses of the suffix. In addition. I explore 

the synchronic semantic extensions of the suffix, demonstrating how changes in culture caused 

its evolution and proliferation, and how semantics o f  the roots influence its extended meanings. 

The lexical suffix for BACK is used primarily to denote the back of a human or animal being, 

but it can also refer to the back part of concrete objects, the spine. the top of a hill. and other 

entities such as flat surfaces, bundles, loads, containers, and saddles. Alongside referential 

functions, the suffix frequently denotes purely spatial relations. 

The lexical suffix * i k i i / n  has a concrete central meaning from which all its semantic 

extensions derive. Undoubtedly, we have many visual images associated with our 

conceptunlization of BACK. and the glosses provided for the exmples in this chapter arc 

translations of these images. The actual translations given to the different meanings of h e  suffix 

are affected by discourse and context. The extent to which phrases and uscs have become 

lcxicalized and arc unanalyzable in the mind of a speaker is to a certain extent moot. The speakcr 

will use words like "saddle" or 'basket" to express them in English. whereas what is actually said 

in the language is "set on an animal's back" or "carried on the back". In this sense translations 

reflect an interpretation made by the speaker to convey the scene before his or her eyes and 

communicate it in English. 

3.0.1 The data. 

The sources for the data used in this chapter and the number of entries per language appear in 

Table I below. When giving examples. I have attempted in all instances to provide a meaning for 

the roots and affixes forming each entry. In cases when meanings are not accessible, I have 

labeled the morpheme 'unglossed'. 



SOURCES FOR "BACK" t I 
BRANCH 1 LANGUAGE f PRINCIPAL SOURCES 1 NO. 
Bella Coola I ;Davis (1980), Nater (1984). Saunders (1975)l 50 

B b . 
 end ~ a l i s d  Comox 1 Boas (n.d.) 1 2 

Squamish I J 
40 

YIIC-' ' 

5 
I Lushootseed / Bates et al. ( 19941, Hess ( 1976) 48 

I Upper Chehalid Kinkade ( 199 1) , - -  I I 

Interior 1 Lillooet van Eijk (1987.1997) 
(Northern) . - . T  

Kuipers ( 1974) 
I 

Interior O k a n a n a n l f i  Mattina ( 19871 i 50 

I Coeur d* Alenej Reichard (1938, 1945) 13 

I I 1 
TABLE I: SOURCES FOR THE LEXICAL SUFFIX FOR BACK 

1 was not able to obtain a significant number of examples of the lexical suffix for BACK from 

all languages of the family, since some languages are better documented than othcrs. Thus. along 

with examples from the sources displayed in Table I, this section contains a few additional 

cxmples that demonstrate the phonological integrity of the suffix throughout he family. 

3.0.2 The lexical suMx for BACK and the Sllishan family tree. 

The family tree depicted in Figure 1 represents genetic relations amongst Salish languages. 

Languages from which data was obtained have the respective form of the lexical suffu written 

under the circle. 

Supplemental data was obtained from Haeberlin (1974:240). These languages are marked 

with a in Figure I. The forms listed rncnn b'back" and contain the lexical suffix for m c r  

Lower Chehalis sta-le = uc' 



Snoholnish and Nisqually (Sub-dialects of Lushoowed) stdfile = eE 

Clallam, s c a c P  = ken, 

Nooksack bkol= eE 

Lumrni (Straits) trlskot = a t  

Comox aie- = fin, 

Pentlach se-qui = it 

Tillamook na& = t i n  

Roto Cenual-Tsarnosan 

Roto Tsamosan 

C: u R m * 

3 Q) 
1 

w. 
R 

3 u 
S M I S H  FAMILY TREE c c  

Q) 
3 

SHOWING THE LEXICAL SUFFIX FOR BACK s 

Figure I: Salish Family Tree Showing the Lexical Suffix for BACK. 

The data in this chapter is more plentiful for the Interior branches of the family than for the 

Central or Tsamosan branches. Nevertheless, the examples considered here constitute a robust 

corpus of evidence from which we can draw valid semantic inferences and solid phonological 

reconstructions. 



3.0.3 The reconstructed form of the lexical s u a  for BACK. 

This section reviews the connective elements that affect the phonological reconstruction of 

the lexical sufix for BACK. Connective elements co-occur with the suffix, and must be accounted 

for in positing a proto-form.' 

Lexical suffixes may be preceded by a connective element of the shape vowel plus resonant. 

In reconstructing the proto-form of the lexical suffix for BACK. I have segmented off lhese 

conncctive elements, retaining only the bare l o r n  of the suffii. 

The Central Sdish languages considered here have two sets of connective elements. i.c. r w  - 
w and a1 - al. These elements appear in construction with lexical suffixes in certain contexts and 

not in others. The function and semantic import of connective elements are synchronically 

difficult to determine, and they are mentioned here solely to makc explicit the reconstruction OF 

the proto-form. 

The connective element -aw - -w: An clement sw - w fused to the bare lexical suffix is 

present in utterances (I) and (2). These expressions refer to the body p u t  "back". 

( I )  Halkomelem (Suttlcs in prep. a) 
taqtawic  
widc=B~CK 
'have a broad back' 

( 2 )  Lushootsccd (Bates ct al. 1994: 183) 
33s-G~p=wic 
~SP=gathered=B~CK 
'it has r humpback' 

The Halkomclcrn example below does not contain a connective element. Instead, the bare form 

of the suffix appears with a fused -n ending. 

I See section2.0.2. 
This ending belongs to an older layer of the language. and should not be segmented for 

reconstruction purposes (Dale Kinkade p.c.). 



(3) Halkomelem (Sutlles in prep. b: 5 14 # 67) 
s- kwAm,can 
ASP-lump=BACK 

'hump backed' 

Example (4) comes from Halkomelem and contains the root dxw "to cover''. The lexical 

suffix refers to a person's back, and the utterance contains the element aw - w. 

(4) Hiilkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
&xw=3wic- tan 
COVC~=BACK-NSTR 

'blanket put around a person, robe' 

Examples ( 5 )  and (6)  also come from Halkomelcm. The lexical suffix refers to a surlace in both 

instances. and the clement aw - w is not present? 

( 5 )  Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
kxw=ic-t 
COVCFBACK-TR 

'cover it (as a surface)' 

(6) Halkomelcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
kxw=ican 
covcr=B ACK 

'covered (as a surface)' 

Examples (7) and (8) come from Lushootseed and show utterances with and without the 

conncctivc aw - w. If the referent of the suffix is the body part "back", the connective element is 

present, as in number (7) below. 

(7) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:258) 
?u-ZPl =wit- tab t3d 
ASP-mark=B~CK-thing that 1 SG 
'They wrote on my back.' 

However, if the referent of the suffii is a covered surface, as in example (8), the connective 

element aw - w is not presenl 

The meaning SURFACE for the sufhc is an expected semantic extension (see section 3-33). 



(8) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 137) 
Vu- 1aXW=lj-ad 
ASP-COVC~=BACK-TR 

'It covered it.'4 

(9) Lushootsccd (Bares et al. 1994: 137) 
*?u-laKw-ad 
ASP-COVC~-TR 

'It covered it.' 

Considering the above data. it seems that in Central Salish languages thc referent "back 

for the suffix rcquircs the connective element aw - w, as in cxamplc (7). Example (8) has the 

~ansitive suffix -ad indicating a non-specific third person referent. The referent is probably a 

surface, and the connective clement aw - w is not required. Example (9) is ungrammatical with 

this wading if it does not contain the lexical suffix for BACK 

The extension BACK > SURFACE for the suffix is also attested in Southern Interior languages, as 

shown in the contrasting cxamples (10) and (1 1) below. although there is no intervening 

connective clement between root and lexical suffix, whether the meaning denoted is the body 

part "back" or a surface. 

( 10) Spokane (Carlson 1989:22) 
s- n-cfm =Zb 
NOM-LOC-~O~Y=BACK 

'backT 

( 1 1) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 10 1) 
n - i k i ~ c i  
LOC-lay down=BACK 
'It is laid on something.' 

The factors determining the presence or absence of the element aw - w in Central Salish 

languages are not well understood. Since some forms contain the element aw - wand others do 

not, it is sate to assume that historically the suffut and the element aw - w were independent 

4 The fonn=ifis a variant of the regular form =iZ in Lushootseed. 
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morphological pieces. What I have done here is outline the problem, explaining why l c  

conncctive element is not included in the  construction of the proto-form. 

The connective element al-al-ay: We will now show the connective d - a1 that 

sometimes precedes the lexical suffix * i k i i / n .  The Central Salish examples ( 12), ( 13). and ( 14) 

below havc connective elements. and the suffix denotes the relation OVER. an expected extension 

of the suffix for BACK (see section 3.4.2 ). The semantic path of rhe suffix is BACK > OVER. 

In cxarnplc ( 12)- internal phonological changes have lengthened the vowel of the root and 

glottdized the resonants 

(12) Halkornelcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
;&c 
land atop=BACK 
'go over a hill' 

( 13) Lushootsecd (Batcs ct d. 1994: 1 15) 
d%=il=it 
turn uound=CON=BACK 
'go over a rise or hill' 

Example ( 14) contains the connective element ay - a;, the Squamish reflex of rl - al. 

( 14) Squamish (Kuipen 1967b:302) 
s a s e y q a f 3  
high (redup.)=CON=B ACK 
'pass over a mountain' 

Examples (15) through (17) come from Bella Coola, Thompson, and Upper Chehalis. In 

these examples the lexical suffix for BACK denotes the relation OVER. 

(15) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1980:8 1 #34) 
klqdk-m-s-kw 
turn about=B ACK-MID-3SG-QUOT 
'he came over the mountain' 

5 The underlying form of example (12) is h? = a1 = ac. The root 6e7 "land atop" coalesces 
with the connective element. This explains the long vowel and the gloaalized resonant (Wayne 
Suttles p r  ). 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:277) 
n-qaz=ix=ikh-(&s 
LOC-jump=AWT=B ACK-SUF-3SG 
'jump over something' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :76) 
taqw=itn=51uwas 
d im b=B ACK=MIDDLE 
'overlap, pile over' 

UnWtc the Ccntrd Salish cxamplcs, the Bella Coola Thompson, and Upper Chchdis 

expressions do not have a connective when denoting the relation OVER. This suggests that 

diachronically connectives arc segmentable elements and should not be reconstructed as put 

of the proto-form. 

Table 11 shows the forms of the lexical suffm for BACK. 

I U. Chehalis I 

1 Shuswa~ ikh - ikn I 

Spokane T .  iifn - 1En 
' ~ a l i i  
'~oeur  d' Alene 



Table 111 shows the proto-form of the suffix. 

TABLE m: THE PROTO-FORM OFTHE SUFFIX FOR BACK 

I reconstruct the suffix as *ikid/nP This reconstruction reflects h e  fact that within this 

corpus glottalhed resonants appear in the Interior Sdish forms of the suffix. Furthcrmorc, thc 

glottalization of resonants is not yet well understood, and dcglottdization is a more likely 

phonological proccss than glottalization. 

3.0.4 The central meaning of the lexical sumx *ikld/n. 

The objective of this section is to make explicit the central meaning of the lexical suffix and 

account for its polysemy. After considering the synchronic meanings of the suffii *ikid/n, I 

assume that the central meaning of the suffix is BACK. The basis for this assumption stems from 

the fact that the body part "back" is the most frequent meaning of the suffu, and the meaning 

from which all semantic extensions can be derived. Considering the above, 1 posit that the pmto- 

meaning of the suffix also denotes the body pact "back"-the central concept from which all 

funher scmantic extensions derive. The attested semantic extensions of the suffut, e.g. "back 

The suffix has been reconstructed as *ifin by Kinkade and as *i&n by Kuipers (Kinkade 
1998: 281). 



side", "spineT', "behind, and "middle" could not possibly obtain if the central or proto-meaning 

of the suffix were "surface". 

A speculative inventory of the properties that can be abstracted from the body part "back 

includes top, as an animal's back is the top part of its body, surface* also from animal back. 

other side, based on the anatomical opposition of front and back in the human body, behind, 

also bascd on the anatomical opposition of front and back, and middle bascd on the location of 

the vertebral column. Figurative and extended meanings of the suffix for BACK are triggered by 

perceived similarity to the central meaning denoted by the morpheme * i k i i / n .  This generates 

metaphorical transfers across semantic domains, making *ikiri/n a polyscrnous suffix. 

Figure 2 shows the metaphorical extensions possible for the conccpt "back". 

Front side Back side 

- 0  Center 

m 
Human Back Spine Middle 

Figure 2: Possible Metaphorical Extensions for the Suffu * i k i i / n  



It is not possible to predict systematically the semantic extensions the lexical suffix *ikih/n 

may develop. An entity may be perceived as being similar or related in some respect to the 

central meaning of the suffix; nevertheless, this perception need not be synchronically apparent. 

Somc extensions of the suffix, coined in the remote past, are not transparent to today's spcakcrs. 

1 have assigned the central meaning BACK to the suffix * i k i i / n  after considering its extant 

mcmings, thc frcqucncy of the meaning "back for the suffm within h e  Camily. md h e  ?ype oC 

semantic cxtcnsions that obtain. Taking all this into account, I conclude that the central meaning 

BACK assigned to *ikih/n is also its proto-meaning. 

3.0.5 Conceptual processes affecting the meanings of * i k i i / n .  

Thc conceptual processes affecting the semantic extensions of the suffix + i k i i / n  BACK arc 

the Principle of Canonical Orientation, the Principle of Anatomical Adjacency, the 

Bearcr/Burdcn Relation, and the ProCiling Effect of Predicate Semantics (see section 2.0.5). 

The body-part tcnn "back" in Salish refers to both a human back and an animal back. 

Andcrscn ( 1978) attributes this type of polysemy to structural similarity. Structurally, the "back" 

is opposite the "bellyt*, and this opposition holds for humans and animals. An elaboration of this 

opposition yields two intrinsic canonical orientations for the anatomical back. Figure 3 below 

shows two orientations of the spine that result in two different canonical templates. 

Figure 3: Canonical Orientation Templates 

If the spine is vertical, the canonical position of man, the orientation template is 
anthropomorphic. 

ANTHROPOMORPCIIC MODEL 

Back vertical [BACK > BEHIND] 



If thc spine is horizontal to the ground, the canonical position of most animals, the orientation 
template is zoomorphic. 

ZOOMORPHIC MODEL 

Back horizontal [BACK > ON/IOP] 

In the languages considered in chis study, spatial concepts are metaphorically derived from 

human body parts or from the body parts of four legged animals. The semantic path BACK > 

BEHINU characterizes anthropomorphic orientation, as in example ( 18) bclow. 

( 18) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:277) 
n-qai-ix=ik(i)-6-s 
LOC-jump-AUT=B ACK-SUF-3SG 
'jump behind somconc' 

The semantic path BACK STOP characterizes zoomorphic orientation, reflecting that an animal's 

back is the highest part of its body. 

( 19) Thompson (Thompson Br Thompson 1996:388) 
33s- n - xV=ikh 
ASP-LOC-~~~~=SACK 

'way up on top (of a mountain)' 

While some languages of the world rely entirely on the human body to denote spatial 

concepts, no language relies cornpletcly on the body of four legged animals to denote spatial 

concepts (Heine et al. 199 1:127).7 As evidenced by examples (18) and (19) above, Sdish 

languages exhibit both types of canonical orientation, anthropomorphic and zoomorphic. 

Intrinsic canonical orientation splits the domain of h e  body part "back" in Salish along the two 

distinct orientrtional axes of the spine. 

The BcarerlBurden relation is a family resemblance concept that describes the characteristics 

holding between a supporting object and its burden (Vandeloise 1991: 194). It applies to the 

lexical suffix * ikih/n BACK because the suffur denotes both the b e a r  and the burden (see 

I mention "four-legged animals" to characterize zoomorphic orientation. The zoomorphic 
model is also called the pastorahst model, and it is prevalent in societies whose livelihood 
depends on caring for large herds of animals. 



section 3.2). Metonymy is the process whereby one thing comes to stand in place of something 

else due to an intrinsic relation between the two things. The BearerlBurden Relation exemplifies 

such a process in that the BACK stands for what is carried, i.e. the PACK. Examples (20) and (2 1 )  

below illustrate the semantic path BACK > PACK. The lexical suffix for "back" attaches to routs 

denoting carrying and is reanalyzed as "pack"; thus the bearer and the burden are denoted by h e  

same mnrphcmc.8 

(20) Lillooet (Bert Williams p.c.) 
n- kih=k-im 
LOC-put=B ACK-MID 
'to put on one's back' 

(2 1) Lillooct (van Eijk 1987: 173) 
n-kih=k-xit 
LOC-put=BACK-BENEF 
'to put something in one's pack for someone' 

I have excmplihd two of the four processes affecting the semantic extensions of the lexical 

suffix *ikin/n: Canonical Orientation Templates and the BearertBurden Relation. The Profiling 

Effect of Predicate Semantics and l e  Principle of Anatomical Adjacency have been addressed in 

section 2.0.5 in relation to the suffix *a i /nak .  The above-mentioned processes will recur 

throughout the body of this chapter. 

3.0.6 Categories of meaning that obtain for h e  sumx Y k i h h .  

The icxicd suffix *ikin/n BACK develops the following chains of meaning extensions: 

Anatomical Adjacency extensions: 
BACK > SPINE (3.1.2) 

BearerBurden Relation derived extellsions: 
BACK, PACK (32.1) 

BACK>LOAD (322) 

8 In Vandeloise's analysis the BearedBurden Relation is considered the source concept for the 
French preposition sur. Family Resemblance Concept is a term proposed by Wittgewtein in 
1953. It proposes that a concept may be represented by various combinations of its traits 



BACK > BUNDLE (3.22.1) 
BACK > CONTAINER (322.2)  

BACK > SADDLE (3.2.3) 

Locationd extensions mediated by Canonical Orientation Templates: 

BACK> OTHER SIDE (3.32) 

BACK > SURFACE (3.3.3) 

BACK > TOP (3.3.4) 

BACK >OUTSIDE (3.3.5) 

SPINE > MIDDWCENTER (3.3.6) 

Relational extensions mediated by the Profiling Effect of Predicate Semantics: 

BACK > BEHIND (3.4.1 ) 

BACK >ON (3.4.2.1 ) 

BACK > ACROSS (3.4.231 

BACK > ABOVE (3.4.2.3) 

BACK > OVER (3.42.41 

BACK > BETWEEN (3.4.3) 

ANATOMICAL MEANINGS: Examples (22) through (24) show the anatomical meanings denoted by 
the suffix *ikiri /n. 

BACK "Human back" 

(22) Lihoet (van Eijk 1987~349) 
n-&iw=k-am 
LOC-wash=B ACK-MID 
'to wash one's back' 

BACK "Animal back" 

(23) Colombian (Kinkadc n.d.: 11530) 
n-maqwrn&iW=fkn 
POS-lurn ped ( r e d u p . ) = ~ ~ C ~  
'camel' 



(24) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 199452) 
s-ial =ilS 
NOM-unglossed=B~CK 
'backbone (of  mammal^)'^ 

BWRERJBURDEN RELATION DERIVED MEANINGS: Examples (25) chrough (29) show extensions of 

the suffix based on the Bearer/ Burden Relation. 

BACK "Pack" 

(25) Lillooct (van Eijk: 1987:225) 
wqii=k-ali  
LOC-load=B ACK-TR 
'to put something in someone's pack' 

BACK ''Load" 

(26) Lushootseed (Bates e t al. 1994: 1 15) 
sal P a l  =iC 
two=CON=BACK 

'two cords oC wood' 

BACK 6CB~ndle9' 

(27) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson lW6: 141) 
?as- 1 RW=ki 
ASP-untie=B ACK 

'package is loose' 

BACK "Container" 

(28) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :29) 
iap=iEn 
strong=BACK 
'strong basket' 

9 This root is not glossed in the Lushootseed Dictionary. Historically, it probably comes from 
*&el 'one to stand'. 



BACK "Saddle9' 

(29) LiIlooet (Albert Nelson p.c.) 
6lxw=ikan-am 
(install squat objec t)=B ACK-MID 
'to saddle' 

L ~ C ~ ~ O N A L  EXTENSIONS: Examples (30) through (34) show the semantic paths BACK (HUMAN) > 

OTHER SIDE, BACK i W 1 A L )  > TOP, BACK (ANIMAL) > SURFACE, SURFACE > OUTSWk SPINE > 

BACK "Other side9' 

(30) Hdkomelcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
l a q a  1 =ic 
cnd=CON=BACK 

'othcr side (of a peninsula)' 

(3 1) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:456) 
z&w=kh-me 
skim=BACK-MID 

'skim fat off surface' 

BACK ''Top" 

(32) Bella Coola (Sunders and Davis 1975: 165) 
sp=ik 
s tr ike=~~CK 
'hit the top of something' 

BACK "Outside" 

(33) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:35) 
L-kam=kir=flxw 
RSLT-surface=B ACK=HOUSE 
'outside house' 



BACK ''MiddIeICenter" 

(34) Lushootsccd (Bates et al. 1994:20) 
Vd-agw=lf 
r n i d d l e = C O N = ~ ~ ~ ~  
'middle of house, road, rope'lo 

RELATIONAL EXTENSIONS: Extensions (35) through (40) show the relational extensions BEHIND. 

ON/ACROSS. ABOVE. OVER and BETWEEN far the suffix. 

BACK "Behind" 

(35) Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:285) 
s- t a ) ;= f - s  t scaq 
NOM-DEICTlC=CON=B ACK- 3POSS DET tree 
'behind the tree'' 

(36) Lushoolsccd (Batcs ct d. 1994:88) 
7~-d"Pq=if 
ASP-fall=BACK 
'(A tree) fell on him/it.' 

(37) Squamish (Kuipers l967b:27 1 )  
iq+d 
cut=CON=BACK 

'cut across (water, land)' 

BACK "Above" 

(38) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson W 6 : 5  1) 
n-b?kw=ik 
L0C-shinc=B~CK 
'light visible just above the ridge' 

The root in this example is 74id-; the form agw < qW is some sort of connector (Thorn Hess 
ps.). The compound means "middle". Ld. gw usually derives from w (Dole Kinkade p-c.). 
Therefore this entry could be %id-agw=i E where the (a)gW < (a) w is a connector. 

Kuipers (1967b.:264) states ta j, is "Probably not a root but a combination of It- I and the 
connective la$" 



(39) Haikomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 4 16 M6) 
cbm=ek-  t 
jump=B ACK-TR 
'jump over it (as a log)' 

BACK "Between" 

(40) Thompson (Thompson ilr Thompson 1996:363 
n- tgw=ikii=ix 
~ o ~ - s m i g h t = ~ ~ c ~ = ~ v r l 2  
'get oneself between two things standing straight.' 

We see that the suffix acquires a vast array of meanings that can be traced to its cenval concept 

and proto-mcaning, i.e. BACK. 

3.1 The anatomid meanings of the suffix *ikiri/n. 

The anatomical meaning of the suffix * ik in /n is the body part "back-the external back of 

humans and animals: the internal back in human and animals, ix. the vertebral column; md thc 

dorsal fin of fish. section 3.1.1 addresses the meaning BACK for the suffix. Section 3.1.2 

addresses the meaning SPWE for the suffix. Section 3.1.3 addresses the meaning DORSAL RN. 

3.1.1 *i kiri/n denoting the body part "back". 

The lexical sufF~x *ikin/n BACK denotes the anatomical back in different constructions. 

Combined with active transitive or positional predicates, the suffix * i k i i / n  functions as an 

incorporated object or location. Combined with stative predicates, the suffix *ikiri/n functions as 

the entity or thing undergoing the condition or state implied in the predicate. The latter use is 

frequently seen in the names of animals. 

Examples (41) through (52) contain the suffix * i k i i / n  functioning as the head of an 

incorporated object. 

l2 Though the AUTONOMOUS suffix usually goes before lexical suffiies, the suffu -ix in entry 
(40) is labeled as the autonomous form in the dictionary. 



Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 165) 
1 is- ul=i k 
push-SUF=BACK 
'push someone's back' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967b: 120) 
pi 7 3 - a n  
grab=B ACK -TR 
'grab someone's back' 

Saanich (Montler 1986:88) 
x w - i ~ m = a w i ~  
PRFX-hit=B ACK 

'He got hit on the back.' 

Lushootseed (Bates ct al. 1994: 137) 
VU-dxW- laxW=wI1! 
ASP-PRFX-S~~~=BACK 
'He stabbed me in the back.' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :30) 
6aEW=ftin-i-c4 
was h=B ACK-SUF-RFLX 

'He washes his own back.' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:95) 
n-sdp=k-am 
LOC-scratch=B ACK-Ma) 
'scratch one's back* 

Shuswap (Kuipcrs 1 W4:67) 
x-sapip=kh 
Lac-hit (~c~u~. )=BAcK 

'get hit on the back' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:70) 
n-icj=iki 
LOC-hit=B ACK 

'get hit on the back' 



Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 182) 
n-sabp=iki  
Loc-hit ( I~~UP.)=BACK 

'be hit on the back' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 164) 
n-spdtaii 
LOC-be hi t=B ACK 

'i strike him on the back.' 

Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938594) 
g~i-ri-ch=iei 
DEM (PI.)-LOC -turn toward=B~CK 
'their backs were turned toward' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1497) 
n-qi);=ikn 
POS-write, mark=B~CK 
'tattoo on thc back' 

The lexical suffix *ikin/n BACK also gets used with positional predicates. The examples 

below contain "positional predicates". and the lexical suffix for eAcK denotes the pan of the 

body affcctcd by the action of the predicate. or the part of the body that carries out the action 

implied by the predicate. 

Examples (53) through (56) below have cognate roots. 13 These roots imply a supine position 

in which the back is in contact with h e  ground. 

(53) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989:202) 
c-xta'Wkn-am 
RSLT-lie spread out=BACK-MID 
'to lie down on one's back' 

13 Kuipers (1974226) does not segment the x- from the rest o f  the root. Based on the other 
Northern Interior languages, the x- attached to the root may be the locative prefii. 



S huswap (Kuipers 1974:226) 
9s- t-xta'Mkn 
ASP-LOC-lie spread out=BACK 
'to fall down on the back' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 142) 
n-tav=k-im 
LOC-be CIOS~=BACK-MID 

'to lean with one's back against something' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 143) 
n-P=iki- me 
LOC- lean, against=B~CK-MID 
'lean one's back against something' 

Depending on h e  language. the root *I7 is translated as "be close". "lie spread outy', and "lean 

against" and describes the specific position assumed by the anatomical back. 

The Bellr Coola cxarnplc below denotes a corpse. 

(57) Bclla Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1980:249) 
ti- ka- us-1 iiaii=i k-am 
P R F X - A S P - S U ~ ~ ~ C C - ~ ~  ou t=B ACK -MID 

'he (the dead man) is laid out (on his back)' 

Another use that is extremely common is the combination of the suffix with stative roou. 

These roots usually denote a condition affecting the anatomical back, as seen in examples (58) 

through (74).i4 

(58) Bellr Coda (Nater 1990:34) 
nu- tutukwm=ik 
PW-sprained (redup.)=B~CK 
'sprained one's back' 

l4 The Comox example that follows refers to "Beaver", a mythological being: 
(i) Comox (Boas n.d.) 

qibx tapEt = cin 
'mink warms his back' 



Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. b: 0 14,110 1)  
jial=awic 
sore=B ACK 

'have an aching back' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
taqtawic 
wide=B~CK 
'have a broad back' 

Hlkomclem (Suttles in prep. a) 
q~ w =ica n 
bake=B ACK 

'warm the back' 

Squamish (Kuipers l967b:328) 
t a q d  
broad=B~CK 
'have a broad back' 

Squamish (Kuipers I967b:U)9) 
n- iiwu&=t 
LOC-bruised (bluish)=BACK 
'have a bruised back' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967b3249) 
p u m W  
swouen=B~CK 
'have a swollen back' 

Lillooet (Martina Piem p.c.) 
h c -  p=k 
s L ~ ~ ~ - A S P = B  ACK 

'stiff back' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:248) 
n-Ws=ak 
LOC-sore=BACK 
'have a tired back' 



(67) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989:200) 
n-xac=ikh 
LOC-ungiossed=B~C~ 
'scorch one's back' 

(68) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 135) 
93s -n-kwlbki  
~S?-~OC-crooked=~~cK 
'havc a crooked back' 

(69) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 10 1 )  
ke%=ikd 
dirty=B~CK 

'got a dirty back (of person)' 

(70) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:272) 
n-fay=ikh 
LOC- tired=B~CK 
'havc a tired back' 

(7 1 ) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 173) 
n-skw=ikan 
LOC-sotc=BACK 
'sore back' 

(72) Colum bim (Kinkade n.d.: # 1509) 
s-n- tom-p=ikn 
NOM-ms-SCO~C~-ASFMACK 
'back is burned' 

(73) Kalispcl (Vogt 1940: 140) 
Ein e s -an-6akan- i  
I SG NOM (?I-LOC-~UII=BACK-ASP 

'I have a sore back,' 

(74) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #lS46) 
s-n-(w)up=ikn 
NOM-POS-body hair=~ACK 
'hair on the back' 



The predicate in example (75) may be a nominal or stative predicate. 1 am considering the prefix 

to be the nominative s-, but it is also possible that it is the stative prefix s-. 

(75) Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:362) 
s-qwin% 
NOM-hair=B ACK 
'hair on the back' 

The following pattern occurs in expressions that mean "humpback in various Salish 

languages. Examples (76) through (79) are cognate expressions containing the same roots and the 

lexical suffix *ikin/n. The Upper Chehah root xwam in (78) is not glossed independently from 

the suffix in the Upper Chehalis Dictionmy, but I consider this root to be cognate with the 

Squamish and Halkomelem roots. Velar softening explains the change kw > xw. 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:293) 
s- kwum7=aCn 
ASP-go upward=B ACK 

"humpback' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 0 14 M7) 
s- kw6m=acan 
A S P - ~ ~ ~ = B A C K  

'hump backed' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 156) 
x w a m = i h  
lumped (?)=BACK 
'humpbacked, hunchback' 

Quinault (Gibson nod.: 3.67.12) 
k a m w ~ w d a i  
unglossed=B ACK 

'humpback' 

ExampIes (SO) through (85) contain expressions meaning "humpback" constructed with stative 

predicates. 



Lushootseed (Bates et al* 1994: 183) 
7as-qap=wiE 
ASP-gathered=B ACK 
'it has a humpback' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989:208) 
s-qaw=ikm 
ASP-broken=B~CK 

'humpback (human)' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989:208) 
s-qawQaw=ikm 
ASP-broken (redup.)=a ACK 

'humpback salmon' 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.6 1.7) 
calq- 'd?u*an 
brcak-C0N=B~CK 
'broken back, hump back' 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.6 1.6) 
m ulqw-6%=fd 
knoll, hill-coN=B~CK 
'humpback' 

Colum bian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1 566) 
61-maqw=fkan 
POS-1 ump=BACK 
'hunchback' 

In examples (86) through (94) the lexical suffix * ik i i /n  appears in fauna nomenclature. 

These examples arc descriptive and refer to animals identifiable by markings or properties 

peculiar to their backs. A case in point is the word for camel in Columbian Salish. 

(86) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: 1 1  530) 
n-maqwmaqw=ikd 
POS-lum p (redup.)=B ACK 
'camel' 



The description offered in example (86) has CVC reduplication and depicts an animal whose 

back is mounded up twice. Rgure 4 below graphically depicts the word formation of the word 

"camel" as described in the Colurn bian example (86). 

LUMPED 

=ikh 

2-4 BACK 

Figure 4: The Structure of the Word for Camel in Interior Salish. 

The reduplication nraqwrn~@ in example (86) indicates multiplicity. Bactrian camels were 

introduced to the interior of British Columbia in 1862 in the belief that they would acclimatize 

themselves and be useful as pack animals (Thompson & Thompson 1996:674). Bacuian camels 

have two humps, as opposed to dromedaries, which are bred for speed and have only one. 

Examples (87) through (89) describe terms For camel in different Salish languages: 

(87) Shuswap (Bridget Dan px.) 
x-qwmqwmim=kan 
LOC-mounded (rcdup.)=BACK 
'camel' 

(88) Shuswap (Kuipea 1989: 172) 
C - X - C I C K ~ = I C ~  
RSLT- LOC-stand up (redup.)=B~CK 
'camel' 15 

Reduplication of ;I= i k i  "standing up= back" (Kuipers 1989: 172). 
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(89) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 199657) 
n-bi i i=iki  
LOC-hump (redup.)=B ACK 
'two humped camel' 

Examples (90) through (94) refer to insects: 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:277) 
h i m  =itn 
incised (redup.)=BACK (animal) 
'ant (lit. with incised back)' 

Hdkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s- kwgmaca n 
LOC-s trong=B ACK 
'an insect (a black beetle, an omen of death)' 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 4.80.14) 
Iaq-wli?u=fad 
wide-CON=BACK 
'broad back, sowbug' 

Okvlagan (Mattina 1987:236) 
n-xtixair=ik h 
LOC-10 w (redup .)=BACK 
'bug (lit low back)'l6 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1556) 
n-xhcafi=ikm 
POS-C~~S~~CI=BACK 

'ladybug, a small gray beetle' 

Examples (95) through (99) refer to animals with conspicuous marking on their backs. 

(95) Hdkomelcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
f aip=ican 
scratched (redup.)=e~CK 
'chipmunk' 

l6 It would appear that (93) and (94) have cognate predicates, yet the roots are uanslated by 
different terms into English. 



Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:227) 
n - q k j r ~ k  
LOC-curl up (redup.)=B ACK 

'chipmunk (the way it curls its back)' 

Cocur d'Alcne (Reichard 1938:609) 
sa-sar=iEh 
NOM-unglossed=B~C~ 
'one of L e  squirrels of chipmunk' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s- kwty=acm 
NOM-incapacitated=B~C~ 
'grizzly bear (from the hump on the back)' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:240) 
c - f -q l f  =ikan 
RSLT-LOC-make a circle=B~CK 
' ~ 0 1 v ~ r i n ~ '  

We see that the lexical suffix * i k i i / n  denotes the body part "back" of both humans and 

animals . 

3.1.2 *ikiri /n denoting "spine". 

The lexical suffix for BACK forms part of expressions denoting the SPINE. The relation here is 

one of part and whole. Figure 5 below depicts the construals BACK and sPME for the suffix 

Figure 5: The Extension BACK and SPINE for the Suffix *ikiri/n. 

The examples below refer to the spine, and the lexical suffix *ikih/n actually has the 

meaning BACK Examples (100) through (102) are nominalizations. and the predicates express 

notions such as "to link" and "to be standing". 
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(100) Bella Coda (Saunders and Davis 1975: 165) 
s-xwp=ik 
NOM- tie=B ACK 
'one vertebra' l7 

( 10 1) Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 165) 
s-xwpip=k 
NOM-tie (rcdup. )=B ACK 
'spine' 

(102) Lushoouecd (Bates et al. 199452) 
S- 63 i=ir 
NOM-unglossed=B~CK 
'backbone (of mammals inc. humans)'t8 

Examples (103) through (106) contain locative prefixes. These prefixes convey the notion "in", 

and the lexical suffix denotes the locadon of the spine in relation to the whole of the back. 

( 103) Shuswap (Kuipen 1989: 167) 
x-ce tdken 
LOC=ccnter =BACK 
'backbone' 

(104) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:320) 
n- Wiia k 
LOC-disk (vertebn)=B~CK 

( 105) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 1 1 1) 
n-km=ikl 
LOC-s urf'acc=BACK 
'spine (back longitudinally)' 

l7 Nater (1990: L22) has sxpik, without labialization. 
18 Diachronically, his root may come from 'one to stand'. 
I9 Examples (104) and (107) have cognate predicates. 



( 106) Quinault (Gibson n.d. : 4.80.14) 
t i 1  =iCa6 
dong=B ACK 

'backbone' 

Examples (107) and (108) have bare roots with the suffix for BACK attached. 'lhe composite 

meaning of these root plus lexical suffix constructions is transparent. They respectively describe 

the "vertebrae or disks in the back" and the "bone in the back". 

(107) Squamish(Kuipers 1967b:311) 
3c j i i 2  

disk (vcrtebra)=B ACK 

'backbone' 

( 108) Upper Chchaiis (Kinkade 199 1: 130) 
Saw=iCSn 
bonc=B~CK 
'backbone* 

Examples (109) and (1 10) are a bit different. Through the Principle of Anatomical Adjacency, 

the semantic pa& of the suffix is BACK > SPINE 

Saanich (Montler 1986:88) 
tkw-..wiE 
break= BACK 

'He broke his spine' 

Colum bian (Kinkadc n.d.: # 15 16) 
ckw=ikh-m 
~UII=BACK-MID 

'pull sinew off backbone' 

Thc concept SPINE first encountered in this section, becomes the source of further semantic 

extensions ha1 will be discussed again in section 3.6.5. The semantic extension SPINE from BACK 

obtains for the lexical suffix *ikih/n in Central and Southern Interior Salish, 



3.1.3 *ikih/n in expressions denoting 44dond in". 

This section addresses an extension of *ikih/n that refen to the part of a fish's body 

conceptualized or construed as its back. The dorsal fin of a fish is located on the back side of h e  

fish. The Latin dorsum , From which "dorsal fin" derives, denotes the anatomical back. 

The lexical suffix *ikiri/n appears in expressions denoting "back fin" or "dorsal fin" in the 

examples below. 

Bella Coola (Nater 1990:34) 
s-qwl=i k 
NOM-mack=BACK 
'dorsal fin' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:357) 
(s-) 4aw=itn 
NoM-joined=~~C~ 
'back fin' 

Upper Chehdis (Kinkade 199 1 :27) 
ial=iCh 
unglossed=B ACK 

'dorsal fin'zO 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:8 1) 
n-6am=k 
LOC-bone=B~CK 
'dorsal fin' 

Shuswap (Kuipea 1989: 192) 
s-km=ikb 
NOM-body area=B ACK 

'back fin' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:259) 
s - f w ~ w i d k i  
NOM- throw away (redup.)=BACK 
'back fin' 

2o Diachronically, this root may come from 6l 'one to suud". 
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( 1  17) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 14) 
s-n-61 =ii% 
NOM-LOC-stick out=B ACK 
'tish fin' 

Example ( 1 18) comes from Island Halkomelem and is glossed "fin". 

( 1 18) Halkomelem (Donna Gerdts p.c.1 
s-paRqwC?c 
NOM-unglossed=B~CK 
'fin' 

The connective clement aw in example ( 1  18) suggests that the intended meaning of the utterance 

is "dorsal fin" (see section 3.0.3). 

The range of anatomical meanings denoted by the suffix for BACK is rather small, if compared 

to the range exhibited by the suffix for ABDOMEN. Mainly, the lexical suffix * ikin/n refers to the 

anatomical back in humans and animals. 

3.1.4 Summary and distribution of anatomical meanings ot  the sufk *i&in/n. 

Table IV below shows the distribution of the anatomical meaning extensions of the suffix 

* ik in /n BACK and sums up the contents of Section 3.1. 

DISTRIBUTION PATIERN OF 
ANATOMICAL MEAMNGS 

BACK "Human and animal" 
f 

BACK "Spine" 
BACK "Dorsal fin" 

TABLE [V: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF ANATOMICAL EX7ENSIONS 

The anatomical meanings of the suffix Y k i h  are evenly distributed thmughout Salish. 



3.2. The BearerBurden relation and the lexical suffix for BACK. 

This section addresses those extensions of the suffix *ikiri /n motivated by the BearerlBurden 

Relation. The BearedBurden Relation is a family resemblance conceptzl that describes L c  

rcldon holding be tween a suppomng object and its burden (Vandeloise 199 1 : 194): 

(a) the bearer is generally lower than the burden: 

(b) the burden is generally in contact with the bearer: 

(c) a part of the bearer may be hidden by the burden; 

(d) the bearer is generally larger than the burden; and, 

(c) the force of the bearer works against the force of gravity on the burden. 

This relation can easily motivate a metonymy where the suffix * i k i i / n  refers to the body part 

'bb;lck" and then to the load carried on the back. Section 3.2.1 addresses the meaning shift BACK 

PACK that obtains for h e  suffix. Section 3.2.2 addresses the cl~ssificatory meaning LOAD for the 

suffix. Section 3.2.3 addresses the meaning SADDLE that obtains fir the suffix. 

3.2.1 The semantic shifi BACK > PACK. 

If languages lcxicalize typical body positions like STAND. SIT. and UE. it is also possible that 

they lcxicaliu: typical uses of the human body (Haviland 1992546547). In C U ~ N ~ ~ S  that lack the 

use of the wheel, carrying is done on the back of humans or of beasts of burden. The usc of the 

suffix * ikih/n in the examples of this section attests the practice of "packing by back" amongst 

spc;lkcrs of Northern hterior Sdish. The semantic shift BACK > PACK obtains for the suffix 

* ik ih /n  BACK through the BearerlBurden Relation. The suffix denotes both the back that bears 

the load and the load itself. 

Exmplcs (1 19) through ( 122) below refer to the act of carrying or transporting something. 

These expressions do not explicitly say whether a human or animal back is carrying the load. 

- - - - -- 

Fumily ~esornbkee Concept is a term proposed by Wittgenstein in 1953, which states that a 
concept may be represented by various combinations of its traits (Vandeloise 199 13% 



Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 156) 
tcx=kn 
cany (?)=BACK 
'to carry on the back'22 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 156) 
tex=kn=eset 
CUTY (?)=BACK=RSH 

'to carry salmon on the back' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 156) 
t c x = k n s i q  

(?)=B ACK-BERRY 

'to carry berries on the back' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 156) 
9 

tcx=kn=ile 
c;my (?)=BACK=OFFSPRMG 
'to pack a child on the back' 

Examples (1 23) and (1 24) below are nominalizations. They contain the s- nominalizer. and 

the reading of the suffix is ambiguous between "back" and "pack". 

(123) Shuswap (Mary Jane Anthony p.c.) 
s-tcx=kn 
NOM-cv=BACK 
'load carried on the back' 

( 1 241 Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 156) 
S-tex=kn 
NOM-carry =B ACK 

'pack carried on the back' 

Exmplc (125) contains a locative prefix and is norninalized with the suffix -tan. 

22 Kuipers does not gloss this predicate. R o ~ n c e  Simon (p.c.) told me "I can't tell you what 
tex means", then she added that tex = qin meant something carried on the head. Marianne 
Igace (p.c.) informs me that the this root means to 'carry a contained load'. 



(125) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989:160) 
x- tax=kbsqCiiaq- tn 
LOC-carry =B ACK=HORSE-INSTR 
'packhorse' 

In the examples below, the lexical suffix attaches to roots denoting "falling", "laying", and 

"throwing". The English glosses lor these examples are "pack", "bag", and "'sack": these terms 

suggest a container of malleable contour. The semantic path of the suffix is BACK >PACK. 

In the Lushooueed example (126) and the Okanagan example (127), the suffix refers to a 

"bag" and attaches to roots such as l a q  "to fall" and 64 "to throw". 

(126) Lushootsced (Bates et al. 1994: 1 15) 
r a q a l  =ij-ad 
fall=CON=B ACK-TR 
'lay pack down' 

( 127) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:9) 
cq-mm=k16-m 
throw-SUF=B ACK-MID 
'throw a pack down.' 

In the Northern Interior examples, (128) through (130), the suffuc attaches to roots meaning 

"put in" and bbcnter" and refers to a sack, a bag, or a pack. The semantic path is BACK + PACK. 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 173) 
n-kih=k-rnih 
LOC-pul in=BACK-INSTR 
'put in one's own pack' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 196) 
x-tam=kn- te r-scil n 
LOC-put in=BACK-EMP DET-food 
'Put the food in a sack!' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 148) 
n-!ah=Scn-ma 
LOC-enter=BACK-MID 
'put into one's pack, bag, sack' 



The metonymic shift BACK > PACK originates in the practice of carrying food from outlying 

gathering areas and hunting grounds to permanent settlements. Transportation of meat and 

seasonal "pickings" was done mostly by human back or by pack-dogs before the introduction of 

Ihe horse. After the introduction of the horse, horseback packing became the chief means for 

transporting foodstuffs (Romanoff 1992:472). A metonymy based on the BearedBurden Relation 

motivates the meaning extension PACK for the suffix. The gestalt captured by h c  suffix 

*ikin/n encompasses both the bearer and the burden. The lexical suffix denotes "back". i.e. the 

bearer of the load, and comes to denote both the "bearer" and the "burden". 

Animal B Human Back 

Absmct location 'Ibing on back n i n g  forconLaining I (0N)BACIC BUNDLE BASKET. BOX 

Figure 6: The BearedBurden Relation and the Suffix * i k i i / n .  

gun? 6 shows the BearerlBurden Relation as it applies to the extension BACK> PACK for the 

sufix. The bearer in this relation is the body part "back". The burden is the load carried on the 

back. The burden is usually contained and smaller than the bearer. It is in direct contact with 

the bearer. The lexical suffix * ik in/n denotes the bearer. i.e. the location of the burden. 

Burcten and bearer become associated in one gestalt and are denoted by the lexical suffix 

*ikiri/n. 

3.2.2 *ikiti/n and the dassi6catory meaning 6410d'. 

This classificatory function of the suffix *ikih/n denotes a generic load. A load can be any 

kind ot rnerchandisc or pmduce canied from one point to another. Webster (1980) defines load 

as "whatever is put on a man or pack-animal to be carried". Most loads are contained for 



transportation purposes and may be counted and quantified depending on the cultural or 

economic context of the transport. 

The examples that follow contain stalive mots denoting quantity. The lexical suffix *ik i i /n  

functions as an adjunct to this type of root and classifies loads of different kinds, focusing on 

quantity rather than load-type. The semantic path is BACK > PACK > LOAD. 

The type or load is not morphologically expressed in examples ( 13 1 ) through ( 138) below: 

Hdkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
n a k l = C c  
be one=CON= BACK 

'one bundle (as of blankets)' 

Lushootsccd (Bates et al. 1994: 1 15) 
lixwal=iiS 
be three=CON=B ACK 

'three cords of wood' 

Lushootsecd (Bates et al. 1994: 1 15) 
sal P a l  =i t  
be ~WO=CON=BACK 

'two cords of wood* 

Shuswap (Kuipers l974:67) 
clkst=e kh-m 
be five=B~CK-MlD 
'five sacks' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:67) 
k w n n s k n  
be many=BACK 

'How many bags?' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:30) 
ci(y)=ks=e kh 
open=HAND=B ACK 

'five bundles* 



( 137) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:83) 
k 3 9 k  kh 
be three=BACK 

'three bundles of things* 

(1 38) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:249) 
t-x~3=ikh 
RSLT-be many=BACK 
'many bundles' 

Quantification is the salient feature in these examples. The amount of the transported or loaded 

substance is the focus of the speech event This classificatory function of the suffix refen to 

unspecified loads. 

Along with expressing a generic load, the suffii also denotes vessels for conlaining different 

types of loads. Central and Interior Salish languages express diverse forms of packing by means 

of the suffix * ik id /n BACK. The conceptualization of containment seems to be generic. The suffix 

translates into English as "basket", b'box", "sack", or "bottle" depending on the type of load it 

r e h a  to and the type of root with which it combines. Thus. if the referent of *ikiri/n is a load 

that needs tying or wrapping. the suffix is translated as "bundle" or "pack". If the referent of 

*ikih/n is a load of semi-fluid consistency, not suitable for wrapping or bundling. h e  suffix is 

glossed as "basket", "box". or "bottle". 

Figure 7 below schematizes h e  different types of containment vessels denoted by the suCfix. 

Figure 7: Schema of Containment Vessels denoted by the S u f h  *i&id/n. 
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The suffix * ik i i /n  conveys the concept of a generic container which is sketched lexically 

according to the type of load contained. Section 3.2.2.1 addresses the meaning BUNDLE for the 

suffix. Section 3.2.2.2 addresses the meaning CONTAINER for the suffn. 

3.2.2.1 *ikih/n denoting "brudle". 

Bundles usually contain goods wrapped or tied together for transportation. We address here 

an extension of the suffur *ikiri/n that denotes wrapped loads. The extension is glossed BUNDLE 

and it obtains when the suffix *ikiri/n attaches to roots meaning "tie", "untie", "fix", and 

"wrap". The extension BUNDLE is attested in Central and Interior Salish in the data considered in 

this chapter. It is not attested in Bella Coola or Tsamosan. The semantic path of the suffix is 

BACK > PACK > LOAD > BUNDLE. 

The suffix has the meaning BUNDLE in examples ( 139) through (146). 

Halkomclem (Suttles in prep. b: 5 14 #S 1) 
yaZw=51=e7c- t 
untie=CON=B ACK-TR 
'untie it (bundle)' 

Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. b: 8 14 #5 1 )  
4 p 4  14% t 
~~CXON=BACK-TR 

'tie them up in a bundle' 

Lushootsccd (Bates e t al. 1994: 1 15) 
kq=ii.-yi-d 
wriip=B ACK-BEN-TR 
'wrap something for someone' 

Sguamish (Kuipers l967b:Xl) 
k*iqw=i'3f  - 
wrap=BACK-TR, 
'bundle s.t. up'23 

23 = i7Z is r reduced form of = a$ and = E (Kuipers 1967b.:372). 
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Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 14 1)  
9es ibw=kn 
ASP-unticd=iIACK 
'package is loose' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:92) 
n- tr=iEn-I-m 
LOC-untie=B ACK-TR-PASS 

'a pack was untied from the horse' 

Okanagan (Mattina l987:66) 
t- kwixw=ki-n t 
RSLT-untie=BACK-TR 
'untie a bundle or toad' 

Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: #lS32) 
lak=ikd 
bind=BACK 

'rope to bind a load with' 

Coeur d' Alenc (Reichard 1938:590) 
e%=ctc ti 
tie (?)=BACK 

'sack is tied up' 

The mots in exmplcs (139) through (147) denote notions such as "tie", "untie". "wrap". and 

'bbind". The salient kature of the loads denoted in these examples is that they arc wrapped or 

bound together with a rope. With roots meaning "wrapping" or "tying". the suffur is understood 

as BUNDLE. and with roots meaning "throwing" or "putting into", the suffix is understood as 

PACK, 

3.2.2.2 Y k i n h  denoting "conWncr". 

The suffix *ikiri/n can also denote loads that are not suitable for wrapping. In the examples 

that follow, the suffix is glossed as CONTAINER and translated into English as differ en^ kinds of 

vessels suitable for carrying water or berries. The semantic path is BACK w PACK > LOAD > 

BUNDWCONTAINER. 



In the Halkomelem examples below, the suffix * ik i i /n  attaches to nominal roots, namely 

"water" and "berries". The glosses for examples (148) and (149) are "water box" and "berry 

basket". The particular type of containers referred to in these expressions is not rnorphologicdly 

specitied. 

(148) Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. b:§ 14 #SO) 
qaq=l =PC 
water=CON=B ACK 

'water box' 

(149) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 8 14 #50) 
ieim =e i=tk 
berries=CON=B~CK 
'berry baskct' 

Example ( 150) comes From Island Halkomelem and contains the root "to cover" and the 

instrumcnlal suffix. The entire expression is a nominal that denotes the lid of a pot. 

( 150) Hdkomelcm (Hukari and Peters 199557) 
qp=c i=&- tan 
cover-CON=BACK-NSTR 
'cover for a container, pot lid' 

The Upper Chehalis example below denotes a "basket'?. In example ( I S  1). the suffix attaches 

to the root Cap "strong". and the utterance is glossed as "strong basket". 

( 1 5 I ) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :29) 
b p d f  n 
strong=BACK 
'strong basket' 

In example (152) below, the root i l l  is ungiossed in the dictionary, and the root plus lcxifal 

suffix combination translates into English as b'hud basket". 

(152) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 158) 
k w ~ l = i ~ n  
unglossed=B ACK 

'hard basket' 



The following example comes from Columbian, a Southern Interior language, and the suffix 

r e k a  to a type of basket. 

( 1 53) Columbian (Kinkade nod.: # 1547) 
n-s-cqikn 
POS-NOM-set upright=B ACK 

"large pack basket' 

Wc havc sccn that the suffix * i k i i / n  denotes rigid containers such as baskets in h e  rxamples 

above. This extension is perhaps the same as h e  one glossed BUNDLE; however, it describes a 

different kind of load and method of packing. 

In examples ( 154) through ( 156) the suff i~~ appears in expressions denoting a different type of 

containment vessel, e.g. bottle, jar, and barrel, which are suited for storing fluids. The suffix -lil- 

seems to be diagnostic of these examples. 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :60) 
law-lil=ih 
U~@OSSC~-SWB ACK 
'botle, jar' 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 4.1.2) 
iam =tii=ibh 
unglossed-SUF=BACK 
'barrel' 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 4.1.1) 
laqw=II =if a6 
unglossed-SW=BACK 
'bottle' 

The three examples that follow are yet a funher extension ofthe suffix. As 1 pointed out in 

section 2.1.4. the conceptualization of the body part "belly" involves the notion of containment. 

We have ascertained that the extension of the body part "back" resulting from the Bearermurden 

relation comes to denote LOAD, and the vessels carrying the load, BUNDLE and CONTAINER. 



Examples (157) and (158) exploit the notion of containment and denote the body pm "belly" 

conceptualized as a container. 'Ihe semantic path is COWAINER > BELLYSTOMACH. 24 

( 157) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.4.9) 
7ac=Jl =itan 
unglossed-SUF=BACK 
'stomach' 

( 158) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 5.1.4) 
naw=tll=itan 
bottom, end-sUF=B~cK 
*stomachT 

Rccapitulating, here is evidence for the semantic transfer BACK > LOAD for the suffix 

*ikii/n. Thc extension LOAD for the suffix denotes different types of burdens. Since the physical 

specifications for load containment vary with the type of load, the suffix also denotes several 

kinds of containment vessels. In addition, in a surprising extension, the suffix is used to denote 

the body part "belly". The belly is conceived as a type of container, similar lo the ones found in 

Squamish, appearing in chapter 2, where the belly is denoted by the suffix for CANOE. 

3.2.3 Saddling events and the lexical sufb for BACK. 

This section explores the meaning SADDLE for the suffix *ikii/n, a semantic extension that 

falls into a natural class with load-like extensions. The extension SADDLE derives from "on-back 

and is exclusive to interior Salish languages. The load being vansported in this case is the saddle 

and thc rider. Horses became plentiful in the Interior plateau around the mid-nineteenth century, 

profoundly affecting the traditional methods of food processing and distribution (N. Turner 

1 !?92:43 1 ). 

The meaning SADDLE for the suffix *ikih/n usually obtains with the root d x W .  In Thompson, 

this root is subcategorized Tor object shape and glossed as "set squat object". 

24 The suffix might refer to the stomach of an animal or human stomach, contaning grass or 
food, or to the stomach of a fish or a seal that is used as a container. This was suggested to me by 
Dale Kinkade. 



Kuipers ( 1974: 179) considers the Shuswap combination d -ilx, as composed of C l  "to stand" 

and the autonomous suffix-i1x.E Thus the mot d x w  in Shuswap actually comes from "'standing 

body" or "'settle body". The meaning of the mot d x w  is no longer accessible to Lower Lillooet 

speakers, and the € o m  d x W  does not appear in the Lillooet Dictionary. However, Lower Lillooet 

speakers in Mount Cunie have no difficulty producing utterances about saddling events, as h e  

example below shows. The semantic path or h e  suffix is BACK 3 SADDLE. The suffix is labeied 

BACK in the examples that follow. 

( 159) Lillooet (Albert Nelson p.c.) 
ialxw=5kan lkaxw ti n-mrismus-a 
un$lossed=B~CK 2SUB DET 1POSS-cow-DET 
'You saddle my cow.**6 

It is possible that the root d x w  was never transparent to Lillooet speakers, especially if the term 

for "saddlc" turns out to be a borrowing from Shuswrp, as Romanoff suggests: "Dried or smoked 

meat was packed to the villages by women before h e  Lillooet obtained horses from the 

Shuswap" ( 1992:472). Therefore, along with the horse, the Lillooet might havc borrowed from 

the Shuswap an alrcady coined term for saddle. 

The root in example (159) above has been left unglossed, but the cognate root appears 

glosscd as "set squat object" in the Thompson example (160) that follows. 

( 160) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996571 
~-b i x -= i kh -  tn 
LOC-set squat object=BACK-INSTR 
"a saddle' 

A saddle, in the Thompson example, is the squat object set upon a horse's back. Fiprc 8 

illustrates the component pans of the expression "saddle" in Interior Salish. 

2S Shuswap uses the predicate d x W  in the following combinations d x w  = i iap "chair", d x w  = 
ikh b"s;rddlet', i f x u  - n = sq&feP '"saddlep*, i l x w  - n - we wxw "'packsaddle". 
26 Cows an saddled for certain rodeo competitions. 



- -. - 

bixw=ik6 

6tfFj 
set (squat object) on Back 

Figure 8: The Extension SADDLE for the Suffix * ik in/n.  

The combination of the root d x w  and the lexical suffuc * i k i i / n  corresponds to the image 

depicted in Figure 8. The semantic shift BACK > SADDLE is due to reanalysis-a reinterpretation 

akin to the one undergone by the Old English (ge)bead "prayer", whose meaning in Modem 

English is "bead. Presumably, the Modern English meaning is a usage-based change derived 

from the medieval practice of keeping track of one's prayers on the counters of a rosary. In like 

manner, the phrase "set upon-BACK-instrument", through frequent usage, becomes opaque to 

speakers and is reanalyzed and translated as "saddle". 

Examples ( 1  6 1 ) through ( 1  66) show expressions meaning SADDLE that contain the suffix 

* ikin/n BACK in Northern Interior Sash .  

Lillooet (Albert Nelson ps.)  
n-bixw=ikan-am 
LOC-setde objcct=I3~CK-MID 
'to saddle' 

Lillooet (Alben Nelson p.c.) 
n-bixw=ikon-in 
LOC-settle object=B~CK-WSTR 

'saddle' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 179) 
&cwdki)/ 
setbe object=B~CK 

'saddle' 



Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 179) 
ilxw=ikn-m 
se t tk  object=8~C~-~ID 
'to saddle' 

Shuswap (Kuipen 1974: 179) 
6lx "=ikh-s 
se ttk  object=^ ACK-3sG 

'to saddle it' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 179) 
&ixw=ikh 
se ttlc body=BACK 
'saddle* 

The Columbian example (167) patterns with the Lillooet, Thompson, and Shuswap examples 

( 16 1)  through (166), in that it uses the root f l xw to denote a saddle. However the meaning 

ascribed to the root by Kinlrade is "frame". 

( 167) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1503) 
n-ialxw=ikh- tn 
POS-~~~C=BACK-INSTR 

'stock saddle' 

Other Southern Interior languages, namely Spokane and Okanagan, use the root ikw "put down". 

in expressions denoting a saddle. In examples (168) and (169), Okanagan attaches the suffix 

Y k i r i h  BACK to the mot i l i w  "put down" to convey the meaning SADDLE. 

( 168) Okanagan (Mattina l987:2 15) 
n-ikw=fkb-n t 
LOC-put down=BACK-TR 
'put saddle on' 

( 169) Okanagan (Mattina L987:2lS) 
c -n- ikwdki  
CIsLoc-Loc-put down=B~cK 
'have the saddle on' 



Next, we will compare the Okanagan examples (168) and (169) with examples (170) and ( 17 1 ) 

respectively from Spokane and Okanagan. h example (170) thc suffbc denotes a SURFACE. 

( 170) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 101) 
n-ikw=iel 
LOC-set down=BACK 
' 1  is set down on something' 

In example (17 1) the suffix denotes WA'IER. 

(17 1) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:215) 
kt-ikw=itkw 
DIR-put down=W~?€~  
'float* 

All four examples have the root ikw. which translates into English as "set or put down". The 

"setting down" denoted by the mot takes place on a surface in example (170), and the meaning of 

the lexical suffix shifts from MACK > SURFACE. as the zoomorphic model predicts. In example 

(17 1 ), the "'setting down" occurs in water and the expression denotes the action of "floating". 

The point of this comparison is that *ikiri/n refers to SADDLE when combined with verbs of 

putting only if the context for a saddling event exists in the discourse. If h e  context for r 

saddling event is not present, *ikiti/n denotes ONISURFACE. Thus, specific meanings of root plus 

lexical suffix combinations are tied to the speech event. The data examined so far suggests chat 

the presence of * ikid/n is indispensable for the meaning ''saddle" to obtain, given saddling went 

contexts. 

Thc Spokane example below illustrates a different svategy for denoting the concept SADDLE. 

The root ma& in example (172) is glossed as "mounded (v.)". The root plus lexical suffix 

combination translates into English as "mounded up on the back". 

( 172) Spokane (Carlson 198953) 
s-n-maqw=iZn 
NOM-LOC-mounded=~~CK 
'Indian saddle' 



In examples (173) and (174) the conceptualizations of SADDLE literaly mean "set down on 

horse's back" and "thing to put down on a hone". 

(173) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 173) 
&tw=khsqdf  e? 
settle ~O~~=BACK=HORSE 
'saddle' 

( 174) Spokane (Carlson 1989:254) 
n-ikw-Pi7sqa%el- tn 
LOC-put down-DEER=DOMESnC ANIMAL-INSTR~~ 
'saddle' 

Horses may be ridden bare-back or saddled. In utterances expressing "bareback riding". with the 

root "to sitt*, as (175) and (176) below, the suffix *ikin/n can only refer to the horse's back. 

(175) Shuswap (Kuipers 1983: 17) 
x-m tit=kh 
LOC-sit (redup.)=BACK 
'to ride bareback' 

( 176) Spokane (Carlson 1989:4) 
n-9emtdEii 
LW-sit=B ACK 
'He rode bareback.' 

The Interior Salish examples (175) and (176) contain the mot "to sit". The suffix *ikih/n refers 

to the back of a horse, i.e. the place of the sitting event. Examples (177) and (178) also come 

from Interior Salish and denote sitting events whose meaning contrasts with the meanings of 

examples (175) and (176). The semantic path of the suffix in (177) and (178) is BACK >SURFACE. 

( 177) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 154) 
m t= ikii 
sit=B ACK 
'to sit on the ice (singular)' 

27 In Spokane the term "hone*' is conveyed by &7qaXe9"deer"=DOMESTK ANIMAL. 
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( 178) Spokane (Carlson 1989:4) 
f-i!-rnt=Wi 
DIR-DIR-&=BACK 
'He sat on the top of a hill.' 

The roots in examples (177) and (178) mean "to sit". The suffix * i k i i / n  refers to a surface. the 

place of the sitting event, which is not morphologically expressed in the utterances. Under a 

zoomorphic interpretation, thc suffix *ikiti/n denotes the concept SURFACE (see section 3.3.3). 

Such interpretation reinforces the fact that the suffix may have different readings depending on 

the event context. 

The meaning "saddle" for this suffix is a direct consequence of the introduction of the horse 

into the culture of L c  Interior Plateau. It demonstrates how extra-linguistic factors affected thc 

semantics of the suffix *ik i i /n  in Interior Salish. The meaning SADDLE for the suffix * i k i i / n  

obtains with roots meaning "putting" or "setting". Examples denoting bare-back-riding evcnts 

have roots different from examples denoting saddling events. This speaks to the importance the 

semantics of the root and the context of the event have on the meaning of the suffix. 

3.2.4 Summary and distribution of the BeucdBurden extensions of Y k i h h .  

Table V below addresses the distribution of the BcarerlSurden Relation extensions that 

obtain for *ikiri/n and sums up section 3.2. 

DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF 

. - -- 

TABLE V: 8 RANCH DISTRIBUTION OF BEAREIUBURDEN RELATION EXTENSIONS 



The extensions LOAD, BUNDLE and C O N T ~ E R  have to do with the transportation of goods, and 

develop from a gestalt in which the bearer ( i.e. the anatomical back) and the burden (i.e. the load 

placed on the back) are construed as one. The extension SADDLE is an innovation, probably the 

reanalysis and lexicalitation of a frequently used expression. 

The extension ram is attested in Central and Interior Salish. 

The extension BUNDLE is attested in Central and Interior Salish, 

The extension CONTMNER is attested in Central Sahh, Tsarnosan, and Interior Salish. 

The extension SADDLE is attested in Interior Sdish. 

We see that load-carrying functions appear to be lexicalized, and have a broad distribution in 

lntcrior Salish, and that the extension SADDLE is a development unique to the Interior Plateau 

culturc, probably a direct consequence of the introduction of the horse. 

3.3 Locational extensions of the lexical sumx fot BACK. 

This section treats those extensions of *ikiri/n that are locations. Locational extensions 

denote spatial reference points and have body parts as their sources. The evolution of locational 

terms from the anatomical "back is mediated by the canonical orientation of the body. Section 

3.3.1 addresses different metaphorical transfers from body part to location in Salish. Section 

3.3.2 considers *ikin/n denoting the concept "back-side" or "other side". Section 3.3.3 considers 

the extension "surface" for the suffii * i k i i / n .  Section 3.3.4 considers the extension "top" for the 

suffix * i k i i / n .  Section 3.3.5 considers the extension "outside" for the suffix. Section 3.3.6 

considers the extension "middldcenter" for the suffix. 

3.3.1 The transfer from body part to lacation. 

Many languages of the world use terms derived from body parts (human or a n i m 9  to 

describe location. 



The transfer from body part to location has been described by Bowden 1992, Brown and 

Levinson 1992, Brugman 1983, Casad and Langacker 1985, de Ledn 1992, Friedrich 1969, 

Goldap 1992, Haviland, 1992, Levy 1992, and MacLaury 1989, among others. Some languages 

derive locrtional concepts exclusively from the human body: but no language relies entirely on 

the animal body (Heine et al. 199 1: 127). Polysemy is inherent in this type of semantic extension, 

since the same phonological sequence designates both the body part and the locational t e n .  

Sdish body-part lexical suffixes also extend to denote location, as shown by the suffixes for 

MOUTH, UPPER ARM. HEAD. and FACE in the Hdkomelem e~impks below. 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
qatdean 
proceed=Molrm > nX;E 
'walk along some(hing (as the shore)' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
na'k%an 
be ~CR=UPPER ARM > SIDWSDE 
'reach an end.' 



Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: Q 14 # 80) 
Aap=q~n-arn 
deep, under=- > TOP-MID 
'go downhill' 

Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
kwv=qan 
climb=HE~D > TOP 
'climb a mountain top' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
n a U s  
be there=FACE > FRONT 
'look toward' 

Examples (1 79) through ( 183) attest to the metaphorical transfer of body part to location 

Halkomelem. The sections that follow outline some metaphorical transfers of the body put  

"back" that we attested in Salish. 

3.3.2 *ikiri/n denoting %her side" or "back side9'. 

The extension omm SIDE for the suffm * i k i i / n  is based on an anthropomorphic template. In 

inanimate objects, the most functional and detailed side is conceptualized as the "front" by 

analogy with the human face (Vandeloise 199 1%). The suffix *ikih/n in example ( 184) denotcs 

the side of an object that is opposite to the f r o n ~  This metaphorical shift transposes the 

fronthack opposition of the human body to inanimate objects. The semantic path of the suffix is 

BACK > OTHER SIDE. 

(1 84) Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:285) 
s- taL=&s ta lam? 
NOMdeictic=C0N=BACK- 3POSS DET house 
'back part of  house'*8 

Figure LO below gives a view of a house where the entrance, the marked side, is facing the 

river (see example ( 185)). 

28 See footnote 1 1. 



Figure 10: The Entrance and its Opposite Side. 

Examples (1 85) and (1 86) also refer to the back part of a house. In example (173) the front o f  the 

house is the pat that faces the river. The opposite side is considered the back. 

( 185) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989:230) 
1-73wI- tk-ikh 
LOC-upstream area-SUF=B ACK 

'back of house (front faces river)'29 

Example (186) simply denotes the back of the house. 

( 1 86) Shuswap (Lorraine Billy p.c.) 
x- krn d k a l  
LOC-area =BACK 

'back of the house' 

The intrinsic orientation oC an object is by definition independent of the position of thc 

speaker. Not cvery object possesses enough distinctive traits to assign the name "front" to one of 

its sides. An alternative strategy used with entities that lack distinctive intrinsic oriencationd 

uaits, as happens with mountains or trees, is contextual orientation. Contextually oriented objects 

relate to the speaker or viewer. The two strategies of contextual orientation in languages of the 

world are the "mirror image" model and the "in tandem" model (Vandeloise 1991:39). These are 

also known as the "face-to-face" and the "single-file" models (Heine 1997aA3). 

Figure l l below adapted from Vandeloise (1991:39) contrasts the two types of canonical 

encounter models. 

29 tJiwl - it  means 'upstream area, interior' (Kuipers 1974:279). 
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I MIRROR IMAGE IN TANDEM 

I Adopted from Vlmndcloise 

Figure 1 I : Canonical Encounter Models. 

The mirror image model assumes that the entity, e.g. mountain or me. opposite the spaker is 

facing the speaker. The in tandem model assumes that the entity, e.g. mountain or we, opposite 

the speaker is oriented in the same direction as the speaker. The lexical suffix for eAcK denotes 

the "back side" or "other side" of a mountain in the Halkomelern examples (187) and (188) 

below. The mountain is construed as facing the speaker, the part of the mountain not visually 

accessible to the speaker is denoted by the suffix for BACK This presupposcs r "mirror imaget* 

canonical encounter template. 'Ihe semantic path for the suffix is BACK > OTHER SIDE. 

( 187) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 0 14 #66) 
hqal d c  
end=CON=BACK 
'opposite side of something' 

(188) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s- n9=icm 
NOM-be there=B~CK 

'other side' 

Figure 12 below sketches the conceptualization of space exemplified by examples (187) and 

(188) above. 



Figure 12: The Extension BACK SIDE/OTHER SIDE for the Suffix *ikih/n. 

The path BACK + OTHER SIDE for * ik id /n  is attested in this corpus for Tsamosan and Interior 

Salish. 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :63) 
I B E W S P ~  
there (near speaker)=BACK 
'othcr side of the mountain' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:3O) 
s-qwat=ikh 
NOM-one or other side=BACK 
'the ohm side of the house, fence or ridge' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:26) 
t- hi 1 h=ii!n 
DIR-unglosscd=B ACK 

'the othcr side of the mountain' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:89) 
c-Ia'Wkh 
CISLOC-next to=B ACK 

'He c m  to the (other side of) fence.' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: t1523) 
h - I a W k i  
towardedge=B ACK 

'the olher side of a ridge' 

We see that the semantic extension of * i k i i / n  denoting the BACK SIDE or OTHER SIDE of some 

entity is anthropomorphic in nature based on a "mirror image" encounter model. 



3.3.3 Y k ih/n denoting "surface99. 

The semantic extension SURFACE for the suffix *ikiri/n derives from the canonically 

horizontal orientation of an animal's back. The schema abstracted is that of a surface or 

horizontal plane. In a very real sense, an animal's back constitutes a surface or expanse upon 

which objects can be placed and people can sit. The semantic path of the suffix is BACK > 

SUFt FACE. 

ANIMAL BACK SURFACE 

Figure 13: The Schema Abstraction ANIMAL BACK > SURFACE. 

Translated as either "ground", "sand", "swamp", "ice", or "snow", the suffix * i k i i / n  

attaches to different roots. The suffix itself does not mean any of these things in the conventional 

sense of the word. Rather, the salient properties that make up a "swamp", "ice" or "sand arc 

read off the root-suffix combination within the context of the speech event. The point here is that 

whether the suffix * ik ih /n  denotes a swampy or frozen expanse, the extension SURFACE 

subsumes all these referents. 

The suffix *ikin/n refers to "ground surface", "sand, and bbswamp" in the Ccntral Salish 

languages below: 

(194) Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
pqw=ican 
broken up=B~cK 
'sand, broken up surface' 

(195) Lushootseed (Bates ct aI. 1994: 1 15) 
s-fab=d=iE 
NOM-stapantXON=B ACK 
'stagnant water, swamp' 



Climatic conditions make frozen-over expanses of water a common occurrence in the 

geographical locations where Interior languages are spoken. The suffix * ikid/n refers to "iccd 

over surfaces" and "snowed over surfaces' in examples (196) through (203) below: 

( 196) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 178) 
saq- p d k ~ 6  
break into chunks-ASP=BACK 
'ice break up in creeks (in Spring)' 

( 197) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 147) 
m c=ik h 
flooded=B~C~ 
'flooded (especially of ice)' 

( 198) Shuswap (Kuipen 1974: 138) 
c-pes=kh 
RSLT-watcr on=BACK 
'there is water on top of the ice'30 

( 199) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:25) 
copi=ikh e n- p d ' ~  
 break=^ ACK COMP LOC-freeze 
'the surface of the ice broke' 

(200) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:228) 
n-piiY''=kn 
LOC-fmen=~ ACK 
'iccd surfafe on frozen pond or lakc' 

(20 1 ) Columbian (Kinkade n-d.: # 1506) 
xab-pdkh 
crusted- ASP=B ACK 
'crust on snow' 

30 The prefii c- denotes a state, in chis case a "watered" state (see Kuipers 1974371). 
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(202) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: W 1562) 
t a i h i -  rn=fkh 
clear (redu p. )-SUF=B ACK 

'clear ice' 

(203) Coeur d' Alene (Reichard l938:548) 
e-fci=etii 
PW-unglossed=B ACK 

'it exists put on flat surface' 

The morphology in examples (204) and (205) below contains no overt expressions of the 

concept "vessel". The lexical suffix * i k i i / n  refers to the surface of a liquid substance, which is 

presumably contained in vessels in both examples. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:456) 
z&w=kh-me 
skim=B ACK-MU) 

'skim scum off jelly' 

Bella Coola (Nater 1990: 34) 
nu-tup-m=ik 
Pftf%bubbie up-MID=B ACK 
'somching is frotothing in a vessel' 

We see that the locational refeance point SURFACE for the suffix *ikih/n derives from BACK 

and is attested in Bella Coola and in Central and Interior Salish in the data considered in this 

chapter. 

3.3.4 Y k i r i h  denoting "top". 

The following section mats the semantic extension r o ~  that obtains for the suffix Y k i h  

We address here a different extension of * ik i i /n .  one that conceptualizes the back of an animal 

as the top portion of its body. The extension *ik i i /n  TOP refers to the uppermost surface ofan 

entity and has its source in the concept BACK. 

We have seen in section 3.3.3 that an animal's back is thought of as a flat surface upon 

which ihings can be placed. In its extension SURFACE. the suffu denotes a layer of water, ice, or 



fat that extends over a surface. In this respect, the expressions bbskim the top" and "skim the 

surfaceTT are semantically equivalent, since a surface can be the mP portion or layer of an entity. 

The Bella Coola examples (206) and (207) below refer to a TOP and beautifully exemplify the 

referential ambiguity of *iki i /n .  In example (206), the external noun can be either a piano or a 

table, or any other area construed as a top surface in the context of the speech event. The area to 

be wiped is cross-referenced in the predicate complex by the suffix * ik iA/n .  Thc semantic path is  

BACK > TOP, 

(206) Bella Coola (Newman n. d.) 
tsp=i k 
wipc=BACK 
'wipe l e  table, top of piano' 

If there is no external noun phnse that disambiguates the referent of *ikin/n,  as in example 

(2061, we can assume that the lexical suffuc cross-relerences in the root the most salient trait of 

the entity denoted by the utterance. 

(207) Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 165) 
qu.i=i k 
covcr=S ACK 

'cover the top of something' 

In sentences (206) and (207) h e  concept TOP is central to the meaning of the utterance. The 

precisc refcrent of the lexical suffix cm be made explicit grammatically by means of an cxternd 

noun. 

Figure 14 shows the semantic path followed by Yk id /n  SURFACE> TOP. 

I TOP of table me of mountain TOP of the house 1 
Figure 14: The Schema Asbsuaction SURFACE > TOP. 



The extension TOP for *ikih/n BACK is attested in all four branches of the family. The most 

frequent denotata are "top of mountain", treated in section 3.3.4.1; "top of house". treated in 

section 3.3.4.2: and "top of shoe or foot", treated in section 3.3.4.3. Examples in the following 

sections are grouped according to the kind of entity referred to by the suffix. 

3.3.4.1 W i t h  denoting "mountain top". 

The suffuc *ikiri/n denotes a mountain top in this section. The examples come from Interior 

Salish. The semantic path of the suffix is BACK >TOP. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:388) 
s- x?=i k i  
NOM-over=B ACK 

'top of mountain ridge' 

Spokane (Carlson 198923) 
t-t'rn =ith 
DIR-area=B ACK 

'top of the mountain' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 148) 
ql tdkb 
go ovcr=BACK 

'top of the ridge' 

Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: lt 15 19) 
~ - ~ d - ~ d k h  
NOM-on top-ASP=BACK 
'on top of high mountains' 

Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938544) 
h i n - r ~ ~ ~ = f E b  
LOC-stretch stringlike object=B~CK 
'street car' 

In addition. the lexical suffix for BAcKappears in mountain names in severai Central Salish 

and Southern Interior Salish languages. 



Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
q~w=ican 
wm=BACK 

'~owichan'31 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1553) 
kat-pa]i=ikn 
PoS-one object stands=~~CK 
'Southeast part of Badger Mountain' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1555) 
s- txw=ikn 
NOM-lie. lean against=B ACK 

'Stehekin ridge' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 107) 
E- us=Sn=i(Sh 
DIR-T~SC U P = F ~ ~ ~ = B A C K  

'one of the three Chewelah peaks* 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:60) 
pqpq=ifn 
white (redup.)=B~CK 
'Miles town (white mountain)' 

I have included these place name examples because they represent a very old stratum of language 

and are extremely useful in elucidating the semantics of the suffix. 

3.3.4.2 Y k id/n denoting 64r00f". 

In the following examples the suffix *iki i /n nfea to the top of a house, i.e. a roof or cciiing. 

The examples come from Bella Coola. Central Salish, Tsarnosan, and interior Salish. The 

semantic path of the suffix is BACK > TOP. 

3 l  'The word Kawutsun refers to a certain projecting rock on the side of the mountain 
Tsohelim. which guards the entrance of the Cowichvl river on the southeast coast of Vancouver 
Island (Curtis 19 1 3:32). 



(2 18) Bella Coola (Nater 1 !WO:48) 
k ui =ik 
area=B ACK 

'roof 

(2 19) Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 165) 
%&=ik 
upper=B ACK 

'crest of roof 

(220) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s-qwa=ican 
NOM-pass through=BACK 
'opening for a smoke hole' 32 

(22 1 ) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
x w - i d k c - a m  
LOC-alight=B ACK-MID 
'alight (as a bird on top of a tree)' 

(223) Upper Chchalis (Kinkade 199 1 :SO) 
kwic=l=fVn-s 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = C O N = B A C K - ~ P O S S  

'ridge pole' 

(224) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 18) 
cakf =ikh 
ripped (redup.)=B~C~ 
'roofing ripped. tom' 

32 A contrasting expression is found with the same predicate and the lexical s X u  *aha&. 

(i) Musqueam (Suttles in prep. a) 
S-xw-qwa=nCc 
NOM - LOC - pass through = BELLY > UNDERS W 
'hole in the bottom of anything' 



(225) Shuswrp (Kuipers 1974: 176) 
cwx-m=ikh 
creek-MID=B ACK 

'to drip from the roof 

(226) Spokane (Carlson 1989:34) 
n- kwkwlr9=irii 
LOC-dome shaped (redup.)=BACK 
'a buggy top' 

The suffix for mouth in example (227) denotes an edge, the expression is literally "top edge". 

(227) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1499) 
n - q w i y x = i k n r -  tn 
PQS-~~~~W~~~=BACK=MOUTH-NSTR 
'rafters' 

The examples below have the root cl 'highlabove'. Example (228) is a nominalization and 

contrasts with example (229)- which includes the transitivizer -t. 

(228) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 8 14 1167) 
s- ct =ica n 
NOM- hig h/above=BACK 
'top' 

(229) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 4 14 1 7 )  
ci=ican- t 
highlabove=BACK-TR 
'put it on top' P 

Examples (230) and (23 1 )  come from Cenval Salish, and contain h e  root Sag 'highlabovc'. 

The suffix * i k i i / n  functions as an adjunct and translates into English as mp. 

(230) Lushootsced(Batesetal. 1994211) 
S q a l  =it 
high/above=CO~=~~CK 
'high on top (of he mountain)' 



(231) Lushootseed (Bates etal. 1994211) 
Saq=al =ili t i  saspus-a b-s 
highlabove=CON=B~C~ DEM float-MID-3SG 

It's floating on top o f  the water' 

Example (232) comes fmm Thompson and expresses the spatial point TOP. It contains the root 

xy meaning "high". 

(232) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:388) 
%s-n-x9=ikh 
ASP-LOC-highlrise=BACK 
'way up on top (of a mountain)' 

The meaning TOP lor the suffix *ikiti/n obtains with roots denoting notions of height. 

3.3.43 * ik in/n denoting 'We top of a shoe" or 'We imtep of the fmt". 

The suffix *ikid/n can also reference the top of a shoe and the instep of the foot. The 

examples below come from Tsarnosan, Central Salish, and Interior Sa1ish.D The semantic path 

Halkomelcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
qap-c- t 
tie up=BACK-TR 
'lace them (shoes) up' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:XS) 
fac=ikn=ax(n)-am 
~~BACK=FOOT=MID 
'to tic one's shoe laces' 

33 The opposition TOP/~JNDERS~DE represenled by the sdfixes for BACK and BELLY under 
zoomorphic orientation is evident in examples (233) - (238). The TOP of the foot is denoted by 
*iki$n BACK while the sole o f  h e  foot is referenced by the lexical suffix a d h a k  ABDOMEN. 

(i) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 160) 
c-x-taqwtqw=elk= xn 
LOC- LOC - ached (rcdup.)=~BWMpI > UNDERSLDE=FOOT 
'arch of foot' 



Shuswap (Kuipea 1989: 186) 
s-lak=ikn=xn-m 
NOM-tie something, wind around=B ACK=FOOT-MID 
'bead work on moccasins' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:70) 
n-tq=ikii=xn 
LoC- hi t = ~  ACK=FOOT 
'get hit on top of one's foot* 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:23) 
s-f 1-i!m = i ~ d d n  
NOM-LOC-atCa=B ACK=FOOT 
'top of the foot* 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1534) 
kat- kam=lkn=xn 
P8S-arca=BACK=FOOT 
'instep' 

The extension of the sut*fix * ik ih/n shown above denotes the spatial reference point MP. 

Mountain tops. roof tops, insteps, and the top of a shoe are construed as being top surfaces. 

3.3.5 Ykir i /n  denoting 'boutside". 

The extcnsion OUTSIDE for the suffix * ik i i /n  relates to the extension SURFACE. (See S C C ~ ~ O ~  

3-33.] The sulfii denotes a surface established in relation to another entity, e.g. the yard of a 

house is the outside area that surrounds it. The suffix *ikin/n defines the location OUTSKE in 

relation to a dwelling in (239). The semantic path o f  the extension OUTS~DE in the examples that 

follow is BACK > SURFACE > OUTSIDE. 

(239) Spokane (Carlson 1989:42) 
f - l q q = f n f  l l n w  
DIR-sit (redup.)=B~cK=HOUsE 
'They sat outside their tipis.' 



Figure 15 below sketches the location "outside" in relation to a tipi. 

Outside /I 

Fipre 15: The Extension OUTSIDE for the suffii *ikih/n. 

The suffix *ikin/n refers to the ground surface external to the dwelling. The dwelling itself is 

morphologically expressed in the utterances by the suffix =Cixw. The extension OUTSIDE for the 

suffix is attested in Southern Interior Salish: 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:42) 
f- lqSn=@ixw 
DIR-si t=B ACK=HOUSE 
'He sat outside his house.' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:6 1 )  
E-pkw=fn=t9xw-n 
DIR-pile round O~~~C~~=BACK=HOWSE-~SG 
'I piled rocks all around the house.' 

Okanagan (Mattina 19879) 
k-cq-mn=kh=iixw 
ASPIRSLT- tho W-SUF=BACK=HOUSE 

'throw something outside of the house' 

Okmagan (Mattina 1987:35) 
t-km=kh=itxw 
RSLT-;uea=BACK=HOWSE 
'outside the house* 

In he examples above. the concept OUTSIDE is defined in relation to a house whose outside 

surface is salient to the content of the utterance. A slight variation appears in example (244). 

where the root incorpontes the shape of the object 



(244) Spokane (Carlson 1989:66) 
E-pn=f6&txw-n 
DIR-set long objects lying=B ACK=HOUSE- 1SG 

'I placed logs outside (in the yard).' 

The yard of a house is usually understood as the surface area surrounding h e  house where 

objects may be scattered about. 

Figure 16 below illustrates example (244). 

Figure 16: The Extension OUTSIDE for the Suffix *ikid/n.  

In the Columbian example (245), the suffix * i k i i / n  refers to an outside surface. Howcvcr, 

there is no explicit mention of a HOUSE in the morphology of this example. 

(245) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1492) 
k-ixw=ikn 
POS-SPLII=B ACK 
'I spilled it outside.' 

The semantic path of the suffix in example (245) is BACK > SMFACE >OUTSIDE. The outside 

surface is not defined in relation to a dwelling, as in examples (239) through (244). The act of 

"pouring" or "spilling" requires a conceptually established ground out of which the substance is 

poured. Within the context of example (245). OUTSIDE is defined in relation to an inside space 

which is not morphologically expressed. 

The lexical suffix Ykih/n comes to denote OUTSIDE. This meaning obtains with predicates 

subcategorized for object shape, like "pile round objects" and "set long objects lying". We can 

dso find this extension of the suffix with positional predicates, like "'sit", and with predicates of 

space traversal and coverage, like "bow" and "spill". 



3.3.6 Yki l i /n  denoting 'hid&" or "center". 

The concept MIDDLE or CENTER denoted by the suffix * i k i h  has the following semantic path 

BACK >SPINE w MIDDLECENTER. Figure 17 below illustrates a principle of symmetry abstracted 

from the location of the SPINE. 

I Spine Center Middle 

Figure 17: The Semantic Path SPINE > MIDDLE > CENTER. 

The spine is located in the center of the body and divides it in half laterally. The extension 

MIDDLE is a metaphorical extension that abstracts a principle of symmetry from the location the 

vertebral column occupies within the body. The conceptualization behind the extension 

MIDDLECENTER is twofold: the spine divides the body in two halves; the spine is the axis of the 

body and located at its CENTER. 

The expressions below come from Thompson and exemplify the semantic path SPINE > 

MIDDLUCEEFIFR. The suffix *ikid/n denotes SPINE in (246) and CENTER in (247). 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:363) 
t i i w a w s = i  kh 
straight=BODY=BACK 

'spine, backbone' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:36) 
n-tgW=i kh-s e s- pa+ m 
LOC-sll;light=BACK-3POSS COMP flower 
'center of the flower' 



Figure 18 below illustrates the path sPnE > CENTER whereby the suffix denotes 

Figure 18: The Extension CE~ITER for the Suffix *ikin/n. 

The scmanlic path BACK > SPINE. M~DDLEICEKCER for the suffut is illustrated by examples (248) 

through (253), which represent all branches of the family. 

(248) Bella Coola (Nater 1990~34) 
nu-kal=ik 
PW-right, straight=B~CK 
'center, middle, half 

(249) Upper Chchdis (Kinkade 199 1: 137) 
ttw=ii=itn 
stt'aight (*!)=CON=BACK 
'half of moon' 

(250) LilIooct (van Eijk l987:63) 
n- ta%"tZWak 
LOC-straight (redup.)=B~CK 
'to be in Ihc middle' 

(25 1) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:363) 
n- ta2*tZw=ikh-s e s-ieq9dwi 
LOC-straight (rcdup.)=BACL3POSS COMP boat 
'middle of canoe' 

34 Examples (246). (247). and (249) through (253) have roots with the meaning "right thcrc", 
"precisely there*', and bbstraightv'. The roots are cognate. (248) also has a root meaning "straight", 
but it is not cognate with the other root. 



(252) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:363) 
n- tafiw=aws=ikh 
LOC-slraight=BODY=BACK 
'right in the centerlmiddle of s.t.' 

(253) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:363) 
n- takWtgw=ikh e s - m a k e  tn 
LOC-straight (redup.)=B~CK COMP month 
'middle of month' 

The meaning M D O L U C E ~ R  for the suffix obtains with several kinds of predicates. In some 

of the expressions below, *ikid/n co-occurs with a second lexical suffix. 

(254) Bella Coola (Nater 1984:82) 
nu-%=ik 
PRFX-unglosscd=B~CK 
'middle, half, in two' 

(255) Lushoorseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 15) 
'bdagw=if 
middlc=B ACK 
'middle of the house. road, pile' 

(256) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 167) 
x-cc take n 
LOC-~enter=B ACK 
'middle of lake* 

(257) Lillooet (van Eijl  1987:326) 
n-'Vi=k=awi 
LOC-just C~OU$~=BACK=CANOE 
'to be in the middle of a canoe' 

(258) Colum bian (Kinkade n.d.: #1559) 
s-n-mig-t=u%=ikb 
NOM-POS-~~~~~~-SUF=BODY=BACK 
'middle of a lake or river'3S 

3s The lexical suffix =a w s  is realized as =u7s in example (257) (Dale W a d e  p.c.). 
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The suffix *iki i /n  in (254) through (258) refers to a specific part of an entity, e.g. the middle 

or center of a house, a canoe, or a river. The source concept for the locative extcnsion 

MIDDLUCEMER is the anatomical spine. 

3.3.7 Summary and distribution of the locationd extemiom for W i t h  

The disuibution of the locational extensions that obtain for * i k i i / n  appear in Table VI 

DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF 

LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS 

BACK "Other side" 

TABLE VI: BRANCH DISTRIBUTlON OF LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS 

Locationd extensions denote spatial reference points and are distributed evenly throughout 

the h i l y .  The one exception is the extension OU~IDE. found only in Southern Interior Sdish 

within the examplcs considered in this chapter. 

The extension OTHER SDE has its source in the extension BACK under anthropomorphic 

orientation. 

The extension SURFACE has its source in the extension BACK under zoomorphic 

onentation. 

The extension TOP has its source in the extension BACK under zoomorphic orientation. 

The extension OUTSIDE has its source in the extension SURFACE. 

The extension MIDOLEICENTER has its source in the extension SPINE. 

The semantic paths shown in Figure 19 below outline the shift from body pan to locationd 

reference point that obtains for the suffut *ikiri/n. 



BACK BACK SIDE OTHER StDE 

BACK SURFACE SURFACE 

BACK TOP TOP 

I SPINE MIDDLE CENTER 

Figure 19: Metaphorical Paths from Body Part to Location. 

The locational extensions of *ikiri/n originate in the BAcMRoNT opposition of the human 

body conveyed by the body parts "belly" and "back". This opposition yields the extension BACK 

SiDE or OTHER SIDE- Locational extensions also originate in the TDP~oTIOM opposidon in the body 

of four legged-animals, an opposition which yields the extensions SURFACE and TOP for the suffbc. 

A principle of symmetry abstracted lrom the cenud location of the SPINE in humans and animds 

yields the extension MIDDWCENTER for the suffix. 



3.4 Relational extensions of the Iexicd sumx for BACK. 

The relational extensions of the suffii * ik i i /n  are akin to the English prepositions "behind". 

"between". bbon'T, "across", "over", and "above". They describe the spatial relation an entity bears 

to some other entity, or the trajectory an entity describes in space with respect to a stationary 

ground. Relational space is discussed in the literature by Bowden 1982, Casad and Lmgacket 

1985, Lindncr 198 1, and Senft 1997. Section 3.4. l addresses the relation B E ~ D ,  section 3.1.2 

addresses the relations ON. ACROSS. mov~, and OVER; section 3.4.3 addresses the relation 

B-EN. 

3.4.1 Y k i t h  denoting "behind". 

In this section we will discuss the extension of the suffix *ikin/n that denotes the relation 

BEHIND. Examples (259) and (260) express a relation between two entities dong a linear 

uajcctory. The semantic path of the suffix * i k i r i h  is BACK > BEHIND. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:36 1) 
n-tuwc k=ik(i)-h-s 
LOC-w~~=BACK-SUF-~SUB 

'walk behind someone' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 143) 
n-&i?t=ifal 
LOC-C~OS~=BACK 

'I come close to it from behind.' 

In examples (26 1 ) and (26th the predicate 1 kw, glossed as "leavc", establishes a 

relationship with a directional component-a trajectory in space that extends from the back of 

the person who hils left to the place or person left behind. 

(26 1 ) Okanagan (Mattina 198759) 
n-lkwkw-Ix=ikii 
LOC-leave (redup.)-AUT=BACK 
'a ways behind' 



(262) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:69) 
s-n-Ikwkw-lx=ikh-s 
ABS-leave (E~uP.)-AUT=BACK-~SG 

'Hc is behind them.' 

Figure 20 below graphically expresses the spatial relation conveyed by *ikiri/n in cxamplcs 

(26 1) and (262). The solitary figure is to the back of or behind the other two figures. 

Figure 20: The Relational Extension BEHIND for the Suffix * ik i i /n .  

Line-of-sight directionality, construed as a trajectory from the eyes of the beholder to the 

targeted object. is probably universal for predicates of vision. The English "see" comes from the 

PIE *sekW which also gives the Latin sequor "follow" (Sweeuer 1990:32). The relational 

concept denoted by * ik ih/n in the Thompson example (263) below expresses line-of-sight 

dircctionality in the sense that them is visual monitoring taking place. The gaze of the beholder 

follows a moving target whose back side is presumably the end-point of the gazing. 

(263) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 129) 
73s-kweb=ik6-s-c 
ASP-regad=BACK-SUFUF3SUB 
'Tollow sorncone watching'36 

The predicate gloss in example (263), "regard", means "to watch or be looling". What we see in 

the glossing of this example is perhaps the beginning of a transference from the domain of spacc 

denoted by BACK > swmo to the temporal domain, i.e. the shift BEHIND > AFPER. The Afi'ican 

languages in Table VII (Heine 1995: 16) show the progression of the concept "back" from r 

space domain to a temporal domain. 

36 This is the exact gloss given to the entry in (Thompson & Thompson 19%: 129). It shows 
motion, for the gaze follows a path stretching from the beholder to the back of an entity. 



Languages Body-part ~ornmid Meaning 1 Reduced Form 1 Spatio-Temporal Domain I 

Maasai en-korioc) "back, spine" / oriog I "in, inside, within" 

Acholi 1 !I= "back" 1 ge ''behind, alter" 
- . -. - - - - - . - . - . -. . . 

TABLE VTI : A SHUT TO THE TEMPORAL DOMAIN BACK > BEHIND > AFTER 

Line-of-sight directionality construed as a trajectory also appears in the Spokane and 

Okmagan examplcs below. In examples (264) and (265). the direction of  the gaze or line of sight 

goes in an inverse direction to the displacement of the beholder. That is, the line of sight 

trajectory goes from the beholder to a target or end-point situated towards the beholder's back. 

The semantic path of the suffix is BACK > BEHIND. 

(264) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 128) 
n-ya&~=kh-c6 t 
LOC- rcgard=B ACK-RFLX 

'look behind oneself 

(265) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 1) 
n-vatW6-c6 t 
D~R-IOO~=BACK-RFLX 
'He looked back upon something.' 

The context for examples (266) through (268) is an entity situated in space in relation to 

some other cnlity. The suffix *ikih/n BACK denotes h e  spatial relation BEHIND describing the 

relationship that holds between the two entities. The meaning BEHIND in the examples below 

implies anthropomorphic orientation. 

(266) Beila Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 166) 
kul=ik-c vat 7inu 
surfacc=B~CK-1SG PP 2SG 

'I am behind you.' 

(267) Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:ZSS) 
s- t-ay*-s ta scaq 
NOM-DEICTICXON=BACK-3 KISS DET tree 
'behind the tree' 



(268) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:47) 
k s-n- km=ikaii Taris 
TRNSLOC NOM-LOC-area=B ACK Theresa 
'Theresa is behind you.' 

Examples (269) through (272) below contain predicates of motion and position. The 

"'jumping". "waking", "galloping9** and "crossing" events depicted below happen cowards the 

back of an unspccificd cntity. 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 180) 
x-najiw=ikn 
LOC-run=B ACK 
'to gallop in pursuit* 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:277) 
n-qai-ix =i k(i)-h-s 
LOC-jump-AUT=B ACK-SUF-3SUB 
'jump behind someone' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:36 1) 
n- twek=ik(h)-i-s 
LOC-W~~=BACK-SUF-~SUB 
"walk behind someone* 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 15 14) 
n-fom=ikn 
ms-pass, go ~Y=BACK 
*cross (behind) someone' 

In example (273) the speaker indicates that someone is sitting behind hisher back. 

(273) Spokane (Ciulson 1989:4) 
qwun-%ht=ifi-s 
unglossed-sit=B ACK-3POSS 

'He is sitting behind my back*' 

The suffix *ikih/n denotes the spatial relation "behind" in the Bella Coola example below: 

presumably the suffix -an  makes the expression a verb-like notion. 



(274) Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 166) 
kut=ik-am 
body surfacc=BACK-MID 
'to go behind someone' 

In the Squamish examples (275) and (276) below, the spatial relation is indicated by the 

suffix *ikiri/n. 37 

(275) Squamish (Kuipen 1967b:264) 
s- t=a$=C 
NOM-DEICIIC=CON=BACK 
'space behind' 

(276) Squarnish (Kuipers 1967b:260) 
txw- t=af=f 
DIR-DEICTIC=CON=B ACK 

'go behind' 

In examples (277) and (278) * ik i i /n  indicates the direction from which something 

approaches. 

(277) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:2423 
f -qwapqw3pa=?ikai 
LOC-apprehensive (redup.)=B ACK 
'afraid that danger threatens from behind.' 

(278) Kdispel (Vogt 1940: 143) 
n-&?=i~a6-6 
LOC-dose=B ACK-SUF 

'I come close to it from behind.' 

The Southern lnlcrior cxmples (279) through (28 1) an interesting because the suffix is not 

translated in the glosses. 

(279) Okamgan (Mattina l98T28) 
n-kcn=ikii-n t 
LOC-ovcrtakc=B ACK-TR 

'overtake somebody (going)' 

37 See footnote 1 1 when reading examples (275) and (276). 



Columbian (Kinkade nd.: #1494) 
na- kic=kn 
POS-arrive=B~CK 
'catch up to' 

Coeur d9Alene (Reichard 1938:605) 
han- tatagwins=Eh-c-ah 
LOC-fall short (redup.)=B ACK-2SG- 1 SG 

'I failed to keep up with thee from the start' 

The predicates in these examples imply motion, and the glosses suggest the act of overtaking, 

catching up. or lagging behind someone. The actions of overtaking and catching up imply an 

approach From behind, while lagging means falling behind. For these reasons, it is probably not 

necessary for the suffix to be explicitly translated in the glosses. 

3.4.2 *i k i i  /n  denoting 660n99, uacross", "above", and "over". 

In this section, I address the extensions ON. ACROSS, ABOVE and OVER that obtain for the suffix 

*ikin/n. Brugman (1988) has argued that the spatial configuntiow defined by "on". "across", 

and "above" are all possible for the English over. The lexical suffix * ik in /n conveys these very 

same spatial relations. I have adopted Brugman's basic categories for "over" to describe the 

spatial relations denoted by *ikid/n. 

Each nlational meaning of * ikid/n depends on the semantic sub-categorizations of the 

predicates with which the suffii combines. Section 3.4.2.1 treats the extension ON, section 

3.4.2.2 treats the extension ACROSS, section 3.4.2.3 treats the extensions ABOVE md ON mp. and 

section 3.4.2.4 treats the extension OVER. 

3.4.2.1 Y & i i h  denoting "on". 

In this section, I address the extension ON for the suffu *ikih/n. The source concept for this t 

extension is BACK> SURFACE. as shown by the examples below. 



(282) Halkomeiem (Suttles in prep. a) 
p ~ p i = a c ~ n  
get blown (redup.)=B ACK > SURFACE 
'a little wind blowing on the surface of the water'" 

(283) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:25) 
n-caq-p=ikn-ne 
LOC-set-ASP=BACK > SURFACE- 1 SG 

'I landed my boat unexpectedly (on a sandbar)' 

In Lushootseed, the meaning extension SURFACE undergoes further extension, and perhaps 

grammatic Jization. when it denotes the relation "on". The relational meaning ON obtains in 

Lushootseed with predicates denoting trajectories determined by gravity. The trajectories of a 

"fall". "rain". "snow", or of a liquid that is "pourcd" or "spilled" inevitably end up on a ground 

surf'acc. The end point of this gravity-determined trajectory is denoted by the suffix * i k i i / n .  The 

semantic path of the suffix is BACK SURFACE > ON. 

(284) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 14) 
3 u - q a l ~ b d f  tad 
ASP- rain=B ACK 1 SG S B/OB 

'It rained on me.' 

Figure 2 1 below depicts h e  trajectory of rain or snow falling toward the carth. Rain and snow do 

not mverse the ground surface, they fall on it. Their path and dircctionality obey a physical law. 

[ DIRECTION DETERMINED BY 
GRAVITY *ikih - ik in  I 

I rained, poured snowcd, fall BACK [=ON ) I 
Figure 21: The Relational Extension ON for the Suffix *ikiA/n. 

- - 

38 The root in example (282) is the diminutive form of the root *pah - pa. 
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in Lushootseed, the meaning ON for the suffix *ikin/n obtains when the suffix combines with 

predicates denoting a free fall. The configuration underlying this extension of *ikid/n is shown 

in Figure 22 below. 

+ vertical direction 
4 swfacc contact 
- surfacc travcnal 

Figure 22: Features Underlying the Relational Extension ON. 

In examples (285) through (287) that follow, *ikiri/n indicates the contact point of precipitation: 

Lushootsecd (Bates e t d. 1994: 1 89) 
9u-qwbt=iE Cad 
ASP-snow falhg=B ACK 1 SG SBIOB 
'it snowed on me.' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 14) 
9u- k w i =@ad Cad 
ASP-pour=B ACK-TR 1SG SBIOB 
'I poured it on him.' 

Lushootsecd (Bates ct al. f994: 1 14) 
7~-k*(=ic Cad 
A S P - S ~ ~ ~ ~ = B A C K  1SG S B n B  
'It spilled on me.' 

The end point of the trajectory in example (288) is determined by gravity. 

(288) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:88) 
9u-dZPq=if 

ASP-fall=BACK 
'A tree fell on ithim.' 

Example (289) denotes dusk, or the coming of darkness upon a person. 



(289) Lushootseed (Hess 1976:34) 
9u- basid=ij-axw Eaxw 
ASP-grow dark=BACK-SUF 2SG 
'It's getting dark on you.' 

The meaning of * i k i i / n  in lhese examples should be SURFACE. denoting the end point of a 

trajectory. Instead, the suffix denotes ON and refers to the contact point of the spatial trajectories 

or "Ughl", "rain", "liquid", and "snow". 

Example (290) comes from Kalispel and shows the suffuc * ik ih /n denoting the end point of 

the trajectory described by entities that are shaken off into the fin. The term "fire" is not 

morphologically expressed. 

(290) Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 157) 
es-&pkw=if oh 
NOM-DIR-shake off=B~cK 
'They are thrown on the fire.' 

The contact point of the trajectories in examples (29 1) and (292) is "ego" and the relation "on" is 

denoted by the suff~ * i k i i / n .  

(29 1) Lushootseed (Hess 1976565) 
3u-xwuli-il=i~ tad 'a ta yiqus 
ASP-~~~-VOICE=B ACK ISG SBIOB COMP DET basket 
'Thc cedar-root basket fell on me.' 

(292) Lushootseed (Hess 1976565) 
vu-xwuli-i l=it Cad 93 ta xw-labali 
ASP-~~\-VOICE=B ACK 1SG SBIOB COMP DET PW-bottle 
'The bottle fell on me.' 

In example (293). there is no explicit end-point to the trajectory-it is "ego" itself that is falling; 

the suffix Y k i h  is not present in the utterance. 

(293) Lushoowed ( H a s  1976565) 
7u- xwli- i 1 (Sad 
ASP-fdI-VOICE 1SG SBIOB 
'I fell (from a high place).' 



The extension ON for the suffix *ikiri/n obtains with predicates denoting trajectories, and 

refers to the contact point or end point of the trajectory. 

3.4.2.2 *ik ih /n denoting "acm". 

The extension ACROSS for the suffix *ikih/n obtains with predicates of cutting or traversal 

such as "pass", "cut", "walk", or "trot". The semantic path of the suffix in this extension is BACK 

> SURFACE > ACROSS. 

The Squarnish example (294) below contains the predicate iqw "cut", and the action implied 

in the predicate applies to an expanse of land or water. 

(294) Squamish (Kuipea 1967b:27 1) 
iqw=a j . i  
cut=CON=BACK 
'cut across (water, mountains)' 

Figure 23 below shows the configuration that defines the extension ACROSS for the suffii 

ACROSS 

- vertical direction I - - 4  
+ surface contact I + surface lnvend I 

Figure 23: Features Underlying the Relational Extension ACROSS. 

In cxarnples (295)  lhrough (300). the meaning ACROSS obtains for the suffix *ikiri/n when 

the suffix combines with predicates of traversal. 

(295) Squamish (Kuipers l967b:3O 1) 
sasa yq (rcdup.) a) =f 
pass=CON=B ACK 

'to pass across a ridge' 

(296) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 6 14 W66) 
iqw&i=ac 
severed=CON=B ACK 

'take a shortcut (as a pass between the islands)' 



Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:44) 
ckw=it  
straipht=B~CK 
'shortcut' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:404) 
xwasi takati 
W ~ ~ ~ = B A C K  

'walk across the ice' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:35) 
kt-qc-alx=ikal 
D1R-trO t-AUT=B ACK 

'run across a snow crust' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 159) 
f in  f I-c-qac-iIS=iEab-m 
1 SG LOC-DIR-run-AW=BACK-MU) 

'run across the ice' 

There arc not very many examples of the meaning extension ACROSS for *ikiri/n in this 

corpus: nevertheless. the existing examples clearly attest the semantic extension ACROSS in two 

branches of the family. Central and Interior Salish. 

3.4.2.3 *i k ih /n  denoting "above". 

The extension ABOVE for the suffix *ikiri/n obtains when the suffix combines with light- 

emission predicates. The semantic path of  the suffix is BACK > TOP > ABOVE. 

Figure 24 below shows the configuration for the extension ABOVE- 

I ABOVE 

light difusion 

Figure 24: Features Undedying the Relational Extension ABOVE. 
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In the Thompson and Shuswap examples (301) and (301). the predicate denotes a light source 

located in space and viewed from the perspective of the speaker. In example (30 I )  the Light 

source is situated in relation to another entity, a "mountain ridge" viewed from ground level. 

(30 1) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 19965 1) 
n-&Pkw= iki- tn 
LOC-s hine=BACK - I N S 7 R  

'fire or light visible just above the ridge' 

In example (302) the suffix * ik i i /n  also conveys the spatial relation ABOVE. The utterance 

presupposes a ground level from which the speaker views the light. Anything glowing in the sky, 

viewed from this perspective, is perceived as being above the speaker. 

(302) Shuswap (Kuipea 1989: 169) 
x-cakw- t=ikm 
LOC-shine-SUF=B ACK 

'glow of flame (in the sky)' 

Example (303) comes from Lushootseed and contains a light-emission predicate. 

(303) Lushootseed (Bates et al, 1994: 137) 
ku-laf-il=it-axw d g 5 1  
AS P - ~ ~ ~ ~ - V O I C E = B A C K  -ASP 3PL 

'They would be enveloped with light.' 

The predicate in (303). glosscd as "light", translates into English as "enveloped by light". The 

dircction or location of the light source is not explicit in the morphology of the example, but the 

dictionary mentions that (he entry refers to daylight. It follows that the specific light source must 

be the sun. Thus, a more literal translation would be something like "light from above". 

3.4.2.4 Y k i t h  denoting b60ver". 

The extension OVER for the suffix *ikih/n obtains when the suffix combines with predicates 

of motion. Pledicates such as 'jumpp" and "climb" conflate direction and motion. The semantic 

path of the suffix in this extension is BACK + TOP > OVER. 



Figure 25 below shows the configuration for "over". 

OVER 

I k surface contact 
+ (obstacle) traversal I 

Figure 25: Features Underlying the Relational Extension OVER 

Examples (304) through (3 10) represent the extension OVER for the suffix *ikiR/n. The following 

examples contain predicates implying upward movement, and the suffix * ik i i /n  denotes the 

relation OVER, 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1980:9) 
Task-siw=i k- is 
NEG-jump=BACK-3SG 
'It did not jump over it (log).' 

Squamish (Kuipers l967b:342) 
k w u m W  
lump=B ACK 
'go over a hill' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967b1349) 
xWi  t - im3-an?  
jump-MID=BACK-TR 
'jump over it' 

Halkomelern (Suttles in prep. b: 6 14 M6) 
cdoms?c- t 
jump=B ACK-1R 
'jump over it (as a log)' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :76) 
hqw=i~n=51uws 
dim ~=BACK=MIDDLE/NN~ON 
'pile up, overlap' 



(309) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:277) 
n-qaz- ixdkh-(h)-s 
LOC-jump-AUT=B ACK-SUF-3SG 
'jump over something or someone.' 

Example (3 10) is a bit different in that the predicate means "to cause something to go around or 

over something''. The context is that of mountain climbing, and I have glossed the predicate as 

(3 LO) Bclia Coola (P, Davis and Saunders 1980: 8 1 #34) 
irlq=ik-m- s- kw  
pass=BACK-MID-3SGQUOT 
'(He came) over a mountain.' 

Exmplcs (3 1 1) through (3 15) imply the turning or flipping over of a canoe. The context is a 

capsizing event and the suffix *ikin/n is not overtly vanslated in the examples. The predicate in 

these expressions is always "turnW,39 and the lexical suffix denotes the relation "over". This 

particular extension for the suffix obtains only in Bella Coola and Lushootsecd in the data 

considered in this chapter. 

Bella Coola (Nater 19!30:87) 
pl=ik-rn 
tum=B ACK-MID 
'to capsize' 

Bella Coola (Nater l990:87) 
pl=ik-cut 
tum=BACK-RFLX 
'to play at turning over a canoe' 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1980: 15 1) 
ka-pl=ik-l 
UNR-t~m=6ACK-1 PL 

'or we' 11 tip over' 

j9 A turn implies rotation around a center or axis. 
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Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders l980:296) 
7al pl=ik 
PP-tUm=BACK 
'to be turned over' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 14) 
7u- g k w = i ~  Cad 
ASP-turn=B ACK 1SG SBIOB 

'The canoe turned over on me.* 

The Halkomelem examples (3 16) through (3 18) are different in that the suffix * i k i i / n  

becomes abstract. It denotes vigilance during a period of time, as in "to watch over someone who 

is dead" in example (3 16), singing, as a shaman "sings over someone for effecting a cure" in 

example (3 17), and repeated action. as in "doing something over" in example (3 18) (Wayne 

Suttles p.c.). The predicates with which the suffix combines mean "be awake", "sing (ritual 

song)". and "fix". 

Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
xW3);=icm 
be awake=BACK 
'watchman at a wakc' 

Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
3im n q c -  t 
sing ritual song=BACK-TR 
"sing a song with ratle for a person' 

Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
BLy=~can 
~~X=SACK 

'change the wrappings of the dead' 

We see that the meaning OVER for the suffbc *ikih/n obtains mostly with predicates of 

motion, such as "jump". "turn", and "climb". The suffut acquires an abstract meaning in 

Halkomelem. where it denotes the duration of an action in time. an action performed for another 



with the intention of healing, requiring ritual locations for performer and recipient, or a task that 

must bc redone. 

3.4.2.5 * ik ih/n denoting other senses of "over". 

This section addresses an extension of the suffix that I have labeled OVER2 The implied 

meaning of the suMix is OVER in the sense of COVER OVER. It obtains with predicates denoting 

surface coverage and its source concept is the extension SURFACE. The semantic path of ihc suffix 

is BACK > SURFACE > OVER2. 

Figurc 26 below shows the configuration of this semantic extension. 

OVER (2) 

I + surface contact I I + surface traversal (coverage) I 
- -- - 

Figure 26: Features Underlying the Relational Extension OVER2. 

In examples (3 19) through (322) * ikir i /n forms pan of expressions whose English translation 

is "covcr". 

Halkomelcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
ixw=ic-  t 
cover=B ACK-TR 

'covcr it (a surface)' 

Halkomelem (Sutks in prep. a) 
s-]ixw=icm 
NOM-covcr=BACK 
'covercd (surface) ' 

Lushootsced (Bates et al. 1994:257) 
i(ai=i& ab ta ti  bu 
cover=B ACK-MID DET table 
'Cover the table.' 



(322) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:257) 
Zai=it- ab ta sqwalikw 
cover=B ACK-MID DET blanket 
'Cover yourself with a blanker' 

The predicates in examples (322) and (323) mean "to bury*. 

(323) Lushootseed (Bates et J. 1994: 1 14) 
7u- p d = E  
A S P - ~ U ~ ~ = B A C K  

'dust covered* 

(324) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 14) 
pad =&ad 
~ U ~ ~ = B A C K - T R  

'covers something with din' 

The meanings  OVER^ and OVERZ for the suffix * i k i i / n  originate in two different sourcc 

concepts, TOP and SURFACE. These two senses of OVER seem to complement each other and are 

dependent on the semantic sub-categorization of the predicates to which the suffix attaches. 

3.4.3 *i k i n h  denoting the relation "between". 

This section addresses the extension BEXWEEN for the suffix *ikiri/n. The source concept for 

the meaning BEWEEN is the extension MIDDLUCENTER. The semantic path of the sufix is BACK > 

SPINE > MIDDLE > BETWEEN, 

Figure 27 below illustrates the concept "between" that obtains for the suffix. 

Figun: 27: The Relational Extension B- for the Suffix *ikid/n. 



If an object is conceived as being in between, it is in an intermediate relation to two other 

entities, i.e. it is located in the middle. In contexts depicting movement, like "the ball went in 

through the fence". the ball follows a trajectory that puts it on the other side of the fence. This 

movement can be construed as a ball going BEWEEN the slats that constitute the fence. 

The extension BETWEEN for the suffix * ikid/n obtains in examples (325) through (327). 

(325) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 1 13) 
k$ =i kii- me 
squeeze dry=BACK-MID 

'dry and straighten soaked material by passing and squeezing it between knife md finger' 

(326) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:363) 
n-t%w=ikh=ix 
LOC-s traight=~ ACK=AU 

'go through a fence [between two things lying straight and horizontally (logs or wires)~*~O 

There is no oven morphological marking of plurality in these examples. yet the glosses explicitly 

indicate two objects hrough which a moving object passes. The relation that holds is BETWEEN- 

in these cases, an entity displacing through two stationary points. 

3.4.4. Summary and distribution of relationd atemiom by branch. 

This section addresses the distribution of relational extensions that obtain for * i k i i / n .  Table 

VIII below graphs by branch the relational extensions of *ikih/n. 

RELATIONAL 

"BACK "Behind" - 

BACK "OniAcross 
1 
' BACK "Over" 
BACK "Between" 

- 

TABLE VUI: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF RELATIONAL EXTENSIONS 

40 See note 12. 
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Relational extensions do not refer to concrete things or entities, nor do they refer to inherent 

attributes or parts of things. Rather, they describe spatial relations. In this respect, they are akin 

to, and translated by, prepositions in the English glosses. 

Relational extensions are Found in all branches of the family. It could be argued that the 

suffix * i k i i / n  conveys just one relational meaning which gets translated into English with 

different prepositions. 

Figure 28 below shows the relational extensions of the suffix * i k i i / n  BACK. 

Figure 28: The Schema of Relational Extensions. 

Summary of the semantic extedom that obtain tor chc sPmx Y&lh/n 

This section summarizes the semantic extensions of *ikici/n BACK in radial category format. 

Figure 28 represents the relations between the different meanings of the polysemous lexical 

suffm *ikih/n. These relations are based on perceived or imputed similarity to the central 

meaning of the suffix. 



The central meaning of the category is the concept BACK denoting the back of humans or 

animals, and the vertebral column. The "location on back" is the source concept for what is 

called here the Bearer/Burden Relation. Locational meanings have their source in body-part 

extensions of the suffix. Relational meanings have their source in the locational readings of the 

suffix and in the lexical semantics of the predicates with which the suffix combines. 



Figure 29 below shows the radial category BACK. 

THE DlFFERRENT SENSi3 OF BACK 

Figure 29: Radial Category of the Meanings of the Suffii *ikih/n. 

0 Defines the central meaning of the category BACK . The prototypes HUMAN BACK and 

ANIMAL BACK obtain lhrough the mediation of orientation templates. The centrd nWinhg of the 

category is also the source of the BEMEWBURDEN RELATION extensions. 



Defines the extensions that obtain from the BEAREIUBURDEN REUTION, i.e. SADDLE and 

LOAD. The extension LOAD motivates the sub-types CONTAMER and BUNDLE. 

Defines the locationid extensions that obtain from the body part BACK through 

metaphorical transfers. The pertinent concepts included in this domain are OTHER SIDE. SURFACE. 

TOP. MIDDWCENTER ; ~ l d  OUTSIDE. 

Defines h e  relational extensions that obtain for the suffix *iki i /n.  The pertinent 

concepu included in this domain are BEHIND. ON. ACROSS. OVER and BETWEEN. 

The arrangement of related senses in the radial category conveys the connections between the 

different meanings of the suffix and the central core of the category. A radid category is a 

complex cognitive category characterized by having subcategories and extensions of thesc. 

3.6 Distribution of semantic extensions by language. 

Tracing r semantic extension through the different languages of the Salish family can givc an 

idca about the relative time depth of the extension. The assumption here is that extensions that 

are found throughout the family are very old and probabiy date back to Proto-Salish. Conversely, 

specialized extensions, or extensions found only in certain branches of the family arc probably 

innovations having a shallower time depth. 

The distribution by language of the semantic extensions that obtain for the suffix * ik ih/n is 

shown in table IX below. Not every meaning extension is attested in this colpus for all languages 

of the hmily. However, this by no means ensures that the extension was not prescnt in those 

languages at one point it might be that a particular extension is not recorded in existing 

grammars or dictionaries, or that the appropriate context for a specific meaning of the suffix was 

not elicited by the researcher working on the language. 



BEARERASURDEN RELATION EXTENSIONS i 1 1  
BACK "Load" 
BACK "Bundle" 

BACK "Saddle" 

LOCATIONALEXTENSIONS I i 1 1 I i I 
BACK "Other side" +I I l o /  1 .  

t 

BACK "Surface" 
BACK 'Top" 
BACK "Outside" 1 1 1  t i r 
BACK "Middlc/center" 1 . 1  1 1 f e I  I e l * I  

BACK "Behind 
BACK "Onlacross" 
BACK "Abovelover" 

BACK "Between" 

Bella Coola Cenual Tsarnosan [[]]a N. ~ n l d o r  s. hlorior 

TABLE IX: DISTRIBUTION OF EXTENSIONS BY LANGUAGE 

Table IX shows the ranp of semantic extensions for * ikih/n throughout the family. 

The extensions HUMM BACK and ANIMAL BACK are attested in every language considered in 

this chapter. 

Expressions denoting SPINE with the sulfur *ikiri/n are amsted in Central Salish 

languages, except Halkomelem. These expressions are also attested in Columbian (but not in 



the other Southern Interior Salish languages), in Bella Coola, and in Northern Interior 

Salish. 

Extensions denoting loads or containers derive from the BEARE~URDEN R E L A ~ O N  and are 

attested in Squamish, Halkomelem, Lushootseed, Quinault, Upper Chehalis, Thompson 

Shuswap. and Columbian. 

Extensions denoting SADDLE are attested in Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap, Columbian, and 

Spokane. 

Locationid extension are attested in Bella Coola, Squarnish, Halkomelem, Lushooueed, 

Upper Chehalis, Lillowt. Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan. Columbian, Spokane, and Coeur 

d' Alenc. 

Relational extensions are attested in Bella Coola, Squamish. Halkomelem. Lushooueed, 

Quinault, Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan, Columbian, Spokane, Kalispcl, and Coeur 

d' Alene. 

Summing up, the study of the synchronic meanings of the suffix allowed the positing of a 

network of relations based on perceived similarity between the different members of the category 

and the central core. The distribution of extensions clearly shows that the core meaning of l c  

suffix has the widest distribution. 

3.7 Conclusion. 

The body-part lexical suffbc *ikih/n BAcKconveys more than one meaning. Its polysemy is 

explained by postulating semantic paths for the different extensions of the suffix where all 

synchronic extensions are connected to a central meaning. The interpretation of the synchronic 

meanings considers the historical, cultural. and cognitive forces hat may have shaped them. 

Reconstructing the suffix required riding instances of the suffm in as many languages as 

possible. The suffix is attested as BACK throughout the family, though every extended meaning of 

the suffix is not attested in every language of the family. 



The Profiling Effect of Predicate Semantics affects the extensions that obtain for the suffix 

*ik i i /n .  Examples (327) through (348) come from different branches of the Salish family and 

show the importance of predicate semantics. 

As adjunct to stative predicates such as HURT or SORE that describe an animate entity's 

physical discomfort or damage, the only possible meaning for h e  suffix is the body part "back": 

(327) Halkomelem (Suules in prep. b: 8 14 #lo 1 )  
Ka 1 - w ic 
sore=B ACK 
'have an aching back' 

(328) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 173) 
n-skw=ikah 
LOC-SOte=BACK 
'He'll have a sore back.' 

As an adjunct to predicates such as CUT. STRIKE. HIT that involve a physical activity performed 

on an animate entity. the lexical suffix also refers to the body part "back": 

(329) Saanich (Montler 1986:88) 
xw-iamawif  
~RFX-strike=B~cK 
'He got hit on the back' 

(330) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1535) 
n&mm=ikn 
POS-cut (rcdup.)=B~CK 
'I got cut on the back.' 

As an adjunct to predicates such as LEAN and LIE which describe a position of the body, the 

suffix refers to the body part "back in contact with a surface: 

(33 1 )  Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:226) 
c-xf9dkn-am 
RSLT-lie spread out=BACK-MID 
'to lie down on one's back' 



(332) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 142) 
n-ta'=k-im 
LO C-~~~~=BACK-MID 

'to lean with one's back against something' 

As an adjunct to predicates whose action takes place over a physical expanse, such as FREEZE 

and SKIM, the extension of the suffii is SURFACE, 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:228) 
n-paf"=ikh 
LOC=freezc=~ ACK 

'get layer of ice on top' 

Lushootseed (Hess 197653) 
s-Papal =if 
NOM-stagnant=CON=B ACK 
'stagnant water, swamp' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1 505) 
kat-qwarw- pdkn 
WS-slide, dip-ASkBACK 

'slide on ice' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:456) 
zkw=ki-me 
skirn=B~cK-B~cK 
'skim scum off jelly' 

As an adjunct to predicates such as WRAP or TE the extension of the suffix denotes h e  

wrapped object itself, i.e. a BUNDLE. 

(337) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 15) 
iq=iC-yi-d 
wrap=B ACK-BENEFACrtVE-TR 
'wrap someling for someone' 



(338) Okanagan (Mattina 1987~66) 
t-kwixw=k8-nt 
RS LT-untie=B ACK-TR 

'untie a bundle or load' 

As an adjunct to predicates that describe a spatial reference point, the extension of the suffix 

denotes that poink i.e. mp. 

Bella Coda (Sunders and Davis 1975: 166) 
ku!=i k-am 
area=f3 ACK-MID 
'go to h e  top of something' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. l994:Z 1 1 )  
J q a  1 =it 
above=CON=B ACK 
'high on top (of mountain)' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson L996:388) 
s- xV=i kh 
NOM-high=BACK 
'top of mountain' 

As an adjunct to predicates that imply the end point of a trajectory, the extension of the s u f h  

denotes that end point, i.e.. BACK SIDV OTHER SIDE. 

(342) Squamish (Kuipers l967b:28S) 
s-tG+e-s ta lam? 
NOM-~~~~~~~C~=CON=BACK-~POSS DET house 
'back side of house' 

(343) Hdkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 4 14 1167) 
S-na?=ican 
NOM-be there=B~CK 
'other side, that side' 

As an adjunct to predicates chat describe an ascending motion, such as cum or JUMP. the 

extension of the suffii is OVER. 



(344) BeUa Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1980:9 #5O) 
7aslis-sqw=i k- is 
NEG-jump=B ACK-3SG 

'He did not jump over it.' 

(345) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
i '&~ 
land atop=BACK 
'go over a hill* 41 

As an adjunct to predicates such as RUN and cvr hat describe motion with horizontal 

displacement or surface traversal, the extension of the suffix is ACROSS. 

(346) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 35) 
kl-qc-alx=ikab 
DIR-W-AUT=BACK 

'run across a snow crust* 

(347) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 8 14 1166) 
i q w d 9 1  =ec 
be severed=CON=BACK 
'take a short cut (as a pass between islands)' 

As an adjunct to predicates describing a falling or descending motion. such as ~ U R ,  RW. 

SNOW, FALL, the extension of the suffix is ON. 

(348) Lushootseed (Hess 1976: 129) 
9u-kwl=it-ad tad 
ASP-pour=B ACK-TR 1 SG 

'I poured it on him.' 

These remarks on predicate semantics are intended as mere observations and as a departure point 

for further rescarch on the polysemy of lexical sufE1xes. 

41 This is the Cowichan cognate of example (345). 
(i) Cowichm (Wayne Suttles ps.) 

Lwe* i = ec 
climb = BACK 

'go over a hill' 



The multiple meanings of the lexical suffixes for ABDOMEN and BACK discussed thus far do 

not portray the actual wodd. Rather, these meanings convey the experience of the world that 

speakers perceive. Research on conceptual transfer establishes several source models for locative 

or spatial expressions in language. The most f~quent  source models are body parts and 

landmarks (Svorou 1988: 135-152). This axiom proves m e  in Salish, where the body parts 

and "back. expressed by the lexical suffixes * a i / n a k  and * ik ih/n,  acquire locative 

meaning under both anthropomorphic and zoomorphic interpretation. 



Chapter Four: The S u f f i  E M .  

4.0 Introduction. 

In this chapter, I present 337 examples of the lexical suffm for EAR in Salish. The examples 

have been selected from a data base of 540 examples that represent the entire Salish family. I 

examine the distribution of the synchronic senses of the suffix and establish a central meaning 

that accounts for its multiple semantic extensions. 

We have seen that the lexical suffixes for ABOOMEN and BACK establish the ~ O N T ~ A C K  axis 

for the human body and the T O P ~ ~ ~ T ~ M  axis in an animal's body.' Since lateral orientation 

follows from general orientation (Fillmore 1997:32). I will argue that the lcxical suffix for EAR 

denotes the lateral axis of the human body and by extension the locational conccpi SIDE. 

The lcxical suffix for EAR has a prototypical range of meanings directly tied to chc anatornicd 

ear. and forms part of expressions denoting ornaments and other artifacts related to the ear. Other 

meanings of the suffuc denote parts of the body chat are matched pairs. Such expressions arc 

rendered in English as braids, cheeks, temples. sideburns, shoulders, wings, horns, and flippers. 

and abstract the general location of the ear in the human body. 

A second set of meanings for the suffix refer to the auditory ear. Thesc meanings comprisc 

abstract notions such as "listening", "understanding", "knowledge", and bbbclief". Shape 

extensions of h e  suffix refer to protruding entities, to the leaves of certain plants, and to the 

shells of certain mollusks. Locational extensions denote the sides of things or allude to entities 

siturtcd on the side of the body. Alongside the above extensions, the suffi'i for E A ~  has a range of 

metaphorical and specialized meanings. 

Certain parts of the body, such as the forehead, the chin, and the belly, determine the positive 
direction of general orientation. The nape of the neck, the back, and the hccls determine the 
negative direction. In addition, the direction of movement and the line of sight also establish the 
posi tive direction, while the direction of defecation establishes the negative dircc tion. General 
orientation in humans is thus directed from the region of the kidneys in the back to the region of 
h e  stomach, and from h e  nape of the neck to the chin (Vandeloise 199190). 



4.0. 1 The data. 

Table I below displays the sources for the data used in this chapter and the number of entries 

per language. 

.- 
SOURCES "EAR" 
BRANCH 1 LANGUAGE I PRmCIPAt SOURCES 1 NO. 
Bella Coola 1 !Davis (1980). Nater (1984). Saunders (19751 35 

I 

- - --  
4 .  

Central Salish 1 Cornox Hanis (1977) 
Squamish f Kuipers (L967) f 15 

1 

.IcI 
1 t I 

I Musqucam [ Suttles (in preparation a and b) i 19 1 
a 1 - - t 

I Saanich 1 Monller ( 1986), Pidgeon (1970) 1 9 
Twana j Drachman ( 1969) [ 2 

Lushooueed Bates (1994), Hess (1976) 7 38 1 
I 

I 
Gibson (n-d.) 

[Upper Chehalij Kinkacie (1991) 1 30 1 - - i a 

Interior I Lillooet 1 van Eijk (1997), (1987) 1 49 
I 1 

(Nonhern) Thompson t Thompson and Thompson (1996) ] 72 1 
( Shuswap f Kuipen (1974) ! 45 1 

Mattina ( 1987) w 
7 I 

1 47 
I 

Reichard ( 1938). ( 1945) 1 8  
7 Kalispel 7 Vogt ( 1940) 2 6  1 

t r - 
i z 

I Total I I 1 540 1 
-. --- -- 

TABLE I: SOURCES FOR THE LEXICAL SUFFIX FOR EAR 

4.0.2 The lexical s u f i  for EAR and the Sdishm C d l y  bee. 

Figure I below shows genetic relations amongst the Salish languages used in this chapter, 

differentiating between the data obtained from the sources mentioned in Table I and the data 

obtained from Haeberlin. Languages from which data was obtained are circled, and the form of 

0 the suffix appears below each circle. Languages marked with a square represent the set of 

examples obtained from Haeberlin. 

The Haeberlin (1974:238) data below contains the lexical suffix for w in expressions that 

refer to the anatomical EAR. 



QUinault, Lower Chehalis and Cowlitz k w P M n  

Lummi (Straits) kWa'dn 

Nooksack kol d n  

Pentlatch sxu'= eona. 

I 
I 

Roto Tsarnosan Southern Interior 

P: 
s 

1 
0' 
=I 

S ALlSH FAMILY TREE 

I SHOWING THE LEXICAL SUFFlX FOR EAR 
I 

Figure 1: Salish Family Tree Showing the Lexical suffix for EAR. 

The Haeberlin examples are included as tokens from extinct languages, or from languages that 

are not represented in the data used For this chapter. 

4.0.3 The reconstructed fonn of the ludc J s u e  tor EM. 

The different phonological foms of the lexical suffix for EAR appear in Tables II and IIl. 



auarnish E I 

~ a l l c o m e l e m ~  
Lush00 tseed 1 adi9 

TABLE 11: THE DFFERENT PHONOLOGICAL SHAPES OF THE SUFFlX FOR EAR 

TABLE 111: THE PROTOIFOM OF THE SUFFlX FOR EAR 



Following Kinlcade ( l998:28 1 ), the posited-proto form for the suffix is *an a? The proto- 

form does not have a glottalized resonant because in Squamish and Upper Chehalis the 

combines with the n alter the loss of the intervening vowel. In Thompson and Shuswap the has 

migrated ovcr the vowel to combine with the n. The Spokane =eie' would support positing a 

glottalized resonant in the proto-form, but this is not very strong support (Dale Kinkade p.c.). 

The posited form does not account for i as a second vowel in Lushootseed and Thompson. 

4.0.4 The central meaning of the lexical suffix for EAR. 

Synchronically, lexical suffmes have a number of interrelated senses, which are extensions 

and specializations of their central meanings. I am assuming here that the central meaning of the 

suffix *atzap is h e  anatomical ear. I consider the meaning "ear" to be central because it tends to 

obtain in more contexts and with more frequency, and because it is the meaning that is thought of 

first when the suffix is mentioned. Thus, we can think of EAR as the prototypical meaning of the 

suffix. Non-prototypical meanings of the suffix are, in some cases, partially unanalyzable. 

Examples (1) and (2) below exemplify this point. In example (1) the suffix refers to the 

anatomical EAR. The semantic extension exemplified in (2) is opaque. It originates in ;I 

metaphorical transfer which is addressed in section 4.6.3 of this chaplet. 

( I )  Okanagan (Mattina 1987:27) 
k-ckwckw=ina9 
ASPISLT-pull (rcdup.)=EAR 
'to pull the ears" 

(2) Okanagan (Mattina 1987 :43) 
kwu t-kalxw=ina9 
1 Pi RSLT-dar k=EAR 

'We are late.' 

The meaning "ear" for the suffut *ana7 appears to have greater cognitive salience than other 

meanings that obtain for the suffii. Historically, the most salient meaning of a lexical item is 

Kuipea reconstructs the suffix for E A ~  as *ana and Kinkade reconstructs it as *ana7 
(Kinkade 1998:28 1) . 



considered as prior in time, more entrenched, and more widely distributed. This is valid 

regarding the incidence of the meaning EAR for the suffut *ana7. For hese reasons, 1 consider 

EAR to be the central meaning of the suffix, and also its proto-Salish meaning. 

4.0.5 Categories of meaning that obtain for the lexical suWx *rna7. 

The semantic extensions of the suffix *ana7 EAR are categorized below into the following 

groups: 
Anatomical adjacency extensions of (be s d x  for EAR: 

EAR > TEMPLES (4.2.1) 

EAR > CHEEKS (4.2.2) 

EAR> SIDEBURNS (4.2.3) 

EAR > BRADS (4.2.4) 

EAR > SHOULDERS (4.2.5) 

EAR > GILLS, EAR > FLIPPERS, EAR > WINGS (4.2.6) 

Auditory extensions of the s d h  for EAR: 

EAR > SOUM) (4.3.2) 

Shape externions of the sumx for EAR: 

EAR > PROTRUSION (4.4.1 ) 

EAR > SHELL (4 A.2) 

EAR > LEAF (4.4.3) 

Locationd externions of the suflix for EAR: 

EAR > SIDE (4.5.1 

EAR CORNER (4.5.2) 

Relational extemiom of the s u e  for EAR: 

EAR > OVER (4.6.1 ) 

EAR > ON (4.6.3) 

ANATOMICAL MEANINGS: F~arnple (3) typifies the anatomical meaning of the suffix. 

EAR "Anatomicad ear" 

(3) Kalispel (Vogt 1940 167) 
es-an-5idne9 
ASP-LOC-one long object to stand=EAR 
'It is stuck in his ear." 



ADJACENCV DERlVED EXTENSIONS: Examples (4) through (10) denote pairs located on the sides of 

the body, paralleling the location of the ears. 

EAR "Braids" 

(4) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:240) 
s- t- $e =%he 
NOMWLOC-braid=E~R 
'person with braids" 

EAR 4bCheeks9' 

( 5 )  Squamish (Kuipers 1967b: 122) 
c iqab  
s tab=EAR 

'get one cheek stabbed') 

EAR 'Temples" 

(6) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:2 14) 
x- k m d n e  
LOC-area, surfirce=EAR 
'temple (of head)" 

EAR "Sideburns" 

(7) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:378) 
'as-n-updhi 
Asp-tOC-hair=E~R 

'style of long sideburns" 

(8) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:s 1)  
n-ie m=I=ina? 
LOC-bone=cON=E~R 
'bone around the gill'' 

I will write the Squamish form of the sulfu 7% as=ai. 
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EAR "Shoulders" 

(9) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:34 1) 
ta%=iii 
p a d d l e = E ~ ~  
'shoulder blade' 

EAR "Wings" 

( 10) Squarnish (Kuipea 1967b:380) 
y a l a h  
unglossed=EA.~ 
'wing' 

AvorroRY OR INTERNAL EAR: Examples (1 I) through (14) address meaning extensions of h e  

suffix that denote the sensory function of the EAR, i.e. the sense of hearing. 

EAR ''Auditory ear" 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 163) 
Ein s&u=ne' 
1SG ask=EXR 
'1 listen.' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:49) 
m-ksdnal -m-n t 
ASP- ~~~=EAR-SUF-T'R 
'make someone angry by saying lings' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 166) 
Ein n-s6xw=ane3 
1 SG LOC-understand=EAR 
'I understand.' 

EAR "Sound" 

( 14) Lushootseed (Hess 19765) 
A a l a d i ~  
sound=E~R 
'noise' 



SHAPE EXTENSIONS: Examples (15) through (17) illustrate the shape extensions that obtain for the 

suffix *ana?These extensions stem from the shape and size of the external ear and denote 

entities whose shape, location. function, or size resemble the W. 

(15) Lushootseed(Hess 1976:6) 
kwad-abadi' 
grab-SUF=EAR 
'handle' 

(16) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:65) 
s-kwkwr'=ina7 
NOM-cracked (redup.)=E~.R 
'clam shell, mussel* 

( 17) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:249) 
s-xwy=ina? 
NOM-unglossed=EAR 
'prickly pear cactus* 

L O C A ~ N A L  EXTENSIONS: Examples (1 8) and (20) exemplify the locational extensions that 

obtain for the suffii. 

EAR "Side9' 

Okanagan (Mattinr 1987:35) 
k-skwt=haq 
ASPIRSLT-one side=E~R 
'the other side' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 108) 
n-sawsiwanaq 
LOC-move over (ndup.)=EAR 
'move along the side of the road' 



EAR "Corner" 

(20) Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 172) 
'as=an 
LOC=EAR 
'comer' 

RELATIONAL EXTENSIONS: Examples (21) through (23) describe the relational extensions of the 

(2 1) Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 173) 
El-xwbp=ane?-n 
LOC=spread hide=EAR- I SG 

'I spread it on him.' 

(22) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:290) 
zafiqdna? 
~ O ~ P ~ G E A R  

'wood or rocks fall on something' 

(23) Spokane (Carlson 1989:tl) 
f n f i-&e?ey=6ne? 
i SG LOC-dry, dark (redup.)=EAR 
'Autumn came on me.' 

The semantic categories that obtain for the suffix *ana7 have been described above. These 

categories have counterparts in other languages of the world genetically undated to Salish. The 

fact that analogous semantic extensions obtain for the body part "ear" in genetically unrelated 

languages reinforces the hypothesis that EAR is the central meaning for the suffix. 

The following examples come from Papandr Totonac, a language spoken in Mexico (Levy 

1992). The body-pan pre€i aqa- denotes the anatomical "ear" in Papanlla Totonac, and the 

semantic extensions that obtain for this prefii are similar to the meanings that obtain for the 

suffix *ma7 in Salish. Table IV below illustrates the extensions that obtain for the prefix EAR in 

Papantla Totonac. 



I ANATOMICAL EAR 

I aqa- chaqT- i *  kin- kam 'I wash my kids' ears.' 
EAR- was h-TR m y-kid 

I aqa- nu-nan 'He wears earrings. ' 
EAR-something hangs 

SENSE OF HEARING OR AUDITORY EAR 
I 

aqa-pina 'He listens when he pays attention.' 
EAR-go 

UNDERSTAND, KNOW BELIEVE 

'He understands.' 

PROTRUSION 

aqa-pa'qlh niot-xa4u 'He broke the jug's handle.' 
EAR-break PRFX-jug 

aqa-staj'-ma ki'wi 'The tree branches are dripping. 
EAR-drip- ASP tree 

TABLE IV : PAPANTLA TOTONAC 

Table V shows the extensions that obtain for the prefix daa- EAR in Takelma (Sapir 1922:77). 

TAKELMA (Sapir 1922) 
ANATOMICAL EAR 

daa- ts'agiip' 'He washed his ears.' 
EAR-wash 

AUDITORY EAR 
LT 

daa- agani- n 'I heard it,' 
EAR-hc~ - 1 SG 

SIDE - 
daa- gelam 'along the river' 
EAR-river 

di *i daa- t'bbc k't'bagams 'They had their hair tied on the sides.' 
EAR 

CHEEB- , 

daa- i-lats'agi-n 'I touched his cheer* 
EAR-touch- 1 SG 

TABLE V: TAKELMA 



The Papantla Totonac and Takelma examples above establish a universal background for the 

semantic extensions that obtain for the lexical suffix EAR. Like the lexical suffix *am7 EAR, the 

prefixes aqa- EAR and daa- EAR denote ornaments and artifacts connected to the anatomical ear. 

the auditory functions of the ear, projections and protrusions, and the lateral axis of the human 

body. Takelma and Papantla Totonac are not genetically related to Salish nor to each other; thus 

the similarity of the semantic extensions that obtain for the anatomical "ear" cross-linguistically 

suggests a universal cognitive pattern. 

4.1 The external anatomid ear. 

This section addresses the prototypical range of meanings for the suffix *anap. The suffix 

refers primarily to the external anatomical car and to objects and utensils related to the car. The 

shape of the external ear, the location of the ear in relation to the general orientation of the body, 

and the fact that ears are matching pairs of body organs are she source concepts from where the 

semantic extensions of the suffix *ana7 arise. Figure 2 below sketches the external ear. 

EXTERNAL EAR 1 

Figure 2: The Anatomical Ear. 

Section 4.1.1 addresses extensions of the suffix that denote the external ear. Section 4.1.1.1 

addresses extensions of the suffur *am7 that refer to the secretion of the ear. Section 4.1. I .2 



addresses extensions denoting artifacts related to the ear. Section 4.1.1.3 addresses expressions 

where the suffix *ma7 combines with active predicates and functions as an incorporated object. 

Section 4.1.1.4 addresses constructions where the suffix *aria' combines with stative predicates 

and the whole expression denotes a physical condition affecting the ear. Section 4.1. i .5 

addresses expressions where the suffix *ana7 appears in terms of animal nomenclature. 

4.1.1 *an a? denoting the uternd "ear". 

The most frequent meaning of the suffix *and7 in this chapter is the anatomical "ear". The 

lexical suffix for EAR attaches to distinct mots in the different branches of the family when 

denoting the anatomical "ear". 

Examples (24) through (29) come from the Central Salish and Tsarnosan branches and 

exhibit the root *iwl - dWaw to which the suffix *ana?attaches. 

Comox (Davis 1 WO:78) 
qWawa=ana 
unglossed=E~R 
'ear' 

Squarnish (Kuipea 1967 b: 122) 
qwal=ab 
unglossed=EAR 
'ear' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 196) 
qwal=4dil 
unglossed=E~R 
'ear' 

Twana (Drachrnan 1969: 1 18) 
qWaPqwd =de 
unglossed (redup.)=E~R 
'ears' 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 390.7) 
q~&iii 
un@ossed=EAR 
'ear' 



(29) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 1 17) 
qwa14i  
unglossed=EAR 
'ear' 

Example (30) has the same root as the above examples, but the expression denotes deafness. 

(30) Saanich (Montler 1986:80) 
q w d f ' b n  
unglosscd=EAR 
'deaf' 

Examples (3 1 ) through (36) come from Interior Salish and also denote the anatomical ear. 

These expressions contain a single consonant to which the suffut *aria' attaches. 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 122) 
h n a ?  
empty morph=E~R 
'ear' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:797) 
LSii 
empty morph=E~R 
'ear' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:83) 
idne 
empty morph=E~R 
bear* 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:177) 
i= Cne? 
empty morph=E~R 
'ear* 

Okmagan (Mattina 1987:308) 
i= h a ?  
empty morph=E~R 
'ear' 



(36) Columbian (Kinkade 1998:272) 
i=ana9 
empty m o r p h = E ~  
'ear' 

Kinkade (1998) argues that the [Consonant + Lexical SuEfii] forms are the original forms from 

which the suffix derives. Central Salish and Tsarnosan have [Root+ Lexical Sulfixj forms to 

denote the anatomical "ear", as in examples (24) through (291, whereas Interior Salish has the 

older [Consonant + Lexical Suffix] form. as in examples (3 1) through (36). The suggested 

historical and morphological developments do not affect the pattern of semantic extensions that 

obtains for the suffix *ana? 

4.1.1.1 *an a? in expressions denoting a part of the ear or a secretion of the ear. 

This section addresses expressions denoting a part of the ear or the secretion of the ear. i t .  

ear wax. Examples (37) and (38) come from Bella Coola and Columbian and denote parts of the 

"car": 

(37) Bclla Coola (Saundcrs and Davis 1975: 172) 
?as-als=ikan 
L O C - ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ = B A C K = E A R ~  

'inner ear* 

(38) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: W558) 
s- k- 1 iip=na? 
NOM-WS-un$lossed=EAR 
'car lobe* 

Examples (39) through (42) come from Bella Coola and Interior Salish and denote "ear wax", 

the natural secretion of the ear. 

(39) BeUa Coola (Saundcrs and Davis 1975: 172) 
s- iwkw=als=ik=an 
NOM-bleed (?)-inside=B ACK=EAR 
'ear wax' 

4 The suff i  for BACK extends to denote CENTERIMIDDLE. ~ h j s  explains the meanings "inner eu" 
and "eu wax" in examples (37) and (39). 



Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:s) 1) 
Ciqw=ana7 
scabtE~R 
"ear wax* 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 168) 
s-x-ckdne 
NOM-LOC-hard spot=EAR 
'ear wax* 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #555) 
s-na-qwiqw=na? 
NOM-POS-unglossed (redup.)=EAR 
'ear wax' 

The predicates in the above examples are not cognate and speak to the v ariety of possible 

root-lexical suffix combinations that may form a given concept. Presumably. the rendering of the 

concept "ear wax" in the above utterances describes the perceived physical properties of the 

substance. We see that rnisccllaneous referential expressions containing the lexical suffix *anay 

denote a part of the ear or the secretion of the ear. 

4.1.1.2 *an a in expressions denoting artifacts dated to (h ear. 

The following cxamplcs come from Interior Salish and denote items used over or around h c  

ears. These expressions represent new coinages describing items introduced after contact time. 

Examples (43) through (45) come from Northern Interior Salish and denote ear-muffs and 

earphones. 

Lllooet (van Eijk l987: 1 17) 
n-qp=ina?- tan 
LOC-COVtx=EAR-NSTR 
'ear muffs' 

Lillooe t (van Eijk l987:207) 
naqw=8na9- tan 
WiUm=EAR-INSTR 

'ear muffs* 



(45) Thompson (Thompson 8r Thompson 19%: 15 1) 
n-lamIum=iii- tn 
LOC-install (redup.)=EAR-INS'IR 
'earphones' 

Examples (46) through (49) come from Southern Interior Salish and denote a head-rest. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 158) 
s- n-qav=ina7 
NOM-LOC-~~~ S ~ U C ~ = E A R  

'pillow, head or ear rest' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 19) 
n - t W n e 7  
LOC-rounded=E~R 
'pillow' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:SO) 
n-qwqwm = h e ?  
LOC-piled up material (redup.)=EAR 
'piled up material used as a pillow' 

Kdis pel (Vogt 1940: 142) 
s-an-&dne? 
NOM-LOC-put down round object=EAR 

'pillow' 

The suffix *ana7 forms pan of expressions that denote ear-dated artifacts in Interior Saiish. 

Within the data examined in this chapter it appears that the suff"i is more productive in Interior 

Salish. 

4.1.1.3 *a nap as an incooporated object denoting the anatomical ear. 

This section addresses instances where the lexical suffix *anal functions as an incorporated 

object. The suffu *aria' refers to the ear in these expressions and combines with predicates that 

are typically transitive. 



The predicates in examples (50) through (54) denote the action of punching. 

Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 172) 
qup=aq=i k a n  
strike with the ~%~=SUF=BACK=EAR 

'to punch someone behind the eart5 

Lillooet (Martina Pierre p.c.) 
tup=ina9-am 
punch with the fist=EAR-MID 
'to punch someone's ear' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 8 14 M7)  
ieqw=h3-t 

strike with the ~~S~=EAR-TR 

'hit him on the ear' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:70) 
n - i q d l i i  
LOC- hi  EAR 

'get hit on ear' 

Spokane (Cdson 1989:99) 
n - i q w f  riel-n 
LOC-slap=EAR- 1 SG 

'I boxed his cars.' 

The predicates in examples (55) through (59) denote h e  action of cutting. 

(55) Saanich (Pidgeon 1970:32) 
qamdn-at 
take clean O~~=EAR-TR 

'take off his ear' 

(56) Upper Chchalis (Kinkade 199 1 :30) 
i u 8 4 i i  
cut O~~=EAR 

'cut off an ear' 

- p p  

* BEHIND is a meaning extension of the suffix for BACK. 
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Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 3.90.7) 
hi% t i t  Sip-an gnu7 qwd=iii 
LOC unglossed hit-rn unglossed unglossed=E~R 
'I hit him on the ear.' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 154) 
Ein ~an-nid$&ne7 
1 SG PREVERB-cut (completive)=EAR 
'My ear got CUL' 

Columbian (Kinkade ad.: #538) 
k-immdna? 
POS-cut (redup.)== 
'He cut his ear.' 

The predicates in examples (60) and (6 1)  denote the action of washing. 

(60) Saanich (Pidgeon 1970:32) 
kkw=tin-at 
WS~=EAR -TR 
'wash your ears* 

(6 1 )  Lushoouecd (Hess 1976:7) 
Bgw.;a l=di"- b 
wash=CON=EAR-MID 

'wash eius' 

The predicates in cxamples (62) through (67) denote actions such as 'stab", "scratch", "pick", 

"poke", and "pull". 

(62) Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:2753 
ciq=ay=ah 
sta ~=CON=EAR 

'stab someone in the ear' 

(63) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:95) 
n-suplna7-am 
LOC-scra tc h=EAR-MID 

'to scratch one's ear* 



Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
Akw=5na- t 
pick with ends of f i n g e r = E ~ ~ - ' ~ ~  
'grab someone by the ear' 

Shuswap (Kuipea 1974: 195) 
x-i W n e  
LOC-PO~~=EAR 
'get poked in the ear' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:73) 
n-Cxw=&ii-n-s 
LOC-drip s~ow=EAR-TR-3SG 

'put drops in someone's ear' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:27) 
k-ckwckw=ina3 
ASPRSLT-to pull (redup.)=EAR 
'to pull the ears' 

The Coeur d' Alcne example number (68) is translated by Reichard as "he was car-sprinkled 

emphasizing the fact that the suffix incorporates to the predicate. 

(68) Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938565) 
hi n l d l a l = e n e ' h n t - m  
LOC-sprinkle (redup.)=EAR-SUF-MID 
'he was ear-sprinkled' 

Summing up, the examples above are cases of object incorporation when the lexical suffii 

*;ma7 EAR attaches to transitive active predicates. 

The following examples denote the perforation of the ears for wearing ornaments or eanings. 

Semantically, expressions (69) through (73) below denote ear piercing, and their predicates have 

glosses such as "prick", "makc a hole", "tear", and "perforace". The lexical suffix *anap refers to 

thc anatomical ear, 



Bella Cooh (Natet 1990: 13) 
nu-cq=als=ik=an 
PRFX-prick-inside=B ACK=EAR 

'to have a pierced ear'6 

Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. b: 1 14 #17) 
qW&=n e 9- t 

pass through=E~R-TR 
'pierce h e  ears' 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.40.1 1 )  
M L w a l i  
picrce=E~R 
'pierced ear' 

Upper Chchalis (Kinkade 199 1 :6 1 )  
cIqw=6 
te;lr=EAR 
'ear tom (after being pierced)' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:247) 
htqdna7 
pierce=EAR 
'pierced car' 

Exprcssions (74) and (75) denote pierced ears and contain an aspectual prefix. 

(74) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:423) 
%s-bpKpdii 
ASP-prick (rcdup.)=E~R 
'have pierced ears' 

(75) Kalispel (Vogt 194: 157) 
es-ptkw=6ne9 
ASP-pcrf~lil~ =EAR 

'His ear is perforated.' 

Expressions (76) and (77) are nominaiizations and denote pierced ears. 

See footnote 4. 



(76) Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:296) 
s-qwah=a y =ah 
NOM-hole through=CON=E~R 
'holes through the ears' 7 

(77) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #547) 
s-SWaf PaT=iina? 
NOM- holes (redup .)=EAR 
'pierced ears' 

Examples (78) through (82) denote earrings and come from Centnl Salish and Tsarnosan 

languages. These expressions are nominalizations and contain predicates such as "pierce", 

"spear", and "stretch". 

(78) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s-irqw3na 
NOM-piercc=E~R 
'earring' 

(79) Lushootsced (Hess 1976:6) 
S-%agwadi9 
NOM-spear== 
'earring' 

(80) Saanich(Mont1er 1986:80) 
s- 1q=an 
NOM-unglossed=EAR 
'earring' 

(8 1 )  Saanich (Pidgeon 1970:32) 
s-qw=5na9 
NOM-mtch (?)=EAR 

'earring' 

The root in this example is apparently cognate with that of the Hakornelem example (70). 
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(82) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.38.6) 
t6kw=ihn-u9 
piercc=EAR-DIMIN 
'earning' 

The Southern Interior examples (84) through (85) are norninalizations denoting the concept 

"earring". 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 18 1) 
s- n-Vacfacdna? 
NOM-LOC-tie (redup.)=E~R 
'earrings' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 126) 
s-n-facYacdne9 
NOM-LOC-tic   red up.)=^^^ 
'earrings ' 

The Northern Interior examples (86) through (88) below also denote the concept "curing". 

These root-lexical suffix combinations do not require the nominalizer s- nor an instrurncntal 

suffix* 

(86) Lillooct (van Eijik l987:2 14) 
qoiq=ina7 
omarnent=EAR 
'earring' 

(87) Shuswap (Kuipen 1974:208) 
knpsne 
squeezc=EAR 
'earring' 



(88) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:97) 
Lz=t%i 
pric k = W  
'earring' 

We see that predications denoting ear-piercing have active predicates, and that l e  lexical 

suffix * m a 7  functions as an incorporated object. The conceptudizations and word formation 

patterns that underlie the concept "earring" in different branches of Salish vary from denoting 

"something that is tied to the ear", to denoting "somelhing that squeezes the eaf'. 

4.1.1.4 * m a ?  in expressions denoting specific conditions affkcting the ear. 

The lexical suffix for EAR attaches to predicates h a t  translate as "swollen*'. "broken", "itchy". 

"bleeding", "dirty", and "dry". 

Expressions (89) through (9 1) denote swollen ears. 

Bclla Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 172) 
pus-m=ik=an 
swell up-S W = B  ACK=EAR 

'have a swelling in the ear' 

Lillooct (van Eijk 1987:39) 
n-pawana7-  tkan 
LOC-be swdlcn=EAR- 1 SG 

'I have a swollen ear. ' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:232) 
paw=hi 
swell up=EAR 
' e m  swell up inside' 

Expressions (92) through (96) denote an m a y  of conditions affecting the car. The examples 

come from Saanich. Squamish, Kalispel. a d  Columbian. 

(92) Saanich (Pidgeon 1970:32) 
takW=&n 
bro ken=EAR 

'broken ear' 



Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:274) 
caqway=ah 
bleed=CON=EAR 
'have one's ears bleeding' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 159) 
f in  n-qaupdne7 
I SG LOC-itch=EAR 
*My car itches.' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 170) 
f in n - i c l i i i d n c ~  
1SG LOC-dirty  redu up.)=^^^ 
'My ears are dirty.' 

Colurnbian (Kinkade nod.: #572) 
n- takWtakw- p d n a ?  
POS-stuffy, smother (redup.)-ASkEAR 
'ears plugged (at high elevation)' 

Expressions (97) through (105) refer to pain felt in he car. 

(97) Bella Coola (Nater l9W: 13) 
nu- ta-kan-als=ik=an 
PRFX-LOC- hurt-inside-BACK=EAR 
'to have an earache'g 

(98) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.10 1.12) 
qw5m[kwi l a 6 1  
ache (?) [unglossed=EAR] 
'earache' 

(99) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:236) 

'have an earache' 

8 See footnote 4. 



S huswap (Kuipers 1974:205) 
x - k a p d n e  
LOC-sick=EAR 
'have a sore ear' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 178) 
x- iaI4ne  
LOC- ~ U ~ ~ = E A R  
'have ears throb' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 1 13) 
n -6a 'k in  a7 

LOC- hurt=EAR 

'car ache' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 13) 
s-n-k%=4ne9 
NOM-LOCOache=E~R 
'earache' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #53S) 
na-qil=na? 
POS-s ic k=EAR 

'earache' 

Kalispel (Vopt 1940: 140) 
Ei n cs-an-ia'Va91 =6ne?-i 
I SG ASP-LOC-ache (~~~uQ.)=EAR-ASP 

'My ears are aching.' 

We see that in the above examples the lexical suffix for EAR attaches to predicates that denote 

a condition hat affects the car. 

Before finishing his section, I will introduce a metaphorical extension of the suffix in which 

the lexical sufFi *anas delimits the expanse of a smile. The predicate in this example is stative 

and the semantics of this p ~ d i c a t e  plus lexical suffi corn bination has universal resonance. 



(106) Lllooet (van Eijk 1987:259) 
n-KWasKwfs=ana~ 
LOC-smile (redup.)=E~R 
'smile all the time' 

The i m a p  conveyed in example (106) above is of someone "smiling from ear to ear'. 

Structurally, this is achieved with the reduplicated root "smile" and the lexical suffix for EAR. 

The lexical suffix *ana7 also appears in expressions that refer to animals. Semantically, the 

expressions that follow denote attributes perceived as characteristic or distinctive of the e m  ooE 

certain animals. The connection can also be mythological, referring to the appearance of the 

animal after events that take place in a myth or story in which an animal is r protagonist. 

( 107) Lushootsced (Hess 1976:7) 
kwf =ayadi? 
wild=CON=EAR 
'rabbit (wild cars)' 

( 108) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.101.12) 
q w i 9 q w g  ~6 

unglossed (redup.)=EAR 

( 109) Columbim (Kinkade n.d.: #545) 
n-iai=iinaq 
POS-to rn, tear=EAR 
'wolf 9 

(1 10) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:216) 
n-il=Vina' 
LOC-lorn, tear=EAR 
'wolf '0 

The name of the wolf in Columbian comes from a myth (Dale Kinlrade p-c.) 
lo The suffix has a pharyngeal increment in the Okanagan example (1 10). 



This concludes the discussion of the anatomical and related meanings that obtain for the 

lexical suffix *ana7 EAR. 

4.1.2 Summary and distribution of the anatomical meanings of *am?. 

Table VI shows the distribution of the anatomical meanings that obtain for the lexical suffix 

*anay EAR in Salish and summarizes the content of section 4.1, 

DISTRlBUTION PATTERN OF 

ANATOMICAL EXTENSIONS 

EAR "Earring" 
_' . . -  " ' 

EAR "Ear-muff' and "%arphones" 

TABLE VI: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF ANATOMICAL EXTENSIONS 

The suffix for EAR in Salish denotes the anatomical "ear" in humans and animals throughout 

the family. Expressions related to the "ear" containing the suffix *ana'dcnote wax", "ear- 

muffs", "'earphones", "'earrings", and "pillow". At least two of these expressions, "earphones" 

and ""ear-muffs" must be new coinages. 

4.2 *a nay denoting matched pain and bilateral location. 

This section addresses expressions where the lexical suffix *ana7 refcrs to parts of the body 

that are matched pairs and are adjacent to the ear, or to animal body puts chat are matched pairs. 

The lexical suffix *ana7 appears in expressions denoting temples, cheeks, shoulders, and in 

expressions denoting hair arrangements such as braids and sideburns. It also appears in 

expressions denoting wings. gills, flippers, and horns. Rather than denoting h e  anatomical ear. 

the suffix denotes r location adjacent to the ear. or a location paralleling the location of the ear in 

the body of animais. Section 4.2.1 addresses expressions denoting the temples; section 4.2.2 

addresses expressions denoting the cheeks; section 4.2.3 addresses expressions denoting 



sideburns; section 4.2.4 addresses expressions denoting braids: section 4.2.5 addresses 

expressions denoting the shoulders: section 4.2.6 addresses expressions denoting gills, wings, 

flippers and horns. 

4.2.1 *a n a 7 denoting "temples". 

The temples are the flattened areas located at each side of the forehead just above the eus. 

The lexical suffix *ma7 denotes the p n e d  location of the temples in examples ( 1 1 11 through 

(1 13). The semantic path of the suffix is EAR > TEMPLE. The suffix is labeled EAR in the examples 

that follow, 

Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 172) 
s p a n  
hit=E~R 
'temple' 

Shuswap (Kuipen 1974:2 14) 
x- km-enc 
LOC-xeih=EAR 

'temple (of head)' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996- 1 1 1) 
n-krn=hii 
tOC-surfacc=~~~€ 
'temple, side of the Cace' 

The Columbian examples below denote the temple area with two lexical suffixes insrad of 

just one. In examples ( 1  14) and (1 15) the lexical suffix for MOUTH. in its extension EDGE. 

precedes the suffix for EAR. 

(1 14) Columbian ( K i h d e  n.d.: #546) 
n - k m r n a i a 7  
POS-area=MOUTH =EAR 
'temple' l 1  

The meaning EDGE is an expected semantic extension of the suffix for MOUTH. This explains 
examples (1 14) and (1 15). 



( 1 15) Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: #560) 
n-ieqwsn=iiha9-a8 
WS-slap (?)=MOUTH=EAR-TR 
'slap someone on the temple' 

In expression ( 1 16) the lexical suffix for TML which extends to denote END. precedes the lexical 

suffix for EAR, 

(1 16) Columbian (Kinkadc n.d.: M57) 
n-moqwap=ziBa7 
POS-mound=TAIL=EAR 
'bulge on the side of the face' 

Examples (1 17) through (12 1) below contain semantically transitive predicates. The suffix 

*aria? EAR denotes the general area of the head affected by the action implied in the predicate. 

These expressions are analogous to the English expression "box his ears". and the suffix denotes 

the temples. 

Lushoorsecd (Hess 1976:5,6) 
7u-dxw- ts=zSI=adP-d-ab 
ASP-PRFX-punch=EAR-sUF-MID 

'I want to punch him on the side of the face.' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 147) 
bq~-ii i-  n 
slap=EAR JSUB 
'slap on the head' 

Upper Chehdis (Kinkade 199 1 : 125) 
sahiiri-n 
strike=EAR+3SUB 
'strike on the head ' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 199670) 
n-Cqdbi-s 
LOC- hit=EARI3SG 

'hit someone on the side of the head' 



( 121) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:70) 
64diii 
hi t=EAR 

'get hit on the side of the head* 

The lexical suffix *ana7 EAR refers to side area of the head that are adjacent to the ear in 

examples ( 1 17) through ( 12 1 ). This area is usually known as the temple area. 

4.2.2 *an a 7 denoting 44&eek". 

The portion of the face located below eye level and towards the ear is referred to as h e  

cheek m a .  The suffix *ana7 EAR denotes the general location of the cheeks in examples (122) 

through ( 124). The semantic path of the suffix EAR >CHEEK, and the suffix is labeled EAR. 

Halkomelem (Sutdes in prep. a) 
~ - x w - a i i * i a n a  
NOM-LOC-unglossed=EAR 
'cheek* 12 

Squamish (Kuipcrs 1967 b: 122) 
ciq=ah 
s t a b = m  
'get one cheek stabbed' 

Squarnish (Kuipers 1967b:258) 
naxw-miiw=ah 
PRFX-cdge=EAR 
'cheek' 

Examples (125) through (129) come from Central Salish and Northern Interior Salish and 

denote the cheek of a fish, which is considered a delicacy. 

(125) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s-333=an3 
NOM-unglossed=EAR 
'head portion of the salmon (cheek)'l3 

l 2  The NOMINALIZER S- becomes 5- before the LOCATIVE xw- in Musqueam. 
l 3  The form 758 in example (125) could be the lexical s u f f i i  for mouth used as a root. 



Lushoorsced (Bates et al. l W : 2  18) 
ta 1 =adP 
d o l l s u = ~ ~ ~  
'cheeks of fish (lit. money on the side)' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:236) 
b=&div 

unglossed=E~R 
'cheeks of fish' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:274) 
q7dii-tn 
~ ~ U ~ = E A M N S T R  

'cheek meat of any fish* 

The expressions above refer to fish, the lexical suffix *ana7 ~ ~ d e n o l e s  a location in the body of 

the fish construed as parallel to the genenl location of the human ears. 

( 129 Columbian (Kinkade n-d.: #57 1 )  
n=cji);ap&na9 
WS-unglossed=TAIL=E~R 
'branded on the cheek* 

Expression (129) denoles the cheek area and the lexical suffix for TAIL denoting END precedes the 

lexical suffix for EAR. 

4.2.3 *a n P ' in expCQSSions denoting "sideburns". 

The sideburns arc the continuation of the hair line in the area immediately in front of thc ear. 

The root predicates in these utterances denote "hair". The lexical suffix *anay denotes the 

general location of the "hair" in relation to the ear. The semantic path of he suffix is EAR > 

sloesur~.The suffix is labeled WI in the examples that follow. 

( 1 30) Bclla Cooia (Saunders and Davis 1975: 172) 
quwp-{=an 
hair-SuF=E~R 
'side bums' 



Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 190) 
qw~iqwifib=adi7 
grey hair (redup.)=E~~ 
'gray side bums' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:378) 
'as-n-(w)up=in i7 

A S P - L O C - ~ ~ ~ ~ = E A R  

'style of long sideburns' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 108) 
n-upupdne? 
LOG hair (redup.)=E~R 
'side bums' 

The examples above denotes matched pairs in h e  general area of the ears. 

4.2.4 *an a in expressions denolng "braids". 

This section addresses expressions denoting braids that contain the lexical suffix *ana? A 

braid is made by intertwining three or more strands of hair to make a long chain. The hair is 

usually divided in two even sections and each section is further divided into three strands that arc 

folded over each other to form a chain or braid. Prototypically, braids fall on the sides of the 

face, over or behind the ears. The suffix *anaYdenotes this location. The semantic palh of the 

suffix is MR. BRAID. The suffix is labeled EAR in the examples that follow. 

( 134) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 174) 
93s-n-fiamx=hi 
G S P - L O C - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = E A R  
'have hair in two braids' 

Figure 3 below depicts the position of the braids on a woman's head lollowing the model 

provided in example ( 134). 



Figure 3: Prototypical Braids. 

Examples (1 35) through ( 140) below contain predicates meaning "braid". The lexical suffix 

*ana7 indicates the placement or location of the braids. The examples come from Central and 

Interior Salish. 

Lushootseed (Hess 1976:7) 
iab14y=diq-d 
b r a i d = C o N = W - ~ ~  
'braids her hair' 

Lushootseed (Hess 197637) 
'as- ia bia b~ dy =d P- d 
ASP-braid (rcdup.)=CoN=E~R-TR 
'braided hair' 

Lillooel (van Eijk 1987:224) 
qaq'l4na' 
braid (redup.)=EAR 
'braided hair' 

Shuswap (Kuipea 1974:240) 
s- t-qle ='%he 
NOM-LOC-braid=EAR 
'person with braids' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989~73) 
hec-qP&nk-y 
ASP-braided== 
'She has braided hair.' 



( 140) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #541) 
s-k-palpil=nav 
NOM-POS-braid (redup.)=E~R 
'She has braided hair. ' 

The Columbian examples (141) and (142) denote "girl" and "maiden". Traditionally, the 

position of braids on women has cultural significance. One braid in the back identified a married 

woman, while two braids around the ears signaled a girl available for marriage (Martha Pierre 

p.c.). We can only surmise that the suffix *an a7 in examples ( 14 1) and (142) refers to the 

traditional use of braids by women and denotes a hair arrangement that falls on the sides of the 

head. 

(141 ) Columbim (Kinkadc n-d.: #568) 
k-yafw=dna7 
POS-gathcr=EAR 
'girl' 

( 142) Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: M69) 
k - i h l n a "  
POS-unglossed=EAR 
'maiden' 

Unbraidcd hair seemed to have a social connotation. In example (143), unbnided hair is 

equated with seduction. 

( 143) Spokane (Carlson N89: 107) 
k w  &fWxw=ne3 

?SG unbnidcd hair (rrdup.)=E~R 
'YOU are a seductress.' 

Example (144) remarks on the fact that someone's hair has become unbraided. 

(144) Spokane (Carison 1989: 107) 
s-n- wIxW=nc3 
NOM-LOC-un brrrid=EAR 
'Her hair has become unbraided.' 



Example (145) below refers to the tassels on a horse. The lexical suffix *anay denotes the 

general area of the ear. 

(145) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:269) 
x - y l - p d n e - t n  
LOC-wound ~ S O U ~ ~ - A S P = W - ~ N S T R  
'tassels on side of horse's head' 

This concludes the discussion of expressions denoting braids or tassels that contain the lexical 

suffix *arr a3 EAR. 

4.2.5 *a n a in expressions denoting 'Shoulders". 

The lexical suffix for EM denotes l e  shoulder area in the examples below. The literal 

meanings of expressions (146) through (149) are '&ear bone". "ear area", "tied on the ear 

instrument", and "ear-paddle instrument". These expressions focus on the puallcl location of 

e u s  and shoulders along the lateral axis of the body. The semantic path of the suffix is EAR > 

SHOULDER. It reflects lateral axis of the body and the fact that cus and shoulders arc aligncd 

along this axis. The suffix is labeled EAR in the examples that follow. 

Bella Cooia (Saunden and Davis 1975: 172) 
s-cap=an 
NOM- bone=EAR 
'clavicle' 

Shuswap (Kuipers l974:2 13) 
t -kmdn  
LOC-Uea=EAR 
'shoulder' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:247) 
1-qWWne- te n 
LOC-tie on=EAR -INSTR 
'suspenders' 



(149) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:341) 
taK=hi- tn 
paddle=EAR -DISTR 
'shoulder blade' 

The lexical suffix *ana7 EAR appears in expressions that denote the anatomical shoulders in 

the examples above. Boch the lexical suffix for EAR and the lexicai suffix for SHOULDER can 

denote the lateral axis of the body. since their location is perpendicular to the FRONT~ACK axis or 

thc body denoted by the suffixes For BELLY and BACK. In Salish. the anatomical shoulders are 

usually denoted by the lexical suffix *af an.14 

l4  See the following examples: 

Halkomelern (Suttles in prep. a) 
l a q = d d K m  
end=CON=SHOULDER 
'front quarter of deer' 

Lus hootsccd (Hess 1976: 1 3) 
s- ta b=l=jiKad 
NOM-thing that =CON=SHOULDER 
'shoulder' 

Upper Chchalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 162) 
~ a h l i a n  
 SHOULDER 
'animal's s houldcr breaks' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:330) 
skdiin 
hit with S~~C~=SHOUW)ER 

'get hit on the shoulder' 

Okanagm (Mattina 1987:87) 
n - W - p a k n - n t  
LOC-slip on-ASPSHOULDER - TR 
'loop something over the shoulder' 



4.2.6 *a n a in expressions denolng 66glls7', 6W*ings", "fti p pen7", and "horns". 

Exiunplcs ( 150) through ( 15 1) denote "gills", "wings". "flippers", and "horns" in the bodies 

of animals. The suffix for EAR conveys the bilateral location of these body parts. These 

extensions of the suffix are the first intimation that the suffibc for EAR extends to denote the 

locationd reference point SIDE. 

The following examples come from Central Salish and Interior Salish and denote the "gill" of 

fish. The "gills" are construed as located in the general area that would correspond to the e u s  in 

a human body. Thc semantic path of the sufix is EAR >GILL. The suffix is labeled EAR in the 

examples that follow. 

(150) Comox (Kennedy and Bouchard L983) 
xwdn a? 
unglossed=E~R 
'gill arch' 

( 1 5 1 ) Lushootsced (Bates et al. 1 99454) 
ti1 k=adi7 
fin=€AR 
'pectoral fin (close to the gill)' 

( 152) Lillooct (van Eijk 1987:8 1) 
n-iern=ldna? 
LOC- bonc( ?)=CON=EAR 

'bonc around the gill' 

Example (153) comes from Central Salish and denotes "wing". The scmantic path of the 

suffix is EAR > WING. ~f lecdng the symmetry of paired organs and their bilateral location. The 

suffix is labeled EAR in the examples that follow. 

(1 53) Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:380) 
yd=ab 
unglossed=E~R 
'wing' 



Example (154) comes from Thompson and denotes "flippers". The lexical suffix *ana7 

denotes matched pairs and the lateral symmetrical location of the flippers on the body of a seal. 

The semantic path of the suffix is EAR. FLIPPER, reflecting matched pairs and their bilateral 

location. The suffix is labeled EAR in the examples that follow. 

(1 54) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:276) 
n-qay=lii 
LOC-unglossed=E~~ 
'flipper of seal' 

Examples (155) and (156) come from Columbian and denote he antlers in deer. Thc 

semantic path of the suffix is EAR w H o R N / A ~ E R ,  reflecting the symmetry of matchcd pairs and 

bilateral location. The suffix is labeled EAR in the examples that follow. 

(155) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: 4651) 
txWtxw4na7 
unglossed (redup.)=EAR 
'spiked deer' 

( 156) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #552) 
rnakwmiil;~=na~ 
unglossed (redup.)=EAR 
'fawns in fall (with buttons for horns)' 

In the above examples, the lexical suffix *ana7 forms part of expressions denoting body 

organs that come in pairs and are located on the sides of the body. 



4.2.7 Summary and distribution of the ear adjacency extensions of the sfli i .  

Table VII below shows the distribution of adjacency extensions by branch and sums up 

section 4.2. 

DISTRIBUTION PAlTERNS OF 

LATERAL SYMMETRICAL PAIRS 

I 

EAR "Temples" 
C 

EAR "Cheeks" 
EAR "Sideburns" 

b 

EAR "Braids" 
C- 

EAR "Shou~ders" 

TABLE VII: BRANCH DISTRSBUTION OF BILATERALLY LOCATED PAIRS 

In h e  examples considered in this section, the suffix *aria? denotes a location acijaccnt to the 

anatomical ear, or bilateral location on an animal's body paralleling the locations of the cars. 

These examples are translated into English as tcmples, cheeks, sideburns, braids. shoulders. 

wings, gills. flippers, and horns in different languages of the family. 

4.3 The internal auditory ear. 

Along with the external anatomical the suffix 'ana7 denotes the intcrnal or auditory 

"ear". 1 will examine here those meaning of the suffix that derive from the auditory function of 

the ear, or sense of hearing. 

Predicates of hearing in Standard Avenge European languages usually give rise to two types 

of verbs, each with a different semantic implication. Whereas "hear" means to perceive with the 

ears, "listen" means to hear with thoughtful attention. In its auditory extension the lexical suffix 

for EAR forms part of expressions conveying both these meaning. 



A sense of undivided attention in the context of listening is salient to the meanings expressed 

by the suffix *ma? In the Squamish example that follows, listening is equated with settling 

one's ears upon what is said. 

(1 57) Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:263) 
t fway=ab -  im 
sc ~ ~ ~ ~ = c o N = E A R - S U F  
'makc sure (lit. settle one's ears)' 

The lexical suffix * a m 7  EAR in the examples that follow denotes the auditory function of' the 

car. Scction 4.3.1 addresses the auditory meanings of the suffix. Section 4.3.2 addresses the 

meaning "sound" for the suffix. 

4.3.1 *a nap in expressions denoting auditory functions. 

The lexical suffix *ana7 appears in expressions that denote listening in examples (158) 

through (169). The predicates in these examples mean "to stop", "to ask", " to  obey", "to open", 

and "lo be strongTT, and speak to the quality of attention necessary for proper listening. 

Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 172) 
9anu-s-cayan-m 
ASP-PRFX-s top=EAR-M(D 
'to be listening (lit stopped ears)' 

Halkomclem (Suttles in prep. b: 5 14 #17) 
xw-%j.=ane? 
LOC-~OO~=EAR 

'listen' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967b:260) 
ikw=ay=ah-min 
unglossed=CON=eAR-SW 
'listen to' 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 4.18.8) 
qiyVna6-am 
unglossed=€~R-MID 
'pay attention, listen' 



(162) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 4.42.2) 
a5xw vans f i k i h - a m  
NEG 1 SG unglossed=EAR-MID 
'I don't want to listen' 

( 163) Shuswap (Kuipea l974:ZS 1)  
c- k a i d h - m  
RSLT-to obey=EAR-MID 
'to listen' 

(164) Lillooet(vanEijk 1987:170) 
Lal=&Lmin-an-cut 
quie  EAR-S UF-TR-RFU( 
'to listen to one's own advice' 

( 165) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:39) 
k-ywywdna? 
ASPkSLT-strong (redup.)=E~R 
'listen' 

( 166) Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 163) 
Cin sCu=ne" 
~ S G  &=EAR 

'I listen.' 

(167) Spokane (Carlson 1989:45) 
f - l f w t i w - p i n e ?  
DIR-open (redup.)-AS P=EAR 

'He started listening.' 

(168) Spokane (Carlson 1989:83) 
sdw=nes-9 
ask=EAR-IMP SG 
'Listen to me!' 

( 169) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: 4663) 
xik=ana? 
unglossed=EAR 
'listen' 



The Lushooueed example (170) below is different. The predicate itself is glossed "to hear''. 

( 170) tushootseed (Hess 1976~7) 
lbh-..l=iidi') 
~~&ON=EAR 

'to hear' 

If listening implies attention, as explained above, deafness is defined as an impediment that 

prevents listening. Examples (17 1) through (175) describe the concept of deafness wi& 

expressions having cognate predicates. These predicates translate into English as "stopped up". 

"stilled, and "stuffy". 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 155) 
c-x- takwtkwdne 
RSLT-LOC-stopped up (redup.)=E~R 
' d e s  

Lillooet (van Eijk 198759) 
n- tkw=dna3 
N0~-sti l l=E~R 
'deaf' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 198759) 
ka-n- takw=haq-a 
ASP-LOC-s tiHed=EAR-S UF 

'to get deafened' 

Columbian (Kinkadc n.d.: #543) 
n- takwtkwdna9 
POS-stuffy, smother (redup.)=E~R 
'hard of hearing' 

Examples (175) through (178) also denote deafness. The predicates in these expressions 

translate into English as "be closed" and "to lack". 



Quinauit (Gibson n.d.: 2.75 10) 
xw69n =a9aii 
unglossed=EAR 
'deaf' 

Quinault (Gibson n-d.: 4.18.8) 
tfilqw=i6 
unglossed=EAR 
'deaf' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 139) 
%c- taqdb 
ASP-closed=EAR 
'deaf' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:349) 
tamdhi-(n)-s 
~c~=EAR-SUF-~SG 
'prevent someone from hearing something' 

In example (179) the cause that prevents someone from listening is specified. 

( 179) Spokane (Carlson 1989:67) 
f -pupu- p d n c ?  
DIR-echo (redup.)-ASP=EAR 
'He can't hear because of all the noise.' 

In the Southern Interior examples (180) through (182) below, the suffix for EAR attaches to a 

predicate glossed as "touch. The composite meanings of these utterances ye clear, but do not 

reflect the sum of the meaning denotcd by their parts. It is easy to see how a "'closed ear" may 

convey the notion of deafness, but it is not at all clear how a "touched ear" can convey the same 

notion. 

( 180) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:205) 
n- tqtqdna? 
LOC-touch (redup.)== 
'deaf' 



Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 169) 
es-an- t q d n e ?  
NOM-LOC -touch=EAR 
'He is deaf in one ear,' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:90) 
he-n- tq tqdne?  
ASP-LOC-touch (redup.)=E~~-SUF 
'He is deaf.' 

The suffix *ana7 in the examples above has the meaning w and denotes the sense of 

hearing. Thc difference between the suffix denoting the 'banatomical ear" in concrete notions, 

such as "carring". and the "auditory ear" in abstract notions. such as "listening", depends on the 

type of predicate to which the suffix attaches. 

The sense of hearing allows humans to obtain information by means of listening. Thus, 

listening is tantamount to the acquisition of information, and implies knowledge and 

understanding. In societies where traditional knowledge is passed on by word of mouth. one who 

is unable to comprehend speech cannot acquire knowledge. The consequence of deafness is 

deprivation from knowledge. Deafness, rather than being considered a physical impairment, is 

equated with lack of understanding. This state of affairs must have been true at one point in the 

English speaking cultures, since the word "dumb denotes both inability to speak and stupidity. 

In the following examples, knowledge, understanding, and belief arc conveyed by expressions 

that contain the suffix for EAR. 

In the Lushootsecd examples (183) and (184) below, inability to understand is blamed on r 

'bconfused" or "stilled" ear. 

(183) Lushootseed (Hess 1976:6) 
9as-dza%=al=idi~-rn id (Sad 
ASP-confused= CON=EAR-SUF 1 SG. 
'I misunderstood it.' 



( 184) Lushootseed (Hess 19765) 
"as- tkWSidP 
ASP-s tilled (?)=EAR 

'not understand' 

In Quinault the suffix appears in expressions that denote understanding and knowledge. 

(1 85) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 5.33.6) 
k?xw sagwapel Ebh Eit 
NEG unglossed=EAR IPL 
'We don't understand it.' 

( 186) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 4.36.10) 
7f1 p=a7a6 
in front=EAR 
'foretell' 

In the Spokane utterance (1 87) below, inability to understand is ascribed to a "wrong ear"15. 

( 187) Spokane (Carlson 1989:83) 
n-sisidnc' 
LOC-wrong (redup.)=E~R 
'He is one who cannot comprehend.' 

Expressions ( 188) through ( 189) denote knowledge. belief, and intelligencc. 

( 188) Spokane (Carlson 198953) 
n-mimydne'  
LOC-know ( ~ c ~ u ~ . ) = E A R  

'He is smart.' 

( 189) Spokane (Carlson 1989:86) 
he-n-s6xwdne9 
ASP-LoCcomprehend=EAR 
'He knows a language.' 

We are left at a Ioss, after reading the English gloss of (L87), not knowing what prevents 
understanding. 



( 190) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 123) 
Wl-pdhe?  
poke-ASP=EAR 

'He believed it without a doubt.' 

The Okanagan examples below denote informed consent and belief. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:239) 
kan x"=ina'' 
ISG agree=EAR 
'I consent,' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987 :227) 
n-wnxw=ina7-tn 
Loc-Cruly=EAR-msm 
'belief 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:226) 
S-n-wnxW=ina% 
NOM -LOC-U~IY=EAR-~POSS 
'one's believing' 

The Kalispel examples below denote belief and understanding. 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 155) 
Gin nunnxw=6neq 
1 SG believc=E~R 
'I believe something.' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 166) 
t i n  n-s6xw-..ncv 
I SG LOC-understand=E- 
'I understand.' 

The following examples come from Interior Salish and refer to different fact-finding 

situations. 



(196) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:42 1) 
Eak-pdhi 
know-ASP=EAR 

'find the truth about something' 

(197) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987~63) 
tafw-p=al=bna9 
straight-ASP-CON=EAR 
'to find something out' 

( 198) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:235) 
nqwai -  u tdna?  
N O M - S ~ ~ ~ ~ - S U F = E A R  
'hint' 

( 199) Shuswap (Kuipen 1974:266) 
x-waydne-mn-s 
LOC-~~V~~~C~=EAR-SUF-~SG 
'to get informed* 

(200) Shuswap (Kuipea 1974: L 58) 
x- tgW=en-m 
LOC-sVaight=EAR-MID 
'to correct somebody's information' 

(20 1 ) Okmagan (Mattina 1987: 104) 
k-my-p=ina? 
RSLT-be sure-ASP=EAR 
'find out the truth* 

Example (202) denotes knowledge gained through listening. 

(202) Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 197% 172) 
%xws=an 
perceived. I c a m e d = ~  
'to know something (after being told)' 



In the Thompson example below, the allusion is perhaps to music, since the expression 

denotes something sweet to the ear. This use represent a metaphorical extension for the predicate 

Ie7x "sweet", since the quality of sweetness applies to sound. 

(203) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 168) 
n-ievx &hi 
LOC-sweet=EAR 
'sounds sweet' 

The Southern Interior examples (204) and (205) below express delight in listening to 

something. 

(204) Okanagrn (Mattinr 1987:255) 
c-n-jisdna7-n t 
ASP-LOC-~OO~=EAR-TR 

'enjoy listening to something.' 

(205) Coeur d' Alcnc (Barthmaier 1996:77) 
han- %~ss=inaq 
LOC-~OO~=EAR 

'He was delighted.' 

The hearing extensions of the suffix for EAR cover a ground that comprises notions of 

listening, deafness. knowledge, belief, information, and consent. Each of these notions in English 

requires a distinct word. It would seem that these uses of the suffix *ana7 EM point to h e  

primary role listening has in the context of an oral tradition, or in a non-literate society. 

4.3.2 *a n r in expressions denoting "sound9'. 

The suffix *ana7 appears in expressions that denote the perception of sound without the 

added attention that listening requires. Sound is a sensation perceived by the inner ear and caused 

by sound waves propagating through the air. The meaning SOUND for the suffix obtains in Ccnud 

and Interior Salish. The suffm may occurs with numeral predicates and its semantic path is EAR 

SOW. The suffm is glossed EAR in the examples that follow. 



What we see in example (206) is the lexicalization of that which is perceived through the ear, 

i.c. sound. 

(206) Lushootseed (Bates e t al. 1994:26) 
l ixw=alddi7  
three=CON=EAR 
'three sounds' 

In the Central Salish and Tsamosan examples (207) through (208). rhe suffk respectively refers 

to the sound of thunder, an echo, and the sound of shooting. 

Lushootsccd (Hess 19765) 
Xwiqw=adi7 
unglossed=EAR 
'thunder' 

Lushootseed (Bates ct al. 1994:242) 
iii&adi? 
S ~ O O ~ = E A R  

'fire a shot' 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.1 5.3) 
gwai  t=a?aii 
unglossed=EAR 
'echo' 

the Northern Interior Salish examples (2 10) and (2 1 I), the suffix denotes r sound or noise. 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:23) 
x-ci&!y=na 
LOC-unglossed (redup.)=EAR 
'have a ringing in one's ear' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 102) 
La$-stdrii 
quie t-SUF=EAR 
'I don't hear my noise.' 



In Southern Interior Salish the suffii can denote non-specific noises, as in the Okanagan and 

Columbian examples (2 12) and (2 13): 

(2 12) Okanagan (Mattina 198750) 
kw- p=ina9 
finish-ASP=EAR 
'sound is gone' 

(2 13) Columbian (Kinkadc n.d,: #570) 
na- hQy=na? 
POS-annoy, t ire=E~R 
'get annoyed by noise' 

Expression (2 14) refers to a sound-emitting source that prevents someone from sleeping. 

(214) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 1 13) 
en El-xwbs=ne3 
I SG LOC-awake=EAR 
'Something kept me awake.' 

Expression (2 15) denotes a piano; it contains the instrumental suffix. 

(2 15) Spokane (Carlson 1989:90) 
El- tqdnev-  tn 
LOC-~OUC~=EAR-~STR 

'piano' 

In the examples above. we see that the suffix * a d  EM shifts from denoting the anatomicd 

"ear" to denoting that which the ear perceives, i.e. SOUND. 

4.33 Summary and distribution of meanings derived from the auditory ear. 

Table VIII shows the distribution of the meanings of the suffix *ana7 that originate in the 

sense of hearing or the auditory ear. 



DISTRIBUTION PAlTERN OF 

AUDITORY EAR EXTENSIONS 

- 
EAR "Lis ten/Deafness** 
EAR "information". "Knowledge", "Belief '1 1 
EAR "Sound" 

TABLE VIII: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF AUDITORY EXTENSIONS 

The suffix *ana7 denotes the auditory functions of the ear in all branches of the family. 

Auditory meanings convey notions of knowledge, understanding, information. belief, and 

consent. The meaning SOUND for the suffix not attested for Bella Coola. 

4.4 Shape extensions of the lexical sumx for EAR. 

The shape extensions denoted by the suffix *ana7 are r visual analogy of the structural 

relation the ear has to the head. Figure 4 below illustrates the visual relation between a handle 

Figure 4: The Extension PROTRUSION for the Suffix *and7. 

The semantic extensions of the suffix *ana7 treated in this section denote parts of an object 

that project from the larger mass of the object's body, e.g. handles. The suffix also denotes the 

shells of certain mollusks, and the leaves of certain plants. Section 4.3.1 denotes the extension 

l6 In Spanish, the handle of a cup can be referred to as "la oreja de la tam**, i s .  "the ear of the 
cup9'. 



PROTRUSION for the suffm. Section 4.3.2 denotes the extension SHELL for the suf!kc. Section 4.3.3 

denotes the extension LEAF for the suffix. 

4.4.1 *a n a ? denoting 64prohusion9'. 

The meaning PROTRUSION for the suffix is shape-derived and denotes puts of inanimate 

objects that can be grabbed or handled. These parts physically protrude from the body of the 

object, but do not need to have an ear-like shape. Thus. the suffix *aria' may refer to the flint- 

lock of a gun, a shelf. and the handle of a container. The semantic path of the suffitx in these 

expressions is EAR PROTRUSION. Ihe suffix is labeled EAR in the examples that follow. 

The following utterances exempfify the shape extension PROTRUSION denoted by the suffix 

*anit? 

Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
smewn t d n a  
roc  E EAR 
' flint-lock' 

Columbian (Kinkadc n.d.: #544) 
s-iafw=&na9 

NOM-~U~=EAR 
'flint' 

Lushootseed (Hess 197656) 
33s- k "ad=adP- b 
ASP-p  EAR-MID 
'He has it by the bail (handle)' 

Lushootseed (Hess 1976: 6) 
kwad-a b=adP 
grab-SUFSEAR 

'handle, bail hoop.' 

In the Lushootseed examples (220) and (221) below, the suffix denotes the projecting shape of a 

shelf or ledge, or the head of a hammer. 



SHE Fa 

I TABLE I 

Figure 5: The Extension PROTRUSION for the Suffix *ana9. 

(220) Lushootseed (Hess 1976:6) 
?a1 ti Sqddiq 
LOC Dm high=EAR 
'on a ledge or shelf 

(22 1 ) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 199432 lo) 
SaqGdi7 
hi$ h=EAR 

'hammer, small axe.' 

The examples contained in this section address a shape extension of the suffix *snap when: 

the suffix denotes a shelf or a handle. The common shape that unites these examples is a 

perception of the EAR as something that protrudes from the side of the head, hencc the meanings 

handle and shelf. 

This section discusses a use of the suffix *ma7 germane to expressions denoting mollusks 

such as clams, mussels, oysters, and snails. Most mollusks have soft bodies covcrcd by shells: 

mussels. clams, and oysters have small oblong shells, while snails have external spiral shells. 

The shape denoted by the suffii reflects the perceived similarity between the external ear and a 

conch or shell. The connection between the ear and the shape of shells and conchs has been 

noted-"conch" is the name given to the largest and deepest concavity of the external ear 



(Websterf New Collegiate Dictionary. 1980). The suffix *ana7 EAR denotes SHELL and suggests 

the lexicalization of a shape similarity between the external ear and the shell of clams , mussels, 

oysters. and snails. The semantic path of the suffix is EAR> SHELL. The suffix is labeled EAR in 

the examples that follow. 

The Twana and Quinault examples (222) and (223) denote a clam. 

(222) Twana (Elmendorf n.d. ) 

k w X h d i  
unglossed=EAR 
'clam' 

(223) Quinault (Gibson n.d.:2.99.12) 
k w 5 f w a n  a? 
unglossed=EAR 
'butter clam' 

Figure 6 below depicts a clam with its protruding siphon and distinctive shell. 

Figure 6: The Extension SHELL for the Suffii *ma? 

The Spokmc and Okanagan examples (224) and (225) also denote shells. The predicates in 

these examples are cognates. though their English glosses suggest that they denote different 

marine organisms. 

(224) Okanagan (Mattina l987:6S) 
s- k+r*=ina? 
~ o ~ - c r a c k e d  (redup.)=E.R 
'mussel' 



(225) Spokane (Carlson 1989:35) 
s- kwkwl=iine? 
NOM-cracked open (redup.)=E~R 
'oystct' 

The Bellr Coola and Columbian examples (226) and (227) below denote snail and shell 

respectively. Snails are gastropod mollusks and have spiral shells. The lexical suffix * a m ?  seems 

to be the common element grouping shell-possessing creatures into a class. 

(226) Bclla Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 172) 
7axwss=an- ta 
~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ = E A R - I N S T R  
'snail'l7 

(227) Columbian (Kinkadc n.d.: 644 )  
s-bfw=ina9 
NOM-unglossed=E~R 
'a white shell' 

We see that the extension SHELL for chc lexical suffix *ana7 is shape based and suggests the 

contour of h c  external car, 

4.4.3 *a na7 in expressions denoting "plants". 

address here an extension of the lexical suffix *ana7 that links the shape of leavcs to the 

"ear". The Okmagan, Columbian, and Spokane utterances (228) bough  (230) denote a prickly 

pear cactus. This cxtension is a shape abstraction and its semantic path is EAR > LEAF. Thc suffix 

is labeled EAR in the examples chat follow. 

(228) Okanagm (Mattina l987:249) 
s-xwy=ina9 
NOM-sharp (?)=EAR 

'prickly pear cactus' 

I7 Nater (19905) glosses the root axus as "holler" or "be audible". The meaning "be audible" is 
consistent with the fact that if you put r shell to your ear, you can hear the ocean. He also says 
that axw$ = an - ra denotes "a large type of sea-shell or conch" and "interpreter". This is 
consistent with the use of large conchs as voice amplifiers. 



(229) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #549) 
s-xwiy4na7 
NOM-s harp=EAR 
'cactus' 

Figure 7 below illustrates the shape of a prickly pear cactus., which can easily be perceived 

as being similar in shape to an animal's ear. 

I PRICKLY PEAR CACTUS 

Figure 7: The Extension for the Suffix *anal. 

(230) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 1 12) 
s-xwi=fne? 
NOM-s harp=EAR 

'prickly pear cactus (Opuntia polycan thu) ' 

Examples (23 1 )  through (232) below denote several plants. The suffix seemingly rcfcrs to the 

shape of the plants' leaves. 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 146) 
laQp=ynav 
flipped over-ASP=EAR 
'purple penstemon' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 19 1) 
S- xwx * W n  a7 
NOM-unglossed (redup.)=E~R 
'matted saxifrage' 



Okanagm (Mattina 1987: 154) 
* * * ?  t-qcqc- p=ina?-s i9 S-nina9 

RSLT-unglossed (redup.)-~SP=EAR-3POss DET owl 
'blue clematis (owl's ears)' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 103) 
s- m t k w i = i d  
NOM-unglosscd=E~R 
'unidmiilied p l a d  

Spokane (Carlson 1989~42) 
f - n - l m l m q e 9 i n e 9  
DIR-LOC- bear (redup. )=EAR 

'bear's ear (Plantago major)' 

Kalispcl (Vogt 1940: 166) 
s- xWe9dna3 
NOM-unglossed=E~R 
'black thornberry' 

The structure of the three following plant terms is identical up to the tint lexical suf€i. The 

second lexical suffix in hese expressions varies and appears to denote salient visual 

characteristics of these plants. 

The second lexical suffix in example (237) is EAR. and the expression denotes "yellow 

mustard Lesquerella douglasii ". 

(237) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:66) 
t- l;wk*xw=n?=m a7 

RSLT-mouse (redup.)=EAR=EAR 
'yellow mustard' 

The second lexical suffix in example (238) is TAIL and the expression denotes "sagebrush 

plantain Plantago patagonica ". 

(238) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:66) 
t- kwkwxw=n?=iips 
RsLT-mouse (redup.)=E~R=TAlL 
bsogebrus h plantain* 



The second lexical suffix in example (239) is FACE. and the expression denotes "fleabane 

Erigeron pumilus ". 

(239) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:66) 
1- k w k w x  ~ = ~ 9 = f i ~  

RSLT-mouse (redup.)=E~R=F~cE 
' tleabane' 

The first lexical suffix in examples (237) through (239) h probably a reduced form of the suffix 

for EAR which extends its meaning to denote smallness of size and quantity.18 It also appears that 

I 8  The kxicd suffix for EAR is used as a classifier for smallness of size and quanta in cxvnpks 
(i) through (iii). This classification is consistent with the categories of classification proposed by 
Allan (1977:297). n e  semantic path of the suffix is EAR > SMALL in the three Okanagan examples 
that follow, and denotes QUANTA. 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:66) 
kwkwy=ina9 
little (redup.)=EAR 
'a little quantity' 

Okanagan (Mattina l987:66) 
iwa s-qwqwy=ina% 
even if NOM-little (redup.)=E~R- 3POSS 
'no matter how small' 

Okmrgan (Mattinr 1987:66) 
k-s-qwqwy =ha?-s 
RSLT-NOM- little (redup.)=EAR- 3POSS 

"the smallest" 
The suffix is also found in expressions denoting small animals and insects in Spokane and 

Okanagm. All of them are small. not all of them have ears. so the suffix could well be denoting 

side. 

(iv) Okanagan (Mattina 1987 :66) 
L w i  i ~ ~ l = ~ ~ 7  

mouse (redup.)=EAR 
'mouse' 



the term liwkwxw=n7 , the stem in these three examples, denotes a mouse. In addition, the lexical 

suffix for EAR seems to denotes smallness of size in some Salish languages. The word for apricot 

in Ucwalmicwts (Lower Liilooct) is h a 7  denoting perceived similarities of shape and size 

between a dried apricot and a human ear (Manina Pierre p.c.). 

The two Halkomelem examples that follow describe the component parts of a plant. n e  

meaning of the suffix in these utterances seems to be LEAF. 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 8 14 # 16) 
slam);=& *n 
woman=EAR 
'fcmaie component (flat leaf of cattail') 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. b: 4 14 # 16) 
wa);qo?=&-n 
man=EAR 

'male component (flowering stalk of cattail)' 

Okanagan (Madna 1987:49) 
kkst=linaq 
unglossed=EAR 
'nits' 

Okanagan (Mattina l987:2 18) 
iiq=in a9 

'mud hcn' 

Spokane (Carlson 198956) 
S-nakwkw=ne3 
NOM-unglossed (redup.)=EAR 
'toad' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:34) 
s- kw6kwi=ne~ 
NOM- unglossed (redup.)=E~R 
'house mouse' 



I have shown above several plant terms l a t  contain the suffix *ana? I propose that the suffix 

denotes the leaves of these plants, and that this use originally arose from the resemblance these 

leaves bear to the shape of the anatomical em. 

4.4.4 Summary and distribution of shape meaning externions of *ana9. 

Table U shows the shape-based extensions of the suffix and their distribution throughout 

Sdish, based on the data considcrcd in this chaptcr. 

DISTRIBUTION PATI'ERN OF 

SHAPE EXTENSIONS 

EAR "Protrusion" 
v 

EAR "Shell" 

-- 

TABLE IX: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF SHAPE EXTENSIONS 

The extension PRoTRusroN for the suffix *snap is attested in Central Salish and 

Southern Interior Salish. 

The extension SHELL for the suffix *ma7 is attested in Bella Coola, Tsarnosan, Cenval Salish 

and Southern Interior Salish. 

The extension LEAF for the suffix *am7 is attested in Northern and Southern Interior SaIish 

a d  possibly in Halkomelem. 

4.5 Lmational extensions ot the sumx tor EAR. 

The geometry of the human body clearly determines two privileged directions, frontal and 

lateral (Vandeloise 1991 : 18). In inanimate objects whose tophottom and frodttack axes are not 

canonically defined, a side may be construed as the end which is less lunctional, or less 

distinctively marked. 

The extension SIDE that obtains for the suffix *aria? has a complex meaning, since a bbside" 

can at the same time be an "end" and an bbextr+me". Thus, the SDE of a luge rectangular object, 



such as a housc, can be construed as its far end or extreme, its near end or extreme, its front end 

or extreme, and its back end or extreme, depending on context and on the location of the speaker. 

Figurc 8 below illustrates this analogy with the figure of a house. 

Figure 8: The Ambiguity of the concept SDE. 

The Central Sdish expressions below contain the lcxicd suffixes *a.?an SHOULDER and *ma7 

EAR denoting SIDE. Shoulders and ears equally express the laled axis of the body, sincc their 

general orientation is perpendicular to the fronthack axis of thc human body. In the Halkomelcm 

exiimples (242) and (243), the lexical suffix for SHOULDER denotes the spatial nfcrcncc point 

SCDE. 

l9 The most frequent way of denoting SIDE is with the lexical sufix *aXan UPPER 

ARMISHOULDER. as shown in examples (i) through (x), where the lexicd suffix *a* an denotes the 
axis of the shoulders and defines the SDE. The semantic path is SHOULDER > SIDE. 

(i) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
x - ca iqwf  fan 
LOC-away from waterSHOULDER 
'back side of house' 

(ii) Lushootseed (Hess 1976: 12) 
x '-'il -..%ad 
PRFX-lean against4HOULDER 
'side of body' 



Lushootseed (Bates et al. 19948 1) 
dP-  aZad 
other sideSHOULDER 

'other side" 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 138) 
lil =aKad 
far awaydHOULDER 

'far away on the other side' 

Squarnish (Kuipers 1967b: 123) 
l-ti t a f  an 
PRW-near=SHOULDER 
'the near side' 

Squamish (Kuipcn 1967b:258) 
s-rniiw?=alian 
NOM-sidc=EDGE=SHOULDER 

'side of anything' 

Squarnish (Kuipers 1967b: 123) 
c i q a f  an 
s t a b S H O W E R  

'get stabbed in the sidc' 

Squarnish (Kuipers 1967b: 123) 
~-3 iu3=ca i ian-s  
NOM-s harp=MOOTH=SHOULDER-3POSS 
'its sharp side' 

Upper Chehdis (Kinkade 199 1 :66) 
fam=iilin 
tieSHOULDER 
'the side ropes' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :89) 
tu-78haw=akn 
PART-P ART-& t o I ~ ~ H O U L D E R  

*right side' 



(242) Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. b: # 14 W83) 
3fl =&tan 
far away=SHOULDER 
'far end of a house or road' 

(243) Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. b: 5 14 W83) 
t5ytdfan 
upstream=SHOULDER 
'upper end of a row of houses' 

In the Lushootseed example (244) below, the lexical suffix for EAR denotes the spatial referencc 

point SIDE. 

(244) Lushootsecd (Hess 19765'6) 
d V a d i 3  
o pposi  EAR 

'other end of the house' 

We see &at the lexical suffixes for SHOULDER and EM denote the lateral reference point SIDE 

in the examples above. Anatomically, this is perfectly understandable, since these body parts 

define the plane of the human body that is perpendicular to the fronthack axis of the body. 

Thc lateral axis of the body is determined by the alignment of the "ears" and the "shoulders". 

The concept SIDE indicated by the suffix for *ana7 derives from this oricnlational axis and 

subsumcs the locational notion of MTREME. Section 4.5.1 addresses the abstract concept SIDE. 

Section 4.5.2 addresses the extension CORNER denoted by thc suffix *ana? Section 4.5.3 

addrcsses deixis and the lexical suffix *ana? 

4.5.1 *an a' denoting the concept 'dide". 

The orientation of a road follows from the general orienlation of the body of whoever is 

walking through. The front/back axis of the traveler determines the direction of movement along 

the road and also establishes lateral orientation. Thus, the side of the road concsponds to the area 

adjacent to the sides of the body of the traveler, and the symmetry of the human body is 

projected onto the mad. The lexical suffut *anay denotes the locational reference point SIDE in 

the expressions below. The semantic path of the suffix is EAR >SIDE. 



The examples hat follow come from Northern Interior Salish. The lexical suffix *ana7 

denotes the SIDE of a road. This particular context for the meaning SIDE is not attested in other 

branches of the family. 

Lillooet (van Eijk 198758) 
n- taMna7-s-a t i  xw8t-a 
LOC-othcr side=EAR-3POSS-SUF DET road-DET 
'on the other side of the road' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:24 1)  
qwut=ina?-s-a t i  xWWa 
place next to=EAR-3POSS-SUF DET road-DET 
'on the other side of the road' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 108) 
n-sawsiw=ana9 
LOC-move over (redup.)=EAR 
'move along the side of the road' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 163) 
x-i3 kq- 1 x d i e  
LOC- go-AUT=EAR 

'to go off the road' 

S huswap (Kuipers 1974: 140) 
plk=tG-m 
to roll something=EAR-MID 
'to roll off the road' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 199) 
x-ilw-lxdbe 
LOC-~U~P-AUT=EAR 

'to jump off the road' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 108) 
n-kPke?t=dhi-s-c 
LOC-near (redup.)=EAR-SUF-3SG 

'It is close to the side of the road.' 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 122) 
n- kwm&hi-me 
LOC- fla t te  EAR-MTD 

'to level the sides of a road' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:7) 
n-U-7fy-c h=&-(s) 
LOC-PRFX-there-S UF=EAR-3POSS 

'on this side o r  the road or trail' 

In examples (245) through (253). the meaning SIDE for the suffix derives from the placemcni 

of the anatomical ears. Thus, the side of the road is ultimately def ied by the symmetry of the 

body. 

In the following examples, the abstract concept SIDE is denoted by the suffix for EAR. Thc 

referent in the Lushootsced example (254) is a human being, and h e  concept SIDE refers to a 

movement from ear to ear, i.c. side to side. 

(254) Lushootsccd (Hcss lW6:6) 
taxw-xwabxWab=6l4di 'J-  b 
1SG-throw (rcdup.)=CON=EAR-MID 
'you will toss your head from side to side' 

In the Lushoouecd example (255), the referent is a tree. The end of the tree that has become 

uprooted is denoted by the suffm for EM. This same idea is conveyed in Halkomclern by the 

suffix =nee (sce Chapter 2, section 2.3.4). The semantic path of the suffix is EAR >SIDE. 

(255) Lushootsced (Bates e t al. 1994: 175) 
q a l 4 d P  
bad=EAR 
'uprooted we' 

The Lushootseed exiunplc (256) has a root translated as "back up". The lexical suffix *anay 

attaches to this root, and the resulting expression denotes h e  "back-up side of a housc". The 

semantic path of the suffix is EAR 3 sloe. 



(256) Lushootseed (Hess 19765) 
qiid=adP 
back up=EAR 
'behind the house' 

In the Lushootseed example (257), the long side of a house is referred to by the suffix *ana7. In 

traditional "longhouses", h e  sides were the long portions of the structure. The semantic path of 

the suffix is EAR > SIDE. 

(257) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 106) 
h i a d k l - a d i v  
long=CON=EAR 
'long sided house* 

The side of a house that doesn't face the ocean is referred to by the suffix for EAR in h c  

Lushootsced example (258).20 The semantic path of the suffix is EAR > SIDE. 

(258) Lushootseed (Hess 1976:6) 
iaqt=&di? 
landward=E~R 
'landward side of the house' 

The Halkomelern example (259) refers to the movement of a ship, and the lexical suffix for ma 

denotes h e  SIDE. The semantic path of the suffix is EAR > SIDE. 

(259) Halkornelcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
kairkme3e 
Cf OSS=EAR 

'go with the wind from the side' 

The prow and the stern define the fronthack axis of the ship and determine its lateral axis. I'he 

wind hits the ship from the side. which is denoted by the suffix *aria? 

Examples (260) and (26 1) come from Lillooet in example (260). h e  suffix *ana7 denotes 

the far side of r room. The semantic path of the suffix is EAR > UDE. 

20 See Chapter 3, section 3.3.2, example (185). By comparing these two examples we can infer 
that the front side of houses traditionally faced the water, either a river or the sound (cf- 
Boelschcr 1988:24), 



(260) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:86)21 
n-6kdnaq 
LOC-finish=EAR 
'last one from the wall* 

In example (261), the lexical suffix *aria? indicates a locational point that marks the end of the 

displacement. The semantic path of the suffix is EAR > SIDE 

(26 I )  Lillooet (Manina Pierre pc.) 
siw=anaq 
move=EAR 
'move to h e  side' 

In example (262), the suffix *ana7 indicates one of the two sides of an object. The semantic path 

of the suffix is EAR > SIDE. 

(262) Lillooct (van Eijk l987:24 1 )  
n-qWutdna7 
LOC-place next to== 
'other side of something* 

The Shuswap example (263) denotes the act of straightening a bed. The suffix * a m p  denotes thc 

sides of the bed. The semantic path of the suffbc is EAR > SlDE. 

(263) Shuswap (Kuipcrs 1974: 172) 
tk-cxdiic 
Lot-spread o u t = E ~ ~  
'to adjust blanket ( l i ~  adjust sides)' 

The Thompson cxample (264) refers to the side of a mountain. The side which is not visible to 

the speaker is denoted by the suffix *aria? 22 The semantic path of the suffix is EAR > SIDE. 

(264) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:343) 
s- te'ki?=dhi 
NOM- tha t other=E~R 
'on the other side of the mountain* 

21 Example (260) refers to the €'side ofthe mom (Veronica Bikadi p.c.). 
The suffix for BACK is also used to denote the "other side*' of things. See Chapter 3, section 

3.3.2, examples ( 184) through ( 193). 



The Okanagan example (265) refers to the side of an non-specific entity, the suffix * a m 7  

denotes SIDE. The semantic path of the suffix is EAR w SIDE. 

(265) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:35) 
k-s- kwt=ina9 
ASPIRSLT-NOM-across=EAR 
'the other side.' 

In h e  Columbian example (266), Be lexical sulfix *ana9 refers to an area located to the side 

of the door. The semantic path of the suffix is EAR >SIDE. 

(266) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #595) 
~ ~ n a 9  
lay evenly=E~R 
'area next to the door.' 

The suffix *ana2 extends to denote the abstract notion SIDE. The extension SIDE for the suffix 

has its source in the geometry of the human body and the location of the cars. 

4.5.2 *a nap denoting "mmef'. 

This section addresses a geometrical projection denoted by the suffix *ma? which 

prcsupposes the extension SIDE for the suffix. In several languages of the Salish fmily, the suffix 

extends to denote CORNER-the point where two sides come together. The extension CORNER is 

attested in Tarascan for the EMUSHOULDER suffix. In Tarascan, the EAAUSHOULDER suffix -ndi 

refers to the juncture area of a floor and wall, or of earth and sky-which leads ultimately to a 

general definition of "inner surfaces of an angle*? (Friedrich 1979:350). The scmantic path of the 

suffix is EAR > SIDE > CORNER, 

The Lushootsecd example (267) denotes the place where two sides of an entity convcqe, 

defining the concept CORNER. 

(267) Lushootsecd (Bates ct J, 1994%) 
l i d 4 1  =adP-d 
tie=CON=EAR-TR 

'tie sides together' 



I CORNERS 

Figure 9: The Extension CORNER for the Suffix *ana7. 

The lexical suffix *ana7 denotes this convergence point and foreshadows the meaning CORNER 

for h e  suffix which obtains in example (268). 

(268) Lushootsecd (Hess 1976:6) 
xi=adi7 33 I i W q a  1 
corner=EAR COMP DET house 
'It is in the comer of the house.' 

Examples (269) through (275) come from Bella Coola and Interior Sdish. The semantic 

import of the lexical sufix *ana7 is CORNER. 

Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 172) 
ca-qw=an 
long=EAR 
'long comcr' 

Bella Coola (Saunders and Davis 1975: 172) 
n u - ' W a n  
PRFX-go or come=EAR 
'to go or come around a comer' 

Bella Coola (Saundea and Davis 1975: 172) 
n u-yal f a n  
PRFX-round=EAR 
'round corner' 



Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:258) 
P k i n  a7 

bcnd (?)=EAR 

'comer of fence, house' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:301) 
7es- n - q w u ~ q w u 7 d i i  
~sp-LOC-bent (redup.)=E~R 
'basket that is not square at the cornert 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 1 1 1) 
n - k m f  hi-s e 696 
LOC-area=EAR-3POSS COMP basket 
'comer of s basket' 

Colum bian (Kinkade n.d.: M94) 
s-n-iw&6qw=;lna7 
NOM- WS-unglossed-un@ossed=E~R 
'comer* 

The meaning SIDE for the lexical suffix *ana'denotes the juncture or internal angle fonned 

by two surfaces: the suffix denotes the concept CORNER. 

4.5.3 Deixis and the lexical sumx *a n a? 

We now address a use of the suffix *snap EAR that conveys deictic notions. I will argue that 

this development represents a grammaticalization of the meaning SIDE for the suffix lanap. 

Deictic systems exhibit similaritics across languages, but are largely motivated by culturally 

situated practices (Gumper4 and Levinson 1996:227). In most cultures, dcictics are associated 

with bodily gestures that comespond to modes of access to the deictic field (Hanks 1996:249). 

The lexical suffix *ana7 refers to the far end of a house in the Lushootseed example (276) 

below. What perspective sanctions this use for the suffut? The only clue that we have is che 

predicate, which is glossed as "opposite". The semantic path of the suffut is EAR > SIDE. 



(276) Lushootseed (Hess 1976:5,6) 
di'adi? 
opposite=E~R 
'other end of the house* 

The suffix for EAR defines a point in space in example (276). This point denotes the side of a 

house which is opposite to where l e  speaker stands. 

In example (277), the lexical suffix *anal refers to the far end of a room, or the "finish side" 

(Veronica Bikadi p.c.). The far end of the room is conceptualized from r fixed perspective, i.e. 

the door. 

(277) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:86) 
n- ikdna'  
~ O C - f i n i s h = ~ ~ ~  
'last one from the wall* 

In the expression (277). the last person from the wall sleeps at the cnd of the room, or the 

"finish*' SIDE. as the literal uanslation of this cxprcssion states. 

Thcn: is a covert perspective in the use of the suffix *ana7in exprcssions (276) and (277) 

above. Deictics ore indexical elements that depend on context for their meaning. The context 

necessary for understanding deictics is a socio-cultural one, for their semantics depend on the 

valucs, perspectives, and routine practices of the interactants (Hanks 1996:241). We can think of 

deictics as representing spatial relations or space trajectories that lead to objects or places 

through sensory, attentional. and culturally meaningful pathways (Hanks 1996:241-243). 

In the following examples the suffix for EAR attaches to deictic elements and becomes part of 

deictic expressions. The suffix undergoes reanalysis, and the meaning SIDE or END for the suffix 

*ana7 is bleached. Depending on the deictic element with which the suffix combines, the 

resulting deictic expressions denote notions such as here, here, and now. The semantic path of 

the suffix is EAR > SIDE. The suffix is grarnmaticalized in these contexts and is labeled EAR. 

In examples (278) through (280) the lexical suffix *ma? denotes deictic notions. 



(278) Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:77) 
b k - l d n e  
in to-CON=EAR 
'over there* 

Example (279) has temporal as well as spatial meaning. 

(279) Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:83) 
i b M n  e 
prefix in dcictics=EAR 
'this, thus, here, now' 

(280) Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:82) 
h n e  
prefix in d c i c t i c s = ~ ~ ~  
'there * 

It appears that h e  suffix *ana7 in extension EAR > SIDE is reanalyzed in certain contexts and 

becomcs part of expressions that have deictic meaning in at least one Salish language. 

4.5.4 Summary and distribution of the locational extensiom of the suMx. 

Table X shows the distribution of locational extensions by branch and sums up section 4.4. 

DISTRIBUTION PA'ITERNS OF 

LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS 
-. 

EAR " Side" 
EAR "Side of the Road" 
EAR "Corner" 
EAR "Deic tic" 

TABLE X: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF LOCATlONAL EXTENSIONS 

The locational extension SIDE denoted by the suffix stems from the position of the matomicd 

ears marking the lateral axis of the body. 

The extension SIDE is attested the Central and Interior branches ofthe fmily. 



a The meaning CORNER is attested in dl branches of the family except Tsarnosan. 

a The suffix is attested with deictic meaning only in Shuswap. 

4.6 Relational concepts expressed by the lexical suf'fiiix for EAR. 

The relational meanings of the suffix *ana7 are rooted in the metaphor "up to the ears".23 The 

expressions that follow come from Interior Salish and set the ground for the metaphorical 

transfer in which these relational extensions originate. 

Example (28 1) comes from Okanagan and has the instrumental suffm: it denotes a blanket. 

(28 1) Okanrgan (Mattina 1987:37) 
k- tp=ina9- tn  
ASPIRSLT-cover=EAR-[NSTR 
'blanket' 

Thc literal translation of example (282) above is "cover-ear instrument". Example (268) is a 

rellexivc and denotes someone covered with a blanket. 

(282) Cocur d' Alcne (Reichard 1938:627) 
f e ~ - ~ i i x ~ s n e ' b x - c u t  
LOC-COV~~=EAR -TR-RFLX 

'He covered himself with his blanket.' 

Thc question to addrcss is why the suffix for EAR appears in expressions dcnoting blankets in 

both examples (28 1) and (282), if the usual suffix for denoting blankets is iCa7  HIDE.^^ The 

answer lies in r metaphor and on the use given to blankets by the Interior Platcau pcople. 

Blankets and robes appear to have been the gannent of choice lor prokction against the 

elements in the Plateau cultures. The more completely a person is covered by the blanket, the 

better protected from the elements the person is. Thus. efficient coverage is coverage "up to the 

23 I was first made aware of this meaning for the suffix by Dale Kirrlrade. 
3 The usual suffix for denoting blankets throughout Salish is HIDE. 

(i ) Colum bian (Kinlcadc n.d. #I 450) 
s- k~ad=cn =iCa? 
NOM-do$=MWTH = HIDE 
'a dog-fur blanket for sleigh.' 



ears". This image is metaphorically transferred to other contexts and semantic domains. Figure 

10 below shows the use of a blanket or robe as protection from the cold. 

Figure 10: The Use of Blankets or Robes as Overcoats. 

The notion "over" is conveyed by the suffix *ara7 with predicates of coverage. This 

extension may have its origin in the use of robes as overcoats in the Interior Plateau. The 

relational extensions OVER and ON for the suffix *anal are discussed in the following sections. 

Section 4.6.1 addresses predicates of coverage and h e  suffix *ana? Section 4.6.2 addresses 

predicates of spillage and h e  suffix *ana? Section 4.6.3 addresses the meaning ON for the suffix 

*am? 

d6.l *a n a meaning "over" with predicates denoting coverage. 

The relationd extension OVER for the suffix *ana7 occurs with predicates of covetage. The 

relation expressed by the suffix *ana7 in examples (283) through (288) is OVER. The predicates in 

these expressions have the meanings bbcover" and "uncover". The semantic path of the suffix is 

UP TO THE EAR >OVER. 



Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 144) 
labilna7-an 
covered=EAR-TR 
'cover up something with din or gravel' 

Okanagan (Mottina 1987: 164) 
qwy=ina9 
cover=EAR 
'COVCC surface' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #554) 
k- 1 &'w 1 a%iiha'- t n 
POScover (redup. )=EAR-LNSTR 
'overs hoes ' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:27) 
k-cmina' 
AS PIRSLT-cover=EAR 
'be covered with a layer' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:20) 
hes-f l-i!h&ne? 
ASP-LOC-uncovercd=EAR 
'it's uncovcrcd' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 10 1) 
f t- ikwd6c7 S-c 
LOC-set down=EAR-SUF-3SG 
'He hid over something* 

Examples (289) through (292) also denore coverage. The roots in these expressions are 

translated into English as "fold", "spread out". ''come apart", and "solid shect". The lexical suffix 

for EAR conveys the relation OVER in these utterances. 

(289) Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 173) 
xw-pan=qwut 
LOC=fold somethhg=E.AR-RFU[ 
'I cover myself 



Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:226) 
t- x n dhc 
LOC-SPRP~ out=EAR 
'to cover' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:209) 
t-kt-bne 
LOC-come apart=EAR 
'to uncover* 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:88) 
hes-Zl-Shdhc') 
ASP-LOC-solid s h e c t = E ~ ~  
'It has a disk over it.' 

The predicates in examples (293) and (294) also imply coverage and have the meanings "to 

hide" and "to fade". The sense of covering is closely related to the notion of hiding something. 

These examples are somewhat abstract in that their meanings imply that events or facts arc being 

covered-that which is covered is hidden from view by a physical or metaphorical hyer. The 

suffix dcnotes the relation OVER in these expressions. 

(293) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:449) 
73s-yFw=t%i-n-s 
ASP- hide=€~R-sUF-3SG 
'covered up (of an event)' 

(294) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:96) 
ks=&ii-n-s 
fade=E~R-S W- 3SG 

'conceal something from people' 

The predicate in (295) has the meaning "deep", and the context can be construed as being buried 

"up to the ears". 

(295) Lillooel (van Eijk 1997:84) 
n-f  pq=dna9 
LOC-deep=SUF=EAR 
'get covered up' 



'Cover" can mean "to protect or secure something". It may denote a buffer against the 

elements, as in the kind of coverage provided by a blanket; or it may denote coverage w i h  dirt or 

earth. In both instances, covering for protection against the cold and covering with dirt, i.e. 

burying, the thing buried or covered is not visible. 

Examples (296) through (303) denote the covering over of some entity with mud or snow. 

The lexical suffix *ma7  denotes the relation OVER. 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:3 18) 
n-98Kw=ana9 
LOC-s lide=EAR 
'get covered up in an avalanche' 

Ldlooet (van Eijk 198754) 
n-mofw-pdna? 
LOC-s~ow=ASP=EAR 

'get covered by falling snow' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:200) 
maXw-pdii 
Snow-ASP=EAR 

'get buried in the snow' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:205) 
n-m091=&ii 
LOC-pile up dirt=E~R 
'caught by a slide. avalanche' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:243) 
pkw=&i-s-c 
spill (dry m;lss)=EAR-SUF-3SG 
'dump dry mass covers someone' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 101) 
k-rnqwqw=inal 
ASP/RSLT-falling snow (rcdup.)=EAR 
'be snowed under' 



(302) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:7 1) 
k- liq=na?-n t 
A~PIRSLT-~W~=EAR-TR 
'bury something' 

(303) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: 4690) 
kat-qw01=4ha? 
POS-~US~=EAR 

'covered with dust' 

The Okanagan example (304) also implies coverage or, better said, the lack of snow coverage 

on the ground. 

(304) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:20 1) 
k-s- taqm =ha? 
ASPIRSLT-NOM-C~U ground=E~R 
'there is no snow on the ground' 

The predicates in the following expressions have meanings such as "walk", "fly", and "run". 

Wc can consider them predicates of motion. The trajectory an entity describes in running or 

walking covers the length or width of the ground surface traversed: similarly, the path of a bird's 

flight is metaphorical ground covengc. The suffix denotes the relation OVER in examples (305) 

through (307), which contain predicates of motion. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:36 1) 
twc kdiri-n-s 
w alk=E~R-suF-3SG 
'walk over sorneonc's grave* 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:402) 
n-xwcl-ix+hi-n-s 
LOC-~~Y-AUT=EAR-SUF-~SG 

'fly over something' 

Okanagrn (Mattina 1987:M) 
k-sfw-pdna9 
ASPIRSLT-tun-ASP=EAR 

'run over (a surface)' 



The examples above show the relation OVER for the suffix with predicates that denote real or 

metaphorical coverage. 

4.6.2 *a n a ' meaning %uponw. 

The meaning OVER also obtains for the suffix *ana' when it combines with roots meaning 

"spilling" and "pouring". If the substance covering a surface is a liquid, the suffix *ana7 is 

translated as OVER or ON depending on the extent of the area covered by the spillage. The two 

Thompson examples below are identical in structure, and the relation expressed by the suffix 

*om7 is translated as OVER in example (308) and ON in example (309). the semantic path of the 

suffix is UP TO THE EAR > OVERNPON, 

(308) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 169) 
kc kw=66i-n-s 
pour l i q u i d = E ~ R - s ~ ~ - 3 ~ G  
'pour water over something' 

(309) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 19%: 134) 
Gwf &hi-n-s 
spill l iquid=E~R-S~~-3s~ 
'pour liquid on to something' 

The suffix expresses a relational meaning in the examples above. The pragmatic context of 

the events depicted might force the consuud UPON for h e  suffix in the English translations. 

The Lillooet example (3 10) contains the predicate "pour". and conveys the relation WON. 

(310) Lillooel(van Eijk 1987:188) 
n-kwldn"an 
LOC-pour=EAR-TR 
'pour something all over someone' 

Examples (3 1 I )  through (3 13) contain roots meaning "drip" and "3quin". The expressions 

depict situations where an animate patient is affected by the action implied in the padicatc. The 

lexical suf f i~  *aria' denotes the relation UPON. which in this case subsumes ihc terminal point of 

the motion denoted by the predicate and Jso the ground affected by the action implied in che 

predicate. 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:28) 
~ 3 % ' - p d i i  
~+ASP=EAR 

'get dripped on' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:347) 
t a x - p d i i  
squirt- ASP=EAR 

'have something drip on one* 

Kalispel (Vogt l9N: 138) 
t i n  cs-f l-au-pdne" 
I SG ASP-LOC-~~~~-ASP=EAR 

'It is dripping on me.' 

Examples (3 14) through (3 16) come from Columbim, and have predicates hat denote che 

spillage of different types of substances. The lexical suffix *ana7 denotes the relation UPON. 

(3 14) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #579) 
k-bcw4na3 
POS-spill, POUFEAR 
'spill water on' 

(3 15) Columbia (Kinkade n.d.: #578) 
k-&ha?-an 
POS-dump somelhing wet=EAR- 1 SG 

'I dumped it on him.' 

(3 16) Columbia (Kinkade n.d.: #575) 
ka t-p5qw=na9-an 
ws-spill something d r y = ~ ~ ~ - 1  SG 

'I spilled it on him.' 

The Columbian example (3 17) below contains the predicate "to touch", which implics 

coverap with h e  hand. The suffix *ana9 conveys the relation UPON. 



(3 17) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #580) 
k- t5qaq=n a7 
ms-touch (redup.)=U\R 
'accidentally put hand on and smear' 

*A hand is implied in the example above, but there is no morphological expression of the concept 

"hand" in the utterance. The touching in example (3 17) results in a limited type of coverage. If 

you touch something with greasy hands, you cover with a stain the portion of the surface that you 

touch. 

The following examples depict situations where a surface is covered by extraneous matter 

falling upon it. Examples (3 18) through (320) come from Northern Interior Salish. The roots in 

these examples have meanings such as bbcollapse*' and "topple", and the lexical suffix *am7 

conveys the notion UmN. The semantic path of the sufix is vr To  THE EARS > OVERNCON. 

(3 1 8) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:29 1 ) 
zalkw4na' 
collapse=E~R 
'to collapse on top of something' 

(3 19) Lillooct (van Eijk l987:DO) 
zabqana7 
topp le=EAR 
'rocks, wood fall on top of someone' 

(320) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 135) 
n - l c 4 n a 9  
LOC-piled up=EAR 
'shed or house falls on someone' 

Examples (32 1) through (323) come from Southern Interior Sdish and show instances of 

physical contact between two animate entities. The predicates in these examples arc uanslated as 

"to jump" and "to step". The lexical suffix *ana3 conveys the relation UPON. 



Coeur d* Alene (Reichard 1938~624) 
te-iuxw-ilcineq-en-c 
LOC-~U~~-AUT=EAR-TR-~SG 
'He jumped on him.' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 159) 
El-qal uet+ne?- n 
LOC-s tcp=EAR- 1 SG 

'I stcp on him.' 

Coeur d' Alene (Reichard l938:624) 
Ce-talq=ine?-ent-am 
LOC-s tcp=EAR-TR-M ID 

'He was stepped on.' 

Next, we will see a set of examples that represent an interesting development for the suffix. 

The predicates in these examples denote natural phenomena, i.e. the seasons, sunrise. and sunset. 

The lexical s u l k  for EAR denotes the relationship u m ~ .  Examples (3 LO) through (3 13) come 

from Southern Interior Salish and depict the seasons of the year, the onset of darkness, and the 

onset of daylight. These phenomena are construed as descending upon an entity. The affected 

entity is denoted by a first person singular marker in the examples that follow. The lexical suffii 

*ma' denotes the relation UPON. 

Spokane (Cdson 1989:70) 
f n f 1-qppcf ne? 
ISG LOC-Spring=EAR 
'Spring came on me.' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:2 1) 
En f l-d?c3e y=t!ne? 
L SG LOC-dry, dark (redup.)=E~R 
'Autumn came on me.' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:6) 
(In tl-%sstMne9 
1SG LX-winter=EAR 
'Winter came on me.' 



(327) Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 174) 
f in-f  l-Ral-pdne? 
I SG-LOC-da y lig h t-AS  EAR 

'The daylight is on me.' 

Examples (328) through (33 1)  refer to being overtaken by darkness or being rained upon. 

The refennt is probably the land itself, which is cross-referenced by a zero pronominal. 

Okmagan (Mattina 1987: 1 15) 
n- kwa'k=lna' 
LOC-dark=E~~ 

'dark overtakes' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987~284) 
k-s-'is=tk=Cna? 
ASPIRSLT-NOM-change=WINTrR=EAR 
'winter comes' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: 4683) 
k- tawaw=na' 
POS-rain (redup.)=EAR 
'get rained on' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:25 1 )  
k-s- 51- p=ina? 
ASP/RSLT-NOM-cieru-AS WEAR 
'daylight comes on somebody' 

Expsssion (332) literally means darkness is upon us. This is a further metaphorical extension For 

the suftix into the rrnporal domain. The descent of darkness marks the end of the day and is 

associrtcd with the late hours of the day, or with being late in arriving somewhere. 

(332) Okanagan (Mattina 1987~43) 
kwu t-ka~xw=ina? 
I PI R S L T - ~ ~ ~ ~ = E A R  
'We are late.' 



The Following examples contain predicates that denote "cutting", "throwing", and "putting". 

The surfaces mentioned in the English translations below are not morphologically expressed. The 

suffix 

(333) 

(334) 

(335) 

*an a7 denotes the relation UPON. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 155) 
lim=hi-me 
trim ~ ~ U S ~ = E A R - M I D  

'cut brush on top of grave' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 137) 
k-  pqw=ina? 
ASPRSLT-thro W=EAR 

'throw something on a surface* 

Okanagan (Maltina 1987:2 15) 
k-ikw= ha?-nt 
AS PtRSLT-~LI t=EAR-TR 

'put something on top* 

The suffix *ma7 aitachcs to the predicates "rnaric" and "mast" in the Thompson examplcs 

(336) and (337). The instrumental suffix nominalizes these utterances. The expressions denote 

grave-markers and can be literally translated as "mark upon something" and "mast upon 

someling". 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:427) 
Kkdhi- tn 
mzuk=E~R-tNSTR 
'tombstone, grave marker' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson L996:66) 
Ci-pdhi-  tn 
mas t-ASP=EAR-UUSTR 

'gravepole, cross, tombstone' 

Summary and distribution of relational extcaiom. 

Table XI graphs the distribution of the relational extensions that obtains for the suffix *aha7 

within this chapter. 



DISTRIBUTION PATIERN 

RELATIONAL EXTENS IONS 

1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 \\\\\\\\A *I&&&&HIIIII . 
EAR "Over" f i 

TABLE XI: BRANCH DISTRlBUTION OF RELATIONAL EXTENSIONS 

Relational extensions of the suffix *and7 EAR are attested only in Interior Salish and can be 

translated into English as the prepositions OVER and UPON. The relational extensions OVER and ON 

obtain with prcdicates of coverage and seem to originate in a metaphorical transfer of the 

expression "up to the ears". The uses of blankets and robes within the material culture is the 

probable source of the relational meanings that obtain for h e  suffii *snap in Interior languages. 

4.7 Cultural extensions of the suf6x *a nap. 

The following extension arises from practices within the culture and denotcs a person who is 

of low birth. 

(338) Quinault (Gibson ad.: 4.104.1 ) 
K3s.a %3S=ah 
unglossed unglossed-EAR 
'lowly born' 

I don't know why the suffix for EAR should be part of a word meaning lowly born. In the 

immediate region, slaves were required to keep their hair cut short, which means that the cars of 

the person were visible (Wayne Suttles p.c.). This may be a possible explanation, but I do not 

know if this custom existed among the Quinaulr 

4.8 Summary and distribution of semantic extensions by language. 

The semantic extensions of the lexical suffix *ana7 arranged in radial category format appear 

in Figure 1 1 below. The different semantic domains of the suffix have been coded in the drawing 

for ease of understanding. 



u ANATOMICAL EAR 
EAR ARTIFACTS 

SHAPE DERIVED EXTENSIONS SIDE. LATERAL AXIS 

1 1: Radial Category of the Meanings of the Suffix *ma? 

0 Denotes the external ear and artifacts such as pillows, ear-muffs, carrings, and 

earphones. 

Denotes the auditory ear, sounds, noises, abstract information, knowledg. and belief. 

0 Denotes classificatory shape extensions abstracted From the shape of the external ear 

and its position in relation to the bulk of the head. - Denotes adjacency derived extensions. 

Denotes metaphorically-derived relational extensions of the suffm. 



Denotes the extension SIDE. 

4.9 Distribution of extensions by language. 

Table XI1 shows the distribution of the different extensions of the suffix *ana7 EAR. 

DtSTRiBUTION OF EXTENSIONS 

ANATOMICAL EAR I 
EAR "Anatomical" I *  
ADJACENCY EXTENSIONS 
-- .. 

EAR 'Temples" 
EAR "Checks" 
EAR "Sideburns" 
EAR "Braids" 
EAR "Shoulders" 
EAR "Gills" 

II 

EAR "Wings" 
EAR "Rippers" 

_II 

EAR "Horns" 
AUDITORY EAR _J 

EAR "Listeninrr/Deafncss " a 

EAR "Sound I 
SHAPE EXTENSIONS 
EAR "Protrusion" 

I 

EAR "Shell" I *  
EAR " ~ e o f ?  
LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS 

prrrr 

EAR "Side" 
EAR "Corner" 1 .  
EAR "Deixis" I 

TABLE XII: DISTRlsUTION OF EMENSIONS BY LANGUAGE 



The meaning EAR for the suffix *ana7 is attested in all the languages considered in this chapter. 

Meanings referring to the auditory ear are not attested in Comox, Squunish, Saanich. Twana and 

Upper Chehalis, chiefly because there are not many entries from these languages in the data base. 

Shape-based extensions of the suffix are attested in this corpus for Bella Coola, Halkomelem, 

Twma, Lushootseed, Lillooet, Okanagan, Columbian, Spokane, and Kalispel. 

Locationd extensions are attested in Bella Coola, Halkomelem (Downriver), Lushootseed, 

Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan, and Columbian. 

Adjacency extensions are attested in Bella Coola, Comox, Squamish. Halkomelem, 

Lushootseed, Uppr  Chehalis, Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan, Columbian, and 

Spokane. 

Relational extensions of the sXuc are attested only in Interior Salish. 

4.10 Conclusions. 

In concluding, 1 would like to point out that the extensions of the lexical suffix for EM 

covered in this chapter closely correspond to the extensions found for prefixes denoting "car" in 

genetically unrelated languages. No claim of universality can be made for these developments in 

the area of innate grammatical knowledge. However, most of these extensions are based on the 

perception of shape and general position of the anatomical "ear", and in this respcct point to a 

cognitive process that is uniquely human, and in that sense universal. 

Thc relational concepts OVER and ON denoted by the suffix cannot be assumed to reprcscnt 

semantic primitives. They are conceptual artifacts metaphorically evolved and grounded in the 

way individuals perceive and interact with their environment, i.e. in this case with blankets and 

robes. In short, relational extensions reflect a perception of the world mediated by a cultud 

frame. 

In this analysis, we assume polysemy for the suffix *ana7 and also contextudization. The 

meanings OVER and ON are defined by context. Context selects the predicate of a sentence and the 

inherent sub-categorization of this predicate determines the ultimate reading of the suffix. 



The FRONT~ACK opposition in humans and the T O P I B O ~ M  opposition in animals is denoted 

by the body parts "back" and "belly". lhe spine def ies the vertical axis of the human body and 

parallels the ground surface in an animal's body. The lateral axis is a Line perpendicular to the 

venical or horizontal axes defined by the spine. If the spine defines the vertical axis of the human 

body, the line of the shoulders is the perpendicular Line that crosses it. We have seen that the 

suffix for EAR can refer to the body pan "shoulder". This substitution equates ears and shoulders 

as representing the lateral axis of the body and motivates the extension SIDE for the suffix. 



Chapter Five: The SuCllx GAME W A L .  

5.0 Introduction. 

This chapter addresses the semantics of the lexical suffix * d f i i 7 .  The suffix is traditionally 

considered a material-culture suffix. However, it can also be considered as belonging to the 

somatic domain, since it primarily denotes game animals. I will argue that the hunting practices 

of the Interior Plateau people underlie the proliferation of meanings of this suffix. which include 

"animal", "flesh, bbcarcass", and "innards". The locational notions "inside" and "side" arc part of 

the chain of meanings that obtain for the suffix in Northern and Southern Interior Salish. These 

locational extensions obtain through the projection of an anatomical relation into adjacent spacc. 

A metaphorical extension of the suffix *dt6i7 denotes the seat of emotion in Interior Salish. This 

parallels the affective meanings conveyed by the suffix *an/nak addressed in Chapter 2. 

5.0.1 The data, 

Table 1 shows the sources lor the suffix and the number of envies per language. 

SOURCES FOR "CAME ANIMAL" 
SOURCES 

I Shuswap I Kuipers ( 1974) 
t 

terior (southemf Okanagan 1 Mattina (1987) 
b 

C 

I 

I I Cocur d'Alene 1 Reichard (1938) 

TABLE I : SOURCES FOR THE SUFFIX FOR GAME ANIMAL 



The semantic analysis presented here is based on 36 1 examples of the lexical suffix *IIIii? I 

introduce 23 1 examples of  the suffix in this chapter, tracing the distribution of its extensions 

throughout the family, categorizing its semantic domains, and exploring the particular chains of 

meaning that obtain. In the 36 1 examples considered, the meanings "game" and "animal" occur 

exclusively in Tsamosan and Interior Salish. The suffix *81ii7 is not attested in Bella Coola or 

Ccntral Salish with the meaning GAME ANIMAL.' 

5.0.2 ?he root ii' and the Iexicd r u t h  for CAME AMMAL. 

Kuipen (1996:203) reconstructs the suffix as *diCa? and suggests a relation to the root *;iY 

"loot from raid" and "'game bagged, which has copatcs in Squamish, Cowichan. Musqucrm. 

Chilliwack. Shuswap. Kalispel. Spokane, and Coeur d' Alene. 2 

LANGUAGE FORM MEANING I SOURCE 

Musquearn I "booty" 

7aMf- 
I 

Upper Chehalis I ia 1 i i  9 I "dress meat" 1 Kinkade 199 1 : 144 

Lillooct van Eijk 1987:94 i 

Thompson at i ~ o m P s o n  & Thompson 1996: 193 
Shuswap I "deer, meat" 7 ~ u i p r s  1996 

I 

Coeur d'Alene 1 i i 9  I "deer" 1 Kuipers 1996:203 

- - 

I The related meaning "meat" occurs in Cenval Salis h, e.g Lushooueed SabdIB7 "dried 
meat" (Hess 1976: 10). 

This is the position I took in Hinkson 1998:235-256. Kuipers (1996:203) suggests chat 
*aita7 and *iiap contain the root i i7.  



Table III above shows the general distribution of the different meaning of the root B? The 

meaning "booty" predominantly occurs in the Central Salish languages, while the meanings 

"deer" and "meat" predominantly occur in the Tsarnosan and Interior branches of the family. 

Relating i i 7  to a suffix reconstructed with final *a requires accounting for the €ma1 vowel 

(see Tables IN and IV). Kinkade finds the relation of this suffix to the root H7 problematic and 

reconstructs the suffix for GAME ANIMAL as *dkP, as opposed to *Blia? to account for the final i 

vowel in Thompson, Lushootseed. and Upper Chehalis (1998:28 1). A relation between *iflia7 

and d i p  might be possible if one posits a reduction of i to a with stress shift, and the lowering a to 

a. This is the case in some Salish languages, but at present then is no evidence h a t  it happened 

across Salish (Dale Kinlade p.c.). 

The other obstacle in relating dip  to *d!da7 is accounting for -al-. If this is the widespread 

compounding morpheme, there is not reason for it to take the stress in preference to what follows 

(Dale Kinkade p.c.). Diachronically, the suffii * d 8 7  appears to be a sequence of the clement 

-a!- and the element -&? Synchronically, there is no evidence of a function for -at - compatible 

with compounding lexical suffixes. Thus, the form *ill&? must be considered a lexical unit 

5.0.3 The lexical sumx for GAME AMMAL and the Salhhan i d l y  tree. 

This section addresses the genetic relations between Salishan languages as they affect l c  

suffix *dl&? The family we depicted in Figure 1 shows the forms of the suffix in the languages 

from which data was obtained. 

Additional forms of ihe lexical suffix *dl ii7 were obtained from Hacberlin ( t974:3O 1): thcsc 

languages ace marked with a square 0 in Figure 1. 

Niqudly (Southern Lushoowed) and Twana tag=alce "doe" 

Satrop and Cowlib t a k l c e  "doe" 

?end Oreille (Kalis pel) smPm=e ice "doe" and s tie=l ca bbcaribou". 



I 

Roto Intaior 

SALISH FAMILY TREE 

SHOWING THE LEXICAL. SUFFIX FOR GAME ANIMAL 

Figure I:  Salish Family Treee Showing the Lexical suffix *diCi7 . 

A visual inspection of Figure 1 might lead to the impression hat  the suffuc *;I1Ci7 is 

characteristic of Interior Salish. WhiIe it is true that some suffixes are characteristic of the 

Interior and others are characteristic of he  Coast (Haeberlin 1974:226), it cannot be ascertained 

from the dam in this chapter that * B i i P  is exclusive to Interior S9sh. Nevertheless, a broader 

nnge of semantic extensions obtains for the suffix *atti7 in Interior Salish. Since published 

lexical material on Interior Salish is more extensive and available, the greater number of 

examples may be due to a bias in the data, or perhaps to the influcnce culture has upon the range 

of associative domains possible for a given suffix. 

I have shown here genetic relations amongst Salish languages lhmugh cognate forms of the 

suffik *iflii? The Haeberlin data is included as an aid to the semantic reconstruction of the suffix 

throughout the family? 

Glottalized C is not present in the the fonas obtained from Hoebedin; the suffm is transcribed 
with a plain c. 



5.0.4 The reconstructed form for the !exid sumx GAME ANIMAL. 

The reconstruction of the suffix *dl&7 takes into account the phonological shape of the suffix 

throughout the family. Its main purpose within this study is to demonstrate the morphological 

identity of the suffix. Once the morphological identity o l  a sulfur is established, a semantic 

analysis can be performed by tabulating the meanings of the suffix throughout the family. 

In reconstructing the proto-meaning of *dl$) within Salish, it is important to notice t h a ~  the 

meanings "animal", b'carcass", "flesh", and "innards" are associated with the suffix. 

Table 111 illustrates the different shapes of the lexical suffix GAME MMAL in Salish. 

I Quinault I I 
I U. Chehalis 1 I 

Lillooet I iit&av 
J 

Thompson & 
1 Shuswap I 

i I 

TABLE 111: THE DIFFERENT PHONOLOGICAL SHAPES OFTHE SUFFlX FOR GAME ANIMAL 

The Latin testam. testum 'pot" changed its meaning to "head" in French and Italian 
(Bloom field 1933:441). TSte in contemporary French means "head" and not "pot". Thus in 
reconsvucting a pmto-meaning for t2re within Romance, it is important to notice that the 
meanings "pot" and "head are associated with the word, and to determine the possible context 
triggering the change. 



Table IV lists the forms of the suffix aligned by segment. 

Coeur d' Alene - 

TABLE IV: THE PROTO-FORM OF THE SUFFlX FOR GAME ANIMAL 

Following Kinkade ( 1998), I posit a proto-form *dlCi7 for the suffix. This form accounts for 

the final -i vowel in Thompson, Lushootseed, and Upper Chehalis. 

5.0.5 The central meanings of the lexical sumx W i i ?  

The central meaning GAME ANIMAL was assigned to the suffix *dl&' on the basis of its extant 

semantic extensions in the different languages of the family. These semantic extensions seem to 

originate on hunting practices, and the on the importance game has as r primary source of food. 

The suffix *dl67 refers to game animals and to the meat of game animals. It also refers to the 

flesh of domestic animals and to other foods not necessarily of animal origin. In addition, it 

denotes concrete and abstract entities and locations. Cases in point arc h e  Shuswap examples (1) 

and (2), where the suffix refers both to "meat" and "feeling". 

(I) Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:M) 
k n m d i t e  
b e a r = G ~ ~ ~  AMMU 

'bear meat' 

(2) Shuswap (Kuipen 1989: 193) 
x- kasdiCe 
P O S - ~ ~ ~ = G A M E  ANIMAL 

'cranky' 



Within the scope of this analysis, and after considering the extant meanings of the suffix 

*dl$ throughout the family. it is possible to derive all its semantic extensions from the core 

meaning GAME ANIMAL. The linguistic processes through which semantic extensions obtain are 

the standard paths of lexical change, metaphor, metonymy. and analogy applied in specific 

cultural settings. The Principle of Anatomical Adjacency, the Principle of Canonical Orientation. 

the Principle of Shape Abstraction, and the Profiling Effect of Predicate Semantics systematize 

these means of extension in the context of the Salish family. The range of meanings embodied by 

the lexical suffix *Slki3 are displayed below: 

GAME ANIMAL > FLESH /BODY /CARCASS (5.1.2,5.1.3.5,1.4 

CARCASS > HIP > SIDE (5.2.1 ) 

CAME ANIMAL > WNARDS > INSIDE (5.15) (5.2.2) 

INNARDS > INSIDE > AFFECT (52.1) 

Recapitulating, I conclude that the central meaning of the suffix is GAME ANIMAL and that dl 

scmantic extensions of the suffix are traceable to this central meaning. 

5.0.6 Categories of meanings that obtain tor the lexiesl sulllx *il6iZ 

The following categories address the array of meanings subsumed by the lexical suffix 

*dm? 

MEAMNGS RELATED TO HUNT~NG AND BUTCHERING: Examples (3) through ( 1  1) show meanings 

directly derived from the cenual meaning of the suffix, GAME ANIMAL. 

(3) Kalispel (Vopt 194053) 
s-tiy6=f&9 
NOU-unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 

'cari bou* 

(4) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:399) 
xW3=&i7 
muchtGAME ANIMAL. 
'lots of game taken when hunting' 



(5) Okanagan (Mattina l987:g 1) 
klal-p=f16a? 
motionless, ~~~-ASP=GAME ANIMAL 

'The body will stop (quivering).' 

(6) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:229) 
s- pe'k=&i? 
NOM-black bear-GAME ANlMAt 
'dressed bear carcass' 

(7) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:69) 
n-to"i=4ltiq 
NOM-sour=GAME AMMAL 
'sour aftertaste from indigestion' 

(8) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:23 1) 
wi3 s-n-talkwd16iq 
INIWCT NOM-LOC-pull out=GAME ANIMAL 
'He got done taking out the guts.' 

CAM W I M A L  "Flesh" 

Okanagm (Mattina 1987:80) 
KaKs4lia' 
good (redup.)=GAME ANlMAL 

'The meat tastes good*. 

Spokane (Culson 1989: 1 19) 
s-n-fwbqw=li.e7- tn 
NOM-DIR-grind=GAME ANIMAL-NSTR 
'meat grinder' 



(1 1 )  Okanagan (Mattina 1987:20) 
S-n-6a9xw=ilia' 
NOM-LOC-pour liquid=GAME ANIMAL 
'hot cakes' 

LCICATIONAL EXTWWIONS: Examples ( 12) and ( 13) show locational extensions of the suffix based 

on the anatomy of game animals. 

(12) Columbian (Kinkade no date) 
t -  kw3n=t6a7=wil-n 
POS-grabS~hfE ANIMAL=VESS€L-1 SG 

'I caught the side of the canoe.' 

(13) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 18 1) 
s- n- yxw=i16a'J 
NoM-L0C-dropped=G~ME ANIMAL 

'inside' 

FEELING EXTENSIONS: Example (14) shows the entrails construed as the scat of emotion. 

(14) Lillooet (van Eijlc 1987:255) 
n- Zawkiiia'J 
LOC-~ow=GAME ANIMAL 

'humble' 

The inventory of semantic categories that obtain for the suffix *;I!&? sustains the positing of 

the central meanings GAME ArnMAL for the suffix. 

5.1 *Lit%' refemng to 64game animal". 

The meaning GAME ANIMAL for h e  suffix *did7 is attested throughout the Interior and 

Tsarnosan branches of the family. The suffix is not attested with the meaning GAME ANIMAL in 

Central Sdish, a fact that lends itself to speculation about the influence of culture on the 

semantics of the suffix. 



The examples below denote a number of wild animals trapped or hunted for meat or for the 

value of their pelts across Salish speaking lands. 

DOE: Examples ( 15) through (19) refer to a female deer and come from Tsarnosan and Southern 

Interior Salish: 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 136) 
t 6 w n 4 i i  
unglosscd=c;AME ANIMAL 

'doe, mare' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 196) 
tiw=ltav 
trade=GAME ANIMAL 

'doe (white-tailed and mule deer)' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #378) 
tawn4ia9 
unglossed=G~ME ANIMAL 
'doe' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:4) 
s-me9m=dIie7 
NOM-woman=GAME AMMAt  

' fcmale dce r' 

Kdispel (Giorda 1879:88) 
s-komdlze 
NOM-unglossed=G~~~ ANIMAL 

'female deer in spring' 

ERMINE AND WEASEL: Examples (20) through (24) come from hterior Salish and denote animals 

hunted for their fur. 

(20) Shuswap (Kuipen 1974: 142) 
s-pbpq46e 
NOM-white (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL 
'ennine' 



Kalispel (Vogt 194053) 
pbpq=aiCeV 
white (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL 

'ermine, weasel' 

Shuswap (Kuipea 1983~7 1) 
s- c6cqw=lire 
NOM-red (redup.)=GM ANIMAL 

' weaei' 

Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: #39 1) 
s- p ipqdh'  
NOM-white (redup.)=GAME ANIMU 
'weasel (white phase)' 

Spokane (Carlson 198950) 
s- pipq= lh l  
NOM-w hite (redup.)=GAME AMMAL 

'weasel (short tailed) ' 

ELK: Examples (25) through (27) below come from Southern interior Salish and refer to the elk, 

a l u g e  game animal hunted both for meat and for its hide: 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 179) 
s-nik=liaq 
NOM-unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 
'elk' 

Kalispel (Vogt 194053) 
s-n6C=lie? 
NOM-unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 

'elk' 

Kalispel (Giorda 1879: 1 16) 
s-n&h=elze 
NOM-unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 
'female elk' 



CARIBOU: Examples (28) and (29) below come from Southern Interior Salish and refer to the 

caribou, another large animal also hunted for its meat and its hide: 

(28) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 186) 
s- tydlPa9 
NOM-unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 
'caribou, moose, elk, stag' 

(29) Kaiispei (Vogt 194053) 
s- tiy&lic'? 
NOM-unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 

'caribou' 

GOAT AND SHEEP: Examples (30) and (3 1) come from Southern Interior Salish and denote wild 

species of sheep and goat. 

(30) Okanagan (Maitina 1987: 136) 
s- pqpiq=tia? 
NOM-white (rcdup.)=GAME ANIMAL 

'female mountain goat' 

(3 1 ) Okanagan (Mattina L987:6) 
s-cmdiia3 
NOM-smdl=GAME ANIMAL 

'female young mountain sheep' 

BIRDS AND FISH: Examples (32) through (37) denote fowl and fish game. 5 

Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.20.6) 
ic iki t i ip  
unglossed=&wE ANIMAL 
'cod' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 1 16) 
s- q w \ i f f w = ) i i  
NOM-white=GAME AMMAL 
'tundra swan' 

Birds hunted by the Interior Plateau people include swans. geese, ducks, and grouse 
(Alexander 1992: 142). 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:29) 
ci~qW=6iiV 
red=GAME ANIMAL 
'[of salmon) have turned red* 

Kdispel (Vogt i94O:53) 
qhlq=alie? 
unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 
'gmusc' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:70) 
qdlqi 46e9  
unglossed (redup.)=G~ME ANIMAL 
'grouse' 

Kalispel (Vogt 194053) 
&I-nkw&hk7 
only-one=GAME ANlMAL 
'He caught only one bh.' 

Allough the suffix refers mostly to game animals. its use extends to denote some domestic 

animals intruduccd after contact time. In the examples below, the suffix * f l d i 7  refen to domestic 

animals. Introduced in post-contact times, mules and horses were used as farm animals. Example 

(38) shows the f a n  task allotted to a mule. and example (39) refers to an animal that kicks, 

either a horse or a mule. The semantic path of the suffu is GAME M M A L  > DOMESTIC AMMAL. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 186) 
s-iliiil=tCa? 
NOM-tear open (plow) (redup.)=G~ME ANIMAL 

'mules' 

Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938:6 15) 
taitdq=aiie- UI 

kick (rcdup.)=GAME AWAL-HABWAL 
'kicker' 



Examples (40) through (47) denote hunting contexts. The suffix attaches to predicates 

meaning "to follow", "to look for", "to go", and "to chase". The resulting expressions illustrate 

the tracking. chasing, and sighting of game animals. 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :9) 
v j E = t i i  
see=GAME ANIMAL 
'see a deer. elk, bear (game)' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 1 36) 
s- tiS=i&i h- n 
N O M - ~ O ~ ~ O W S A M E  ANIMAL-3SG 
'chase deer* 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 187) 
kwaii=xn=i~Ca? 
look=FOOT=GAME ANIMAL 
'to mck an animal' 

Shuswap (Kuipea 1989: 196) 
x-kwii=xn=61ie 
LOC-check=FOOT=GAME GMMAL 

'to look for tracks of game' 

Shuswap (Kuipea 1974: 19 1) 
s- ns=t%=m x 
NOM-go=GAME ANIMALSLAM) 

'deer coming down from the snow* 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 19%:87) 
k t y l i i '  
~OUOW=GAME ANIMAL 

'to track an animal' 

Spokane (Carison 1989~7) 
n-%c=h =6i&e9 
LOC-~OMO w=FCWT~EGAME ANIMAL 

'follow the tnclrs of game animals* 



(47) Spokane (Carlson 1989:257) 
En wZE=l&e' 
1 SG see=GAME ANIMAL 
'I saw a deer.' 

In the Spokane example (48). the meaning of the suffu has broadened to a non-hunting 

setting and the prey can be a person. 

(48) Spokane (Carlson 19899 1 ) 
qe? E- tqdl6e 'J  
1 PL DIR-chase=GAME ANIMAL 

'We chased something (gamelgirlfiend). ' 

This is the only instance in the data where the suffix refers to a prson that is being chased or 

pursued. 

After catching game, the hunter must bleed, skin, quarter, and gut the animal before taking it 

home. The following examples reflect butchering practices. The hunter prepares the animal for 

transportation and subsequent consumption. The suffix seems to denote deer in Shuswap and 

Lillooet. In Thompson and Southern Interior Salish the suffix denotes fish and fowl. The 

distribution of the words for deer in Cenual Salish is addressed by Hess (1979). 

The suffix *ill$' GAME ~ M A L  appears in expressions related to the butchering of' game and 

fish in examples (49) through (54). 

DEER BUTCHERING 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 104) 
n-sqdl6"-am 
LOCquarter=GAME ANlMAL -MID 
'split a deer in half after skinning it' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 166) 
s-cp+ICe 
ASP-unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 

'to hang up deer to drain it of blood' 



(5 1) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 187) 
s-hle?dl i i?-  me 
NOM-deer=G~ME ANIMAL-MID 
'butchered deer' 

FOWL PLUCKING AND SKINNING 

(52)  Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 13 1) 
k r k l ; d i P i ?  
remove=GAME ANIMAL 

'skin fowl by scalding' 

(53) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: M 7 )  
l o q d l i a 9 -  n 
pull OU~=GAME ANIMAL- 1 SG 
'pluck a bird' 

(54) Columbian (Kinkade n.d,: M 5 )  
n- t a l d h '  
POS-tear open=GAME A W A L  

'clean fish' 

The above expressions are exclusive to Interior Salish and attcst the importance that hunting 

had in the economy of the Interior Plateau. This ends the discussion of the meaning GAME ANIMAL 

that obtains for the suffix *diii7. 

5.1.1 *h ( d i p  used as a classifier for animals. 

This section addresses a classificatory meaning of the suffix *dl&? The examples that follow 

contain stative predicates denoting quantity. The lexical suffix functions as classifier for 

animals in the Tsarnosan and Southern Interior examples (55) through (69). 

(55) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :87) 
na&=iiw=~Pi 
one=CON=GAME ANIMAL 
'one deer' 



(56) Upper Chehalis (KinLade 199 1 : 19) 
cbm =t t i  
tWO=GAME ANIMAL 

'two deer' 

(571 Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 57)  
kwi- n ={Pi 
how many-SUF=GAME ANIMAL 
'how mimy deer (killed)?' 

(58) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 107) 
q5f =iii 
rnany=GAME ANIMAL 

'many deer* 

(59) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:399) 
x W9=d4ti7 
much=G~ME ANIMAL 

'lots of game taken when hunting' 

(60) Kalispel (Vog 194053) 
iksal=t9Pe7 du'man6 
~WO=GAME ANIMAL goat 
'He got two mountain sheep.' 

(6 1) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 135) 
C s l d t t e 7  
IwoSAME ANlMAL 

'two animals' 

(62) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 135) 
t-i!e? =&lie7 
DIR-threes- ANIMAL 
'three animals' 

(63) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 135) 
t -m r5s4ie9 
DIR-four=GAME ANIMAL 

'four animals' 



Spokane (Carlson 1989: 135) 
€-clEst=t9Ce* 
DIR-five=GAME ANIMAL 

'five animals' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 135) 
f -iqn~st=dlie9 
DIR-six=GAME ANIMAL 

'six animds' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 135) 
r -ssf i iC=el~t  9 

DIR-seven=GAME ANIMAL 
'seven animals' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 135) 
ZS- hc9rn=di&e? 
DIReight4AME ANlMAL 

'eight animals' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 135) 
e- KKht=aie' 
DI R-nine=GAME ANIMAL 
'nine animals' 

Spokane (Cartson 1989: 135) 
'JopnEst=dQ7 
tekGAME ANIMAL 

'ten animals' 

This concludes the discussion of the classificatory meaning that obtains for the suffix *dl&' 

GAME ANIMAL. 

5.1.2 *Ll&' referring to bVDlksh". 

We address here a meaning of the suffix *iff&? referring to the flesh of animals hunted for 

food. Examples (70) through (79) refer to the flesh of diverse animals consumed as food: 

The Spokane examples (64, (65), and (69) contain the lexical suf f i  &st m. 



venison, elk, whale, bear, deer, rabbit, mountain goat, and fish. The semantic path of the suffix is 

CAME ANIMAL > FLESH. 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:178) 
s- qig wac41di? 
N O M - ~ ~ ~ ~ = G A M E  ANIMAL 

'venison' 7 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 107) 
qi lat=l i i  
CL~=GAME ANIMAL 

'elk meat' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 153) 
s- kwtiyxw=iii: 
NOM-whale-GAME ANIMAL 
'whale meat' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:30) 
k e n m d l k  
be;u=GAME ANIMAL 
'bear meat' 

Shuswap (Kuipers l983:93) 
6c7dlde 
deer=GAME ANIMAL 

'dcer meat' 

Thompson (Thompson & 'lbompson 1996:3) 
%cqw=61i.i'J 
b&ed=GAME ANIMAL 

'rabbil/grousc cut thin and cooked in ashes' 

Thompson (Thompson & 'Ihompson 19%:229) 
s-pe%f t6iq 

NOM-bear=GAME ANIMAL 
'dressed bear meat' 

The Lushootseed example (70) is the only Central Salish example of the suffi. Its meaning 
is WH. 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:437) 
s- P i  =eP=&CP 
NOM-goat=SHAG (?)=GAME ANIMAL 
'mountain goat meat' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:216) 
iil =idaq- rn 
tear apart=GAME ANIMAL-MID 
'carve fish' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 140) 
li3x &t i i3  

slimy=GAME ANIMAL 
'flesh [of fish) gets slimy' 

Examples (80) through (84) contain contemporary extensions of the suffix where the referent 

is he flesh of animals introduced in post-contact times. 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 183) 
siml t-xw=itk 
cattle-SW-GAME ANtMAL 

'beef 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 1 19) 
s- g w & q w = l  ie  7 

NOM-grind=G~ME ANIMAL 

'hamburger, ground meat' 

Lillooet (van Eijl 1987: 178) 
k?suh=llh' 
pig=GAME ANIMAL 
'pork meat' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 132) 
Sip=tCi 
sheep=G~ME ANIMAL 
'mutton' 



(84) Upper Chehalis (Kidcade 199 1 53) 
kwuSd=iii* 
~ ~ ~ = G A M . E  ANIMAL 

'pork' 

The Interior Plateau people had at least five different methods for drying meat and fish: (a) 

by the sun's rays. (b) by wind in the shade, (c) by smoke in the lodges, (d) by heat from fire: and 

(e) by hot air in sweat-houses, or in houses constructed like sweat-houses (Alexander 1992: 124). 

The following utterances contain the suffu *dl&? refemng to types o l  dried meat. 

Lushootseed (Hess 1976:10) 
Sa b4t t iq  
dry=GAME ANIMAL 

'dried meat' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 152) 
p4mdte7  
smokcd=GAME ANIMAL 
'smoked meat or fish' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 19%: 102) 
k x = t  i i?  
drySlAME ANIMAL 

'dry meat on a rack' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:8) 
cq?=itia? 
dry over fire=GAME ANIMAL 

'dry meat over a fire' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 14) 
iq=i dlte' 
pricklyXON=G~ME ANIMAL 
'dricd meat' 



Kalispl (Giorda l879:239) 
s- kas=&l ze 
NOMdry (?)=GAME ANIMAL 
'dried, smoked meat* 

Columbian (Kinkade n-d.: #379) 
s- h a w d l i a ?  
NOM-dry=OAME ANIMAL 

'dried meat. jerked meat' 

Coeur d* Alene (Reichard 19385 15) 
m5t =ldeq-e n-c 
smoked=GAME ANIMAL-TR-3SG 
'He smoked meat.' 

In examples (93) through (100) the lexical suff'ix *dIki7 denotes meat The predicates in these 

examples denote r quality attributed to the meat. 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:30) 
s-ial = a W  
NO~-split open= GAME ANIMAL 
'sliced meat' 

Lillooet (vm Eijk 1987: 1 15) 
n d ={&a7 

cut= GAME ANIMAL 

'cut meat' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:304) 
'am h d l 6 a "  
good= GAME AMMAL 

'good meat' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 170) 
sfc=tba~ 
new=GAME ANIMAL 
'fresh meat' 



Kalispel (Giorda l879:239) 
s- ko l=&lze 
NOM-roas t=GAME ANIMAL 
'roasted meat* 

Kalispel (Giorda 1879~239) 
tl lz=l ze 
~U~=GAME ANIMAL 

'hard meat' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: U376) 
qa 14 l ta9  
fres  GAME ANIMAL 
'fresh meatT 

Coeur d* Alene (Reichard 1938:6 15) 
Kas=ilicqe 
good=G~ME ANIMAL 

'delicious meat' 

ALthough the suffix primarily refers to foods of animal origin, the examples that follow show 

that the suffix cxprnds its meaning to denote other kinds of food. This extension implies a 

pnerdization of the meaning nEsH. The suffix *d!6i7 refers to "food in the Southern htcrior 

examples below. The semantic path followed is CAME ANIMAL > FLESH > FOOD! 

Examples ( 102) through ( 104) below denote pancakes. 

(102) Spokane (Carlson 1989:66) 
s-n-kplk46e7 
NOM-~OC=searcd ( r e d u p . ) = G ~ ~ ~  ANIMAL 

'pancake' 

8 This is the revenal of what happened in English. The word "meat" use to denote all kinds of 

dishes and then became specialized denoting dishes that consisted of flesh (Bloomfield 
l933:43 1). 



Okanagan (Mattina 1987:20) 
n-2avxw=ilia?- m 
LOC-pour i iquid=GM ANIMALMID 
'make pancakes, pour dough' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:20) 
s-n-ia7xw=iita3 
NOM -LOC-pour liquid=G~ME ANTMAL 

*hot cakes' 

Examples (105) and (106) convey the idea of plate or vessel for containing Liquid food. 

( 105) Kalispel (Vogt 194053) 
qBp=Cik9=tan 
SO~~=GAME ANIMAL=[NSTR 
-dish (for eating)' 

( 106) Spokane (Carlson 1989:70) 
qpdlCe9 
S O ~ ~ S A M E  ANIMAL 

'plate (for eating)' 

The examples below express ideas related to the abundance of food. In example (107) the 

suffix *dlii7 cross-references "berries" in the predicate. In example (108) the suffix *dl&7 cross- 

references "potatoes" in the predicate. 

Shuswap (Kuipers l974:246) 
f -qwy=e lk-m kn i S P J ~  PQ 
LOC=(havc plenty)=GM ANIMAL-MID 1 SG Dm bemes 
'I'll eat my fill of bemes.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:246) 
me? f-qwy=eibnt-p ik patPq 
ASP LOC-(have plenty)=GAME ANIMAL-TR-2PL DET potatoes 
'Let (the horses) feast on potatoes!' 



Example ( 109) refers to the lack of food: 

(109) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 14) 
n-&$xW=elbm 
DIR=lachg=GAME ANIMALMID 

'lacks sufficient food to quell hunger' 

The extension FOOD for the suffix is attested only in Interior Salish. 

5.1.3 *ifii' referring to "bodyn or 'pnon"? 

The extension BODY for the suffix *d&7 is attested in Quinault, Upper Chehalis. Thompson. 

Okanagan. and Coeur d' Alenc. A similar extension exists in Indo-European (Buck 1949: 20 1) 

where "flesh" or "meat" may refer to the body of a person, as in ''The spirit is willing, but thc 

flesh is weak". 

Examples (1 10) through (1 18) exemplify the extension BODY for the suffix *dl&? The 

semantic path of the suffix is GAME AMMAL > FLESHIWDY. 

(1 10) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 2.49.5) 
731 p=iilia? 
first, in front=GAME ANIMAL 
'front of body' 

( I  1 1) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 4.67.12) 
f o q w a l i i ?  
unglossed=GAME AMMAL 

'girdle (something tight around the body)' 

( 1 12) Quinault (Gibson n.d.12.49.6) 
h n d l b 9  
near, beside=G~ME ANIMAL 

'sides of body* 

Mengarini (1 86 1 : 106) considers that W f i 7  means "meat", "animal body", and "human 
body*" 



Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 103) 
pi t 4 i i  
all over=GAME ANIMAL 
'whole body* 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 1 16) 
s- ktih=l tsie 
NOM-whiteSAME ANIMAL 
'white man' lo 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 146) 
ki=d~ti 
unglossed=GAME AMMAL 
'one not of the body' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:263) 
qa3zdl&V 
ratigued=G~ME ANIMAL 
'person gets tired (physically)' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:80) 
kwu n-xwavxw'%i16a7 
t PL LOC-enough (rcdup.)=GAME ANIMAL 

'Our bodies are picking up.' 

Coeur d' Alene (Bruthmaier 1996: 18) 
tan duxw=i16e3 
1SG fd=GAME ANIMAL 

'I fell (body fell).' 

Examples ( 1 19) $rough ( 12 1) that follow suggest a possible path of grarnmaticalization for 

the suffix whereby it comes to denote an unspecified third person. The semantic path is GAME 

ANIMAL > BODY w SOMEONE. 

lo This form was collected by George Gibbs 18SQ160 (Kinkade 199 1). 
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Okanagan (Mattina 1987:259) 
gwl =ilia' 
leave=GAME ANIMAL 
'leave somebody' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 154) 
qiqayJlla9 
cdl (rdup.)=GAME ANIMAL 

'call somebody down' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:9) 
cq=Hia9 
hit by throwing=GAME ANIMAL 

'throw something at somebody' 

The origin of the extension BODY is unclear, and I have not been able to find clear contexts or 

intermediate forms hat elucidates the issue.ll My assumption is that the meaning BODY is 

interchangeable with the meaning nwi. and that both these meanings represent a specialization 

of the central meaning GAME ~ A L .  The grammaticalization of  BODY yields SOMEONE and this 

usage seems exclusive to Okanagan. 

5.1.4 YtCP refemng to b6carcass". 

Traditionally, the butchering of game animals took place near the killing sites. If conditions 

permitted, the liver of the animal was roasted during the butchering; but if butchering had to be 

completed quickly due to the distance from camp or to bad weather, the animal was skinned and 

quartered. The quartcred animal and its internal organs were wrapped in thc animal's hide and 

taken to the base campsite (Tyhurst 1992:374). 

The importance of butchering and hunting practices in the life of Interior Salish people 

cannot be overestimated. The knowledge of animal anatomy that butchering requires is expressed 

in the lcxicon of In tenor Sdish. In this case, it leads to novel semantic extensions for the suffix 

*dl&? The prevalence of cultural activities connected with hunting and butchering is attested by 

Such a form would parailel the Lillooet 7amh = dl&? where the suffix can mean both "meat" 
and "nature" (van Eijk 1987:304). 



the examples below. In examples (122) through (125) the suffix *dl&? refers to the carcasses of 

quartered animals. The semantic path of the suffix is GAME AMMAL > FLES~ODY/CARCASS. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:306) 
s-qwaf tdICi9 
~Ohl-pack=GAME ANIMAL 

'open up and pack a whole carcass' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 13 1) 
kwanax&iPi? 
how many<- ANIMAL 

'how many carcasses?' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:30) 
c i k s d I i i 9  
five=GAME ANIMAL 
'five carcasses' 

Okanagan (Mattina 198799) 
m l L w d l h 9  
whole=G- ANIMAL 

'whole carcass' 

The meaning CARCASS for *dICi7 becomes a source for locational extensions of h e  suffix (see 

section 5.2). 

5.1.5 *if&' referring to b'innards''. 

The meaning INNARDS for the suffix *dl&? reflects an aspect of the butchering process. i.c. 

the disemboweling of game. The carcass and the innards are separated in this process. Examples 

(126) through (130) show the lexical suffix *dl87 functioning as a generic term for denoting 

INNARDS. This extension of the suffix is exclusive to Interior Salish. The semantic path of the 

suffix is GAME ANIMAL > CARCASS > INNARDS, 

(126) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 157) 
n-IoQWf ! i i7  

LOC-pull OUt=GAME ANlMAL 
'remove insides, disembowel' 



Okanagan (Mattina 1987:23 1) 
wi3 s-n- t l k w = i l ~ a ~ - s  
WIRIC NOM-LOC-pull up=GAME ANIMALJSG 
'He got done raking out the guts.' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:80) 
n- wik=iia'?-m 
LOC-st!e=GAME ANIMAL-MID 

'see the insides' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:265) 
s-n- yaxw- t=it2a? 
NOM-LoC-dropped-SUF=GAME ANIMAL 

'guts' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: W09) 
s-n- wan tdl6a7 
NOM-POS-unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 

'insides of the stomach' 

The meanings expressed by the suffix *dlii9 derive from hunting practices. The cxmplcs 

below attest to the rituals associated with the hunting and killing of game animals in the culture 

of the Interior people. Example (148) alludes to a traditional practice whereby young hunters 

make a gift of their first killing.12 

( 13 1 )  Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:73) 
s- ka'Wic7dks 
NOM-[sacred]=GAME ANIMAL=HAND 

'offering to a shaman after the hunt' 

The root f a7 is not glossed in example (1  3 1): however, lhis mot has the connotation of things 

sacred or taboo in other languages of the family. 

12 Albert Nelson recalled this practice, which his grandmother taught him. but could not 
remember the name for it (Mount Currie, B.C. 1995). 



Example (132) portrays a situation wherein the person who receives the gift of a "first 

killing" offers a prayer for the young hunter so that he or she may have good luck as a food 

provider. 

( 132) Spokane (Carlson 1989: 19) 
n-io9=6&7-n-c6t-n 
LOC-pray=GAME ANIMAL-SUF-act in a certain way-3SG 
*a prayer for the innards (lit.)' 

The expressions above provide a glimpse into the cultural and subsistence value that hunting has 

for interior Salish people. 

In the following examples, the suffix * d d P  denotes the "gut" and is labeled INNARDS to 

differentiate it from * a h a &  GUT. (See Chapter 2.) The internal organs of an animal are exposed 

in the butchering process. These organs are inside the body in animals and humans: hence the 

association of INNARDS with INSIDE. Examples (133) through (135) come from Interior Salish. and 

the suffix *d!&7 denotes conditions of the body affecting internal organs. The semantic path of 

the suffix is CAME ANIMAL CARCASS > INNARDS. 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:92) 
n-6xw=ateaq-a 
LOC-clcan=G~.ME AMMAL-SW 

'give someone a laxative' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: L72) 
n - k i x a t i a 7  
LOC-dry=Ci~ME ANIMAL 
'constipation' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 199653) 
n-&eG=tiiv-me 
LOC-W~S~=GAME ANIMAL-MID 

'administer douche, enema' 

In examples (136) and (137) the suffix refers to the stomach. The semantic path of the suffix is 

GAME ANIMAL > CARCASS > INNARDS. 



(136) Shuswrp (Kuipea 1989: 15 1)  
x -pf-pdl ie  
LOC-empty-ASP=GGME ANIMAL 

'empty stomach' 

( 1  37) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #388) 
(s)- na-qil=th' 
NOM-POS-sic  G GAME ANIMAL 
'stomach ache' 

Example (138) comes from Shuswap and forms a set with the two examples above. The 

expression has the root predicate t&y, "hunger", and lhough the lexical suffix is not given an 

independent gloss, it denotes the place inside the body where hunger is felt. The semantic path of 

the suffix is CAME ANIMAL > CARCASS > INNARDS. 

( 138) Shuswap (Kuipea 1993: 156) 
cx- tCy=iPe 
half full-hungry=G~ME ANIMAL 

'to remain hungry' 

The following examples come from four different Interior languages. The utterances denote 

pregnancy and other conditions affecting the inside of the body. The semantic path of the suffix 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:89) 
caxcdlte 
half done (redupJ4AME AMMM 

'pregnant' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:29) 
n-ciTw=4tti7 
LOC-blecd=G~ME AMMAL 

'have internal bleeding' 

Spokane (Carlson 198999) 
i c 9 ~ 4 6 e ~ - ~  
sweet=GAME ANIMAL-SUF 
'diabetes' 



(142) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #392) 
n-pah-pdt ia?  
POS-bum, sore-ASP=GAME ANIMAL 
'burning from the throat down' 

In examples (143) and (144), the meaning of the suffiii expands to designate the total inside area 

of the body and all the organs it contains. 'Ihe semantic path of the suffix is GAME AMMAL > 

CARCASS w INNARM. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 105) 
n-k3mSrmdiCi9 
LOC-area (ndup.)=GAME ANIMAL 
'insides (of person)' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 197432 14) 
x- km 
LOC-area=GAivlE ANIMAL 

'inside of body' 

The following example comes from Downriver Halkomelem and features a lexical suffix that 

exhibits semantic and phonological similarities to the suffix *dl&? In example (145) the suffix 

=a0lce refers to the innards. (See section 2.1.4, examples (107)-(108)).'3 

( 145) Halkomelcm (Suttles in prep. a) 
qdp=a*ice- t-am 
~~HNNARDS-TR-MID 
'have a cramp in the stomach' 

The extension INSDE > AFFECT is a regular semantic extension of the suffix *if!&? (see section 

5.3). This same range of extensions obtains for the Halkomelem =a*lce.l4 While the semantics of 

I3 The basic form of the suffir is =a*lce - =al=dce. The form =ale! is a third variant of this 
suffix, and it appears to have a fused connective element (Suttles in prep. b, 114). 
l4 In examples (i) through (iii) the suffu is glossed as INNARDS and refers to the seat of emotion 
and understanding. 



the Downriver Halkomelem suffix are similar to the semantics of the suffix *BICi7. the historical 

relation between the two is problematic, since the % segment of the proto-form is realized as c, 

instead o f  the expected ie correspondence. On the other hand, the semantic connection between 

the "inside body*' and the "seat of emotion" is affirmed by these examples. 

(0 

( ii) 

(iii) 

Halkomelem (Sutlles in prep. a ) 
sam kw=61cl 
l urn  INNARDS 
'be worried (lit. have a lump in h e  belly)' 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
%f=alct 
good=INNARDS 
'have a good mind' 

HalLomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
Rai41ct 
h u r t = ~ w ~ u ~ s  
'be sorry, regret' 



5.1.6 Summary and distribution of meanings related to game animals for the lexical 
sumx * ci 

Table V below shows the distribution of the anatomical meaning extensions that obtain for 

the suffix *dl&'? GAME ANIMAL and sums up the content of section 5.1. 

DISTRIBUTlON PATERN OF 
HUNTING RELATED EXTENS IONS 

GAME ANIMAL "Game anim 
GAME ANIMAL "Animal Classifier' t . I .  

GAME ANIMAL "Flesh" I 1 . 1 . r . 1 .  t 

GAME ANIMAL "Body" [ . L I .  i 

GAME ANIMAL "Carcass" 

TABLE V: BRANCH DISTFUBUTlON OF HUNTING RELATED EXTENSIONS 

The cxtension GAME ANIMAL and the classifier function of the suffix arc attested in Tsarnosan 

and Interior Salish. 

The extension FLESH is attested in Tsamosan, Central Salish, and Interior Salish. 

The cxtension BODY is attestcd in Tsamosan and Interior Salish, 

The extension CARCASS is attested in Interior Salish. 

The cxtension INNARDS is attested in Interior Salish and possibly in C c n d  Salish. 

This concludes the discussion concerning the distribution of hunting-related meanings that 

obtain for the suffii *d!ki7. 

5.2 Locatiod extensions of the lexical suffix GAME ANIMAL. 

The locationid notions expressed by the suffm *;II&7 are SIDE and ENSIDE. Ibe extension SIDE 

derives from h e  meaning CARCASS that obtain for the suffix (see sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4). The 

carcass of an animal comprises the bulk of its trunk, that is, the entire region of the rib cage and 



the hips. The extension srm for the suffix is sensitive to the bilatetal symmetry of the body. 

which becomes exposed in an eviscerated carcass. 

The extension INSIDE derives from the extension INNARDS. Since the innards are contained 

within the ventral cavity, the suffix *dlCP becomes associated with the place where the innards 

are located and comes to denote INSIDE. The notion of containment within r hollow space is part 

of the meaning denoted by the suffix in its extension INSIDE. Section 5.2.1 below addresses the 

extension SIDE for the suffix, and section 5.2.2, the extension INSIDE. 

The extension SIDE that obtains for the suffix Y I C i 7  in the Southern Interior examples (147) 

through (149) occurs in expressions that contain two lexical suffixes. In these exprcssions the 

suffix *dl&? irnmcdiately follows the root predicate, and it is followed in turn by a second lexical 

suffix. c.g. TAIL> END. These expressions literally refer to the side end of a person: the 

translations for these examples are "hip" in Colurnbian. and "side of belt" in Coeur d' Alcn~.'~ 

The semantic path of the suffix is CAME ANIMAL w CARCASS + SIDE. 

( 146) Colum bian (Kinkade n. d.) 
k-cokcak=ICaWp 
POS-hit (redup.)=G- ~MAL;:TAIL 

'He got hit on the hip.' 

( 147) Columbian (Kinkade n. d.) 
k- t3qtaq=lh%ip-m 
PoS-touch (redup.)=G~M~ ANIMfiT'AIL-MID 

'hands on hip' 

( 148) Coeur d9Alcne (Reichard l938:624) 
t-qa9C9adlPe'dp-man-c 
LOC-stuck (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL=TAL-INSTR-3SG 
'He put one on each side of his belt' 

l5 See section 2.1.1.2. where the suffu *an/nak forms parts of expressions denoting the "hip". 
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The following examples come from Thompson, and the suffu *dl&? refen to the s r o ~  

without the presence of the suffix for rm. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 177) 
kax W- P= CICiq 
cri p pled-AS M A M E  ANIMAL 
'paralyzed on one side' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 199656) 
S-takw3=tii7 
biO~-left=GAME ANIMAL 

'left side (of person)' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:80) 
iqh={ci? 
$ood=GAME ANIMAL 

'right side (of person)' 

The concept SIDE becomes more abstract in examplcs (152) through (M), as the suffix 

denotes the sides of inanimate objects. The suffix *dl&? means "'side" in the following Southern 

Interior examples. 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 102) 
pan=& 
neat=GAME ANIMAL 

'side' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #380) 
t -kan4Ca~=wi l  
POS-Uea=GAME AMMAL;=VESSEL 
'side of the canoe.' 

Columbian (Kinkade (n, d.) 
t-kwan=i6a~=wiL-n 
POS-@C, gtab= GAME AMMAL=VESSEL-I SG 
'I caught the side of (e-g. box).' 



( 155) Kalispel (Giorda \879:344) 
s'chi t=e 1 ze 
unglossed=~AM~ ANIMAL 
'side' 

The Kalispel examples below show further extensions of the suffix *dh? The suffix 

attaches to seemingly dcictic predicates and refers to the sides of a natural landmark. a valley. as 

shown in Figure 2. The meaning SIDE for the suffix in examples (1561 and ( 157) below is visually 

associated with the bilateral symmetq of the mammalian body, e.g. like the symmetry of an 

open carcass, since a valley is r long depressions of the earth's surface between ranges of hills or 

mountains. 

Figure 2: Two Sides of the Valley. 

( 156) Kdispel (Giorda 1 8 7 9 : W )  
z-nteli=t5lxc 
PRFX-unglossed=G~ME ANIMAL 
'this side of h e  valley' 

( 157) Kaiispel (Giorda 1 879: 345) 
ch-ntclidlze 
PRFX-unglossed=G~ME ANIMAL 
'the other side of the valley' 

The extension SIDE for the suffix *;llii7 arises within a butchering context and extends to 

include inanimate objects both in nature and man-made. The evisceration, qu~tering, and 

dismemberment of game animals exposes to view the anatomy of the v e n d  cavity, i-e. the 



hollowed central space from which the innards are taken, and the bilateral symmetry of thc 

remaining carcass. hence h e  notion SIDE. (See Figure 10, section 2.3.3.). 

5.2.2 *it&' referring to %side9'. 

This section addresses the meaning INSIDE that obtains for the suffix *d!Ci7. The extension 

INSIDE for the suffix relates to the extension INNARDS by way of the ventral cavity, the hollow 

space that contains the MNARDs. l6 The semantic development INNARDS > MSIDE for the suffix 

*dtii7 is exclusive to Interior languages. The suffix denotes a three-dimensional space with a 

potentid for containment. The semantic path of the suffix is GAME A m m L  > cn~cnsss INNARDS > 

INSIDE. 

In examples (1 58) and (159) the suffix YIEP refers to the inside part of a tree. 

( 158) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:296) 
n - z u ~ q w 4 1 ~ a 9  
LOC-decay~AME ANIMAL 

'inside of me is rotten' 

( 159) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:2 1 1) 
naqdlCi7 
hole throughsAME M A L  
'rotten inside (of wood)' 

In cxarnples ( 160) through ( 163) the conccpt of hollowness is associated to h e  concept INSIDE in 

the context of trees. 
( 160) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 168) 

X-ckdi i -n-s 
LOC-carve=GAME ANIMAL-TR-3SG 

'to hollow out' 

(16 1) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:423) 
?as n-fa tq&l&iq 
ASP Lm-hole through=GAME ANIMAL 
'be hollow inside' 

l6 A parallel semantic development obtains for the lexical suffix *ahha& BEUY/GUT in its 
semantic extension asm (See Chapter 2, section 2.3.3). 



Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #395) 
nit- tiirn46aV 
POS-rot ten= GAME ANIMAL 
'hollow tree or log' 

Columbian (Kinkade n. d.) 
n- waqdICa9 
WS-~nglosscd=GAME A W A L  

'hollow (log, or potato with a hole)' 

Examples (164) and (165) below refer to canoes, conveyances that were once c m e d  out of logs 

or tress. The suffix denotes the hollowed inside space of canoes. The semantic path of the suffix 

CAME ANIMAL > CARCASS INNARDS > INSIDE. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 148) 
n-ql tdlta? 
LOC-over the top=GAME ANIMAL 
'board a canoe' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 126) 
n- x 1 =iIta7 
LOCcut something=GM ANIMAL 

'dugout c;moc' 

The inside of a hollow tube, such as a pipe or a chimney, is the salient trait denoted by the suffix 

in examples (166) through ( 17 1). 

Lillooet (van Eiji 1987:223) 
c j a V a i h 7  
sooted=G~ME ANIMAL 
'soot in stove pipe' 

Thompson (Thompson Br Thompson 1996:423) 
?as n-ia tq+ICi? 
ASP LOC-hole through=GAME ANIMAL 

'a pipe' 



Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #404) 
na - ikw-pd lCa9  
P O s - p i e r c e d - ~ s ~ = G ~ ~ ~  ANIMAL 

'put a pole into a pipe* 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: M 2 )  
c - n - t u w q a i k ? - n  
CISLOC-POS-pull apart=GAME ANIMAL I SG 
'I pull a rod out of a pipe' 

Colum bian (Kinkade n.d.) 
n-i&il&a?- n 
POS-throw=GAME ANIMAL 1SG 

'I stuck it in a pipe' 

Coeur dTAlene (Reichard 1938566) 
hin-m3'3t=lie% 
LOC-smoked=G~ME ANIMAL 

'it (chimney) is smoking' 

The mot in the following examples means "to blow" into something. The suffix denotes the 

inside space into which the air is blown. Example (172) comes from Shuswap and illustrates the 

use of the hand to emit an amplified whistle sound. The semantic path of the suffix is CAME 

ANIMAL > CARCASS s INNARDS > INSIDE. 

( 172) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 142) 
x-p6xwdd-m 
tOC-blow=GAM.E ANIMAL-MU) 
'to blow or whistle on one's hands' 

Expressions (173) through (179) denote wind instruments. Except for the Okanagan example 

(1751, a i l  utterances are constructed with the instrumental s u f k  or a nominalizer. 

(173) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:237) 
puxw=iii9- tn 
blow=GAME AMMAL-CNSTR 
'wind instrument' 



(174) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 142) 
x-pfixw=tie- tn 
LOC-b10 w=GAME ANIMAL-INSTR 

'flute, whistle, wind instrument' 

(175) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 140) 
n- plixw=iibav 
LOC-blow=GAME ANIMAL 
'horn' 

( 176) Spokane (Carlson 1989:62) 
n-phxw=lie9- tn 
LOC-blo W=GAME ANlMAL 

'trumpet' 

(177) Columbian (Kinkade n. d.) 
na-p3xw=lia7- tn 
P O S - b 1 0 w - r . ~ ~ ~  AMMAL-NSTR 
'buglc' 

( 178) Columbian (Kinkade n. d.) 
n-pap5xw=lia7-tn 
ms-blow (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL-MSTR 
'harmonica' 

( 179) Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938596) 
htn-p6xw=iPe9-cn 
LOC-blow=GAME ANIMAL-NOM 
'wind instrument' 

In the Okanagan example (180) below, the suffix denotes the spatial reference point "inside". 

( 1  80) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:224) 
n-wik=tia%n 
LOC-~OO~=GAME ANIMAL-MID 
'look inside there' 



In expressions (18 1) and ( 182). the feature that defines the function of the object is located on 

the inside. Example (18 1) denotes the "tongue of a bell", and example (182) denotes the 

"incandescent filament inside a Light bulb". 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 174) 
x-cqeq+ife- tn 
LOC-hit (redup.)=G~ME ANIMAL-INST 
'tongue of a bell' 

Spokane (Carlson L989:2 15) 
n-$"w=dife7 
DlR-shining=GAME ANIMAL 

'a house light' 

In examples ( 183) through ( 189) the scale of the inside space referred to by the suffix 

increases and the suffix denotes a room or a house. 

( 183) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:80) 
i i met 1 naqs=iiia' 
PART maybe PP one=GAME:ANIMAL 
'They were in one room.' 

( 184) Okanagm (Mattina 1987: 120) 
k n - nqsdlfa7 
TRNSLOC anothesAhdE ANIMAL. 

'in another room' 

( 185) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:80) 
s-n-pum=tla7- tn 
NOM-LOC-smoke=GAME ANlMAL-INSTR 
'smoking shed' 

(186) Spokane (Culson 1989: 100) 
n - i k w f  lie? 
DIR-Set ~ow~I=GAME ANIMAL 
'It lies inside a house.' 



Kalispel (Giorda l879:2O7) 
n-paakdlze  
LOC-unglossed=GAME ANIMAL 

'The room is well illuminated.' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #375) 
n-ccarn%ilia' 
LOC-smdl=GAME ANIMAL 

'smali rooms' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #386) 
naqsllCa? 
one, another=GM ANIMAL 

'the other room, one room' 

Columbian (Kinkade n-d.: #397) 
p-qWt1idl6a9 
unglossed=GAME ANtMAL 

'roomy' 

The meaning INSIDE has its genesis in the location of the intestines. a location that becomes 

exposed in butchering practices. 

5.2.3 Summary and distribution of the locationd extensiona of the s u l l l x  W i i ?  

Table VI below shows the distribution of the locational meaning extensions that obtain for 

the suffix GAME A ~ A L  and sums up the content of section 5.2. 

I 

GAME ANIMAL "Side" 

TABLE VI: BRANCH DlSTRlBUTlON OF LOCATION& EXTENSIONS 

The meanings SIDE and mstm for the suffur *dk? are attested in Interior Salish. These 

meanings also obtain for the suffix *ai/nak. (See sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.) 



5.3 Affect and the lexical s a x  *hi&? 

In the following section, the suffii *dldP refers to emotions. The origin of this extension lies 

in the fact that strong emotions are viscerally felt. This leads to the notion that the seat or locus of 

feeling is somewhere inside the body. A similar extension obtains for the suffix *a i /nak  

ABDOMEN and is addressed in section 2.5. The meaning INSIDE that obtains for both these suffurcs 

is the source of the semantic extension AFFECT. 

5.3.1 WLi' denoting a c t  and volition. 

Strong emotions establish somatic markers on the viscera (Damasio 1994). The English 

expression "to have a lump in the throat" is a case in point, meaning roughly that a person feels 

like crying or is suppressing tears. The roots in these examples have meanings such as "bad", 

"'sick". "angry", "pity", "poor", and "criticize". We can think of them as coloring or profiling the 

emotion. The lexical suffix merely denotes the place where the emotion is felt or has its source. 

The semantic path of the suffix is GAME AMMAL CARCASS INNARDS > INS~DE > AFFECT. 

The Kalispel example (19 1) below alludes to a somatic marker and depicts a penon who is 

tied up in knou. A literal translation of this expression reads "tied up inside". 

(19 1) Kalispel (Vogt 1940:53) 
n-a*c=d6e-is 
LOC-tied=G~hlE ANIMAL -3SG 

"She is tied up in a bundle.' 

Examples (l92) through (200) below imply negative emotional states. These examples come 

form Interior Salish and Tsarnosan and demonstrate the semantic path INSIDE > AFFECT. 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:2 12) 
n-q!=$liav 
LOC-~~K~=GAME ANIMAL 

'mean' 

Lillooet (vm Eijk 1987:234) 
n-qwnLxw=alfa? 
LOC-s icksw ANIMAL 
'sad* 



( 194) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 193) 
x- kasdlk  
LOC-bad=GAME ANIMAL 

'cranky' 

( 195) Shuswap (Kuipen 197 4:Zg) 
f - f y -  p d l l c  
LOC-angry-ASMAME ANIMAL 

'an€?Y' 

( 196) Thompson (Thompson B Thompson 1996:298) 
n-qwno ffW=iil6i7 
LOC-sick=GAME ANIMAL 
'be sick at heart, sad, have sorrows' 

(197) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 1 12) 
n-ks=t%iq-min-s 
LOC-bad-GAME ANIMAL SUF-3POSS 
'dislike something, but keep silent about it' 

( 198) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:422) 
n - ~ a f  ~ a A d i i i 7  
LOC-pity (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL 
'feel pity (for someone or something)' 

( 199) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:292) 
n-qwanqwn =&Iti' 
LOC-poor (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL 

'to feel sorry' 

(200) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 142) 
t6.k "4ii 
criticize=GAME ANIMAL 

'hate, dislike' 



Examples (201) through (204) denote positive emotions, or a sensitive and vulnerable nature. 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:304) 
?am h a i i a v  
g o o d = G A M E h  
'pod natured' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 158) 
x- tam8m=iic 
LOC-cloudy (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL 

'easily moved to tears' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 186) 
x- laxex=ide 
LOC-generous (ndup.)=GAME ANlMAL 

'kind hearted' 

Shuswap (Kuipers l989:2 10) 
i-qwnqwn=616c7 
LOC-poor (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL 
'kind, so ft-hearted' 

Examples (205) and (206). from Shuswap and Thompson respectively, denote various feelings 

perceived as located inside the body. 

(205) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 172) 
x-krn=&iie 
LOC-bite=G~ME ANIMAL 

'to be close to tears' 

(206) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:407) 
n-xwasxWs=e i&9 

LOC-fierce (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL 

'brave' 

The lexical suffix *d&7 denotes mental and emotional processes in expressions (207) through 

(210). The locus of volition from whence thought and desire arise is conceived of as being inside 

the body. 



Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 177) 
x-sl=dCe 
LOCsome apart=GAME ANIMAL 
'indecisive, of two minds' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 158) 
x- ta'a=%iie 
LOC-negative=GAME ANIMAL 
'to feel like not doing something' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson L996:444) 
n- yaicyi f d t i i ?  
LOC-lucid (redup.)=GAME ANIMAL 
'intelligent, quick witted' 

Columbian (Kinkade n. d.) 
n-wal =iia9-n-cdt 
PUS-unglossed=G~ME ANlMAL -7R-RFlX 

'wishful thinking' 

This concludes the discussion of the meaning extension for the suffix *dl&? 

5.3.2 Summary and distribution of the allect-related extensions of the suMx *LiCir. 

TableVII below shows the distribution of alfect-related meaning extensions that obtain for 

the suffix GAME ANIMAL and sums up section 5.3. 
a 

\ i 

8 " f g  
DtSTRIBUTlON PATIERN OF 1 0 

AFFECT RELATED EXTENSIONS 

1 GAME ANIMAL ""Affect" I a 

TABLE VII: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF AFFECT RELATED EXTENSIONS 

The extension AFFECT is attested in Interior Salish and possibly in Halkomelem. The 

connection between the meaning GAME AMMAL and the meaning m~cr for the suffix is 

intriguing, because the suffix *dl&' also has a purely cultural connotation related to af'fec~ In 



Shuswap. the suffix can mean "to have the feelings of a deer" (Florence Simon Q.c.). Used in this 

sense, the suffii denotes someone who has received the "feelings of the deer" after training to be 

a hunter, 

5.4 Summary of extensions tor the sulllrr YICi? 

This section summarizes the extensions of the suffix *dICi7 by means of a radial category 

format The central meaning of the suffix. GAME AWL brings into the lexicon thc context of the 

hunt. Locational meanings such as SIDE and INSIDE arise from the exposed anatomy of the ventral 

cavity in butchering contexts. A containment image schema develops from the place occupied by 

the INNARDS. i.e. the ventral cavity. and it becomes the source of the extension INSIDE. The INSIDE 

is perceived as the seat of emotion and become the source of the extension A F n n .  

Figure 3 graphically relates the extended meanings of the suffix to the ccncral meaning GAME 

ANIMAL 



Game Animal InsiddSidc Someone 

B ody/Carcass/Fles h Affect 

Figure 3: Radial Category of the Meanings of the S a x  dlci7. 

Defmes the semantic domain GAME ANIMAL comprising animals traditionally hunted 

for food and for their furs or skins. 

Defies extensions that arise from butchering and hunting practices. The principal 

meanings of the suffix within this domain are BoDY~c~ikc~ss and FLESH. 

Dcfiies the semantic domain FOOD. 

0 Defies the semantic domains INNARDS and HIP. These extensions act as source 

concepts for the spatial meanings of the suffix. 



1 Defines the semantic domains SIDE and INSIDE. 

Defies the semantic domain AFFECT. This domain can be construed as the "seat of 

emotion". 

Defines the extension SOMEONE for the suffu. 

5.5 Distribution of semantic extemiom by language. 

This section addresses the distribution by language of the semantic extensions that obtain for 

the suffix *ifit?? 

I 

DISIRIBUTION OF EXTENSIONS 

HUNTING EXTENSIONS 
GAME ANIMAL 

GAME ANIMAL "Flesh 

GAME ANIMAL "Innards" 1 f 
LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS I !  

I._r ___. 

GAME I 1  
GAME ANIMAL "hi- 
AFFECT EXTENSIONS 1 i 

POSSlBtE GRAMATICALIZATION 
-AL "Someone" -.-.- 

Bella Coda Central Tsarnosan N. Interior S. lnurior 

TABLE VIII: DlSTRfBUTION OF EXTENSIONS BY LANGUAGE 

The suffix is attested with the meaning GAME AMMAL in this chapter in Quinault, U p p r  

Chehalis, Lillooec, Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan. Colurnbian, Kalispel, Spokane, and 

Coeur dVAlene. It is not attested with this meaning in Cenuzl Salish or Bella Coola 

The suffix is attested with the meaning CARCASS in Thompson and Okanagan. 



The suffix is attested with the meaning BODY in Quinault, Upper Chehalis, Thompson and 

Okanagan. 

The suffix is attested with meaning SOMEONE in Okanagan only. 

The suffix is attested with the meaning FLESH in Lushootseed. Upper Chehalis. Lillooet, 

Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan, Columbian. Kalispel, Spokane, and Coeur dT Alene. 

The suffix is attested with the meaning FWD in Okanagan. Kalispel. and Spokane. 

The suffix is attested with the meaning INNARDS in Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan. 

Columbian. Kalispel, Spokane, Coeur d'Alene, and possibly Halkomclem. 

The suffix is attested with the meaning SDE in Upper Chehalis, Lillooet, Thompson. 

Shuswap. Columbian, and Kalispel, and Coeur d' Alene. . 

The suffix is attested with he  meaning m s m  in Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap. Okanagan. 

Columbian, Kalispel. Spokane, and Coeur d' Alene. 

The suffix is attested with the meaning A F F E ~  in Upper Chehalis, Lillooet, Thompson. 

Shuswap, Columbian, Kalispel, and possibly Halkornelem. 

We see that the meanings of the suffix discussed above are not attested in Bella Coola or 

Central Sdish, excepting for the meaning MSH Lushootsced (example (70) in this chapter), and 

that the cognate status of thc Downriver Halkomelcm forms is problematic (see example (145) 

and note # I  3)- 

5.6 Conclusions. 

The central meaning o l  the suffix *dl$ is GAME ANIMAL. The suffix is most productive in 

Interior Salish, and its polysemy reflects the influence of cultural practices such as hunting and 

butchering. 

In hunting. game is skinned, butchered, and dressed for food. In this cultural context, the 

suffix acquires the meanings BODY, FLESH. CARCASS. and CNNARDS. At a very concrete level the 

lexical suffix *iitCi' has the primary meaning GAME ANIMAL. and one of its Iocational extensions 

is WSIDL The connection between these two meanings is inherent in the central meaning GAME 

ANIMAL in the context of hunting. An eviscerated carcass has an empty space inside from where 



the inner oqans are extracted. All the viscera fit on the inside of the ventral cavity, and. 

excepting the kidneys, fall out spontaneously once the muscles that hold the cavity together are 

cut. The extension m N m s  is thus related to the locational meaning mstoe. 

I have shown how the semantic extensions of the suffuc *di&%re influenced by the hunting 

culture of the Interior Plateau. The next chapter addresses a suffut that is semantically related to 

*dlCi7 GAME ANIMAL The semantic relation that exists between these two suffixes, GAME ANIMAL 

and HIDE, is grounded on the culture of the Interior Plateau. The nature of the relation is made 

explicit in the Okanagan examples (2 1 1) and (2 12) where the suffix *if!$' denotes an animal. 

and the suffix *1?a7 a robe made out of the skin of that same animal. 

(2  1 1 ) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 196) 
tiw=tiaq 
deal, b a r g a i n = G ~ ~ ~  ANIMAL 

'doe, female white tailed and mule deer' 

(2 12) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 178) 
s-ta'cnrn =ida9 

NOMdeer=HIDE 
'deer-skin robe' 

The relation between GAME ANIMAL and HIDE is also made explicit in the Thompson examples 

(2 13) and (2 14). 

(2 13) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:87) 
k&y=l&? 
~O~~OW=GAME ANIMAL 
'to track an animal' 

(2 14) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:2 13) 
n6kweh=iie? 
tan= HIDE 
'tanned hide with hair left on' 

In analyzing the semantics of the suffix  GAME ANIMAL it becomes apparent that culture 

may influence the conceptual system of speaken. The semantic extensions that obtain for the 

suffix *dl& i7 GAME ANIMAL would not be conceivable in an urban or agrarian milieu. Meaning 



extensions like INNARDS > INSIDE, and CARCASS > SIDE in certain respects are not universal. These 

extensions are possible within hunting cultures. like the ones found in the Interior Plateu. It is 

important to notice chat the suffix *if187 GME MMAL is practically absent in Central Salish and 

that Central Salish languages are spoken in different culture area. 



6.0 Introduction. 

This chapter addresses the semantics of the lexical suffix *it%. The suffix belongs to the 

material culture domain, as opposed to the somatic domain. Suffiies of the material culture 

domain are well represented in all Salish languages. Material culture suffixes-like body-part 

suffixes-go back to Proto-Salish and constitute a sub-system of the Proto-Sdish Icxicd suffix 

inventory. However, the cognate sets found for material-culture suffixes throughout Salish are 

fewer than the sets for body-put lexical suffixes (Newman 1968:20). 

I have collected tokens of the suffix *[$a7 in twenty different Salish languages. Sixteen of 

these languages appear in Table I and constitute the main body of data. The rest of the lmguogcs 

from which sample tokens were collected appear in Figure 1 below. 

6.0.1 The data. 

Table I show the sources for the suffix * I ia7 and show the number of entries per language. 

SOURCES FOR "HIDE" t 
f I - . . . . , . . . . . 

BRANCH I LANGUAGE SOURCES I NO 
Bella Coola 1 Bella Coola i Davis et al. ( 1980) 1 3  

I 1 

Central Salish I Comox 1 Boas (n.dJ Ms. 7 1 - 174 
I 

I Squamish KulDers(1967) i 2 
I ~ i k o m e l e m  i '~utt les (in mmration a and b), Leslie ( 1979) j 14 

Saanich i Montler (1986), Pidpon ( 1970) 
Lushootseed i Bates (1994), Hess (1976) 

- - - - - - - 

TABLE I: SOURCES FOR THE SUFFIX FOR HIDE 



In this chapter, I present 199 examples of the lexical suffix *Cia7 H~DE tracing the distribution 

of the suffix throughout the family, contrasting its semantic extensions, and exploring the 

meanings that obtain throughout the family. The analysis is based on 348 examples of the lexical 

suffix *i&Y 

In h e  348 examples of the suffix * Cia7 that a re considered, the meaning "hide" is attested 

in a 1  Interior languages. The meanings bbclothing" and bbblanket'T also obtain for the suffiii across 

the entire fmily. The assumption here is that clothes and blankets were originally made From 

animal hides. Hence, the meaning "hide" underlies these extensions, because it denotes h e  n w  

material out of which clothes and blanket were once made. 

I argue that the notions "outer layer" and "flat-tlexible material" are part of the chain of 

meanings that obtain for the suffix in Northern and Southern Interior Salish (Kinkade 1973.)' I 

also argue ha t  the hunting practices of the Interior Plateau people underlie the proliferation of 

meanings that obtain for this suffix in Interior languages. 

6.0.2 The root ti' and the lexica suKi for HIDE. 

Kuipen (1996:203) reconstructs the suffix as * i d r ?  "hide" (there is no stress mark on his 

reconstructed suffix) and derives it from the root *ii7 . The problem of relating Ci7 to *i6r7 is 

that the origin of *i&7 with an initial glottal stop is supported in several languages (see section 

6.2.2). 

The lexical suffix *Ida? is a good example of the transition from root to lexical suffix 

(Egsdd 198 1, Carlson 1990, Kinkade 1996, 1998). The root status of the morpheme *i6r7 is 

shown in the Bella Coola form ?&ma- "blanket made out of hides" (P. Davis and Saunders 

L980: i60), which contains the morpheme %a- functioning as a root. presumably followed by an 

-m suffix; and in the Musqueam form s-Vieam bbclothing*' or "blanket" (Wayne Suttles p.c.1, 

which contains an s - prefi  and an -m suffix. These examples come from two different branches 

of the hmily, Cenual Salish and Bella Coola, and constitute evidence for the origin of the suffix 

*{;a7 in the root 3r'Ea-. 

Kinkadc suggests that the meaning "outside" obtains for this suffw in Columbian. 
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Kuipers (1996:203) suggests that the root t i 7  may be present in suffixes *-alCa7 (*dii i7) 

and *-iia? The semantic relation that exists between the suffixes *dl i i 7  and * iia7 is shown in 

examples ( 1) and (2) where the suffix *d6i9  denotes an animal, and in examples (3). (4), and (5) .  

where the suffix *t6a7 denotes the hide of an animal. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:9 1)  
h -~~-~=i lh?  
die-SUF-ASP=GAME ANIMAL 
'a body becomes still' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 170) 
ckw=iliav-s-alx 
dng=GAME ANIMAL-3SG-PL 

'They dragged the meat home.' 

Okanrgan (Mattina l987:242) 
x wikw&av- rn 
tanncd=HIDE-MID 
'tanned hide' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:242) 
k-  tiwdav-n t 
ASP/RSLT- buy=HIDE-TR 
'buy clothing' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 176) 
f aqwdie'J 
sew=HIDE 
'make a dress ' 

The position taken here is that these suffixes are semantically related within the hunting 

culture of the Interior plateau, but that there is no phonological evidence that the suffixes have 3 

common origin. 

-*attap is Kuiper's reconsuuction, he sugggests (19%:203) that the root ti7 may be present 
in the suffiies *-aiia? and iia7. 



6.0.3 ihe l&cd S U ~ X  for HIDE ~d h e  S4ish.n f u l y  m. 

This section addresses the genetic relations between Salishan languages using cognate forms 

of the suffix *i&P throughout the family. 

Figure I has the Salish Family Tree and cognate foms of the suffix *lfa7. 

SALISH FMILY TREE 

SHOWING THE LEXICAL SUFFIX FOR HIDE 

Figure 1: Salish Family Tree Showing the Lexical suffix for HlDE 

The suffix is attested in languages marked with a square 0 in Figure 2 (Haeberlin 

1974:262-263). 

Tillsmodc s-A a*nrldca "blanket" 

Sechelt &&nz "blanket", n e E ~ w i h  "one blanket". and $am& "two blankets". 

Comox &ism "blanket" 

Nbqually (Southern Lushootseed) &cam "*blanket", kofa f wol=ica "'rabbit skin robe" 

Twana icol Ydca ''skirt" 



Snohomish (Northern Lushootseed) se'= co b "robe" 

Lower Fraser (Hallcornelem) s7d= cam "blanket" 

Pentlatch e'.Carne*n "blanket" and xuo*mel&il: "salmon skin" 

Sechelt sXd-m le-c "salmon skin" 

Comox Xo*mi&E "salmon skin" 

Cowlitz tldl econ=ka ""deer-skin robe", kl.tlol=lca bbrabbit-skin robe", A Bko rn-ca 

""cape", and spmydl-icr "poncho". 

I have shown above the genetic relations amongst Salish languages through cognate forms of 

the suffix *I&? The Haeberlin data is an aid to the semantic reconstruction of the suffix. 

6.0.4 The reconstructed form fot the lexical s u e  HIDE. 

The phonological reconstruction of the suffix *[;a7 takes into account h e  phonological shape 

of the suffix throughout the family. Its purpose is to establish the morphological identity of the of 

suffix, so that the different meanings exhibited by the sufFix can be semantically analyzed. 

Table 11 illustrates the different shapes of the lexical suffix for MDE in Saiish. 

,THE FORMS OF THE LEXICA&., s ~ J P F ~ ~ - F O R  HIDE - 
Bella Coola h 

l LUC hootseed i&n 7 I 

l Lillooet i 1 

TABLE 11: The Different Phonological Shapes of the Suffk for HIDE 



Table 111 aligns the suffix by segments. The Bella Coola form is a root and has an initial 

glottal stop, therefore it is not, strictly speaking. a form of the suffix. However, it is the form 

from which the suffix potentially derived. I did not find an example of the s u f f i  in Bella Coola, 

but both the root and the suffix forms are attested in Downriver Halkomelem. 

Bella Coola 
7 I 

Hallcornelem 
b 

Saanich 
Lushootseed 

TABLE 111: THE PROTO-FORM OF THE SUFFIX FOR HIDE 

Following Kinkade (1998), I posit a proto-form *[;a7 for the suffix. 

6.0.5 The central meanings of the lurid suMx *(;a? 

The suffix *i&Pdenotes primarily the "hide of an animal" and it occurs frequently in the 

lexicon of Interior Salish languages-its most frequent meanings throughout h e  family are 

"bblanket" and "'clothing". The tend meanings HIDE was assigned on the basis of the extant 

semantic extensions that obtain for the suffix in different languages of the family. 

Hides ;up an important by-product of the hun t  The Interior Plateau people valued them 

greedy as the prime raw materid for making moccasins and clothing. Hierarchical protocols used 

to exist around the acquisition of deer hides in the culture of the plateau people. If many deer 

were caught during a hunt. the best hunters got the greater part of the skins; if only one deer was 

caught, the leader of the hunt took the hide and divided the meat equally among the other 



members of the hunting party (Alexander 1992: 108). The importance ascribed to deer hides 

within the culture explains why the suffix *[;a7 with the meaning "hide" figures so prominently 

in the lexicon of Interior Salish languages. 

The meanings "clothing" and "blanket" obtain for the suffu *lia7across the entire language 

family. It is reasonable to assume that the meaning HIDE for the suffii precedes and underlies the 

extensions "clothing" and "blanket", since clothes and blankets were originally made from 

animal hides. 

Historically, the suffix may have denoted only the hide of an animal. Synchronically, the 

more abstract meanings of the suffix *[;a3 derive from the properties of an animd hide, such as 

its ability to cover or envelop the animal while on its body, or the flat and two-dimensional 

properties that characterize it once it is removed from the body. These qualities and properties 

inform the more abstract extensions of the suffix. The range of meanings embodied by the lexical 

suffix *(;a7 are displayed below: 

HIDE > ANIMAL SKINRIUMAN SKIXWEATHERS /SCALES (6.1.1) (6.L.2)(6.1.3) (6.1.4) 

HIDE > CLOTHING (6.2.1 1 

HIDE > BLANKET (6.2.2) 

HIDE > CLOTH (6.3.1 ) 

HIDE > WRAPPER > PACKAGE /CONTAINER (6.3.3) 

HIDE > OUTER LAYER > BARK > RlND (6.4.1) 

HIDE > AROUND (6.5) 

Within the scope of this analysis, and after considering the extant meanings of ihc suffix 

*cia7 throughout the family, 1 conclude that the central meaning HIDE is the source of all 

semantic extensions. 

6.0.6 Categories of meaning that obtain tor the lukrl r u b  *ih? 

The following categories address the array of meanings subsumed by the suffix *[;ay HIDE. 



HIDE AM) RELATED MEANINGS: Examples (6) through (12) represent analogical extensions of the 

meaning HIDE. They denote the pelt of an animal, human skin, the coat of a live animal, the 

scales of fish, and the feathers of birds. 

HIDE Wide, pelt, leather' 

(6) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1454) 
s-qalawdia 
NOM-bcavcr=HIDE 
'beaver skin' 

HIDE ''Human skin9' 

(7) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1483) 
k-MLwkw=ia9 
POS-scratch (redup.)=HIDE 
'go through bushes and get scratched' 

HIDE ''Live animal coat" 

(8) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 129) 
kwkn =itel  
regard=HIDE 
'(dog) exmines skin for [for fleas]' 

HIDE "Scales, feathers" 

(9) Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1440) 
s-n-hx=iia? 
NOM-WS-lay down pl. objects=HIDE 
'scales of a fish' 

(10) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 187) 
kas=al =i&an 
heat up-CON=HIDE-TR 
'to burn off down (of a bird)' 

MATERIAL CULTURE ITEMS MADE OUT OF HIDE: Examples ( I  1) and (1 2) denote objects made out 

of animal hides that have a utilitarian use. 



HlDE "Clothing" 

( 1 1) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:49) 
r n i t ~ l d i a ?  
dirty=CON=HIDE 
'dirty clothing' 

HlDE 4cBlanket" 

( 12) Columbia (Kinkade n.d.: #I45 1) 
s- wap=cn=ita? 
NOM-body hair=MOUTH=HDE 

'Hudson Bay blanket'3 

SHAPE CLASSIFIER FUNCMON DENOTXNG FLAT. FLEXIBLE, TWO*DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS: Examples 

(13) through (16) reflect the two-dimensional shape and functional properties of a hide. 

( 13) Saanich (Montler 1986:88) 
i rw=riea 7 

~ ~ S ~ = H I D E  
'stiff cloth' 

( 14) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 144) 
k-pl k=iia? 
ASPIRSLT-wrap around=HIDE 
'mll or wrap' 

HlDE "Package" 

( IS) Okmagan (Mattina 1987:68) 
k-lk=iia7 
ASP~RSLT- tied=HDE 
'package, bale, wrap' 

The word s-wep=cin in Columbian means "beard" and this name for blanket possibly refers 
to the uaders from whom these blankets were obtained (Dale Kinkade p.c.). 



KlDE "Container" 

(16) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 148) 
n-lem=W-me 
LOC-en ter=HIDE-MID 
'fill one's pockets' 

LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS: Examples (17) through (20) show the relation the hide of an animal 

bears to the inner body of the animal. 

HIDE "Outer Layer" 

(17) Spokane (Carlson 198% 123) 
E- i ix w =ii.c? 
DIR-cover=HIDE 
'outside covering' 

(1 8) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 145) 
k- pa9xW=i6a9 
ASP/RSLT-shine=HIDE 
'shiny surface' 

( 19) Spokane (Carlson 1989:235) 
& 1q=i&ve- n 
DIR-peel=HIDE- 1 SG 
'I peeled around it with r knife' 

HIDE "Bark" 

(20) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:8) 
s-7die7 
NOM-neutrd stem=HIDE 
'cottonwood bark' 



RELATIONAL EXTENSIONS: Example (21) shows the relationship "around" for the suffix. 

HIDE "Around" 

(21) Shuswap(Kuipers 1989:191) 
t- kakawdie? 
LOC-far (redup.)=HIDE 
'outer reaches. farthest you can go' 

CULTURAL EXTENSIONS: Examplc (22) shows an cxtcnsion of thc suffix motcd in mythology and 

culture. This extension is not analyzable or transparent. 

HIDE "Ghost" 

(22) Spokane (Carlson l989:36) 
s- kwlissic? 
NOM-not glossed=HIDE 
'ghost' 

The above categorizations exemplify the range of meanings subsumed by the sumx *i&Y 

All semantic extensions of the suffix within this corpus derive from the central concept HIDE. Thc 

inventory of semantic categories that obtain for the suffix *l&P sustains the positing of the 

central meaning HIDE for the suffix. 

6.1 The meaning extensions of the sumx Via' HIDE. 

We addresses now the semantic development of the suffix *l&7 HIDE considering its 

extcnded meanings. The ccntrai meaning of the suffix *[;a? denotes the skin or pelt of an animal. 

By analogy, the suffix also refers to the human skin, the coat of r live animal, thc scales of fish 

and snakes. and the feathers of birds. In addition, it forms expressions denoting items of clothing 

and blankets. 

Functional extensions of the suffix focus on the twodimensional attributes of a ranncd hidc. 

In this type of extension, the suffur functions as classifier for two-dimensional objects, 

emphasizing properties of flatness and flexibility. 

Hides, feathers, and scales are the surface layer of animate bodies. a layer Bat can be 

removed and used in various crafts. The concept OUTER LAYER derives from HIDE and gets 



translated into English as " r ind  and "bark" in different branches of the family. At a more 

abstract level the suffix combines the envelopment and layering properties of an animal's hide 

denoting encirclement, or surrounded areas. 

Sections 6.1.1 addresses the meaning r n ~  for the suffix *[;a7. Section 6.1.2 refers to live 

ANTMAL COAT. Section 6.1.3 refers to HUMAN SKIN. Section 6.1.4 refers to FEATHERS and SCAES. 

Section 6.2 addresses extensions of the suftix that denote material objects made out of animal 

hides. Section 6.3 addresses shape classificatory extensions of the suffur. Section 6.4 addresses 

locational extensions of the suffix. Section 6.5 addresses relational extensions of the suffix. and 

section 6.6 addresses culturally-based extensions of the suffix. 

6.1.1 V i a  refemng to 'f ide" or "pelt". 

The meaning HIDE for the suffix *[ka7 represents the core meaning of the suffix. and all 

semantic extensions derive from it. The examples that follow come from Interior Salish and 

contain the suffix *[;a7 referring to a "pelt" or "hide". These skins may be either raw or dressed, 

and represent real value in the culture. 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:64) 
s-qla\ir=its' 
NOM-beaver=HIDE 
'beaver skin' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 144) 
x-pm =qs=iC-m 
LOC-smo ke=NOSE=HIDE-MID 
'to smoke a hide' 

Shuswap (Kuipen 1974: 149) 
m ul=qs=i6e7 
wet=NOSE-HIDE 
'to soak a skin* 



(26) S huswap (Kuipers 1989: 189) 
t k - c p & m  
LOC-SCO~C~=HIDE-MID 

'singe hair off skin' 

(27) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 189) 
knm=ike 
bex=HIDE 
'bear skin' 

(28) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:362) 
t x a t = i W  
eik=HI.DE 
'elk hide' 

(29) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:296) 
qwispi ie9  
~ U ~ ' ~ ~ O = H I D E  
'buffalo hide' 

(30) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:2 13) 
n6kwe hate3 
t;ur=HIDE 

'tanned hide with hair left on' 

(3 1) Columbian (Kinkade nd.: #148 1 )  
xwikw&a3 
tan=HIDE 
*scrape a raw hide' 

(32) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #I47 1) 
is=iip=ira9 
sbff.=T~IL > END=HIDE 
'hard not well tanned leather' 

(33) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1437) 
qwaspdia9 
buf f a l o = ~ I ~ ~  
'buffalo-hide robe, cowhide' 



Okanagan (Mattina 1987:4) 
k-ck"=i&? 
ASPIRSLT-pull=HIDE 
'pull the skin off' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:87) 
k-Ixw-p=iia?-m 
ASPIRSLT-slip on-ASkHIDE-MID 
'suing up a hide' 

A whole craft existed around the processing and tanning of hides, as examples (36) and (37) 

imply. 

(36) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1456) 
pii kw=ia9- tn 
tan=HIDE-INSTR 
'tanning blade' 

(37) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 18 1) 
S-n-xwikwia9- tn 
NOM-LOC-scrape=HIDE-INSTR 
'tanning place* 

Thc above expressions exemplify hide-processing technology within the culturc. 

6.1.2 * i ia?  referring to a live animal coat. 

This meaning extension presupposes a live entity that possesses skin or fur. The extension is 

conceptually dated to HIDE. LC. the coat of a live animal becomes a hide once h e  animal is 

trapped. The predicates in examples (38) through (44) denote concepts such "heat up". b'spur", 

"spot~d", and "lick". The suffix refers to the coat of the animal affected by the action or state 

implied in the predicate. The semantic path of the suffix is HIDE w LIVE ANIMAL COAT. 

(38) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 187) 
kwakws=al =i&an 
heat up (redup.)=CON=HIDE-TR 
'to bum off hair of an animal' 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 1 1 1) 
km=iiev=us 
c~~w=HIDE=FAcE 
'[animal] chews on self eating his lice' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:397) 
x k =itel 
short hair=HIDE 
'[dog ofl short hair' 

Okanapn (Mattina 1987: lW23S) 
t- x m =iia9-s 
RSLT-spur=HIDE03SG. 
'Hc spurred him (refers to horse).' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 175) 
k-sisa71 =i6a7 
ASPRSLT-spotted (redup.)=HIDE 
'speckled gray, appaloosa' 

Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: #I4451 
t- kwa1=i6a3 
POS-red, bay=HIM 
'white horse with red coloring on it' 

Colurnbian (Kinkade n. d.) 
k-kiqwia?-s 
POS-lick=HIDE-3SUB 
'It licked off (a new born animal).' 

The semantic extension WE ANMALCOAT that obtains for the suffix is distinct from the one 

denoted by its central meaning tooe The extensions are related since UVE MMM COAT denotcs 

the skin of a living entity, and HIDE denotes the skin of a non-living entity. 

6.1.3 *€&a7 refemng to 44human skin". 

The following section addresses a related extension for the suffix that refers to HUMAN SKIN- 

The examples in his section come from Interior Salish languages, and the suffix *[;a7 attaches 



to diverse roots that denote states or actions that affect the s b .  The semantic path of the suffix is 

HlDE > HUMAN SKIN. 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 150) 
t-pakw-p=iie7 
LOC-scatter-ASP=HIDE 
'to have the skin flaking off 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 148) 
t-Pd-m=iCe9 
LOC-sc;rld-SUF=HIDE 
'to break out in spots. skin rash' 

Okanagan (Mattinr 1987: 189) 
k-six- p d h ?  
ASP/RSLT-aired out-ASkHIDE 

'get the chills' 

Okanagan (Mattinr 1987:28) 
k-cqwcfiqwia? 
ASPIRSLT-summer (redup.)= HIDE 

'naked body' 

Spokane (Catlson 1989:7 1 )  
f-qup=i&-y 
DIR-itch=HIDE-SUF 

'hives (skin)' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:4) 
f-7emkw=We 
Dl R-peel=HIDE 

'the skin peeled oft? 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #I4791 
k- sax- p=iCa? 
POS-get a fright-ASRHIDE 
'hair stands on end, get a fright' 



Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1483) 
s- 16 k+=ta? 
NOM-scratch (redup.)=HIDE 
'go through bushes and get scratched' 

Columbian (Kinkade n-d.: #1452) 
t-xwiil&a3- tn 
POS-S~~~UII=HIDE-INSTR 

'sweat house- 

Coeur D' Alene (Reichard 1938564) 
pul-arn=eie% 
poison ivy-SUF=HIDE 
'He applied poison ivy.' 

Since the skin covers the entire surface of the body, a tendency to equate skin with body 

appears in thc following utterances. The semantic path of the suffix is HIDE > HUMAN SKIN. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:45) 
cw=ik!7 
~ o u ~ ~ = H I D E  

'pound someone's body hitting the skin' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:330) 
s k =iic 3- s 
hit=HIDE-3POSS 

'whip someone' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:334) 
s-(w)up=l;e- tn 
NOM-hai r=HIDE-INSTR 
'hair on body' 

Okanagm (Mattina 1987: 100) 
k-min=&P-n t 
ASP~SLT-N~=HIDE-TR 
'nib somebody's body* 



(59) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1465) 
s- k- wait-p=Pa? 
NOM-FOS-unglossed-ASP=HIDE 
'itchy body' 

(60) Colum bian (Kinkade n.d.) 
k-migGa-tn 
POS-unglossed=HIDE-INSTR 
'liniment' 

The Quinault and Thompson examples below refer to states affecting the whole body. The 

suffix *[;a7 refen to the totality of the area affected. i.e. the skin that covers the body ail over. 

The semantic path of the suffix is HIDE > H W  SKIN + BODY. 

(6 1 )  Quinault (Gibson n.d.:3.92.4) 
jiWorn naw=ci 
unglossed- big=HIDE 
'pain all over the body'4 

(62) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 3.68.7) 
niiw=ci 
big=HIDE 
'body' 

(63) Quinault (Gibson n.d.: 3.68.7) 
qaSdi-ni  
smhr=HtDE-SUF 
'looks like' 

(64) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:B 1) 
qw6);=CCe9 
ache=HIDE 
'ache all over' 

The Quinault examples have a plain affricate in (6 1) and (62) and a glottdized affricate in 
example (63). 



(65) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:299) 
qwno f =ife3 
sic k=HIDE 
'feel ill generally, sick all over' 

The following examples come from Coeur d'Alene; the suffix *Cia7 refers to some entity that 

is &ected by the meaning implied in the predicate. The English translation given the suffix is 

"'all over''. I am assuming that the suffix refers to the human skin in examples (66) and (67). and 

that a rash or scratches cover the entire body. 

(66) Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938:622) 
e-f- yiixw=i6e9e 
PP-LOC-covcred=HU)E 
'It is covered all over.' 

(67) Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938:622) 
a- t-djc%&e?e 
PP-LOC-groove=HIDE 
'It is scratched all over.' 

The examples below indirectly denote the skin of a living human being. As a somatic change 

begins to be enacted, for instance a strong emotion, the autonomic nervous system increases the 

secretion of fluid in the sweat glands and changes the electric conductivity of the skin. Skin 

conductance responses are pan of a body state. which if completely unfolded, will produce 

perceptible signs of excitement and arousal-goose pimples in some people. 

(48) Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1479) 
k-sax- p d i a  
POS-unglossed-AS~HIDE 
'hair stand on end, get a fright' 

If one does not have a skin conductance response, it is not possible to have the conscious body- 

state characteristic of an emotion (Damasio 199k207-209). Impressions and sensations can cause 

nervous system reactions that have repercussions on the skin. In the Shuswap cxamplcs chat 

follow, *(&a7 denotes the human skin in the context of a sensory function that pcnneates the 

whole body and the person. The semantic path is HIDE > HUMAN SKIN w ~ D Y .  



Shuswap (Kuipea: 1989-230) 
t-3e xwl-n=iie? 
LOC-suspect-SUF=HIDE 
'to sense, to suspect' 

Shuswap (Kuipers: 1983-86) 
t-qwapqwapaWh9 
PM-apprehensive (redup.)=HIDE 
'to get a spooky feeling' 

The above examples describe the close relation existing between the meanings HUMAN SKIN 

and BODY that obtains for the suffix *Cia? The sensory, enveloping and covering propertics of 

the skin are emphasized by this relation. 

6.1.4 * i i a  refemng to ''scales" and 'YCathers". 

This section addresses three extensions of *[;a7 that denote the external coau of oviparous 

animals. In the following Interior Salish utterances the suffix *i&7 HIDE denotes thc cxtcmd 

coating of snakes. fish, and birds. These extensions derive from the core concept KIDE. Wc can 

think of these extensions as analogical. Scales are to fish, and feathers to birds, as the hide is to 

the deer. The semantic path is HIDE > F E A T H E ~ C A L E S .  

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: L 87) 
kasai=ii?-an 
heat up=CON=HIDE-TR 

'to bum off down (of a bird)' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:26 1) 
s- t- wp=i& 9 

NOM-PRFX-~~I'= HIDE 
'feather' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:4) 
f-qe m kw=i&7e - n 
DIR-peel=HIDE-1 SG 

'I took the feathers off ( e.g.. chicken).' 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 13 1) 
IEwdk=iie9-me 
scald= HIDE-MID 
'remove feathers by scalding' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:Z 13) 
nekieq-me 
change=HIDE-MID 
'[of snake] change, shed skin' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1440) 
s-n-lax=itav 

NOM-WS-lay down pl. objects=HR)E 
'scales of a fish' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:74) 
s- n - i x  =iia? 
NOM-LoC-unglossed=HDE 
'scale of tish' 

The external coating of birds and fish is not truly a hide. Nevertheless. feathers and scales 

have the same function and serve the same purpose as the hide-they cover he inner body and 

demarcate h e  outer body surface. 

6.1.5 Summary and distribution of analogical meanings of the lexical suf'fix *ith7. 

Table IV below shows the distribution of analogical meanings derived from the central 

meaning MDE that obtains for Be suffix *ii!a7 and sums up h e  content of section 6. 

DISTRIBUTION PATIERN OF 

HIDE AND ANALOGICAL EXTENSIONS 
i 
t r f i  ui 

- HIDE "Hide". "Pelt" 

TABLE IV: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF ANALOGlCAL EXTENSIONS 



In the data considered in this section the core meaning HIDE extends to denote WE ANIMAL 

COAT, HUMAN sKIN~ODY. and FEATHERS~SCAUS. 

The meaning HIDE is attested in Interior Salish. 

The meanings LIVE ANIMAL COAT. HUMAN SKIN and BODY are attested in Tsarnosan and Interior 

Salish. 

The meaning FEATHERS and SCALES are attested in Interior Salish. 

6.2 *ita9denoting items originally made of animal hide. 

This section addresses two extensions of the suffix *[;a7 HIDE denoting articles of the 

material culture made from animal hides. Clothes were originally made from animal skins, and 

so were blankets, hence the extensions CLOTHING and BLANKET derive from the central meaning 

of the suffix, HIDE. 

The semantic extensions CLOTHING and BLANKET are found Woughout the entire Family. In 

spite of the fact that *tia7 does not surface as HXDE in certain languages, the meaning HIDE 

underlies the extensions CLOTHING and BLANKET. because it represents the raw material out of 

which they were made. Section 6.2.1 addresses the extension c ~ o ~ l w o  for the suffix. and section 

6.2.2 addresses the extension BLANKET. 

6.2.1 *i&P referring to WothingY'. 

The examples below denote buckskin cclthes or goods made out of animal hide, as seen in 

the Okanagan examples (78) and (79) below. The semantic path of the suffix is HIDE> CLOTHING. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 178) 
s-ka'knrndia? 
NOM-deer=HIDE 
'deerskin robe* 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 163) 
qwsp=fCa9 
NOM- buffalo=HIDE 
'buffdo robe' 



The suffix extends to denote all types of garments. In examples (80) through (84) the suffix 

functions as an adjunct to predicates meaning "deep" or "underneath", and the resulting 

expressions denote undergarments. 

Lushoo tseed (Hess 1976:204) 
gwad=i6a9 
underneath=HIDE 
'underwear, undershin' 

Haltomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s- f p=iiea9 
NOM-deep=HIDE 
'slip, undergarment* 

Squamish (Kuipen 1967b: 134) 
h g p -  t n = a y i a  
deep (mdup. ) -NS~=CON=HIDE 

'unders h id  

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 12 1 ) 
s-fip=iil=ii.a9 
NOM-deep=CON=HIDE 
'underwear* 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 184) 
s - A p d h q  
NOM-deep=HIDE 
'shirt' 

The examples below reflect contemporary uses of the suffix *[&a? in Northern Interior 

languages. The suffix denotes items of clothing, while the predicates in such expressions definc 

the use or most prominent trait of the garment denoted. 

(85) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:272) 
Fwuft=iia' 
sleep=HIDE 
'pajamas, nightie' 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:478) 
n-Twoft=iieq 
LOC-sleep=HIDE 
'nightgown* 

Lillooet (van Eiji  1987:69) 
cas- p d l a ?  
s tretc h-ASP=HIDE 
'sweater* 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987: 182) 
k l a !  k 'a!' =iiaq 

yellow (redup.)=HIDE 
'yellow dress' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:344) 
s- tekMie9  
NOM-rain=HIDE 
'raincoat' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:6 15) 
saxWrn=f/leq 
bathe=HDE 
'bathing suit' 

Examples (91)-(105) denote generic items of  clothing. The suffix combines with different 

types of predicates. 

(9 1) Halkomelcm (Leslie 1979:8 1 )  
pl=iie, 
thick=HIDE 
'thick clothes* 

(92) Lushootseed (Hess 1976:203) 
qu-si k~=iil=ii.aq Ead 
ASP-rip=CON=HIDE I SG 

'I ripped my clothing.' 



Lushoo tseed (Hess 1976:203) 
7u- IBgW=i6a7- b 
~S~-leave=~IDE-hflD 
'took clothes off' 

Halkomclem (Suttles in prep. b: 5 14 #27) 
la w =iie37 

cscape=HIDE 
'naked' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1: 15 1)  
ial piZa 
put on=HIDE 

'clothes. clothing [for women]' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:24 1) 
q w i i a l  
W ~ S  h=CON=HI.DE 
'to wash clothes' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:269) 
yi9i%&a? 
magpie=HIDE 
'coat made out of magpie skins' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson L996:400) 
x ~ a q ~ = i & 7  

thin=HlDE 
'clothes get worn. threadbare' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:40) 
crikw=k9 
finis h=HIDE 
'finish making dress' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 163) 
t-qwhqwh=iCa~ 
RSLT-pi flu (redup .)=HIDE 
'be ~ o o r l v  dressed' 



Okanagan (Mattina 1987:55) 
k w i=ita7 
warm=HI.DE 
'dressed warm' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1467) 
t-Ks=iiav 
POS-~OO~=HIDE 

good clothes, dress clothes' 

Columbian (Kinkade n, d.) 
t- pix=ia? 
POS-ragged=HIDE 
'worn-out, ragged clothes' 

Spokane (Cdson 1989:76) 
E-qw6qY6=iie~ 
DIR-pitiful (redup.)= HIDE 
'He's poorly dressed.' 

The suffix is attested with the meaning CLOTHP~G in Shuswap, as seen in (105). However, the 

usual suffix for indicating clothes in Shuswap is =elqs.s 

( 105) Shuswap (Kuipers 1983:66) 
s- tk-ITw=iie' 
NOM-LW- hide=tiIDE 
'hidden under one's clothes' 

This concludes the discussion of the meaning CLOTHING that obtains for the suffix *i&? 

* The suffix =t$tp is also used in expressions denoting items of clothing, e.g. iWuy dbqs ls'bblack 
robe", sexwm=dqs "'bathing suit", and qwy=elx=dlqs "'dancing dress" (Christine and Florence 
Simon p.c.). 

Kuipers (1974:66) has t-kwltk=e'lqs "underwear". The lexical suffix =qs means NOSE > POINT 

and it is used in combination with the suffm &e7 in the following expressions: ~ - r n l ~ ~ ~ e ~  
"soak a skin" and x-prn=qsd&-m "smoke a skin". Kuipers (1974:67) suggests that the meaning 
of the suffix =&s is connected to "hide". 



6.2.2 *ids referring to "blanket9'. 

Like the extension CLOTHING. the extension BLANKET that obtains for the suffix *2%a7 denotes 

an item origininally made out of hide. At present, the suffix *[;a7 refen to different types of 

blankets-some made from animal hides, some woven. We cannot ascertain that woven blankets 

received their name from edier hide blankets, but it seems a likely possibility. Synchronically. 

the suffix *if a" denotes woven blankets, comforters, and quilts, as shown in the examples that 

follow* 

The examples below come from Bella Coola, Halkomelem, Lushooueed, and Shuswap. Thcy 

refer to a generic blanket. These examples contain the form * i&7 as a lexical root followed by 

the middle voice suffix, -m These forms attest to the possible origin from *iCa- for the sufix. 

Lushootseed (Hess 1976:203) 
s- itaq- b 
NOM=hide-MID 
'blanket' 

Halkomclem (Suttles in prep. b., 8 14 #27) 
s-?iiea- m 
NOM-hide-MID 
'blanket' 

Examples (108) and (109) also contain h e  form *[:a7 as a root followed by the middle suffii. 

( 108) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Sunders 1980: 160) 
ta vitama-m-is 
DET hide-MID -3SG 

'that one blanket she wore' 

( 109) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989:228) 
c-x-Vi6- m 
RSLT-LOC-hide-MID 
'be covered with a blanket' 

The examples below contain the suffuc *16a?, and refer to blankets made from animal hides. 

The semantic path of the suffix is HIDE> BLANKET. 



(110) UpperChehalis(Kinkade 1991:131) 
SSwt=i=i;a 
mountain beaver=CON=HIDE 
'marmot blanket' 

( 1  1 1) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:233) 
s-qwanqwm t=Ka? 
NOM-whistler (rcdup.)=HIDE 
'blanket made out of whistler (i.e. hoary marmot) skins* 

Examples (1 12)-(119) refer to woven blankets. 

Lushootseed (Hess 1976:203) 
jasgw=iia9 
hair=HIDE 
'the old type blanket made of dog and goat hair' 

Squarnish (Kuipers l967b3358) 
q i  w?=ita 
round and round=HIDE 
'to suing up wool on the loom' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:264) 
s-qaP=iie? 
NOM-dogz HIM 
'dog-wool blanket* 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:297) 
r ly=ia? 
weave= HIDE 
'weave blanket* 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d. #145 1)  
s- wa p=cn d ia9  
NOM-body hair=MOVIH=HIDE 
'Hudson Bay blanket'6 

See footnote 3. 



(1 17) Columbian (Kinkade nodo: # 1450) 
s- 3% a k n  =iia? 
NOM-dog= MOUTH=HIDE 
'a dog-fur blanket for sleigh' 

( 1 18) Spokane (Carlson 1989:36) 
s- kwkwim G a l  
NOM-small (redup.)=HIDE 
'small blanket' 

In the following examples, the meanings "quilt" and "comforter" an: associated with h e  

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 165) 
s-iaqw=iie7 
NOM-sew=HI.DE 
'quilt* 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:30 1 )  
n-qwrlp=6e' 
LoC-stuffed with sornething=HIDE 
'comforter' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 125) 
n- kwtip&e7 
LOC-pus  HIDE 
'guilt stuffed with fur. down, cotton' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1453) 
s- bi=fia'? 
NOM-un@ossed=~ID~ 
'quilt' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: LOO) 
s-iaqw=ife? 
NOM=sew=HIDE 
'a quilt* 

In the examples below, denotes BLANKET and combines with different predicates. 
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( 124) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
m a i  d.1 =iW 
rctum=CON=HIDE 
'to return wealth (blankets)'' 

( 125) Lushootseed (Hess 1976:203) 
qWisd&l =ita7 
unglossed=CON=HIDE 
'ceremonial blanket made of p a t  and dog hair' 

( 126) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 120) 
fs -qwf f  =dl=iira 
COLOR-bhe=CON=H IDE 
'blue blanket' 

( 127) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:3 16) 
sc9x=fie%-c 
odor ~ ~ ~ s = H I D E - S U F  -3SG 
'managed to get one's blankets washed' 

( 128) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996: 158) 
I p=& 3 

hang=HIDE 
'hang one's blankets out to air' 

( 129) Okanagan (Mattina l987:28 1 )  
kl-?txw=ita? 
TRNSLOC-entepHIDE 
'put something under r blanket' 

( 130) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 144) 
k-prirnia? 
ASP~RSLT-srno ked=HIDE 
'brown blanket' 

The meaning BLANKET in the Hakomelem example (124) can be understood as "wealth" if 
blankets are distributed at a potlatch (Wayne Suttles p-c.). 



Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1444) 
k "1- n =ita9 
Icnd, borrow-SUF(?)=HIDE 
'borrow a blanket' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.) 
s- pah=iia? 
N o M - g ~ y =  HIDE 

'a grey blanket' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989: 123) 
n-(y)ilkw=iieg 
LOC- bent=HIDE 
'blanket worn over the shoulder' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:9) 
Val- p=iie? 
lost-ASP=HIDE 
'He lost his blanket (gambling).' 

This concludes the discussion of the meaning BLANKET that obtains for h e  suffix *i&a? 

6.2.3 *ids as a classifier for blankets. 

The suffix *fir7 attaches to quantifying predicates a d  functions as a classifier for blankets in 

Upper Chehalis and Southern Interior Salish. Examples (135) through (148) below show the 

suffix *[;a7 functioning as a classifier for BLANKETS. 

( 135) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 57)  
k w t n =i i a  
how mmy=HLDE 
'how many blankets' 

( 136) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1:87) 
naC=dw=iia 
one=CON=HIDE 
'one blanket' 



( 137) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 19) 
tam =ita 
two=HIDE 
'two blankets* 

(1 38) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1:34) 
canaw=ita  
three=~~N= HIDE 
'three blankets ' 

( 139) Upper Chehdis (Kinkade 199 l:8S) 
m lis=i&t 
four=HIDE 
'four blankets* 

( 140) Upper Chehdis (Kinkade 199 1 :23) 
c i lesta4 =i6a 
five=CON= HIDE 
'five blankets' 

( 141 Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1: 148) 
i a f  5rn =i ia  
six=HIDE 
'six blankets' 

( 142) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 I : X )  
Pups t =&I =iCa 
seven=CON=HIDE 
'seven blankets' 

( 143) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :20) 
ciSrnust=ail=i6a 
eigh ~=CON=HIDE 

'eight blankets* 

( 144) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 140) 
tawxw! t=&l=iia 
nine&oN=HID~ 
'nine blankets* 



( 145) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :94) 
pantst=&l=iia 
ten=CON=HIDE 
'ten blankets' 

( 146) Columbian (Kinkade n. d.) 
clakstdia9 
~ ~ V ~ H I D E  

'tive blankets' 

( 147) Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938548) 
t uwSit=iie'k 
six=HIDE 
'six blankets' 

( 148) Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938:622) 
m Cs=ic9e 
four=HIDE 
'four blankets not folded' 

This concludes the discussion of the extensions of the suffix *i&a3 denoting items made oC 

hide used in the material culture. 

6.2.4 Summary and distribution of materid culture extensions of the sumx *€;a '. 
Table V below shows the distribution of extensions denoting items made out of animal hide 

that obtains for the suffix *i6& and sums up the content of section 6.2. 

DISTRIBUTION PATIERN OF 
MATERIAL CULTURE EXTENS IONS 

- 
HIDE "Clothing" - 

HIDE " ~ 1 a e c " n k  i e  

TABLE V: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL CULTURE EXTENSIONS 



The extension CLOTHING is attested in all branches of the family except Bella Coola. The 

extension BLANKET is attested in all branches of the family. This concludes the discussion of the 

material culture extensions that obtain for the suffix %a7. 

6.3 as a shape-dassifier for flat, lexible, two-dimnsiond objects. 

This section addresses the suffix *Cia" a shape-classifier for two-dimensional objects. A 

saliently two-dimensional classifier often combines with consistency categories-objects that are 

saliently "two dimensional" and "flexible" are classified as "fabric-likeT*--objects that are 

saliently "two dimensional" and "rigid are classified as "plank-like" (Allen lW7:3O 1). The 

above qualities are associated both with raw and well-tanned animal hides, since flatness. 

flexibility, and two-dimensional shape are inherent properties of a hide or pelt . 

The use of animal hide was extensive in the culture of the Interior Plateau. Deer and elk hides 

were the most important, but bear, wolf, coyote, lynx. fox. marmot. hare, and manen hides were 

also used. Animals were skinned and their hides partly cleaned immediately dter the kill; further 

cleaning was done at the base camps. If the hides were not to be used as blankets or robes. the 

hair was removed from them while they were still fresh (Alexander 1992: 138). 

Thc use of *I&7 HIDE as a classifier for flat. flexible objects has ;I counterpart in the Mon- 

Khmer lunily, where the term *piah LEAF functions as the classifier for flat and flexible objects 

(Adams 1989: 155). The point here is that properties of shape and function abstracted from a 

basic material used in the culture extend to novel semantic domains. In cultures where Mon- 

Khmer languages are spoken, plants and leaves are used for making clothes, lor weaving mats. 

and lor wrapping. Interior Salish people relied upon hunting for subsistence. Animal hides were 

put to many uses suited to their two-dimensional shape and flexible texture. 



Table VI shows the range of entities classified by *piah LEAF in Mon-Khmer. 

An tisdel' s W a 
Bible Wa 

KATUCC f f I I I I 

Pacoh 

TABLE VI: The CLASSIFIER *phh IN MON-KHMER 

Thc meanings denoted by * f in7  refer to objects that have a salient two-dimensional shape. In 

this respect the classificatory function of the suffix covers approximately the same range as the 

Mon-Khmer *plah LEAF classifier. This is a case where two different cultures abstract the shape 

and functional uses of r material commonly used in the culture and extend them to other 

domains. 

Section 6.3.1 addresses the extension CLOTH for the suffix. Section 6.3.2 addresses the 

extension WRAPPER for the suffix. 

6.3.1 *ika referring to tkth". 

The suffix *cia7 denotes C L ~ .  an item introduced in postcontact times. The extension is 

attested in Central and Interior Salish, and is exemplified in the utterances below. 



Examples (149) and (lSO), from Halkomelem and Saanich respectively, predicate the quality 

of bbstiffness" in reference to cloth. This extension abstract the properties of flexibility and two- 

dimensionality inherent in a hide. The semantic path of the suffm is HIDE > CLOTH. 

( 149) Halkornelem (Suttles in prep. a, 9 14 1127) 
iec=ii@, 9 

stiff= HIDE 
'stiff cloth* 

( 150) Saanich (Montler 1986:88) 
* jp&7 

hard=HIDE 
'stiff cloth* 

Example ( 15 1) does not overtly refer to a piece of cloth. but to any entity that can be boiled and 

dyed, such as linen or cotton. 

(I5 1) Saanich (Montler 1986:88) 
i- s=iPa7 

boil-SUF=HIDE 

'She dyed it.' 

In the Interior examples (152) and (L53), the suffix attaches to a root used for denoting white 

persons. A literal translation of these utterances would be "white man's hide". 

(152) Liilooct (van Eijk 1987:97) 
samWia9 
white person=HIDE 
'cloth' 

( 153) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:322) 
sern7=+&9 
white penon=HIDE 
'cloth. rag' 

Examples (1 54) and (1 55) denote objects whose function is to cover a sudace, as tablecloths, 

blankets, and flat two-dimensional objects do. 



Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 19) 
iwq=iCav- n t 
cover something=HIDE-TR 
'pull something out of a flat cover' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:254) 
l p =iZa7- m 
pile flat O~J~CU=HIDE-MID 

'pile limber flat objecb* 

The shape classificatory meanings of the suffix are abstracted from the two-dimensional 

properties of a hide. Considering the semantic range of this extension, one could say that the 

suffix functions as r classifier for denoting entities that are saliently two-dimensional and have r 

flexible texture. 

6.3.2 V i a  referring to a wrapper. 

The extension WRAPPER for the suffix is abstracted from m e .  This functional extension of thc 

suffix *[;a' denotes materials that can be wrapped around objects. The extension is exemplified 

in the following section, where the suffut *(;a7 refers to different types of wrapped  

Examples (156) through ( 159) show the suffix *fir? referring to the material used for rolling 

home-made cigarettes. The suffix attaches to predicates meaning "roll up", "wrap around. 

"turn", and "wrap". The wrapping materials denoted by the suffix can be paper, cloth. or hidc. 

The semantic of the suffix path is HIDE > WRAPPER. 

( 156) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l9%:4 10) 
xwikw=i&%ne 
roll up=HIDE-MID 
'to roll a cigarette' 

Bear skins were used to wrap loads. You can see this in Fort Langley, where different kinds 
of furs and their trading uses and values are on display. Bear skins were almost worthless; they 
were used on the floor or for wrapping parcels. 



Colurnbian (Kinkade n-d.: #1432) 
k-pulkw=iPa3-ax t-uxw- taq 

Pos-foid=HDE-BNFCT-2SG SB-IMPER 
'Roll me a cigarette!' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 144) 
k-plk=iia7 
ASP/RSLT- turn=HIDE 
'roll. wrap' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:67) 
E-p1plkw=iie7 
DIR-wrap (redup.)=HIDE 
'cigarettes. ' 

Undoubtedly, animal hides serve as wrapping material in cultures that rely on hunting for 

subsistence. Examples ( 160) through ( 167) show the suffix attached to roots meaning "wrap". 

"tie", "untie", "lace", and "mark. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:68) 
c-k-lk=i&P 
CISLOC-ASPfRSLT-tie=WIDE 
'The hay is baled.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989226) 
s- t- yef' .=ie 
NOM-LOC-wrap=HIDE 
'wrapped up, tied into a package' 

Okanagm (Mattina 1987: 199) 
t- Lwfxw=ta7- n t 
RSLT-untic=HIDE-TR 
'unwrap something' 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:69) 
k-1 k=ita?-n t 
AS PIRSLT-tie=HIDE-TR 
'wrap, bale something* 



Spokane (Carlson 1989:67) 
P - ~ I  kw=ii9e- n 
DIR-wrap=HIDE- i SG 
'I wrapped it.' 

Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1448) 
t-qii=ita9- 
POS-mark=HEDE- I SG 
'address r package to go' 

Colum bian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1436) 
kx  =ifa?- n 
lace on=HIDE- I SG 
'lace on a pack' 

Coeur diAlene (Reichard 1938:674) 
le i i 7  atZap=i&?e 
DET DEM unglossed=HIDE 
'that which was already wrapped' 

This concludes the discussion of the semantic path HIDE > WRAPPER for the suffix *kbs . 

63.3 *i6a7 nlemng to "package". 

The extension PACKAGE derives from the function to which hides are put within the culture. In 

its semantic development, the suffix *[fa7 goes from denoting the wrapping material to denoting 

the wrapped object itself. The extension WRAPPER extends through metonymy to denote PACKAGE. 

In the Okanagan examples below the suffix *i&P attaches to numeral predicates, and Functions 

as a classifier for packages. The semantic path of the suffix is HIDE > WRAPPER > PACKAGE. 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 120) 
k-nqs=lia? 
ASPRSLT-one=HIDE 
'one package* 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987:284) 
k-qasldia3 
ASP/RSLT-two=HIDE 
'two packages' 



( 1701 Okanagan (Mattina 1987:40) 
t- ka'll =iia9 
RSLT-three=HIDE 
'three packages' 

( 17 1 ) Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 102) 
t- rn rjs=iav 
RSLT-~OU~==HIDE 
'lour packages' 

In the context of packaging, the suffix *f;a3 also refen to containers for liquids and to 

pouch-like containers. The following examples denote a jug, and the semantic path of the suffix 

( 172) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: # 1439) 
t- qi=f&a? 
WS-unglossed=HIDE 
'two-gallon jug' 

( 173) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1438) 
t-qwuqw=ih7 
WS-ung!ossed=HIDE 
'five-gallon jug' 

Examples (174) refer to some kind of sheath for covering the blade of a knife: 

(174) Saanich (Montfer 1986188) 
~-naw=ik?  Sip-an 
NOM-inside=HIDE knife 
'pocket knife' 

Example (175) denotes a pocket or a bag. 

( 175) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:8 1) 
n-ir=l&%ne 
~0C-insert=HlDE-~ID 
'put food in pocket' 

The extension CONTAINER for *&i7 derive from the function to which hides were put within the 

culture. 



6.3.4 Summary and distribution of the two dimensional shape classifier extensions of 

the suffix *{&a ? 

Table VII shows the distribution of shape classifier extensions for the suffix *.&i7 and sums 

up section 6.3. 

DISTRIBLrTlON P A T E R N  

TWO DlMENSIONAL SHAPE CLASSIEXR 
1 

I 

HIDE "Cloth" 
HIDE "'Wrapper" - 1 I 
HIDE "PackagelContainer" 1 

i 
. . . 

TABLE VII: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF SHAPE CLASSIFIER EXTENSIONS 

These extensions are attested in two branches of the family, Central and Interior Salish. 

Thc extension CLOTH is attested in Central md Interior Salish. 

The extension WRAPPER is attested solely in Interior Salish. 

The cxtcnsion PACKAGE is attested in Central and Interior Salish. 

6.4 The locational concept expressed by the lexical suffix for HIDE. 

Exrnsions of the suffix *kt7 abs~act  shape and functional properties of an animal hide and 

cxtcnd them to entirely different semantic domains. The extension OUTER LAYER for the sullix 

*i;a7 abstracts the location of the hide in an animal's body. The hide is a layer tha~ can be 

removed from the body and used as raw material. 

The extension OUTSlDE LAYER for the suffix *ibr7 is sometimes translated into English as 

"rind" or as "bark" in different branches of the family. Section 6.9.1 addresses instances when: 

9 There are two ways of skinning game animals. One is by severing the head of the animal and 
pulling the inner body of the animal through the opening, detaching the connective tissue that 
fastens the hide to the inner body, as you pull. With this method, the hide is preserved intact. The 
ocher method is using a knife to peel off the hide as you cut along the interface of skin and inner 
body. The problem with the second method is that the skin is not preserved intact. since it may 
be nicked by the cutting blade (William Poser p.c.). 



the suffix is construed as the outer layer of concrete inanimate objects. Section 6.9. I. 1 addresses 

instances where the suffix is construed as the rind of certain fruits. Section 6.9.1.2 addresses 

instances where the suffix is construed as the "bark" of certain trees. 

6.4.1 *[;a 7 refemng to bbouter layer". 

This extension of the suffix refers to external surfaces of different inanimate entities. Thc 

English glosses "rind" and "bark" are provided for this extension in different languages of the 

Family. Yet, the suffix conveys the concept OUTER u n R ,  which is derived From the location of 

the hide in an animal's body. The semantic path is HIDE > OUTER WYER. 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:388) 
s- X3=iiCq 

NOM-over-HIDE 
'outside surtace' 

Columbia (Kinkade n.d.: # 1460) 
k-ic=fia'-tn 
POS-s tack thin o bjects=HIDE-tNSTR 
'siding' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:66) 
& pq~s& 
DIR-powdered=HIDE 
'It is powdered on h e  outside.' 

In Interior Salish, the suffix *i&7 is used in expressions that denote the rind of fruiu and 

vegetables. 

Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: #1477) 
k-saTw=ika3- n 
POS-peel=HIDE-1 SG 
'take off the outside of an onion' 

Okmagan (Mattina 1987:174) 
S-kwfk~r'=fta7 
NOM-ye110 w (redup.)=H IDE 
'tomato' 



Okanagan (Mattina 1987: L 57) 
t -qy$f$iaq 
RSLT-marked (redup.)=HIDE 
'cantaloupe. watermelon* 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:37) 
f -1q=IC7e- n 
DIR-peel=HmE- 1 sG 

'I peeled it around with a knife' 

Spokane (Carlson 1989:75) 
f -qwqwbiie9 
DIR-blue (redup.)=HIDE 
'watermelon' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 162) 
tk- twxw=i&9 
LOC-peel=HIDE 

'to peel as an orange without o knife' 

In Northern Interior Salish. the suffix *{;a7 appears in expressions denoting the outer layer ol  

trees, i.e. bark. 

(185) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:32) 
plui=aI=iia7 
thick=CON=HIDE 
'thick bark' 

(186) Shuswap (Kuipers i974:213) 
t- k m = W  
LOC-SU~~~K~=HIDE 

'bark of root' 

( 187) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 185) 
1-sl-p=iCcl 
LOC-come apart-ASP=HIDE 

'to peel off bark* 



The focus in the utterance below appears to be the sheet-like property of a tree-bark, and it gives 

us an inkling into the ways tree-bark was processed within the culture. 

( 188) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:338) 
sa!ii .e9 
peel=HtDE 
'bark removed in a sheet and rolled' 

Traditionally, bark was pulled off the trees in long flat strips and used for making baskets and 

canoes. The meanings of the suffix *lka7 not only refer to the surface layer of an animal's body, 

i.c. the HIDE, but also alludes to the location of the hide in the body of an animal, i.e. its OUTER 

LAYER. 

6.4.2 Summary and distribution of the locaaional extensions of the lexical s a x  *i?a? 

Table VIII below shows the distribution of the locational extensions that obtain rot the suffix 

* l iar  and sums up the contents of section 6.9. 

i 

DISTRIBUTION PATIERN OF f 
LOCAITONAL EXTENSIONS 1 3 

i s e 

HIDE "Outer Layer" i I I 
.. -- . - . -. . . -. . - - -. - -- - .- .. . . . 

TABLE VIII: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS 

The extension OUTSIDE LAYER obtains solely in Interior Salish in the data considered in this 

chapter. 

6.5 Relational extension of the Idd suffix for HIDE. 

The extension AROUND for the suffix *fia7 reflects the enfolding properties of a hide, and 

denotes notions of encirclement and encasement We can think about this extension by 

visualizing the inner body of an animal as surrounded by its hide, or conversely, visualizing the 

hide as extending all around an animal's body. This last image becomes palpable in the skinning 

of game animals (see note 10). 



In examples ( 189) and (19 1) the s u f h  attaches to predicates meaning "to make a circle". The 

notion of encirclement derives by analogy from the function the hide has on an animal's body. 

Example (189) below denotes the encirclement of the moon by a halo. This image is 

metaphorically transferred to a different semantic domain. The semantic path for the suffut is 

HIDE > OUTER LAYER > AROUND. 

(1 (19) Lillooet (van Eijk 1987:289) 
zank=al=iia3-n ti kanamtn -a 
circle=CON=AROUND-TR DET moon -DET 
'The moon has a circle.' 

The predicate in example (189) means bbcucle" and the suffix *[&a7 denotes the relation AROUND. 

Figure 2 illustrates a halo, a circle of light surrounding the moon resulting from the refraction 

or rcflection of light by ice particles in the atmosphere. 

Figure 2: The Extension AROUND for the Suffur *(;a2 

Example (190) below comes from Shuswap, and denotes an entity that defines the boundaries 

of a contained space. The example has the predicate "make a circle". and the suffix *i6a7 

follows the semantic path HIDE >OUTER LAYERS AROUND denoting the location and function of 

Ihe hide in the body of animals. 

( 190) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:237) 
t-ql %=fie?- t n 
LOC-make a circle=HLDE-INSTR 
'log fence' 

The literal sense of the example above is 'circle around". The terns "log" and "fence" are not 

lexicdly expressed. The fence is then the encirclement of some area to prevent escape or access. 



Examples (191) and (L92) allude to the outer limits or the encirclement of a real or 

hypothetical territory. The semantic path of the suffix is HIDE > OUTER LAYER > AROUND. 

(19 1)  Shuswap (Kuipers l989: 191) 
t- ke ke w=iie'J 
L O C - f ~  (redup .)=AROUND 
'outer reaches, farthest you can go' 

( 192) Shuswap (Kuipers 1989:206) 
S- t-qlKdb9 
NOM-LOC-ci&=HIDE 
'wooden prison (wall)' 

In the Okanagan example (193). the suffix *ICa7 also denotes the concept AROUND. 

( 193) Okanagan (Mattina 1987:227) 
wr'=i6a7- n t 
be buming=HIDE-TR. 
'start a Fie around something' 

In the Coeur d' Alene example (194) the suffix refers to some entity that enfolds around anoler 

entity. The suffix conveys the concept AROUND. 

( 194) Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938547) 
a- t-tanp=iCe7e 
PP-LoC=unglossed=HIDE 
'It clasps all around on i ~ '  

The meaning AROUND for the suffix *{;a? is attested here in contexts of encirclement. This 

relational meaning o l  the suffix derives from the function of the HIDE in an animal's body and 

from the use of hides as wrapping material. 

6.5.1 Summary and distribution of the relational extension of the laical sum% *fir9. 

Table IX below shows the distribution of the relational extension that obtains br the suffix 

*(&a7 and sums up the contents of section 6.5. 



r 

HIDE "Around 

TABLE IX: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF RELATIONAL EXTENSIONS 

The extension AROUND for the suffix is attested only in Interior Saiish. 

6.6 *[&ap referring to culturally-determined meaning. 

This section addresses a culturallydetermined meaning of the suffix *;;a? This meaning of 

the suffix is connected with death, or perhaps with life after death. For lack of a bctkr term. I 

have labeled this extension GHOST. The motivation for this extension is no longer accessible or 

transparent. Aspects of a people's belief system and world knowledge remain embodied in the 

lexicon and arc not accessible outside the particular culture and time frame. 

Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s- pal kw=iiecl 
NoM-be exposed (?)=HIDE 

'dead person. ghost' 

Saanich (Montler 1986:8%) 
~ - ~ a i k ~ = i i @ e ~  
NOM-unglossed=HIDE 
'screech owl. ghost, human corpse' 

Shuswrp (Florence Simon p.c.) 
s-kway-em =i6e 
NOM-smooth (?)=HIDE 
'feeling a phost'to 

lo There is a mot kwy- "smooth" (Kuipers 1974:220) which might be the root in example (197). 
in which case the combination of root + lexical sufx would render a literal meaning of 
*'smooth=m~', 



(198) Spokane (Carlson 1989:36) 
s - k w 6 s s f  9e 

NOM-unglossed=H~DE 
'ghost' 

( 199) Coeur d' Alene (Banhmaier 1996:37) 
Ean s-kwbsie7  
ISG NOM-unglossed=HIDE 
'I will be a ghost' 

The cultural context within which this extension arises may be quite ancient, since it is attested 

both the Central and the Interior branches of the family. 

6.6.1 Sununary and distribution of the cultural extensions of the lexical suMx *fCa? 

Table X below shows the distribution of the culturally motivated extension that obtains for 

the suffix *iir7 and sum up the contents of section 6.6. 

DISTRIBUTION PA7'TERN OF 
CULTURALLY MOTIVATED EXTENSIONS 

WIDE "Ghost" 

TABLE X: BRANCH DISTRIBUTION OF CULTURAL EXTENSIONS 

The extension GHOST is attested in Centrd and Interior Salish. This extension possibly obeys 

to a culture specific naming process. For example, the moon in Greek is called the "measurer", in 

Latin it is called the "glittering" (Cassirer 197 1:285). These different names denote the same 

entity, but can no longer give an account of the way in which these names were given, because 

naming has to do with highly complex cultural processes that vary in each particular case. 

Though I have not found an explanation Cor the extension GHOST for the suffix, it does not 

mean that an explanation does not exist. The particular context from which this meaning arose 

could possibly be found in myths, the ceremonial lore that surrounds death , or in recorded 

accounts of the ancient belief system of Central Coast and Interior Salish communities. 



6.7 Summary of extensions for the sum V i a ? .  

This section summarizes the semantic extensions of *idaP in radial category format. Figure 3 

graphically displays the semantic extensions that obtain for the suffix. 

Hide 
Material Culture Items 
Outer Layer 
Two Dimensional Shape 
Around 

Figure 3: Radial Category of the Meanings of the Suffix *i&? 

'Ihe meaning HIDE characterizes this semantic field. Its principal extensions are HUMAN 

SKIN. UVE ANIMAL COAT. FEATHERS. and SCALES. 

Anifacts originally made from animal hides characterize this semantic field Its 

principal extensions are CLOTHING and BLANKET. 



A salient two-dimensional shape characterizes this semantic field. Its principal 

meaning extensions are CLOTH, WRAPPER. and PACKAGE. 

The meaning OWTER LAYER characterizes this semantic field. The meanings translated 

as BARK and RIND originate from this concept 

The meaning AROUND characterizes this semantic field. 

6.8 Categorization end distribution of Ule meanings that obtain for the suffi *{;a9. 

Table X1 below displays the attested ex~nsions of the lexical suffix *W within this corpus 

for the entire Salish family. 

DISTRIBUTION OF EXTENSIONS 

HIDE AND ANALOGIES 

- 
HIDE "Live animal coat" 
HIDE "Human skiniBody" 
HIDE s i i z i a a e r s ?  
MATERIAL CULTURE EXTENSIONS 
HIDE ''Clothing" 
HIDE "Blanket" 
TWO DIMENSIONAL FLAT SHAPE 
_^^__--. 

HIDE "Cloth" 
HIDE "Wrapper" 
HIDE "Package" 
LOCATIONAL EXTENSIONS 
HIDE "Outer Layer" 

RELATIONAL EXTENSIONS 
: 
CULTURAL EXTENSIONS 
HIDE "Ghost" 

TABLE XI: DISTRIBUTION OF EXTENSIONS BY LANGUAGE 



The extension HXDE is attested in Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan, and Colurnbian. 

The extension WE AMMAL COAT is attested in Lillooet, Thompson, Okmagan, and 

Colurnbian. 

The extension HUMAN smmow is attested in Quinault, Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan, 

Columbian, Spokane, and Coeur d' Aicne. 

The extensions FEATHERS and SCALES are attested in Lillooet, Thompson. Shuswap, 

Okanagan, and Columbian. 

The extension CLOTHING is attested Squamish, Halkomelem, Saanich, Lushootseed, Upper 

Che halis, Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap. Okanagan, Columbian, and Spokme. 

The extension BLANKET is attested in Bellr Coola, Squamish, Halkomelem, Lushootseed, 

Upper Chehdis, Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap, Okanagan, Columbian. Spokme, and Cocur 

d' Alene. 

The extension CLOTH is attested in Halkomelem, Saanich, Lillooet, Thompson and 

Okanagan. 

The extension WRAPPER is attested in Thompson. Okanagan, Columbian, Spokane, and 

Cocur d'Nene. 

The extension PACKAGE is attested in Saanich, Thompson, Okanagan, Columbian, and 

Colum bian. 

The extension OUTSIDE LAYER is attested in Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap. Okmagyl, 

Columbian, and Spokane. 

The extension AROUND is attested in Lilloocl Shuswap, Obnagan, and Coeur dTAlene. 

The extension GHOST is attested in Hakomelem, Saanich. Shuswap, Spokane. and Coeur 

d' Alene. 

6.9 Conclusions. 

The cenual meaning of the suffix *[;a7 is HIDE. A hide is the surface layer of an animal's 

body. At a very concrete level, the lexical suffu *IT&? means HIDE and develops the locational 

extension is OUTER LAYER. The meaning OWER LAYER is rooted in the location and function r hide 



has in the body of an animal. When applied to the inanimate domain, the suffix refers to the 

surface of objects; the bark of trees and the rind of certain fruits are also denoted by the suffix. 

In hunting, a game animal is skinned, butchered, and dressed for food. The removed hide is 

processed, cured, and used as raw marerial for making clothing and blankets. In addition. hides 

were used for packing and wrapping goods. A series of packing related meanings develop from 

the use hides were put to within the culture. 

A comparison of the suffiuc *if/& GAME ANIMAL and *i6a7 HITIE validates and expands for dl 

the Interior Salish languages the suggestion made for Columbia ( W a d e  1973), that the 

concepts "inside" and "outside*' are pan of the chain of m u i n g  that obtains for the suffixes 

*dl ti' and *fia? 



Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

7.0 Introduction. 

I have made a number of points concerning the variations in meaning exhibited by Salish 

lexical suffixes, attempting to make explicit the system that underlies their semantics. The 

semantics of Salish lexical suffixes are complex in the sense that the relation between a suffix 

and its referent is not simple or one-to-one. Lexical suffixes express the relation of many-to-one. 

i.e. polysemy. This study shows in some detail the ways in which several lexical suffixes extend 

their semantic domains. 

The lexical suffix for ABDOMEN has the following meanings: 

ABDOMEN > BELLYiGtJT 

BELLY > HIP > SIDE 

BELLY > HILUDOMFISKY 

BELLY. FRONT 

BELLY > UNDERSIDE > UNDER 

GUT > ANUS/RUMPRAIL > END POINT 

GUT > tNStD6 > FEELING > DESIDERATIVE 

Thc lexical suffix for BACK has the following meanings: 

BACK >PACK >LOAD > BUNDLE >CONTAINER 

BACK > OTKER SIDE > BEHIND 

BACK > SPINE > MIDDLWCWTER > BETWEEN 

BACK > SURFACE > ACROSSIOUTSIDE 

BACK > TOP > OVERIMOVFION 

The lexical suffix for EAR has the following meanings: 
EAR >UNDERSTANDPIC > KNOWLEDGE w BELIEF 

EAR > SOUND/NOISE 

EAR > CHEEK/I'EMPLmRAalSISHOULDERS 

EAR W1NGSRIOR.NWLW~S 

EAR > PROTRUSION/SHELULEAF 

EAR > SIDE > DEICITC 

EAR > OVERRIPON 



The lexical suffix for GAME AMMM has the following meanings: 

CAME ANIMAL > FLESH/BODY/CARCASS 

GAME ANIMAL > CARCASS > INNARDS w INSIDE > AFFECT 

CARCASS > HIP > SIDE 

The lexical suffix for  lo^ has the following meanings: 

HIDE > HUMAN SKIN > LIVE ANIMAL COAT 

HIDE > FEATHERS > SCALW 

HIDE > OUTSIDE LAYER > MOUND 

HIDE > WRAPPER > PACKAGUCONTAINER 

The general assumption of h i s  analysis is that meaning in language is anchored in human 

experience and culture. Therefore, understanding the extended meanings of lexical suffixes 

entails delving into the cultural and cognitive foundation of their semantics. This analysis 

assumes that the basic meanings of lexical suffixes are concrete. and that heir extended 

meanings reflect human perception mediated by culture. Thus, perceptual and experiential 

knowledge of the world determines the kinds of semantic extensions that obtain. 

I have approached the semantics of lexical suffixes synchronically, with an awareness that 

h e  morphological system from which these suffixes come goes back to Proto-Salish. In addition 

to metaphor and metonymy, the mechanisms of semantic change posited here-the Principle of 

Anatomical Adjacency, Canonical Orientation Templates, and the Profiling Effect of Predicate 

Semantics-account for the different extensions of a suffu. However, since specific meanings 

are trigpred by cognitive processes and discrete contextual frames grounded in culture, the 

range of possible meanings a given suffix may acquire cannot be predicted. Further extensions of 

these suffixes can be accounted for by the mechanisms proposed in this study. However, not 

even a motivated listing of dl the senses of a lexical suffix would help predict r semantic 

extension that might obtain in a given reai-life context 

7.1 Anatomical meanings. 

Anatomical meanings denote body parts and reflect the proto-meanings of the suffixes. The 

centnl meaning of a suffix may develop sub-categories that follow independent semantic paths. 



The gestalts that develop from the central meaning of a suffm focus on aspects of the central 

meaning. In the case of the lexical suffix for MWMEN. the sub-categories BELLY and GUT arc 

generated (see Chapter 2). 

ABDOMEN > BELLY 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:277) 
ia+=Cne9k-e-s 
s~oo~=BEL.LY-SUF-~SG 
'to shoot someone in the belly' 

Lushooueed (Hess 1976: 128) 
s-qwa b&y=al =do8 
NOM-dogXON=BELLY 
'the belly of a dog' 

ABDOMEN > GUT 

(3) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:245) 
n-pt=idk-ti 
LOC=cover=GUT=NS 
'entrails ' 

(4) Lushootseed(Bates etai.1994:26) 
saK=adaE-ad 
sc rape=GUT-TR 
'scraping the inside o l  the stomach' 

7.2 Anatomical adjacency meanings. 

Body-part suffixes may refer to anatomical regions that are adjacent to the principal body 

put denoted by the suffix. Physical contiguity is the only motivation for this type of extension . 

The examples below come fmm Cenual and interior Sdish and illustrate the Principle of 

Anatomical Adjacency. 

BELLY > HIP 

(5 )  Upper Chehaiis (Kinkade 199 1 : 137) 
tai+w=ni! 
big=HIP 
'big hipped' 



(6) Halkomelem (Sutles in prep. b, # 14 #2 1) 
s-ie$m=nac 
NOM-bone=HIP 
'hip bones' 

EAR > CHEEK 

(7) Squamish (Kuipea 1967b:273) 
caqw=ay=ad 
bleed=cO~=EAR 
'have one's ear bleeding' 

(8) Squamish (Kuipers 1967bz273) 
ciq=ah 
smb=CHEEK 
'get one's cheek stabbed' 

EAR > TEMPLE 

Shuswap (Kuipers l974:254) 
c-RY=Qne 
ASP-torn O ~ ~ = E A R  
'have car torn off 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:2 14) 
x- km =&ne 
LOC-suea=TEMPLE 
'temple of head' 

Shape extensions o f  body-port lexical suffixes are very common in Salish languages-le 

salient shape of a body part is metaphorically extended to other entities in the world perceived as 

having a similar shape. The suffix for ABWMEN in its extension BELLY is a case in point, since it 

denotes the classificatory shape "prominently curved surface", which prototypically refers to 

hillsides in Interior Salish (see section 2.2.1). 



BELLY > HlLLStDE 

( 1  1 )  Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:48 1) 
n-zwest=enk 
LOC-twitch=BW~ 
'one's belly twitches' 

( 12) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson l996:48 1) 
73s-n-yws=Onk 
ASP-LOC-sun shine=BELLY 
'sunny side of mountain' 

EAR > PROTRUSION 

( 13) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 199450) 
dxw-&gw=al=di9-ad 
PRFX- wash-CON=EAR -TR 
'She washed his ears.' 

( 14) Lushootseed (Hess 1976: 6) 
kwad-a b=adi9 
~ ~ W F X A R  

'handle, bail hoop' 

The overall shape of a body part can be abstracted to denote objects perceived as having a 

similar shape to the body part. This point is illustrated with the lexical suffix for HEAD in Ccnval 

and Interior Salish, 

(15) Halkomelcm (Suctles in prep. a) 
Eat =aqw 
~ U ~ ~ = H E A D  

'head ache' 

( 16) Island Halkomelem (Margaret James p.c.) 
l i x w a q u  
hree=HEAD 
'three lettuces, garlics, cabbages' 

1 The suffix for H E A ~  seems to be a shape-classificatory suffix for round lings. It applies to 
berries, which used to be the sole h i t  category, and seems to have extended to include cabbage, 
lettuce, and garlic. 



Lillooet (van Eijk 1997:95) 
d p g W - a m  
S C C ~ ~ C  h=HEAD-MU) 
'scratch one's head' 

Lillooet (van Eijk 1997:95) 
n-Wiwas=aqw 
LOC- two=HEAD 
'two balls of wool' 

Conversely, shape or material-culture suffixes may refer to body parts that are perceived as 

having h e  shape or function implied by the suffix. Cases in point are the suffix for ROUND OBJECT 

in Saanich, which denotes the anatomical belly (see section 2.1.4 ), and the suffix for SACK in 

Lillooct* which also may denotc the anatomical belly . 

(20) Lillooet (van Eijk 1997:85) 
4i=h t max 
wcavc=SACK 

'gunny sack* 

(2  1) Lillooet (van Eij% 1997%) 
slip=dmax-am 
S C ~ ~ C ~ = S A C K - M I D  

'to scratch oneself on the belly' 

Shape classifications are an important aspect of word formation. its proven by the shape 

abstractions that obtain for body-pan suffixes. In addition, Salish languages have suffixes that 

solely denote shape, such as ''long object", "flat object", and "round object". Some shape 

suffixes we exemplified below for Interior Salish. 

LONG OBSECTS: 

(22) Shuswap (Kuipea 1974: 160) 
s-iup=~qw 
ASP-twisted=LONG OBJECT 
'twisted rope* 



FLAT OBJECTS: 

look=FLAT OBJECT 
'to read' 

ROUND OBJECTS: 

(24) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:245) 
cw=&se" 
make=ROUM) OBJECT 
'berries are already fully formed* 

Lexical suffixes function as numeral classifiers when combined with numeral predicates. 

Classifiers are often, though not exclusively, shaped-based (Haas 1978:333). They have 

meaning, in the sense that they denote the most salient perceived or imputed characteristic of an 

entity (Allan 1977: 285). The seven most common categories of classification are (a) material, 

(b) shape. (c) consistency. (dl size, (e) location. (I) arrangement, and (g) quanta (Man 

1977:297). In the data considered in this study, the following suffixes have classificatory 

functions: 

BACK is a classifier for loads: 

(25) Okanagan (Mattina l987:249) 
t-xw?=ikh-n t 

RSLT-be miiny=B ACK-SUF 
'many bundles' 

CAME ANIMAL is a classifier for animals: 

(26) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 107) 
q?fi=tii 
many=GAME ANIMAL 

'many deer' 

HIDE is a classifier for blankets and packages in Okmagan, and a classifier for blankets in 

Tsarnosan. 



Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 102) 
t- m is=6a" 
RSLT-four=HIDE 
'Bur packages' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :57) 
k w h  =iia 
how many=HIDE 
'how many blankets' 

Haeberlin (1974:228) argues that the shape-classificatory meanings of lexical suffixes arc 

secondary, because body-part suffixes are pan of a very old system that has a wide distribution, 

and only a few suffixes have classificatory meanings. 

I contend that aspects of a lexical suffix become salient in specific contexts and can become 

lexicalized in the language. In the Thompson utterances, miCaq = qkn "to sit on top" (Boas 

1898:36) and pia = qgin tkau'za "one (round thing) egg" (Boas: 1898:36), the suffix for HEAD 

denotes the location TOP, and the classificatory shape ROUND. The aspects of the suffix HEAD that 

surface in constructions with positional verbs such as "to sit" associate head with the location of 

the human head and denote the top surface of some entity. The aspect of the human head that 

surfaces in constructions with numeral predicates is its overall shape. In no way docs this 

indicate that the meanings TOP for the suffix precedes the meaning SHAPE. 

7.4 Locational meaninp 

Locationd meanings usually extend into adjacent space the relation that a specific body part 

bears to the body as a whole. Canonical orientation templates determine the specific structural 

relation a body pan bears to the body as whole, e.g. the relation 4bback" is different in human and 

animal bodies. These relations may be metaphorically projected onto other objects in the world. 

Locationd extensions may also denote find destination points. This process is hinted at by 

Gibson ( 1973:SO-5 1) for Eastern Shuswap. He states that tk-taf man= qin 'paddle to reach a 

destination" is based on tk-tebmln "paddle for a purpose". The addition of the lexical suffix 



=qin HEAD to the stem denotes the final destination. (It refers to source of the river). Destinations 

are end points in space and in this sense constitute locational extensions. 

The locational extensions denoted by the suffix for SHOULDER in the Central Salish examples 

below represent a metaphorical transfer from body part to location. 

SHOULDER > SIDE 

Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
taq=d=Qf  an 
end=CON=SHOULDER 
'front quarter of deer' 

Hakomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
x-calqw=6f an 
LOC-away fkom W ~ ~ ~ ~ H O U L D E R  
'back side of house' 

Lushootsced (Hess 1976: 13) 
s- ta b=l =&%ad 
~ o ~ - t h i n g  that =CON=SHOULDER 
'shoulder' 

Lushootseed (Bates et ai. 1994: 138) 
1 il =a Sad 
far away=SHOULDER 
'fw away on the other side' 

Locationd extensions of body-part lexical suffixes are common in many languages of the world, 

and examples of metaphorical transfers from body part to location appear throughout this study. 

Body-part lexical suffixes provide coordinates for defining space, as asserted by Cassirer 

( 1955:206-207). 

"Once he has formed a distinct representation of his own body, once he 

has apprehended it as a self-enclosed and intrinsically articulated 
organism, it becomes, as it were, a model according to which he constructs 

the world as a whole. [n this perception of his body, he possesses an 
original set of coordinates, to which in course of development he 



continually returns and refers-and from which accordingly he draws the 

terms which serve to designate this development? 

On the one hand, the set of coordinates is universal because the shape of the human body is 

universal; on the other, the conceptualization of the body parts used to denote locational space 

may dxfer from culture to culture (see section 1.2.1, examples (34) and (35)). One possible 

conclusion is that bodies, human or animal, and the structural relations among their parts, are 

models for the conceptualization of space in Salish. Driven to its logical conclusion, this strongly 

suggests that the conceptualkation of space arising from body-part lexical suffixes in Salish is 

different from that of English or other languages. 

7.5 Relational meanings. 

Relational extensions of body-part lexical suffixes are subject to the Profiling Effect of 

Predicate Semantics. They obtain with certain types of predicates and represent a metaphorical 

transfer from the domain of static space, i.e. location, to the domain of dynamic spacc, i.e. 

relation. Relational extensions are translated into English by prepositions, a fact that reinforces 

Ihe claim that spatial relations derived from body parts represent a different conceptualization of 

spacc. 

BACK > BEHIND 

(32) Shuswap (Kuipers L989: 1 80) 
x-nakw=Skn 
LOC-run=B ACK 

'to gallop in pursuit' 

BACK w TOP OVER 

(33) Halkomelem (Sutdes in prep. b, 5 14 #66) 
c%?m=e'c- t 
jump=BACK -TR 
'jump over it (as a log)' 



BACK > TOP > MOVE 

(34) S huswap (Kuipers 1989: 169) 
x-cakw- t=ikan 
LOC-s hine-SUF=B ACK 

'glow of flame (in the sky)' 

BACK > SURFACE > ON 

(35) Lushootsced (Bates et ale 1994: 1 14) 
qu-qdab=iE-fad 
ASP-rain=BACK 1SG SWOB 

'It rained on me.' 

BACK > SURFACE > ACROSS 

(36) Halkomelem (Suitles in prep. b, 8 14 #66) 
iqw=ei?c 
sevcred=CON=B ACK 
'take a shortcut (as a pass between the islands)' 

EAR > UPON 

Okanagan (Mattina 1987: 1 15) 
n- kwa9c=ina9 
LoCdark=E~R 
'dark overtakes' 

Thompson (Thompson and Thompson 1996:28) 
ca f  ~ - p = ~ s i  
dri p-ASP=EAR 

'get dripped on' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940: 174) 
f in-f l-kal-p=9ne9 
1 SG-DIR-daylight-ASkEAR 
'The daylight is on me.' 

A cunning theme throughout this study is the influence that the semantics of predicates has on 

the semantics of the lexicaI suffixes. Certain classes of predicates seem to determine he 



relational extensions of lexical suffixes. Predicates define the contentual frame of an event, e .g  a 

predicate of motion, like "jump", implies a different scene from a predicate like "scratch". 

The Profiling Effect of Predicate Semantics defines the background against which the 

relational meanings of lexical suffixes obtain. It can be said that the meaning of the predicate-in 

determining the background of the event-selects an aspect of the core meaning of a lexical 

suffix that fits the context of the event. This is one area in which further study is needed. A study 

of the comparative semantics of Salish mots would clarify this issue (see Chap. 3. section 3.7). 

7.6 Metaphor-bd meanings. 

Broadly defined, a metaphor is a process of human understanding by which we make sense of 

experience. A metaphor in this experiential sense explains one domain of experience in terms of 

another domain (Johnson 1987: 15). For example, the body-part lexeme "back undergoes 

metaphorical transfers in Acholi. It denotes "behind" in an object-to-space metaphorical transfer, 

and it denotes b4after'* in a space-to-time metaphorical transfer (Heine 1995: 16). 

-dy-pact Domain 1 Meaning ] Spatio-Temporal Domain 
Acholi i !Is I "back" 1 behind, after 

Hcncc, a body-part-to-space metaphorical transfer conveys locational concepts, and locational 

concepts extend metaphorically to denote time. The latter extension conceptualizes time as a line 

from past to future. 

Emotions are abstract concepts, yet they are physiologically experienced in the body. The 

body part where the emotion is felt becomes the metaphorical seat of emotion. Seat-of emotion- 

metaphors are language-specific, motivated by aspects of the culture in which the language is 

embedded (see section 1.2.1, examples (26-28), section 2.5, and section 5.3). 

The location of emotion can be construed as being anywhere on the body. The anatomical 

features that refer to emotion in Salish are always located on the inside of the body. 

GUT > FEELING 



Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:245) 
wpt=6hk- t i  
LOC-COV~I==ABDOMEN-INSTR 
'entrails' 

Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1996:475) 
n - k a s = ~ i k  
LOC-mgry=ABDOMEN 

'cranky. vicious' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 15) 
s-9ac=igvad-s 
NOM-there=[NNARDS-3POSS 
'his insides' 

Lushootseed (Bates e t al. 1994: 1 15) 
dx '- kwhqW=igwad 
PRFX-worry=INNARDS 
'worry' 

Metonymic- based meanin p. 

The BearerfBurden Relation expressed by the lexical suffix for BACK is an interesting 

metonymic extension that lexicalizes r cultural function, that oC carrying loads on the back. 

Metonymy is h e  process whereby one thing comes to stand in place of something else due to an 

intrinsic relation between the two things. The BearedBurden Relation exemplifies such r process 

in that the BACK stands for what is carried, i.e. the PACK, Different kinds of metonymic relations 

can be expressed in language. but only a few become productive. The Mowing are some 

productive metonymies in English (Dirven 1985:96). 

(i) The whole city protested. Ciry denotes the people who live in it. 

(ii) 'That was an excellent dish. The Container/Contained Relation originates this 

metonymy. Dish refers to the food, i.e. what is contained in the dish, not to the 

dish itself. 



The BearerBurden Relation is akin to type (ii) metonymy, the ContainerIContained Relation, 

and seems productive in several Salish languages (section 3.2). 

Shuswap (Mary Jane Anthony p.c.) 
s-tex=kn 
NOM-carry =B ACK 

'load carried on the back' 

Shuswap (Kuipea 1974: 196) 
x-iam=kn- te if-scfln 
LOC-put ~II=BACK-IMP DET-food 
'Put the food in a sack!' 

Cramma(icJized meanings. 

Gramrnaticalizations are a product of historical change that has morphosyntactic 

consequences. Lexical suffixes have concrete meanings and refer to body parts and elements of 

the material culture. Several suffiies within this study metaphorically extend to reference the seat 

or location of emotion (section 2.5 and section 5.3). One of these suffixes, *ari/nak ABDOMEN, 

becomes grarnmaticdized and denotes desiderative modality (section 2.5.3). Whether this 

grammaticalization process has gone its full length is a moot point. In the examples considered in 

this study, it is clear that the suffi  conveys a speaker's attitude about what is being said, thus 

expressing desiderative modality. The grammaticalization of the suffix for ABDOMEN gives it r 

new function and changes its category from lexical to grammatical (Traugott and Heine L992:S). 

Strictly speaking, grammaticalization is not a semantic process; however, it does entail an 

increase in the pragmatic meaning of the grammaticalized term at the cost of lexical meaning. 

(46) Columbian (Kinkade nod.: #6 16) 
nap=lnk 
unglossed=ABDOMEN 
'pregnant girl' 

(47) Columbian (Kinkade n.d.: 4624) 
pu'pu%=ink 
heart=FEELING 
'mourn* 



(48) Colurnbian (Kinkade n.d.: M38) 
ldt-kn n-npkw=ink 
NEG- 1 SG. WS-go=DESIDERATIVE 
'I don't want to go.' 

Deictics are indexical elements that depend on context for thei g. The suffix for EM 

denotes the lateral axis of the body, and by extension the locational meaning S~DE (section 4.4). 

The suffix can also refer to the extreme(s) of entities, such as houses or roads (section 4.4.1 and 

4.4.1. l ) ,  and the extreme point of a trajectory, i.e. the side opposite to its beginning point. 

Combined with certain elements, the extension S~DE from EAR is gramrnaticalized and forms part 

of deictic expressions such as, "bere", "here", "this", "thus", and "now" (section 4.4.3). This is 

probably an old grammaticahation that is now completely lexicalized. 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1989: 168) 
s - x - & = h e  
NOM-LOC-hard spot=EAR 
*ear wax' 

Shuswap (Kuipcrs 1983:77) 
h k - l = h e  
into-CON= DEICTIC 
'over there' 

Cultural meanings. 

The semantics of the material-culture lexical suffixes *&;a7 GAME MMAL and *[;a7 HIDE 

considered in this study seem tied to specific culture areas. The lexical suffix *diCa7 GAME 

ANIMAL is the source of hunt-related meaning extensions in Interior Salish. The lexical suffix for 

*1&7 HIDE is the source for expressions meaning bbblulket" and "clothing", and its use is 

widespread. In addition to these meanings, which seem determined by the cultural use of hides in 

ancient economies, there are other extensions of the suffix, based on myth or religious bcliefs. 

which I have not even attempted to explain. One such instance pertains to the suffix for HIDE 

(section 5.1 l), where the suffix is connected to meanings related to ghosts; another pertains to 

the suffix for ABDOMEN (section 2.6.1), where b e  suffi  metaphorically extends to denote price. 



(5 1) Halkomelem (Suttles in prep. a) 
s- pal kw=iQe9 
NOM-be exposed (?)=GHOST 
'dead person, ghost' 

ABDOMEN > CUT > ANUS/RUMP 

(52) Hallcornelem (Suttles in prep. b. 8 14 #2l) 
kw5x=nac- t 

name=ANUSIRUMP-TR 
'name a price' 

7.10 Conclusions. 

We have seen an overview of the different categories of extensions that obtain for all the 

suffixes considered in chis study, and of the mechanisms through which they obtain. 

Though the primary focus of this study is not universal in nature, the question must be asked 

as to how locational and relational extensions of lexical suffkes lit into universal grammar. The 

kinds of semantic extensions shown in this study can be called universal, in the sense that any 

language could use any one of the semantic projections analyzed here, or any subset of the 

categories established in this study. It is not my intention to establish a universal projection 

mechanism for body-part extensions. However, if the locational and relational functions of body- 

part lexical suffixes are part of the grammar, and if the link to their concrete meanings, i-e. the 

body part, is metaphorical, then we must consider these metaphorical processes as intrinsic to thc 

grammatical systems of Salish languages. 

Furthennore, if the Link between concrete and lwational senses of lexical suffixes is an active 

metaphorization process. the speakers must be aware of the recurring metaphorical senses a 

body-part lexical suffix acquires in the language. They must also recognize that metaphorization 

from the domain of body parts creates new meanings for lexical suffixes, and that this is a 

powerful method for enriching and extending the lexicon. 

2 A similar conclusion is drawn by Brugman (nd.). 



The meanings resulting from such metaphorical extensions are companble to the following 

English combinations: "back-up", 'back-down", "back-pack", "back-flow", "back-talk", and 

"back-stab". The particular meanings of these expressions are related to the semantics of the 

other member in the formation. "Back-stab" and "back-pack" have the anatomical meaning 

BACK; "back-flow" and "back-down" refer to direction of movement, i.e. reversal; "back-talk'' is 

a metaphorical extension implying a tart reply; "back-up" has several metaphorical extensions, 

so much so that a whole dissertation could be written about it. The point here is that there is no 

clear relationship between the syntactic form and the semantics. Instead. one must look to the 

particular semantics of each member of the formation to read the semantics of the whole. The 

only possible basis for describing the differences in meaning in these expressions is purely 

semantic. 

Metaphorical processes, including conceptual categorization, underlie the polysemy of Salish 

lexical suffixes. The lexicon viewed from this perspective includes not only the defiiition of the 

lexical suffix, but also the connections between the separate senses of the suffix. This view of the 

lexicon is a more accurate representation of the lexical knowledge native speakers seem to have 

about lexical suffixes. I have witnessed again and again conversations between native speakers of 

both Interior and Central Salish where a lexical suffix is productively used to convey diverse 

meanings. The control a speaker has over the language limits the productivity of a lexical suffix, 

totally fluent speakers are able to employ fully the different aspects of a suffix in discourse. 

I conclude that a theory of prototype categorization provides explanatory principles for the 

organization of h e  lexicon of Salish languages. The chaining of metaphors within prototype 

categories of meaning accounts for the semantic variations of lexical suffixes in an organized 

fashion. This method is f u  superior to accounting for these various meanings by listing them in 

the lexicon. No attempt to extend the conclusions of this study to other languages is made here. 

The search for semantic universals belongs to another level of inquiry where body-part 

extensions from a wide range of languages are examined and compared. 
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